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PREFACE.

INthe spring of 1848, just twenty-eight years ago,
the late Sir Herbert Edwardes, then a young lieutenant
in the servioe of the East India Company, achieved in
a few months the bloodless conquest of the Bann6
valley-+ valley studded with 400 village-forts, which
all the might of a military nation like the Sikhs had
failed to subdue, though for twenty years and more
they had made repeated efforts to do so.
Lieutenant Edwardes had been supplied with the means
wherewith to compel submission, or rather to attempt it,
in theBhape of several Sikh regiments ; but happily his
personal influence and tact enabled him to accomplish his
task without resorting to physical force. The troops, as
well as the people they had been sent to conquer, saw
with wonder and admiration how difficulties, formerly
deemed insurmountable, disappeared in a few weeks
before the earnest enthusiasm of one Englishman. The
good work had hardly been completed, when the second
Sikh war broke out, and Edwardes hastened away with
what troops and levies he could collect to stern the
tide of rebellion by boldly laying siege to Multan.
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At the close of the war, in which he had proved himself a heroic soldier and skilful officer, he went home on
furlough to find himself the lion of the hour. There
he devoted his leisure to the production of a book called
" A Year on the Punjab Frontier," in which he described, in vivid and glowing language, the events of
1848-49 in the Punjab, and his own share in them.
This work is perhaps the best of its class ever yet
published on an Indian subject, and, owing to its
delightful sparkle and graphic scene-painting, bearing
the impress of reality in every line, its pages afford
charming reading to young and old alike, whether interested in India or not. The very school-boyish vanity
and ingenuousness of the writer enhance the pleasure
of the reader, who sees the author before him as he
then was, a young officer, who had bravely and wisely
used a great opportunity, and who had gone to England,
fresh from the scene of his conquests, to find himself
made a hero of by his countrymen.
I n Part I. of the following pages extracts are introduced from Edwardes' book, which is now, I selieve,
out of print ; and the previous and subsequent history,
social and political, of the Trans-Indus tracts of this
District are sketched. A short account is then given
of the revenue system as it was under the Sikhs, and
as it is under the British; of the primitive collective
'form of property in land, which still survives in some
parts of Marwat; and of the Settlement operations
now in progress.
I have endeavoured to interweave with the narrative
some account of how rulers and ruled spend their lives
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in this far-away corner of the British Empire, which
may, perhaps, prove not uninteresting to Englishmen
at home.
Part 11. is devoted to an account of the customs
and folklore, the proverbs, ballads and popular tales,
the unwritten but fondly treasured literature of the
Pashto-speaking inhabitants of the District, from which
some insight into the thoughts and opinions which
govern their actions may be gained.
Let me now tell how and why this piece of patchwork, which I am venturing to publish, ever came to
be written.
I n 1872 I began the Settlement of this District, and
my duties as Settlement Officer afforded me great opportunities of studying the people, and caused them to be
ready to serve me in any way I desired. I then commenced making a collection of their proverbs for my
own pleasure, and, meeting with encouragement from
Government, the idea of having it publbhed occurred
to me. With this intention I arranged the collection
as it appears in Part 11. during the hot weather of
1874. Having done so, I felt that an introduction,
descriptive of the people whose thoughts and sayings
I had strung together, was required. Accordingly
when in camp during the cold season of 1874-75, I
wrok in odd hours of leisure the six chapters which
comprise Part I., and it was not until the last sheet
was laid aside, that the unconscionable length of what
had at first been meant to be a short introduction
dawned upon me.
Finally, possessing a number of Pashto stories, I
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transIated some of them, and wrote a chapter on
Pathan social life. As the subject was a dry one, I
adopted a narrative form, hoping by that means to
rendersthe account less uninteresting than if no thread
of connexion had run through it.
As the book has been composed amidst the hurry
and worry of engrossing and constant work, I hope all
shortcomings will be pardoned, and that want of time
may be accepted as my excuse for having failed to
prune these overgrown pages.
For the accompanying map, my acknowledgments
are due to Colonel H. C. Johnstone, C.B., Bengal Staff
Corps, Deputy Superintendent of Survey, Northwestern Frontier.
I have also to thank Henry Priestley, Esq., late Bengal
Civil Service, for having corrected the proofs of the
sheets printed in Pashto type.
The task of revising the work and seeing it through
the press has been kindly undertaken by my cousin,
Captain W. Stewart Thorburn, 41st Ibgiment, to whom
will belong all the credit should errors be few.
'
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PART I.

INTRODUCTORY.

OUR AFGHAN FRONTIER.

CHAPTER I.
GEOGRAFHICAL. BANNU AND ITS ENVIRONS.

,

COMPETITION
is now so keen, that any ordinary Englishman who aspires to a competence by the time he is fifty
has to spend the first twenty-five years of his life in preparing for and passing examinations, and the next twentyfive in one continuous grind of work, broken by the
occasional brightness of a holiday-at home a trip abroad
or to the sea-side ; in India a month in the hills or a run
to England, During those busy years his early bookish
acquirements are forgotten, and most of his general knowledge consists of a smattering, gleaned from periodicals
and newspapers hastily read in leisure hours.
I f the bread-making Englishman at home has little unconcern of
bus Englishmen
spare time and inclination to devote to picking up general in
{ngland or
India in matters
information on subjects which do not interest him pro- not
withconnected
their
fernionally, his countrymen out here, with the exception pmfeseiOns.
perhaps of those resident at the capitals, or the few always
at Government Head Quarters, have less. Climate, isolation, the monotony of work, distance from any great
1

l~omceoi

Englishmen in
Indiaabout
India.

world-centre of thought and action, all combine to render
his mind more or less indifferent to matters which do not
directly concern him. The House of Commons, nay the
all-powerful British Public itself, are proverbially callous
on Indian subjectma,and perhaps it is well they should be
so; for when their interest is roused in any special case,
they, with the omniscience of ignorance, have the effrontery
to dictate what ought or ought not to be done, and always
cause mischief. Such pernicious interference was attempted
during the late Bengal famine, and again in the Bardda
poisoning inquiry. I n the former case the home press
caused the expenditure of two or three millions more than
was absolutely necessary ; and in the latter the issue of fact
was prejudged, the Viceroy's action condemned, and the
Gaekwar's reinstatement demanded; and all this whilst
the Commission was still sitting. I f home interest in
Indian affairs is to give rise to a system of hasty, unfair,
and presumptuous criticism, such as we have just had
specimens of in certain journals whilst the charges against
the Gaekwar were being investigated, total unconcern
would be preferable, and certainly less mischievous.
That the vast majority of people at home know little
about India is not surprising, if we consider for a moment
what a profundity of ignorance Englishmen in India often
display about the people and country in which their lot
happens to be cast for a few years. An example in point
was afforded by a relation of my own, whose corps was
stationed at Peshbwar in 1868, and who, when he came
down the frontier on a mad-cap ride to visit me, actually
admitted he did not know whether the mass of the inhabitants in the Peshbwar valley were Hindoos or Muhammadans-they were all " niggers" in his eyes, that was
enough ; and though he had once before crossed the Indus,
he never thought of inquiring what river it was, until, on
the second occasion, he happened to get a ducking in it.
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Now, though most of us possess an atlas and a geography, Bannd
a tma
mcognitrr.
yet not ten educated men in a hundred could state off-hand
where New Granada, Trinidad, Manilla, and Yemen are,
and to whom they belong. I shall therefore take it for
granted that not one in five hundred, whether resident in
India or England, knows anything about such an in~ignificant little place as Bannii, its environs, and its
inhabitants; and I shall proceed to describe both, beginning of course "from earliest times," which will not
take long, as neither country nor. people has any ascertained ancient history to speak of.
The Punj &bis divided into thirty-two districts, amongst
which, with reference to size, Bannii stands tenth on the
list. I t s superficial area is 3786 square miles,' which is
greater than that of any English county except Yorkshire,
and a little more than half the size of Wales.
The District, as formed in 1861, is divided by nature
into two valleys, nearly equal in size.
The western comprises that portion shown in the map :;ggE;=y".
which accompanies this book as now occupied by Bann6chis: Waziri, Ehataks, and Marmats, and is surrounded on
all sides by a wall of bare crumbling sand and limestone
hills, the height of which vary from about 2000 feet to
6000 feet above sea-level. The plain itself slopes gently
1 This is the result obtained from my survey, before which 3471 square
miles used to be the stated area. I n it, however, tb.e whole of '' Pakkar " and
a strip of land running dong the base of the Khatak Nihzai Hills were not
taken into account at all.
2 Until about three years back no two men spelt Indian names alike; hence
maps, gazetteers, guide-books, etc., were often unintelligible, and the postal
department had hard times of it. Many a well-known station, as, for instance,
Jnllundur (Jhlandar) was spelt in seven or eight different wa s. At last, after
vears of discussion, the " modified Jonesian" system has Jbeen prescribed.
under it all names, except those which have acquired n set spelling, e.g.
Calcutta, Delhi, have to be transliterated according to a fixed method. This
system has been followed in this book. Though rational, it has its drawbacks,
for, when once accustomed to it, one is inclined to use it in spelling English
names and words, e.g. to write " Mai dfr Sar " for " My dear Sir," NILrthbrdk " for " Korthbrook," and in reading, too, the eye is apt to trip when it
meets a name not spelt phonetically.

4
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from north to south-east, its highest level above the sea
being somewhat over 1300 feet, and its lowest just under
750 feet. To the north-east and east the hills are in
Khatak territory and within our border, as are those to
the south, and present no remarkable features to the eye,
beyond a weird grotesque appearance, when viewed from
near at hand, due to their abrupt rugged sides being almost
devoid of vegetation, and closely seamed with deep watercourses. When looking at them, one feels as if in the
presence of the half-bleached bones of some enormous
carcase. This fancy has often come over me when p k i n g
a bird's-eye view of the range called Nila Roh (blue
mountain) from Shekhbudin, a conical hill, which rises
abruptly from the western extremity of that range to the
height of 4516 feet. Two thousand five hundred feet
beneath him the spectator sees this Nila Roh, stretching
out eastwards towards the Indus for well nigh thirty miles,
like the close-ribbed back of some huge antediluvian
monster. He can almost count every vertebra and rib.
The clayish colour of the mass, together with the solemn
stillness which reigns around, help to intensify his fancy.
But to return to my boundaries. North, west, and southwest all the encircling hills are in Waziristbn, that is, " the
country of the Wazirs," independent territory, which its
inhabitants can boast with truth has never yet submitted
to the " proud foot of a conqueror." Of those hills only
two call for special notice. To the north, a stupendous
mass termed Ebfirkbt, that is, " infidels7 fort," from its
fancied resemblance to one, and long supposed to be of
man's handiwork ; and to the west, the Gabar, so called
from its resemblance to the tumulus over a Muhammadan
grave, which rises with a comparatively easy ascent from
the Marwat plain to the height of 6378 feet, and which,
strange as it may appear, though only twenty miles southwest of the Bannfi cantonment4 has never yet been trodden
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on by English foot. Beyond this first rampart of independent hills, but connected with them, appear towards
the north the everlasting snows of the lofty Sufkd Koh,
or, as Pathans call them, the Spinghar chain, both of
which terms mean simply "white mountain." The impetuous Kiirm takes its rise in them near Ghazni ; and after
entering the valley at its most north-westerly corner, and
fertilizing the tract occupied by the Bannuchis, travels
through the country of the Marwats in a south-easterly
direction, and pierces the hills at a point called Tang
Darrah, or "the narrow pass." Behind the Gabar appear
the peaks known as Pirghal (hoary thief), or Pirghar
(hoary mountain), the elevation of which is 11,583 feet,
and Shivi Dhar (10,998 feet), both belonging to the Siilimbn Range, the mighty chief of which, the Takht-i-Siilimbn, or "Solomon's Throne," so familiar to every schoolboy, rises with clear-cut outline directly over the thick
belt of low Bhattani hills, which run eastward from the
Pirghal to the Pezd Pass at the foot of Shekhbudin.
Viewed from some coigne of vantage on this mountain, $$;",:tornin
the approach of a duet-storm sweeping southwards over the
Marwat plain is a grand and impressive sight. At first
but a speck on the distant horizon, it rapidly elongates,
until it stretches from east to west-a mighty threatening
wall, about one thousand feet in height and thirty miles
in length. Nearer and nearer it comes phantom-like, its
rushing noise being as yet inaudible to the spectator. Now
one wing is pushed forward, now another; nearer still :
and now the birds-kites, vultures, and a stray eagle or
two-circling in its front are visible, and one by one the
villages at the foot of the hill are enveloped and hidden
from the eye: a few seconds more, and the summit of
Shekhbudin, till then bathed in sunshine, and sleeping in
the sultry stillness of the June morning, is shrouded in
yellow scudding clouds. Vanished is the grandeur of the

6
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scene in a moment, and nought remains but a stifling begriming dust flying and eddying about in all directions,
penet,rating everywhere. Outside nothing can be seen but
a darkness which can be felt, and nothing is audible but
the whistling of the wind and the flapping of bungalow
chicks ; but inside the lamps are lighted, and a quarter of
an hour is idly passed, until the storm, which generally
expends its fury on the hill-side, subsides or passes .on.
Geology tells us that long long ago, ages before the
Aryan race had commenced to spread east and west from
their cradle in the high plateaux of Central Asia, this
western valley was the basin of a lake, and continued so
until its soft sandstone barrier of hill gave way at Tang
Darrah, through which the treacherous Klirm-treacherous
because full of shifting quicksands and subject to sudden
rises-now rushes impatient to lose itself a few miles
lower down in the waters of its mighty brother, the Indus.
Once an exit had been worked, the subsidence of the
lake must have been rapid, owing to the soft friable nature
of the rocks at Tang Darrah ; but many centuries must
have elapsed before the EGrm, and its tributary the Gambila, had contracted their banks to their present narrow
limits. This supposition is supported by the fact that the
traditionary name of the country between these two streams
was for some time after the Banndchi immigration had
commenced Daud, that is, marsh. This shows how recently the richest part of this valley has been formed,
partly owing to the gradual degradation of the bed of the
Kfirm, and partly no doubt to the canals and drains which
the Banndchis or their predecessors cut throughout this
marshy country.
The picture Edwardes drew of this corner of the valley
is too pretty to be lost. Here it is :it is a vegetable emerald; and in winter its many~ d In
~ ~spring
,
coloured harvests look as if Ceres had stumbled against the Great
'(
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Salt Range, and epilt half her cornucopia in this favoured vale.

As if to make the landscape perfect, a graceful veriety of the
sheeshum-tree, whose boughs droop like the willow, is found
here, and here alone ; while along streams, and round the villages,
the thick mulberry, festooned with the wild vine, throws a
fragrant shade, beneath which well-fed Syuds look exquisitely
happy, sleeping midway through their beads. Roses, too, without
which Englishmen have learnt from the East to think no scenery
complete, abound in the upper parts at the close of spring. Most
of the fruits of Kabul are found wild, and culture would bring
them to perfection : as it is, the limps, mulberries, and melons
are delicious. Altogether, nature has so smiled on Bannb, that
the stranger thinks it a paradise; and when he turns to the
people, wonders how such spirita of evil ever found admittance."
Beyond the northern border of this " vegetable emerald,"
which extends along the left bank of the EGrm for a distance of nearly twenty miles, lies the Waziri and Khatak
Thal, a high unirrigated sandy plain, which gradually
gives place to clay and gravel towards the hills. With
seasonable rain it affords excellent pasturage, and repays
the labour of the husbandman with a heavy out-turn of
wheat and grain.
The southern portion of the valley is called Marwat after Mmat
dcacribed.
its inhabitants. It is a vast treeless plain of undulating
sandy downs, merging to the west into a fringe of soft
loamy clay, furrowed, as with some giant's plough, with
numerous deep narrow water-courses, which converge
almost at the same point, in the Qambila, or lose themselves
before reaching it in the sand. Immediately under the
hills to the west this loamy soil is overlaid by a layer
of gravel, and smooth rounded stones, called by the
people " ddzakhi kanrf " or " hell stones," owing to their
black scorched appearance, which have been washed
down from the hills during the long ages that have
elapsed since God said, " Let the dry land appear." It is
a country of wonderful contrasts. Seen in autumn or in a
year of drought, it appears a bleak howling wilderness, fit

8
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home for the whistling heat-laden dust storm that often
sweeps across its surface in the hot months ; but seen in
late spring, if a few showers of blessed rain have fallen opportunely, it presents to the eye an interminable waving
sea of wheat, the vivid green of which gives place
here and
qvem
there to streaks and patches of darker-shaded @.
The
outline of the distant hills is positively a relief to the eye
wearied from the monotony of the never-ending greeh.
Regarded from the top of the Tang Darrah Pass, the
eastern valley presents a marked contrast to its western
neighbour. When entering it from the Marwat side, you feel
that you are descending into a new country, for the general
level of Ishkhel is considerably below that of Marwat.
Although, too, the dominant class of its inhabitants are
Pathans, and nearly related to the Marwats, they have
long since discarded their mother Pashto, which they
speak like foreigners, for the broken Punjhbi dialect of
the hardy Jat cultivators of the soil. An amphitheatre of
hills known as the Salt Range to the east, and its KhatakNihzai branch on the west, of an average elevation of two
thousand feet above the plain, incloses this valley on all
sides but the south, to which it is open.
The broad-bosomed Indus, after a narrow tortuous course
amongst hills and mountains of more than one thousand
miles, bursts through a gorge of its own making in the
Salt Range at the quaint old town of Khlabhgh,' and
1 That is, "black garden," and such it was until (in 1841 I think) a cataclysm of the Indus swept half the town and its gardens away. I t is an odd
little place still, containing 5131 inhabitants, and is picturesquely situated on
the right bank of the river, at the point of its debouchure from the Salt
R a n p into the plains. The houses rise onc above the other on the hill-side,
nestling close packed in an abandon of dirt and confusion, amidst the listening
carnation-coloured salt of the rocks. I t has a municipality, and an olfstaudiug
grievance ; for as Government levies a duty of about eight shillings and fourpence on every hundredweight of salt qunrried in the Bange, and as half the
town is built of salt and on salt, the people are fined heavily should they
attempt to eat their houses, and their cattle, when they loiter by the way in
order to lick the rocks or the house walls, are ordered to move on" by sternvisaged constables, whose mud- and salt-built sentry boxcs are perched about
on every commanding knoll. Amongst the advantages of the positiou-for the
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flows placidly through the valley in a southerly direction
for the first forty miles of its course. Immediately above
Kblabigh it is under a quarter of a mile & width when at
ita highest flood ; but a few mile8 lower down, as if rejoicing in its newly-gained freedom, and greedy for conquest, its breadth from bank to bank increases to ten
miles, and during the summer floods, when swollen by a
thousand torrents, and fed by the melting snows of the
Himalayas, its waters reach from one bank to the other.
The reader can easily conceive what a capricious tyrant this
mighty stream is, and how anxiously tens, nay hundreds
of thousands, who acknowledge it as the dispenser to them
of life and death, watch its annual rise and fall. From
the point of its final debouchure from the hills to Karrbchi,
near which it discharges its waters from many mouths into
the Indian Ocean, the Indus travels about six hundred
miles, and has an average width during the flood season
of from six to twelve miles. The number of villages on
its banks, or in its bed, which are subject to its influence,
cannot be under two thousand five hundred, and the
average population in each is certainly over two hundred.
W e have thus, at the lowest computation, no fewer than
half a million of human beings whose subsistence depends
on this river's vagaries. Within the last twenty years it
has ruined many of the once thriving villages of Isbkhel
and MibnwQli, by converting their lands into sand wastes
or engulfing them altogether ; whilst others it has
enriched with a fertilizing deposit, and raised their inhabitants from the position of wretched cattle graziers,
struggling for existence, to that of prosperous peasant
proprietors. Its last freak in this district was to shift its
chief channel eight miles eastwards, a feat it accomplished
constables-not the least is, that from their high places they can admire the
domestic arrangements in houses beneath them. The people are used to it
now, and don't object.

10
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between 1856 and 1864. I n doing so it submerged between seventy and eighty square miles of cultivated land
and seoenteen villages. From this we may judge how it
may have fared within the same period with the hundreds
of villages within its influence farther south.
The country lying right and left of its high banks has
an excellent soil of soft white and red clay, with a varying
immixture of sand, and slopes gently upwards to the foot
of the hills on either side. Mter every fall of rain, numerous mountain torrents spread their waters in shallow
channels fan-like over the plain beneath, which is thus
supplied three years out of four with a sufficiency of irrigation for all agricultural purposes. The open country to
the south, being beyond the influence of these torrents, is
little cultivated, and, except in years of drought, resembles
the pictures drawn in books of an American " boundlew
prairie "-a rolling sea of green sward sprinkled over with
shrubs and bushes, and covered in spring with flowers ; in
short, a pastoral paradise.
Three small corners of the district still remain to be
noticed : Bhangikhel, lying trans-Indus to the north of
E&lablgh,a wild mountainous tract of steep hills and stony
ravines, covering an area of 173 square miles, and inhabited by a hardy race of Pathans, who claim to be of
Khatak descent, and who have supplied many a recruit to
the gallant little army which, under the designation of
" The PunjAb Frontier Force,"
guards our trans-Indus
territories, and stands sentinel for India on its most exposed
and vulnerable border: Pakkar, a narrow strip of ridges and
depressions, occupied by a quiet industrious race of Aw&ns,
which runs along the northern base of the Salt Range from
the left bank of the Indus opposite E4abbgh to Sakesar
(5010 feet), the highest hill in the whole chain ; and, lastly,
at the other extremity of the district, the little valley of
MGlazai, occupied by a Marwat tribe of that name, which
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runs wedge-like into the SdlimBn Range, and is only connected with Marwat by a long narrow paw called Darrah
Bain, in which travelling is unsafe without an armed
escort, although it is daily patrolled, and protected by a
fort at its southern exit, and a chain of towers along the
line of road.
The above geographical sketch will I hope enable any
reader who has followed me so far to judge what Bann6
is by nature. I shall now endeavour to describe what man
has made of it.

CHAPTER 11.
BANNU' INDEPENDENT AND UNDER NATIVE RULE.

Earliest occu-

pants of whom

traces remain
were Greeks.

ALTHOUGH
it is more than two thousand years since
Alexander the Great lived and died, he has left us clear
and indelible marks of his conquests throughout all the
wide regions to which he carried his arms. The silver and
copper coins, the moulded bricks and figures, and other
antiquities found in the mounds of Akra, Islamnagar, and
elsewhere, attest his presence in this district, and would
alone be sufficient, were no other extraneous evidence
forthcoming, to satisfy us that the successors of his general
Seleucus ruled here until the subversion of the GrmoBactrian kingdom, more than two centuries after Alexander's
death. The encroachments of the Indus itself, which has
been steadily undermining its left bank for the last eleven
years, annually disclose further proof of the permanence
of the Macedonian occupation of this country, or at least
of the influence of Macedonian art on its inhabitants ; for
as each year's floods subside, ruins, which had been buried
for ages past under twenty or thirty feet of superincumbent sand and gravel, are brought to the light of day, and
in and about them life-sized sculptured or moulded heads
and busts of the human figure, made of artificial stone, and
clearly of Grecian manufacture or imitated from the Greeks,
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are found. " Sikandar Bashah," too, that is, "King Alexander," is at the present day as great a popular hero amongst
the people as our King Arthur is among ourselves. Between Graxo-Bactrian and Muhammadan there is a blank
of one thousand years, which local traditions thus fill up.
" Then the idolaters took heart when they saw there was years
The gap 01 1000
BUed np by
no longer a ruler in the land, and strove amongst them- -tion.
selves for the mastery ; but the children of the tribe of
Badui seized on the citadel of Akm, and named it Sat
RBm, after their king. And they married and gave in
marriage, and waxed exceeding numerous, and there was
peace in the land for forty generations. But in A.H. 391
(A.D. 1001) the Emperor SultBn MahmGd marched from
Ghazni with a great host of the faithful, and took Sat
Rbm, and destroyed it with fire, and slew all the unbelievers
with the edge of the sword, so that not one was left, and
the land was desolate for two hundred years."
Heaps of broken bricks, pottery, and calcined bones, and Budatmins.
numerous Hindoo ornaments and idols, found at Akra, so
far confirm this tradition as to demonstrate that its destruction was sudden, complete, and by fire. Two old ruinsboth called by the people, as usual, KBfirk6t or " Infidels'
Forts," the smaller perched on the summit of a hill at Mbri,
on the left bank of the Indus, opposite KUabLgh ; and the
larger forty miles lower down on its right bank in the
Rattah Roh or Red Mountain-appear to have been fortiiied
Buddhist monasteries ; for, although they have not been
examined by any one competent to give an opinion, they
conform in appearance and style of architecture to other
ruins scattered about in the Salt Range and hills surrounding the Peshbwar valley, some of which have been
examined by antiquarians and pronounced to be Buddhist,
and we know that Buddhism flourished in many parts of
India for several centuries before and after the commencement of the Christian era. The lower ruin is chiefly re-
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markable for its good preservation, extent, and the stupendous size of some of its stones still in situ in its walls, which
makes one wonder how they got there.
PrthanimmigraThe ancestors of all the Pathan1 tribes now settled in the
tion.
District immigrated into it from the West. Each tribe
represents a distinct wave of conquest, and was impelled
eastwards by the superior pressure of other Pathan races,
whose younger branches, finding home too narrow for
them, had, like bees, left the parent hive in successive
swarms, to seek out new resting places for themselves
either in the hills of Waziristhn or in the plains and
valleys of the Upper Derajat.
order or descent
The order in which they descended from their mountains
from the hills.
is as follows. The Bannhchis, who about five hundred years
ago displaced two small tribes of Mangals and Hanis, of
whom little is known, as well as a settlement of Khataks,
from the marshy but fertile county on either bank of the
Khrm. The Nibzais, who some one hundred and eighty
years later spread from Tiink (a tract of country lying at
the foot of the Takht-i-SGlimbn in the Derah Ismail Khbn
District, in which they had settled some years previously),
over the plain now called Marwat, then sparsely inhabited
by a race which has left us nothing but their name, Phthi.
The Marwats, a younger branch of the same tribe, who,
Who are the

1 Writin5 of Petbans, i t might be expected I should say something on the
vexed questlon of their nationality and language ; but as 'Ldoctors differ " still
on both subjects, and I can say nothing new on either, I have refrained from
doing so. Suffice i t to state here, that the idea of " Paahto " being a Semitic
tongue is pretty well exploded, and the flght now rages round the question as
to,whether it is derived from Prhkrit-like Hindi or isof older and iudependent
o n g n . The race question is more puzzling, but the weight of evidence and
opinion is in favour of the traditiona account, namely that the Afghan nation
is of Jewish descent, and very proba8y the remnant of the 'I lost tribes." Tradition, features, eographical position, and many eculiar customs obtaining
amon t tribes of purest blood, e.g. the passover-lige practice of sacrificing an
a n i m f a n d smearing the doorway with its blood in order to avert calamity,
the offering up of sacrifices, stoning to death of blasphemers, the '*Ve8h" land
tenure, etc.,-all support this view. Still many learned men, mostly those
however who have little or no personal acquaintance with Pathans, contend
that the are a distinct nation, having a separate and more or less traceable
hihry om the time of Herodotus downwards.

8
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within fifty years of the Nibzai colonization of Marwat,
followed in their wake and drove them farther eastward
into the countries now known as Ishkhel and MiBnwkli,
the former of which they occupied, after expelling the
Awhns they found there, and reducing the miscellaneous
J a t inhabitants to serfdom. Lastly, the Darwkshkhel Wazire, whose appearance in the northern parts of the valley
ss permanent occupants is comparatively recent, dating
only from the close of last century, and who had succeeded in wresting large tracts of pasture lands from the
Khataks and BannBcMs, and had even cast covetous eyes
on the outlying lands of the Marwats, when the advent
of British rule put a h a 1 stop to their encroachments. I
propose to follow the above order in giving a brief historical
sketch of each of the four great Pathan tribes of the District.
I shall touch very lightly on their distribution and internal
feuds and friendships until I come to a time within the recollection of every village grey beard, when I shall pause
to contemplate the picture of what they were on 6he eve of
British conquest, in order subsequently to view them as
they now are, after a quarter of a century of enforced peace
under a strong Government. I t will be convenient to
adopt 6he simple style of narration in which the people
themselves relate their story, and which would bear almost
literal translation into idiomatic Pashto.
Now when the abomination of idolatry had ceased in the 2ueg
;g
;-;
land, it remained desolate for two hundred years,' until, in P
UI 10
fourteenth
and Hanfs
the reign of Shahkb-u-din Ghori, it was peopled by a race eentw.
of true believers of the tribes of Mangal and Hani. They
~
generations, until they forsook the
lived in peace f o many
laws of the Lord and his prophets, and withheld tithes from
1 I t may be said that this style of narration is Biblical, and its adoption
objectionable ; but I submit it is wise to use it where such a style so closely and
faithfully represents the diction of the people about whom I am writing that
if the narrative were translated word for word into their language, it would
be an idiomatic translation.
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their P i r Shekh Muhammad. Then the holy Pir, seeing that
their ways were evil, was vexed in his heart, and called his
son, and said, " Go thou to the hill called Shawll, and say
to the sons of Shah Farid, ' Come, and ye shall inherit the
land ;' " and the young man rose up, and went and said,
"Come, for my father calleth you." Then the children of
Shah Fan'd, who was also called Shitak, were glad, for they
were sore preased at the hands of men of the tribe Wazir, and
they girded up their loins, and with their wives and little ones
came down from the mountains, and camped at the mouth
of the pass called Tochi. Then their elders assembled together, and said, " Let m send three pigeons to the Mangals and Hanis, as a sign of what we shall do unto them."
Then they took three pigeons, and the f i s t they left entire,
and the second they plucked of ita wing-feathers alone; but
on the third they left not a feather, and moreover they cut
off its head and feet; and they sent a messenger with them,
who said to the elders of the Mangals and Hanis, "The Lord
is wroth with you, for you have treated his P i r scornfully,
and he has delivered you into our hands ; if ye rise and flee,
even as this pigeon ye shall be safe; if ye remain, ye shall
be maimed even as this one; and if ye resist, ye shall be
Bannddzais
~;;~~wlym*
destroyed even aa this one." Then the Mangals and
"dRtut3hit. Hanis feared exceedingly, and it happened unto them
as unto the pigeons. When the children of Khatak also
had been expelled, the Bann~idzais divided the land
amongst themselves by lot.
Now Bannii was the wife of Shitak, whence his descendants were called Banncdzais, and she had two sons, Kiwi,
which was the father of Miri and Sami, and S6rbni. The
share of the sons of Miri fell to the south, of the sons of
Sami in the middle, and of the sons of Siirbni to the north
and west. Now the name of the land was Daud, for there
was much water; but the Banniidzais dug drains and sowed
Name changed con, and said, " Let us call this place Bannli, after our
to Bannd.

1
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mother, for i t is fruitful, even as she was." And they
did so.
Then there was peace in the land for four hundred
years, and the people waxed great and multiplied, and
obeyed the commands of their priesta. I n those days holy
men, hearing there was plenty in Bannh, came there from
the west and the south-a vast multitude; but there was
room for them all.
After many generations Bannh passed from the hands of Zbe,;.*'"
the Kings of ~ 8 l h iand
, became a pax% of the kingdom of
Kabul ; but when the power of the king waxed faint, the
leaders of the Bann6dzais raised their heads, and each said
in his heart, " There is no ruler in the land, lo, I shall make
myself chief!" And the people were perplexed, saying in
their hearts, "Whom shall we follow ? " So they divided
themselves into two parties, the " black " and the " white,"
and there was war in the land for many years. Then the
F iWdnr
Wazirs saw there was strife and discord in Bannh, and alone,
then Sikhs
and Wadm prey
that the land was good, so they stretched their hands on
Bannci.
forth for the prey. m e r e was sore trouble in those days,
but the cup of bitterness was not yet full, for a race of
infidels came from the east and harassed the land even for
twenty years.
W e shall leave the Bannfichis alone in their misery for
a little, a prey to disunion amongst themselves, with the
grasp of the savage Wazirs tightening round them, and
victims to the periodical depredations of a Sikh army, to
turn our glance southwards over the plain of Marwat, and to
cross the Kfirm at Tang Darrah with the fleeing Nibzais.
AR the exodus of the Isbkhel Nibzais from their moun- $E2g2iartain homes and settlements in TBnk was soon after followed wat"hTb"k.
by similar movements on the part of the Marwats, and from
the time of the seizure of Marwat by the latter until quite
recently they were in a position of mutual antagonism, I
shall not give a separate account of each, as was at first
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intended, but combine that of both into one continuous
narrative.
When Nibzai Lodi l had been gathered to his fathers,
and his children's children were advanced in years, the
men of the tribe of Ghilzai drove them from their homes
in the hills of Shalghar, over against Ghazni; so they
journeyed south until they came to the plain which is now
called Tbnk. There they found rest, and their young men
became merchants and carriers, and their old men remained
at home with the women and little ones, $nd tended their
flocks and their cattle. Now the descendants of Marwat
Khkn Lodi, who lived in the country round about Shdghar, had a quarrel with the Ghilzais, because of a woman,
and the Ghilzais gathered together and defeated them with
a great slaughter, and took their country, and the Slilimhn
Khela live there unto this day. When the Marwats found
they had not strength to contend against their enemy,
they descended likewise to Tbnk, and their brethren gave
them a quarter share in their lands.
Now when several generations had passed, and Behl61
Shah Lodi sat on the throne of Hindbstbn, it came to
pass that he saw many of the sons of NiBzai as they
journeyed to and fro with merchandize, and they found
favour in his sight, for they were strong men, and fit for
war, and moreover they were Lodis of his own tribe.
Then many of them became his servants in his army. But
after some years had passed, Isb Khhn, who was captain of
the host, eighth in descent from Nibzai, became puffed up
with pride, and said in his heart, "Lo, who is the king
that I should any longer serve him ? " And he rebelled and
was slain in the valley of Kashmir, he and many that were
1 I may here mention a habit, which is still retained by his descendants.
Lodis, when sitting at ease on the ground, tie the plaid or sheet, which they
ordinarily wear on the neck and shoulders, round their loins and knees, by
which the small of the back gets a support. Except Khataks, 1 have never
observed any other natives doing so.
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with him? But a remnant escaped, and fled back to TBnk,
and took counsel with their brethren the Sarhangs, and
said, " There is a plain which lieth north of this ; it is almost a desert, but hath water, and the P6this who dwell in
it are but a handful; let us go there whilst there is time; for
we are weak, and the children of Marwat are strong, peradventure they will attack us." The saying seemed good
to the elders of the tribes, so the order to march was given,
and they went, taking all that they had with them ; and
when they had journeyed for three days they came to the
bank of the KGrm river, below the country of the Bann6- Nieaia oeeopp
Muwat in latter
of sirteeuth
dzais. They remained there for one generation, until strife half
century.
arose amongst them about the division of the land ; for the
sons of Is6 KhAn were many, and wished to take the land
nearest the river for themselves, and refused to cast lots.
Then the men of the family called MiBr sent to the leaders
of the Marwats, saying, "The sons of Is& and Sarhang
have broken the laws of our forefathers in the division of
the land. Come and avenge this wrong. Are we not
brothers, and is not Lodi our common father ? " Then the
Marwats were glad, and they came, a great host, with their
fighting men in front, and their women and little ones and
cattle and old men behind. The sons of Ish and Sarhang had
heard of their coming, and went out to meet them in the
passes of PezG and Bain, but fled at the first onset, for the
Sarhangs were faint-hearted, and fought not as brave men.
1 This is the popular account and that given in the 'L Hnydt-i-Afghdni,"
hut my investigations do not substantiate it. There was an Is& KhLn killed,
as here narrated; but he was not the progenitor of the Ishkhels. A11 Pathans are full of race-pride, and their as irations lead them into many errors,
which in process of time become a c c e p J as facts. This ia a common failing
of mankind in all countries. During this settlement, a J a t clan set u a claim
to a Pathan descent, and attempted to a5iliate themselves to the Pshkhels.
The preparation of the genealogical trees of the agricultural classes in this
district was the cause of many and bitter disputes, which would have been intensely nmusing but for the serious honour-or-shame view taken of them by the
people concerned in them. A low-caste man born and brought up in a Pathan
country, if serving away from his home, invariably affixes " Khdn" to his
name, and dubs himself a Pathan. I t goes down if he can talk Pashto, and his
honour proportionately goes up.
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The Marwats marched into the heart of the land, and
made their camp on the KGrm river, and the two sides
proposed a peace, but the sons of Is6 were headstrong, and
said to those of Sarhang, " I f ye acquit yourselves like
men, we shall prevail ; let us fight yet once again." So
they fought, and in the battle Maddi, the leader of the
Sarhangs, was slain. Then his tribe turned their backs
and fled ; and when the Idkhels saw it, they fled also, and
were pursued with a great slaughter, even to the Narrow
Pass (Tang Darrah). These events took place in the last
years of the reign of the King Akbar, and lived in the
minds of the Marwats, handed down from father to son
for many generations, until they were written down in
the book of the chronicles called Hayat-i-AfghrinE.
So it came to pass that the children of Marwat possessed
the land, and named it Marwat after their forefather. Of
all the IsAkhel not one remained in it but the house of
MiBr ; and of the Sarhangs not one but the tribe of
Michankhel, who were God-fearing men. When they had
buried their dead, the Marwats counted out their tribes,
each under its own head, and the good lands which lay
along the banks of the river they divided by lot, according
to the custom of their forefathers. Now the division by
lot1 Was in this wise: the land was marked off in great
squares, and in each to every mouth a strip was allotted,
so that the share of the sucking-babe and 6he grown-up
man was the same. They left the lands which were far
from the river in common for their flocks and their herds
to graze on, as they had many cattle, and the country was
large ; moreover, they were not good husbandmen. A t
the end of every eighth year, their elders used to meet
together and divide the river lands again ; and as they increased and multiplied, the common lands also ; so they

,,,

their conquest
amongstthemselves.

1 The '' Peeh" custom will be described at some length in a later portion of
this book.
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and spread over the h e
became skilful tillers of the d,
of the county, and walked in the ways of their forefathers.
When the Nitizais, that is, the children of 'I'd,Sarhang, tlon
N.ihai ocenpk
of U e l .
and MGsa, fled beyond the KGrm to the east, there was
discord in their camp ; but the Istikhel were strongest, and
took the best lands to the south.' When they had expelled the AwQns,and subjected the J a t tribes dwelling on
the Indus, Moolah Shekh Farid divided the land amongst
them into sixteen shares, and the deacendants of the sons
of Isakhan, the Mammakhel, Badinzai, Zakkukhel, and
Abukhel received four each. The Sarhanga and MGshinis'
went north one day's journey, and settled on the right
bank of the Indus ; but the Ghakkars held the left bank
until the army of Ahmad Shah AbdQIf came from KhorasLn and destroyed Moazimnagar, their chief city, and drove
the remnant out of the country. Then many of the
Sarhangs, the DBGd Khel, TQjokhel, Wattakhel and
others, crossed over and built themselves cities3 on the
other bank, and live there to this day.
Whilst the Sarhanga were establishing themselves on Wazfrsappearon
the scene.
the left bank of the Indus, and Marwata and Khataks were
grazing their flocks and camels on the pasture lands north
of the Khm, or contending together for their possession,
a new competitor appeared on the scene, who soon after
became a dangerous foe to both, and robbed the factiondistracted Bann6chis of many a fair field. This competitor was the Darwdshkhel branch of a great pastoral
tribe, acknowledging a common descent from a progenitor
Before the Nikzaia, as a tribe, were driven east of the Xdrm into the
country now called Isfikhel, but former1 termed Tarsa, that is, "aqueduct,"
owing to the number of canals in its soutlern arts, and still often so styled by
Marwats, a branch of the Nikzais named sumgal had spread from Marwat and
located themselves in the country. The Ishkhela expelled them, on which
they settled in an alluvial tract in the bed of the Indus, and still reside there.
2 The descendants of Mhsa, properly termed Mhi-fini, but corrupted into
Mdshhlis.
Any large village, if one generation or mof; has passed since its foundation, is talked of b the people aa a " Shahar or " city." So, in the Old
Testament, the vdages of Canaan great and small are called cities."
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named Wazir, owing to which they speak of themselves
collectively as Wazirs. The Darwkshkhel branch was and
is divided into two chief sections, the Ahmadzais, or " sons
of Ahmad," great-grandson of Wazir, and the U'tmbnzais
or " sons of U'tmbn," brother of Ahmad, and each of these
sections is sub-divided into numerous KhCls or clans. They
had long inhabited the hills forming the western boundary
of the valley ; and many of their camps had, since early in
the eighteenth century, been in the habit of descending
in the cold weather, and pasturing their flocks and herds
in the plains below. Let us hear and learn their story,
how from occasional visitors they became permanent occupiers of the lands they now possess. I shall leave them to
tell it themselves, for it is simple and true.
'I Our homes are in the everlasting hills from Spinghar
HowthoWazlls
settled in Bannd.
to Takht-i-Sclirnhn. I n them our ancestors lived grazing
their flocks, carrying salt and plundering the KBfilahs
which journeyed through their defiles, a simple people,
happy and content to spend their lives as their forefathers
did before them. Bs time went on our numbers increased,
and our camps descended in the winter time to the plains,
but returned again in summer. This was our custom for
many years, until, five generations ago, the Bakakhkl and
JBnikhkl seized the Miri grazing lands beyond the brook
Tdchi, and the weakness of the dwellers in the plain became manifest to our eyes. I n two generations more the
Muhammad Khkl had taken much stony land from the
DbGdshBh ; and not many yeara after, the other Ahmadzais
began to occupy the Thal north of the Kiirm. I n those
days we had many stout battles with the Khataks and
Marwats, but the Bannddzais were weak and cowardly.
After that the Sdhibldg came and took the whole country,
and though we had never paid tribute, neither to the Kings
of Delhi nor of Khorasbn, we bowed our heads and submitted to be taxed. W e are their subjects in the plains,
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but every man is free in the hills, in which he has no
master save God. Our strength is not as it was, for we
are divided amongst ourselves, and our young men turn
up the soil to sow it, and build themselves houses, and love
ease instead of the sword and shield and matchlock. Our
old men tell us that the time is not far distant when the
hills shall know us no more, for the Mahs6ds are strong
and press round Shawhl ; and though we have numbers on
our side, our young men will not fight, for their hearts are
in the plains with their fields. As yet we have preserved
our honour, but God knows how it will be in the future."'
connexion of inThe connexion of the various little struggling commu- habitants
of
nities described above with the outer world may be told in BannO.
with the
outer world.
Delhi,and
Persia,
Kabul.
a few lines. Situate on the confines of two great empires namely
-Persia and HindhstBn-neither of which was ever strong
enough to reduce the mountain tribes of Afghhnisthn to
submission, the Trans-Indus portion of the District owed
but a nominal allegiance to either. The ready asylum of
neighbouring hills, which afforded shepherd and cultivator
alike a sure and safe retreat, must have often b d e d all
attempts on the part of the imperial tax-gatherer to levy
tribute or revenue from the people by force, while the
sparseness of the population and the remoteness and insignificance of the valley caused his visits to be few and
far between. Cis-Indus, an open country inhabited by an
industrious and unwarlike race, invited rule ; accordingly
we find that Ghakkar feudatories of the Great Moghal,
except in times of insurrection and disturbance, which
were not infrequent, held sway there until, towards the
middle of last century, the hosts of N a i r Shah and
1 The Darwbhkhel, on retiring each hot seeson to their hills after the
cutting of their spring crops in Bannfi, organize a summer campaign against
their enemy, the Mahsfids, fight for three or four months, and then return to
Bannd. For some years past they have invariably been beaten, and are loaing
territorv. The defection of the Hhthlkhel clan tkom the le ue a ainst the
~ahs&-and this clan can ut 800 fighting men into the %d-%as quite
turned the acalea against the Earw~sh~hel.
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Ahmad Shah DurrBni swept like irresistible torrents
through the land, to destroy for ever the last phantom of
royal authority in the sack and massacre of Delhi.
I n 1738 a portion of Nadir Shah's army, on its way to
pGBE',"2and
invade India, entered BannG by the valley of Dawar, and
by its atrocities so cowed the Bannhchis and Marwats as to
extract a heavy tribute from thep. Ten years later a DurrBni army, under one of Ahmad Shah's generals, entered the
valley by the same route, and crossing the Indue at Kirlabhgh, drove the Ghakkars, who still ruled in the Cis-Indus
tracts of this District, owing nominal allegiance to the
Emperor of Delhi, out of the country, and razed Moazzimnagar, their southern capital and stronghold, to the ground.
For the next seventy years Ahmad Shah and his successors
to the throne of the newly-created kingdom of KBbul maintained a precarious hold on its Eastern Provinces, amongst
which was this District, collecting tribute in the western
valley by an army sent periodically to extort it at the
sword's point, and in the Eastern through local chiefs, to
whom a large share was remitted as the price of their good
will ; but with them, too, the presence of royal troops was
often required to overcome them and their clansmen into
obedience. As the King's authority grew weaker, that of
his vassals in his Eastern or Indue Provinces grew stronger,
until one by one each declared himself independent, and
commenced to make war on his neighbours, only to fall an
easy prey a few years later to the devouring Sikh. I n the
general scramble for territory which commenced early in this
century amongst those quondam vassals, but now independent princes, Naw BbHBfiz Ahmad Khbnof MankkrB managed
Isakhel annexed to annex IsQkheland part of the Cis-Indus tract as well ; but
by the Naw&bof
JlankQ&
in 1822 he resigned the latter to the Sikhs, after standing
a short siege in his fortress of MankkrQ, prudently declining
further contest with Ranjeet Singh, " the Lion of the Punj8b." With a keen eye for his own aggrandizement and
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coming events, this prudent Nawtlb had, three or four years
before his withdrawal to Trans-Indus, taken advantage of the
- ; ;o"i f"kade&
y
distracted state of Marwat to assist one of the two factions
into which that country wae divided. The "black"' -.
faction had lately gained a decided superiority over the
" white," which latter in its distress was unpatriotic enough
to call in foreign aid. The Nawbb of Mankkri despatched
his troops, accompanied by a revenue collector named
Diwbn MBnak Rai, and with their assistance the " whites "
overthrew the "blacks " in a pitched battle at a place
called LagharwBh near the TbrwBh torrent, on which the
wily Diwln informed both that his master had ordered him
to take possession of the country for himself.= From that
date Marwat lost its independence, and for the next four
.
years the Nawbb's troops each spring, when the crops were
ripe, ravaged the lands of the "blacks," and extorted a
large share of the produce from the "whites." On one
occasion the DiwBn had the temerity to advance to Akra in
the BannG valley, and requisition the maliks or village
head men for supplies and tribute; but they shut themselves
up in their villages, and defied him and his master, on
which the disappointed DiwBn had the discretion to retire,
vowing future vengeance. His departure was hastened by
the loss of half his baggage camels, which had been cleverly
cut off when out grazing, and of several men who had incautiously ridden within matchlock range of one of the
Bannfichi village forts, which, like hornets' nests, dotted
the valley.
The NawQb annexed IsBkhel in 1818, and overran TheSikhnappear
on the m e .
Marwat in the following year, but was not left long to
enjoy the fruits of either conquest by the insatiable Ranjeet
Division of Marwat into two great factions dates from ninety to one hundred years back. Party feeling is as strong now as ever, and it is very important that a deputy commissioner should know to which side the head men
of the country belong.
See the ballad on this event, Part 11.Chapter 11.
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Singh, who had no aooner gained the Indus for a frontier,
than he determined to advance it to the SdimBn range
itself. I n 1823 he crossed the Indus at the head of a large
force, marched through Iehkhel and Marwat without opposition, and pushed on to the outskirts of BanniL aftsr
a stay of a month or two, he retired without attempting to
plant a garrison in the county at all. For the next twelve
or thirteen years the troop of the Dkrah NawAb and of
MahbAjah Ranjeet Singh harried the Marwat plain alternatively, until, in 1836, the Nawib's short-lived semi-independence was finally extinguished, and the Sikhs had it all
to themselves. The Marwats never offered any combined
resistance to the Sikhs, but on each visitation either fled
to the hills, carrying their flocks and herds with them, or
remained and paid what they could of the " XaEang " or
arbitray money and grain assessment put on each village
or Tappah.
Resistance would have been useless, as their villages
were mere collections of huts constructed of twigs, osiers,
and reeds, either open or encircled with a thorn hedge.
Not so the Bannfichis, who from 1823 to 1845 were evey
second or third year invaded by a large Sikh army, which
never entered their valley without fear and trembling;
and although it generally succkded in squeezing out of
them a considerable revenue, never quitted it without
having suffered severe loss at the hands of some stout
rebel. Thus on one occasion Malik D i l h Khiln, head
of the DBGdshah Tappah, stood a siege of several days
in his mud fort, and repulsed the Sikhs after inflicting
upon them a loss of over two hundred men? Now the
Bannhchis as a tribe were a nation of cowards compared
with the Marwats ;but they had nearly four hundred compact villages, each a fort in itself, surrounded by a thick
1

See the fragment of the ballad celebrating his victory infrd.
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mud wall, strengthened with numerous towers, behind
which they fought well. Added to this they were adepts
at night assassination, and on the entrance of the Sikhs
into their little Pandemonium, they by common consent
suspended their own feuds for the time, called their Waziri
foes "brothers," and attacked with one accord the Khfir
(infidel) enemy whenever they could with safety to themselves. From first to last no attempt was made to occupy
the valley permanently, and in open Marwat even it was
not until 1844 that a fort was erected, a Sikh garrison
located in it, and the country consigned to the tender
mercies of a KBrdlr or revenue collector.
I t was far otherwise in the eastern valley, where no theenaternvalley
~ i k hdominion in
serious opposition had ever been experienced by the Sikhs.
Their connexion with the Cis-Indus portion of that
valley commenced towards the close of the reign of Timlir
Shah, the feeble son and successor of Ahmad Shah, the
celebrated conqueror of Delhi and destroyer of the Mahrattas. Before Timfir Shah's death, which occurred in
1793, the Sikh troops had on several occasions overrun the
greater part of Mihnwhli, and levied contributions and
tribute from its villages; but it was not until after the
fall of Mankkrh (1822) that it was completely annexed and
settled. The Trans-Indue portion, that is, Ishkhel, continued subject to the Nawib of Derah until 1836, when it
was formally incorporated into the Sikh kingdom ; but for
the ten or twelve years preceding that event, the Nawhb's
sovereignty was more shadow than substance ; for in their
expeditions to Marwat and Bannfi, the Sikhs used to march
through Ishkhel whenever they required it as a highway,
and treated the Nawib and his government with scant
courtesy.
Soon after the close of the first Sikh war, the Council of
Regency, which had been appointed, under the control apring
Banns or
in the
1847.
of a British Resident, to administer the Punjhb during the
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minority of the MahtirBjah Dhuleep Singh, drew the
attention of their adviser, the late Sir Henry Lawrence,
to what they were pleased to term the "outstanding
revenue" of Bannti. After due inquiry into the state
of affairs in that quarter, the Resident sanctioned the
despatch of a strong Sikh force, accompanied by a British
Officer, to compel payment if necessary, but if possible to
" conciliate the Bunnoochees (Bannbchis) : to subdue them
by a peaceful and just treaty; and reduce the nominal
revenue, which was never paid, to a moderate tribute in
acknowledgment of sovereignty."'
The British Officer
selected to accompany the force was Lieutenant Edwardes ;
but as the cold season had well nigh come to an end before
his army crossed the Indus, he, after a short stay of six
weeks in the valley, retraced his steps to Lahore, arriving
at that capital in May, 1847. Although but little revenue
had been collected, the expedition was by no means barren
of important results, as a thorough reconnaissance of the
country had been made, discipline and obedience had been
forced on an unruly soldiery, and a suspicious people had
learnt to place confidence in the authority and good faith of
an Englishman. I n the cold weather of the following
year (1847-8) Edwardes returned, and crossing the Kbrm
at Lakki, marched up its left bank into the Waziri Thal,
and was joined by a column from PeshBwar, under Lieut.
Taylor, at a placed called " The Wells," a bleak wild spot
in the very heart of the Thal or prairie-like upland, which,
with its inhabitants, Edwardes thus describes (pp. 53-4) :(a Even this is a paradise to the Waziri tribes, who, expelled
wsZ,, Thai de=Tibed by
from their own stony and pine-clad mountains by the snow,
Edwardes.
yearly set before them their flocks of broad-tailed sheep and
goats, and strings of woolly camels and curved-eared horses, and
migrate to the sheltered plains of Band. Here they stretch
their black blankets or reed mats on the bare earth, over two
sticks set up like the letter T, the four sides draggling on the
1

Edwardea' A Year on tL Punjhb Prontier, page 17.
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ground, or fastened with a stone if the wind gets high. Under
this miserable shelter huddle men; women, and children, afraid
neither of the rain's cold nor the sun's hot beams, and in happy
ignorance of better things. From the corner of the tent the shaggy
muzzle of a hill sheep-dog peeps out, and watches over the
tethered donkey and sick goat left a t home with the woman
while the flocks are out a t graze. Tall and stately as a pine,
the daughter of the mountains stands a t the tent-door in her
indigo-dyed petticoat and hood, smiling on the gambols of her
naked brats, or else sits down and rubs out corn for her lord
who is a-field. The men, stout, fierce, and fearless of man or
beast, and clad in shaggy cloaks of brown camel's hair, drive out
the herds to feed, and with long jaaail in hand, and burning
match, lie full-length along the ground, and listen for strange
foot-falls on the horizon. Should an enemy approach, the discharge of a single matchlock would be heard over the whole
and summon thousands of the tribe to the point where
danger threatened or plunder allured. Such were the people
whose gipsy-like encampments strewed the Thal at the time I
speak of."
T h e year before, Edwardes h a d made a fast friendship
w i t h Swahu Khhn, chief of t h e Spirkai Wazirs, i n comp a n y with whom h e was now able to roam about unmolested amongst t h e Waziri gipsg-like encampments which
dotted t h e plain in all directions. Near one of them a n
incident occurred curiously illustrative of t h e place and
t h e times, which Edwardes tells in his happiest vein

(pp. 58-9) :" A t Swahu K h h ' s approach, a wild creature, all rags
and gestures, rushed out, and embraced his knees, with many The scho~ar-on
welcomes in Pashto, which he instantly turned into bad Persian incident.
when informed who I was. This prepared me for the announcement which followed, that he was the 'Akhoond,' or scholar of
the place; but as he had run out without his turban, I could
not help smiling to see the scholar's skull scored all over with
sabre cuts. He invited us all to stop and dine, and smoke a
chillum ; but as I insisted on proceeding, he made a last request,
that 'if ever I reduced the valley of BannG, I would recover
for him a certain long musket, which a Marwati had taken as
spoil, after killing the Akhoond's father in a raid, and then sold
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to a Bannbchi, named Shah Abbas, for sixteen rupees, though'
(and this he whispered in my ear) ' it's worth forty ! '
" I may as well mention here that I did not forget the
~ k h o o n d ' srequest; but long afterwarde, when all opposition had
ceased in Bannb, discovered Shah Abbaa, redeemed the paternal
Grelock, which was indeed a long one, and had it duly conveyed
to the delighted ' scholar ' of Kamar.
"As Swahu had reported, Kamas proved to be a kos distant
from the water, which the villagers procured from deep wells in
the dry bed of a ravine behind the hillocks; and we met hundreds
of the women going backwards and forwards, with donkeys laden
with water-skins. I observed some of the donkeys with cropped
ears, and was told that this was a h e levied on them for straying into a neighbour's field.
''The drudgery of the household, and much of the out-door
work, is done in thia country by the women ; and a poor Pathan
counts his wives and female relations as so many labourers on
his estate.
"The girls were all laughing round the wells, and did not
seem to have any Asiatic prejudice about concealing either their
faces or ankles from a ~ a & & , but good-naturedly ran up to me
with water, aa the only thing anybody could seek in such a place,
and were very much vexed that I did not ompty a small pitcher."

A s soon as the junction with Taylor had been effected,
Edwardes crossed t h e Kfirm, and pitched his camp a t
Jhandiikhel in B a n n d Proper. By t h a t time all t h e chief
Banniichi Maliks had come in and tendered their submission, and were with t h e camp, busy watching t h e course of
events and each other.

Banndchl
snestione.

Edwardes writes a t page 116 of his book :"Nothing could exceed their (BannGchLMaliks) simple astonishment when they first came in, at every object they saw in my possession. They believed my watch was a bird, and called the ' tick'
its song. As for the perambulator with which I measured tho
marches, they beheld i t with perfect awe, and asked me if it was
true that it threw itself down on the ground at the end of every
mile to let the man who guided i t know he had come that distance? One chief wanted to know whether it was true that
English people could not tell lies; and appeared, from his look
of commiseration, to attribute it to some cruel malformation of
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our mouths. Another inquired whether i t was really true that
when I was young I had read books for twelve years uninterruptedly, without sleeping ?"
Though t h e chiefs were in, their spiritual advisers, t h e
Sayads and Uluma, t h a t is, t h e " holy a n d learned classes,"
were not. I shall leave Edwardes t o introduce them a n d
t h e other inhabitants of t h e valley to t h e reader, omitting
passages here and there i n order t o condense hie account
as much as possible, a n d spelling vernacular proper names
according to the system of transliteration I have myself
adopted (Chapter 11. p. 70 to end of chapter) :-

zzz;;the

c L The Bannhchis, or, as they generally style themselves
Bannhwds, are bad specimens of Afghans. Could worse be said Baon6cMs.
of any human race ? They have all the vices of Pathans rankly
luxuriant, the virtues stunted. Except in Sindh, I hare never
seen such a degraded people. Although forming a distinct race
in themselves, easily recognizable, at first sight, from any other
tribe along the Indus, they are not of pure deecent from any
common stock, and able, like the neighbouring people, to trace
their lineage back to the founder of the family,' but are descended
from many different Afghan tribes, representing the ebb and
flow of might, right, possession, and spoliation in a corner of the
Kabul empire, whose remoteness and fertility offered to outlaws
and vagabonds a secure asylum against both law and labour.
The introduction of Indian cultivators from the Punjib, and the
settlement of numerous low Hindoos in the valley, from sheer
love of money, and the hope of peacefully plundering by trade
their ignorant Muhammadan masters, have contributed, by intermarriage, slave - dealing, and vice, to complete the mongrel
charackr of the B a n d people. Every stature, from that of the
weak Indian to that of the tall Durritni ; every complexion, from
the ebony of Bengal to the rosy cheek of Kabul; every dress,
from the linen garments of the south to the heavy goat-skin of
the eternal snows, is to be seen promiscuously among them,
reduced only to a harmonious whole by the neutral tint of
universal dirt.
'' Let the reader take this people, and arm them to the teeth ;

1 They do trace their descent from a common ancestor, as was shown a few
pages back, but the descendants of numerous later settlers from PeshBwar,
Khatalr, and Kabul are now generally termed Banndchie abo.
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then throwing them down in the beautiful county I have described, bid them scramble for its fat meads &d fertilizing waters,
its fruits and flowers; and he will have a good idea of the state
of landed property and laws of tenure, as I found them in 1847.
" Owning no external allegiance, let us see what internal
government this impatient race submitted to: in truth none.
Freed from a king, they could not agree upon a chief; but every
village threw a mud wall around its limits, chose its own dl~&
(master), and went to war with all its neighbours. . . .
'' I t will easily be understood that many of these forts would
be too weak long to maintain entire independence, and accordingly
above the Maliks of single forts soon rose up Maliks of four or
five; and these contending, the victors became Maliks of ten,
The head of each Tappah was not
twenty, or thirty.
' born to greatness,' but 'achieved' it. Either he became so by
being the greatest landowner, or the wisest in council, or the
most terrible in fight. I n short, he owed his chieftainship to
influence, not blood or right, and his sons after him eucceeded
only to the same privileges on the same conditions.
' I Hence most likely i t is that the chiefs in Bann6, instead of
being called ' Khdns,' as in other parts of Afghaniskin, are called
Malike, which means simply masters.
" Once elevated to that position, they then exercised the same
authority as ' Khirns ' in other tribes, and their state and consequence was maintained as follows :" Every ' Zamindirr,' or land owner, paid to his Malik onetenth of the produce of his fields in kind ; and this tithe of the
whole year's produce was called the Malikdl, or Malik's share.
The chief either collected it in his own barns, or, if too idle, as
was commonly the case, farmed it to a Hindoo (and, it may be
safely added, was remorselessly cheated in the calculation).
When realized, the tithes did not become absolutely the chief's
private property, but formed a fund whence all public charges
were defrayed; and out of i t the high mud walls around the
fortified villages were repaired, the canals and water-couraes
kept open, arms and ammunition purchased, the pilgrim feasted
on ,his holy progress, the neighbour, saint, or stranger hospitably
entertained, the beggar relieved, and the song of the wandering
minstrel rewarded. At the end of the year, if there was any
surplus left, it became the chief's private property ; but if there
was any deficiency, he was expected to defray it out of his own

.. .
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" I n addition to the tithes, the only other revenue which the
chief derived was from a few taxes levied on the wretched
Hindoos in the town ; such as a per-centage on all sales, and a
fee for permission to marry.
" The Malik might have land of his own, inherited, purchased,
or seized, and thence derive a large private fortune ; but the
above are the only public revenues he enjoyed in his capacity of
chief, and their whole amount would not perhaps average
more than £200 per annum. . .
"Such were the rude and roughly extorted privileges of the
few who had the savage strength
rise above their fellows in
Bann6 ; such the surly homage which the BannbchL, who brooked
not the yoke of Kabul or Lahore, paid amid all his licence to
the great necessity of man's fallen nature-to be ruled.
Some dozen and a half of chiefs had enjoyed these baronial
rights for several years when I first went to Bannfi, and no one
of their number seemed to be able to ' annex ' another Tappah to
his own. But petty aggressions were continual, and the power
of every Yalik was liable to constant fluctuation from the decrease or increase of his influence among the landowners of his
own Tappah. For instance, a dependent of Yir Alam Khrin in the
Tappah Mandin would take offence and fly to the fort of Dilisah
Khtin in Tappah DiGd Shah, and the fugitive, under any circumstances, by Pathtinaki, or the custom of the Pathan nation,
must be hospitably received and admitted. And if Dilieah
KhAn felt himself at the time (as boys say at school) able to
thrash Mir Alam, he would jump into his saddle, summon his
followers, and ride out towards that Malik's fort, where, standing
at a safe distance, so as not to be shot during the conference, he
would lustily shout out for his neighbour to appear upon the
wall, and give up the wife and chattels of his runaway follower;
and if this demand was complied with, out of inability to resist,
Dilisah Khin would thenceforward receive the chieftain's tenth
share of the produce of his new vassal's land, albeit not in his
own Tappah. On the other hand, if Mir Alam was stronger
than Dil&sah,the wife and children, and chieftain's tithe, would
all remain in possession of the former ; and on this the fugitive,
disappointed of revenge, would cool down, sue for permission to
return, and be either reinstated on payment of a fine, or else
murdered, and his lands confiscated,according to the circumstances of the case, and the good or ill humour of Mir Alam at
the moment.

.
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<'These fluctuations of power, however, had, at the time I
speak of, ceased to be of any great consequence. The ambition,
violence, and influence of the few, and the requirements and endurance of the many, had mutually found their level in the
distracted valley; and the result was, as already stated, that
several years had come and gone, and still seen the twenty rich
~ a ~ ~ ofs BannG
h s
pretty equally divided among seventeen or
eighteen chiefs.
QGnnlir or
But more securely to preserve this status, and check each
parties.
other's personal ambition, a political division was resorted to,
still more remarkable than the territorial one already related.
The chiefs of the twenty Tappahs divided themselves into two
ghndis or factions, the leaders of which were the most influential
men at the time on either side. When I went h t to Bann6,
Sher Mast Khan, of Jhandhkhel, was at the head of one ghndi,
mustering nine thousand fighting men, and Jhfir Khan, of Ghoriwas, at the head of the other with six thousand.
"This division stood to the whole of Barn6 in the lieu of
gorernment. If any one who 'marched ' with Sher Mast Khan
was injured, and refused redress, by one who ' marched' with
J&, he instantly reported it to the head of his ghndf, who called
on the head of the rival glindi to do justice, and in caee of refusal,
beat his drum and proceeded to appeal to arms.
" Again, if a man was ill-treated in his own gfindi, and his
chief did not see him righted, he crossed over in dudgeon t o
'the opposition benches,' with his matchlock and powder, and
claimed the full rights of citizenship.
B a n d is proverbial, even among the quarrelsome tribes of
the Trans-Indus, for its family dissensions; and at the time I
speak of, there was scarcely a Malik in the whole valley who
was not ~ e r much
y
embarrassed and kept in check by having a
son or a nephew at variance with him and enlisted in the ranks
of the opposite faction.
" I n the event of any enemy attacking Bann6 from without,
the two ghndis laid aside their private differences, and with the
whole strength of the valley resisted the common enemy. And
this was the-one solitary occasion on which there was
unity
in Bann6. The Bann6chis were literally never at peace unless
they were at war!. . . .
Other occupants
"But the BannGchfs do not constitute the entire population of
ofBaan(rProper.
BannG, and the reader would have a very imperfect idea of its
people and social state if I omitted to mention three classes of
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men whose influence materially affects the valley. These are
the muma or religioue characters, the Eindoos, and the Waziri
interlopers.
" A well-educated man will, in all probability, be religious, The uzuma
but an ignorant one is certain to be superstitious. A more priedly cand
d.
utterly ignorant and superstitious people than the Bannhchis I
never saw. The vilest jargon was to them pure Arabic Gom
the blessed Korani the clumsiest imposture a miracle, and the
fattest fakeer a saint. . . . Far and near from the barren and
ungrateful hills around, the Moolah and tho Kizi, the Pfr and
the Sayad, descended to the smiling vale, armed in a panoply of
spectacles, and owl-like looks, miraculous rosaries, infallible
amulets, and tables of descent from Muhammad. Each new-comer,
like St. Peter, held the keys of heaven; and the whole, like
Irish beggars, were equally prepared to bless or curse Co all eternity
him who gave or him who withheld. These were 'air-drawn
daggers,' against which the Bannhchi peasunt had no defence.
F O ~ him the whistle of the far-thrown bullet, or the nearer
sheen of his enemy's 'shumsher,' had no terrors ; blood was
simply a red fluid; and to remove a neighbour's head at the
shoulder, as easq- as cutting cucumbers. But to be cursed in
Arabic, or anything that sounded like i t ; to be told that the
blessed Prophet had put a black mark against his soul far not
giving his best field to one of the Prophet's own posterity; to
have the saliva of a disappointed saint left in anger on his doorpost; or behold a Hiji, who had gone three times to Mecca,
deliberately sit down and enchant his camels with the itch, and
his sheep with the rot : these were things which made the dagger
drop out of the hand of the awe-stricken earage, his knees to
knock together, his liver to turn to water, and his parched
tongue to be scarce able to articulate a full and complete concession of the blasphemous demand. Even the weak Kings of
Kabul availed themselves of these fears, and long after they had
ceased to draw secular revenue from Bannli, found no difficulty
in quartering on any of the Tappnhs the superfluous saints of
Kabul.
"It is no wonder, therefore, that when E came to register the
lands, I found one-sixth of Bannli in the grasp of the Uluma.
Out of two hundred and seventy-eight forts registered in the
richest parts of the valley, no less than forty-four were in the
spring of 1848 the immediate property of religious characters.
Indirectly their possessions were fur wider. Exempted fiom all
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tribute themselves (for neither did the lay Malik ever dare to
take tithes for himself fiom the Uluma, nor to assess them for
the Sikh invader), these privileged classes soon grew rich, and
began to put their savings out to usury. The BannGchi landowners, notwithstanding the natural fertility of their country,
were poor. Every two or three years the Sikh army harried
their fields, trod down their harvests, burnt their houses, and
inflicted injuries which i t took the intervals of peace to repair ;
and in these intervals the Bannlichf Malik, too ignorant to estimate his own tithes, farmed them to a sharp Hindoo trader, and
spent the produce in debauchery, indifferent if the Hindoo, who
had paid him fifty per cent., exacted two hundred per cent. from
the people. To meet all these demands, the landowner was too
often obliged to borrow; and his neighbour, the Sayad, so
illiterate that he could not read the Koran of his great ancestor,
could at least plead utter ignorance that the sacred volume prohibited usury to good Mubammadans. H e lent his money to the
distressed BannGchi, and took some land in mortgage until the
debt was paid. Whatever burdens that land was liable to in
the community, whether tithe to the Malik, or black-mail to the
Sikh, were defrayed by the unhappy landlord, while his holy
creditor enjoyed the crops. . . .
" I n learning, scarcely any, if a t all, elevated above their
flocks; in garb and manners as savage; in no virtue superior;
humanizing them by no gentle influence ; shedding on their wild
homes no one generous or heart-kindling ray of religion ; these
impudent impostors throve alike on the abundance and the want
of the superstitious Bannlichis, and contributed nothing to the
common stock but inflammatory counsel, and a fanatical yell in
the rear of the battle.'
" I f this was the position of the privileged Muhammadan
priest in Bannli, far otherwise was that of the despised and
infidel Hindoo. . . .
" I n Ban116the position of the Hindoos was peculiarly degraded,
for they lacked the interested friendship of a regular and needy
government, and became entirely dependent on the individual
Maliks who harboured them in their forts. They could not
indeed venture outside the walls, or visit their brethren in other
forts, without a safeguard from their own chief, who conducted
1 This picture is 1 think too highly coloured at the expense of the Uluna,
of whom no doubt many are and know themselvea to be impostors, but a t i l l
many are sincere good men.
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and brought them back, and was paid for his protection. Once,
when I was encamped in the SGAni Tappahs, two half-buried
human bodies were discovered, whose wounde' bore evidence to
the violence of their death. I was afraid they were some of my
own men, and instant inquiry was made in camp; when some
BannGchis came forward to explain that they were 'only two
Hindoos, who had gone out without a guard to collect some
debts ! ' No Hindoo in Barn6 was permitted to wear a turban,
that being too sacred a symbol of Muhammadanism ; and a small
cotton skull-cap was all that they had to protect their brains
from the keen B-6
sun. When they came into our camp, they
made a holiday of it, brought a turban in their pockets, and put i t
on with childish delight when they got inside the lines. If any
Hindoo wished to celebrate a marriage in his family, he went to
his Malik for a licence as regularly as an English gentleman to
Doctors' Commons, and had to hire the Malik's soldiers also to
guard the procession, and fire a feu de jok. Notwithstanding all
these outward dangers and disabilities, the Hindoo in his inmost
soul might hold high carnival,' for assuredly he was the moral
victor over his Muhammadan masters. I do not remember a
single chief in Bann6 who could either read or write, and what
is much rarer among natives, very few indeed could make a
mental calculation. Every chief, therefore, b p t Hindoos about
his person as general agents and secretaries. Bred up to love
money from his cradle, the common Hindoo cuts his first tooth
on a rupee, wears a gold mohur round his neck for an amulet,
and has cowry shells (the lowest denomination of his god) given
him to play with on the floor. The multiplication table, up to
one hundred times one hundred, is his first lesson ;. and out of
school he h two pice given to him to take to the bazaar and
turn into an anna before he gets hie dinner;. thus educated,
Hindoos of all others are the best adapted for middle men, and
the BannGchi Malik found in them a useful but double-edged
tool. They calculated the tithes due to him from the Tappnh,
and told him a false total much under the real one ; they then
offered to buy them from him, and cheated him dreadfully ; and,
lastly, they collected the tithes from the people, who were equally
ignorant, and took one hundred for fifty, backed by the soldiers
of the very Malik to whom they had given fifty for one hundred.
If the landowner was distressed, the Hindoo competed with the
Muhammadan pried for the honour of relieving him with a loan
upon his land; and if the debt was afterwards repudiated, he
easily obtained justice by bribing his friend the Malik.
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'' Throughout the whole of Bann6 all trade waa in the hands
of the Hindoos, with the exception (characteristic of the two
races) of gunpowder, firearms, and swords, which were exclusively manufactured and sold by Muhammadans. Hence they
had shops in every petty fort, and every Muhammadan in the
valley was their customer.'. . .
"Living then though they did in fear and trembling, unable
to display the very wares they wished to sell, burying the profit
that they made in holes in the fields and under the hearthstones
of their houses, marrying wives only by sufferance, keeping them
only if they were ugly, and worshipping their gods by stealth,
the Hindoos of BannG can still not be said to have been objects of
pity-, for their avarice made them insensible to the degradation
of their position, and they derived from the gradual accumulation
of wealth a mean equivalent for native country, civil liberty, and
religious freedom.
" The only class remaining to be noticed in B a n . &is that of
the Waziri interlopers. . . .
" The Wazirs are at once one of the most numerous and the
most united of all the tribes of Afghanistan ; and to this, not less
than to the strength of their country, are they indebted for being
wholly independent. They neither own now, nor by their own
account have ever owned, any allegiance to any of the Kings of
Kabul. If you ask where their county is, they point to the
far-off horizon, where the azure sky is pierced by the snowy
peaks of "Sded Koh' or the White Mountain, and which in
their Pashto tongue they call Spinghar ; but that great mountain
is only their citadel, s t the head of a long line of fastnesses,
extending from the frontier of Trink, less than a hundred miles
from Derah Ismail Khan on the Indus, to within fifty miles
from Jalriliibiid. The Wazirs are divided into two branches, the
Utmanzais and the Ahmsdzais. The former extend themselves
from the parent stock in a southerly direction down the Slilimrin
hills as far as the plains of T b k , and have for their head-quarters
Cheat as he might in pre-annexation times, the Hindoo never dared show
his wealth, was always at the mercy of his M a l ~ kor atron, and, as a fact,
his class was, in Bannd at least, oor when we took the$unjBb.
It is during
the last twenty-five years that e!t
Hindoos of Bannd have grown wealthy,
and become large landowners. By law a money-lender can be as usurious as
he likes, and with the assistance of the Courts can recover cent. per cent.
interest. A quarter of a century ago it would ordinarily have been aa much
as his life was worth to attem t to levy such interest, for, bad acconntant
though the BanndchI may be, Ke alwaya knew the difference between one
rupee and two rupees.
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Kini-(furam, which is about parallel with Marwat. The other
branch of Ahmadzais seems to diverge with the Salt Range, and
stretch along it to the eastward, as far as the county of the Khatake.
Hardy, and-for the most part pastoral, they subs& on mountains
where other tribes would starve ; and might enjoy the possession they have obtained of most of the hills which incrust the
valleys of Khost, Dtiwar, Bangash, and Bannb, without any inconvenience to the lawful owners in the plains below, if their
pastor4 cares were confined to their own cattle, and not extended
to that of their neighbours. But it is the peculiarity of the great
Waziri tribe that they are enemies of the whole world. . . Of
the Wazfr it is literally true, that ' his hand is against every
man, and every man's hand against him.' By far the greater
part of the trade between Khorasin and India comes and goes
through the Pass of Ghwilari, which emerges on the plain of
the Indus, at the issue of the Gomal river, in Tink. The hills
on either side of the pass are held by the Utmanzai Wazirs; and
they carry on a predatory war against the caravans, year after
year, with a relentless ferocity and daring, which none but a
L o h h i (or an English) merchant would brave, or be able to repel.
'' While the Utmanzai branch has been thus engaged in taking
annual toll from the Indian trade, the Ahmadzai Wazirs, with
whom me are now more particularly concerned, have commenced
that great transition from pastoral to agricultural habits which so
surely overtakes every aboriginal race at the point where increase
from within or encroachment from without reduces its ~astures
below the level of ita wants. A multiplying people, increasing
flocks, and insufflcient grazing grounds, Grst brought these nomads
into Bannb about thirty years ago. The Thal, too dreary and
barren for the softer Bannbchis, was to them a tempting space.
They drove down their herds into it, and pitched their black
blanket tents; the flocks fattened, and the winter which raged in
their native hills passed luxuriously away in these new plains.
The spring sun rekindled the love of home, and made the goatskin cloak hang heavy on the shoulders of the mountaineer, and
the sheep to bleat under ita fleece. The tribe turned their faces
towards Spinghar; and the BannGchi thieves, hanging on the
rear of their march to the very borders of the valley, were afraid
to venture within the range of the jawile of the Ahmadzais, and
the strangers went away unchallenged.
" Again and again the winter brought them back, and in occa- Banndehl nrrars
sional collisions between the savage of the plain and the savage W"'r'
of the mountain, the Wazir proved ever the savagest, and became

.
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a name of fear and hatred in Bannb. A t length the Wazir cast
his eye on the Banntchi fields and harvesta, and became possessed
with the lust of land. So he proceeded in his rough way to
occupy what he wanted, which, for the convenience of being
within reach of his own people, he chose nearest to the Thal;
and when the Banntchi owner came to look after his crops, he
was ' warned off' with a bullet as a trespasser. A sad era was
this in Banntchi annals. Hushed mere all private feuds now,
for the lion had come among the wolves: Yalik after Yalik was
being robbed.
" At length the two great giLndia laid aside their differences, and
met in high council on the national dilemma. Then had been
the time to fight, and fight desperately, ere the intruders had
taken root ; and some voices did cry out for mar, but the chiefs of
the two ghndia knew their strength, and that the whole valley
could not muster twenty thousand men. On one side, their
neighbours of Dawar were afraid to assist them, for their little
valley was nearer than Bannli to the Waziri hills. The brave
men of Marwat, on the other side, were scarcely less hostile than
the Wazirs. The Wazirs themselves could summon forty thousand
warriors. The 'council of war,' as usual, resolved on peace,
' tempered,' as Talleyrand said of the Russian despotism, ' by
assassination.' They would not fight the Waziri tribe, but they
would harass individuals with matchlock, knife, and ambuscade,
and make occupation or cultivation impracticable. They little
knew the Waziri temper. The first act of treacherous hostility
drew down a fearful and bloody retaliation. Where at first only
a field was gone, now a home was desolate : and so both sides
continued ; the Wazir encroaching, the Banntchi resisting; the
Wazir revenging, the beaten Banntchi retiring in despair. At
length even this found its limit. Both sides grew weary. Only
a few Wazirs cared for the new toy of cultivation, and many
came to a compromise with the owners for small sums of money,
inadequate, but better than nothing. The Waziri intruders
built forts like those of Banntchis on the plundered lands, and,
with the usual facility of revolutions in the East, soon passed
into undisputed proprietors of some of the best tracts on the left
bank of the Kbrm. But they never mixed with the Banntchis,
either in marriage, religious ceremonies, or the more ordinary
affairs of life. Had the Banntchis been less wronged, the
Wazirs would have been still too proud to mingle blood pure
as the snow on SuYed Koh with the mongrel lowland tribes of
Bannh. Proud, patriotic, and united among themselves ; austere
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and simple in their own manners, but hospitable to the stranger,
and h e to their guest against force and corruption, the Ahmadzais stood aloof from the people they oppressed, and looked on in
contempt at their cowardly submission, their disunited efforts
against the Sikh invader, their lying dealings with each other,
their treacherous assassinations at the board, and the covetous
squabbles with which they converted into a hell the heavenly
valley given them by nature.
" I must not conclude this sketch of the Waziri settlement in
Ban116 without mentioning, that as the h m a d z a i s have occupied
(besides their seizures in the Tappahs) the Thal on the east, and
the.waste under the hills on the north of BannG, so their countrymen of the U'tmanzai branch have felt their way down from the
western mountains to the waste lands which lie about the banks
of the Tbchi, scraped out of them a little precarious cultivation,
and built a few forts to protect them from the BannGchi owners
in the adjoining Tappahs of Mid. . . .
" The reader has now been introduced to the four classes which
make up the population of B a n d : the mongrel and vicious
BannGchi peasantry, ill-ruled by Maliks, and ill-righted by
factions; the greedy Sayads, and other religious mendicants,
sucking the blood of the superstitious people; the mean Hindoo
traders, enduring a life of degradation, that they may cheat their
Muhammadan employers; and the Waziri interlopers, half
pastoral, half agricultural, wholly without law, but neither
destitute of honour nor virtue.
" To complete the picture, i t is only necessary to imagine these
races in their several high-walled forts : the Wazirs on the outside, the BannGchis and Sayads, with their Hindoo agents, in the
heart of BannG Proper, all watching each other with vigilant
iil-will, and so divided by class interests as to be unable to
appreciate the danger approaching all alike from without, in the
shape of a brave and well-disciplined Sikh army, whose energies
were guided by a British Officer."

CHAPTER 111.
BANNU UNDER BRITISH RULE.
Character of
Edwardes as a
worker.

Peaceful
conquest of the
valley.

WE left Edwardes at Jhandbkhel on the threshold of his
difficulties. His way of meeting them was characteristic,
and assisted him in many crises throughout the rest of his
career. Gifted with a clear incisive intellect, a wellbalanced judgment, and great confidence in himself, he
always determined quickly upon what he ought to do, and
then set to work to do it with a will.
I n his present problem-the conciliation and conquest
of two warlike races-he
saw that his best chance of
success was at once to assume the tone of master, and
give orders to both Wazirs and Bannbchis. At the same
time he appealed to two very powerful springs of human
action-greed and fear-by promising those who loyally
obeyed him rewards and honours, and threatening those
who did not obey with speedy and condign punishment.
To the Bannbchi Maliks he said, "Assist me, and ten
per cent. of your assessments shall be each year divided
amongst you: half to your village Maliks, and h d f to
your Tappah Mdiks; if you do not, I shall depose you
and confiscate your estates."
To the religious classes he promised a light assessment
as a concession to their sanctity and learning.
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To the Wazirs he said sternly, "If you wish independence,
coupled with starvation, go back to your barren hills ; but
if you wish to remain here, and enjoy plenty in the Mah6rhjah's territory, you mu& submit to be governed, and pay
revenue. Accept the terms I offer you within a week, or
I shall expel you from the plains by force."
The majority of the Bann6chi Malika, seeing that
they individually would not be losers should the new order
of things ever be established, at once permitted their lande
to be surveyed; but their priesthood remained sullenly
aloof for some time. When, however, the Waziri jirga, or
council of elders, deelared for peace and submission,and they
saw that, even if they proclaimed a jiha'd or crusade against
the infidels, their chances of success would be small, they
sulkily began to negociate, and finally most of them
accepted the terms originally offered them. During the
week of grace allowed the Wazirs, theirjirga met daily in
stormy debate, and Swahn Khan, Edwardes' friend, was
roundly denounced by would-be patriots as a traitor, and
the Bann6chis as cowardly cura At last passion gave
way to reason, and they determined to affix their marks to
the "treaty," and see what would come of St. Though
they were savages, and ought to have known better, they,
like some civilized nations now-a-days, made a mental
reservation when signing the " treaty " that it should be
binding only so long aa it might suit their convenience to
regard it so.
d
and
Edwardes' next step was to commence a broad high ~ a a made
Crown Fort
road right through the heart of the valley to the open built.
Marwat country beyond, and to select a good site for a
crown fort, which should command the heads of as many
canals as possible. Having chosen his site, he laid out the
lines of his fort, and allotted a portion of the work to each
of his Sikh regiments.
Hitherto the BannGchi peasantry had been incredulous
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that the occupation of their valley was seriously intended;
but as day by day the walls of the fort rose higher and
higher, they became disillusioned, and felt that their days
of freedom were numbered. This thought goaded some of
the most bigoted to desperation, and plots for a general
insurrection, supported by an invasion from Dawar, began
to be agitated. The old tactics of waylaying stragglers
beyond the camp and shooting sentries in dark nights,
which had the secret approval of the priesthood, were resorted to, and Edwardes himself twice narrowly escaped
falling a victim to the assassin's dagger.
Meantime a rough revenue survey was going steadily on,
and the outer walls of the fort continued to grow higher
and higher, until Edwardes, who had now thoroughly
gauged the character of the people he had to deal with,
thought he could safely launch the audacious order that
the outer walls and towers of the four hundred strongholds1
of the valley should be pulled down by the very hands
which had erected, defended, and kept them in repair for
the last five-and-twenty years. Forth went the order,
" Throw down to the ground the walls of your forts within
fifteen days, or I shall punish you," and down went the
walls. For the first few days after the order was issued
there was no response, for the people were stupefied with
astonishment ; but Edwardes knew with whom he had to
deal, and as soon as a few of the best disposed-for there
were some Maliks who had thrown in their lot with his
heartily from the first-set the example, thepeoplegenerally
began the work of destruction, with reluctant hands,
and completed it in a few weeks. They thus rivetted their
own chains, and proved themselves loyal subjects of the

'

There are now 240 "villages" in Bannd Proper, but man of them
contain from two to ten separate grou s of houses, each surrounLd with a
high mud wall, and each of which was Eeforo ita dismantlement a fort." A
" village," or Mouzah, is any number of parcels of land lumped together for
revenue purposes as one estate, and their owners 80 settled with.
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MahArAjah, b u t for their very loyalty all t h e more contemptible. It was now spring-time, and Edwardes had
still to vieit Marwat a n d many countries south of it, so h e
handed over charge to Taylor,' having accomplished great
things-in t h e short space of three months. Bs t h e cold
weather h a d now nearly gone a n d time was precious,
Edwardes did not loiter on his march through Marwat,
b u t traversed it in four days, after fighting with i t s pretty
b u t long-tongued matrons a n d maidens several successful
revenue actions, one of which h e thus describes :-

" At every village, from Gandi to this place, there has been Axmt.
m
h in
a ' demonstration' of women got up to induce me to let their
husbands off from paying the revenue which the crop-measurers
were bribed to suppress ; and very severe actions have I had to
fight with these Marwat amazons, but all in good humour; for
they break their way through the escort, seize my horse by the
bridle, and taking me regularly prisoner, commence a kind of
deprecatory glee, made up of fractional parts of the simple burden,
Amlarri! ( I have a petition). . .
The effect of it, rising in
A sharp from the throats of at least two hundred women, half of
them laughing, while the other half scream, must be left to an
imaginative ear. Not one of them ever says what the petition
is, nor will they allow me to speak; i t being mutually comprehended-by me that they want the revenue to be excused, and
by them that I will not do it. I n the end I have to watch an
opportunity to bolt, followed by all my horsemen, and the loud
laughter of the unsuccessful petitioners. On these occasions the
husbands kept out of sight, or just peeped round the corners to
see whether the brown beauty which melted their own hearts
had any softening influence on a Paringi ; their teeth certainly
are brilliant, but what said the wolf to Little Red Ridinghood ?
" Scarcely in any case has ' a husband ' followed the demonstration up by coming to my tent to complain ; and it is well
known they will go miles to recover a few pice (half-pence) if
they know they are in the right.
" This custom of allowing their women to be seen is a trait
worthy of remark as quite peculiar to Marwat, and contrary to
one of the strongest prejudices of Afghans, who jealously shut

.

1

Now General Taylor, C.B., C.S.I., Commissioner of the Amritaar Division.
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up their females.' Even in low-bred and vicious Bmnt the
women shun observation ; and in PeshBwar (my Bhkzai escort
told me) exclusion is so rigidly enforced, that Lnota woman
dared to look out at a passing Sirdar, to see whether or no he
were well mounted and dressed.' ' The enlightened ladies of
Marwat, therefore, drew down from all the Afghana in my train
unqualified expressions of blame and astonishment; and no
sooner did we approach a village, and catch sight of the bluepetticoated crowd outside, than 'Tobah ! Tobah ! ' (Shame !
Shame !) burst from every mouth."
Having reached the P6zii Pam,the southern outlet of
the valley, Edwardes made arrangements for the erection
of a strong watch-tower in it, and then started for Thnk.
Here we shan wish him God speed, and go back to Taylor
at Dhuleepgarh, as the fort had been christened, in honour
of the little Mahhhjah Dhuleep Singh.
Thelu1l~fure
The time was spring, when the country was at its lovethe atom.
liest and the people at their idlest. The novelty of being
ruled, and that justly, had not worn off. Bannhchis and
Wazirs were constant in their attendance on their new
Sahib, anxious to ingratiate themselves with him; and
their new Sahib was working day and night, trying to
make the yoke of subjection sit as lightIy as possible on
them. I t seemed, indeed, as if the change from wild unrestraint to orderly rule had been accepted by the people
more as a boon, for which their forefathers had sighed in
vain, than as a sad necessity.
SecondSikhwar.
The dream of peace was of a sudden rudely broken.
The murder of Vans Agnew and Anderson at Multbn
was the signal for a general uprising of the Sikh soldiery,
The custom arose from necessity, ss subsequently explained in the descriptive heading to Proverbs on Vomen.
a The officer who settled the Shf1hp6r District, which adjoins MikuwU on
its eastern side, told me that when duty took him to parts of the country in
which an English lady had seldom or never been seen before, whenever he and
his wife passed on horseback through a village the men of the village, who
were lining the road in crowds, used of themselves to turn their backs until
his wife assed. This is the etiquette in Persia when ladies of the royal
householg are passing ; but whence the rude inhabitante of the back jungles of
Bhhhpb learnt it 1cannot conceive.
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to whom the new order of things was particularly galling.
Diwin MGlrhj raised the standard of rebellion, and the
Punjib was ablaze.
Acting under instruction8 from Edwardes, who had, on
the outbreak of the storm, boldly marched to attack the
DiwBn, Taylor placed a soldier of fortune named Futteh Khan Tawanah in command at Dhuleepgarh, and
started off to Multin to assist his chief in his abortive
effort to besiege that stronghold with disaffected troops
and raw country levies. When the news of the rfhdion Rebellion in
Banna.
of the D i w h and of the risings of the Sikh soldiery
i n different parts of the PunjBb, which immediately
followed it, reached Dhuleepgarh, its Sikh garrison laid
siege to the inner fort, in which Futteh Khan Tawanah
and his Muhammadan levies had shut themselves up.
After holding out for ten days, Futteh Khan, finding that further resistance was impossible, as his supply
of water had failed, caused the gates to be opened, and
rushed out sword in hand on the enemy, by whom he
was immediately cut to pieces, thus by his gallant death
partially atoning for the misdeeds of a long unscrupulous
life.
After sacking the fort, the Sikhs marched off with a
number of captive local chiefs, who had thrown in their
lot with ours, to join their brethren in arms on the
Jhelam, and add their quota of slain to the number who
fell under the well-directed fire of our guns at GujrLt.
On their departure, Muhammad Azim Khan, a son of
D b t Muhammad Khan, the Amir of Kabul, came down
and occupied the empty fort. His advent only increased
the anarchy which prevailed, for he was not strong
enough to coerce the people into submission, and the
chiefs who had invited him down were in a weak minority, and found that they were generally looked upon
with suspicion. Meanwhile the Lakki Fort, built four
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years before to overawe the Marwats by the unfortunate
Futteh Khan, whose death has just been related, wrts in
the hands of a portion of the rebel Sikh garrison, and
remained so for some months, until Taylor was enabled to
return from Multbn. Advancing by Isakhel, he invested
the fort, which capitulated after a siege of a few weeks.
H e then pushed on for Dhuleepgarh, from which Muhammad Azim Khan and his Afghans retired, without
risking a fight. Within ten days after the final overthrow of the Sikhs at Gh?jr&t (21st Feb. 1849), the
Bannh valley was quietly re-occupied, and the Banniichis,
after having experienced in the space of a few months
the sweets and bitters of freedom, Bbrakzai and English
rule, weIcomed Taylor back as a deliverer.
I n those days of action the machinery of Government
was simple and easily set in motion. No sooner had the
Punjbb been annexed by the inaatiabIe Xampanf Bahadur than it was parcelled out into ten administrative
Divisions, each presided over by a Commissioner. Again
each division was subdivided into three or four Districts,
each of which was placed in charge of a Deputy Commissioner, under whom was an Assistant and a small staff
of native officials. Over all was a Board of Administration, under the presidency of the late Sir Henry
Lawrence, which had, subject to the general control of the
Viceroy, the supreme direction of affairs.
All the appointments held by British officers in the
Punjbb were filled up within six months after annexation by selected officers from the army of occupation
and a handful of experienced civilians from the Northwest Provinces.
One of the Districts then formed was called Derah Ismail
Khan, with its head-quarters at Dhuleepgarh. I t consisted of the Trans-Indus portion of the present Districts
of Derah Ismail Khan and Bannh, of the latter of
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which I am writing, and was committed to the charge
of Taylor.
Nothing daunted with the magnitude of h i responsi- The
DeputyCommissioner
bilities, but with a profound sense of h i administrative and hi work.
inexperience, Taylor set to work with a will to arrange
the affairs of his little kingdom, for it was almost such.
His will was law over an area of about 6500 square
miles. The fortified posts along an exposed border, extending for nearly one hundred and sixty miles from
north to south, some of which had been projected or
commenced by Edwardes, were completed and garrisoned
by police and military; the summary settlement of the
land revenue was taken in hand ; a jungle tract, covering
an area of forty-one square miles, which had long been
a haunt for robbers and wild beasts,-as it lay between
the cultivated lands of Banniichis and Marwats, and
neither had ever been strong enough to take and retain
it,-was, by the extension of the Kach Kot canal into
it, reclaimed and brought under the plough. A great
military road, designed to connect the cantonment of
Bann6 (Dhuleepgarh) with that of Kohat to the north,
and Derah Ismail Khan and Derah GChhzi Khan to
the south, was commenced, whilst village roads were
opened out in an directions. Hindoos were encouraged
to settle in Dhuleep-shahar, a new town laid out
by Edwardes within range of the guns of his
fort, and, like the fort, so called by him in honour of
Mahhrhjah Dhuleep Singh, but which has since, on the
death of its founder, been re-christened Edwardesabad.
Every means was taken to increase the attractions of
another of Edwardes' institutions, the weekly Friday fair.
This soon became so popular that every Friday each
village, both hill and plain, within a radius of thirty
miles, began to contribute its quota to it, and the fair is
still one of the sights of the valley. Besides the mis4
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cellaneoue executive duties described above, so congenial
to a soldier of active habits, Taylor had heavy work to
perform of a more irksome nature, which chained him
to his desk for five or six hours daily. Criminal, Civil,
and Revenue cases had to be heard and decided;
accounts to be made up and checked; returns to be prepared, and reports to be written. A not unimportant part
of his work was receiving native callers of all classes.
Indeed so important was it, that, when he left the District, he placed on record that he attributed much of
the secret of his early personal influence with the people
to the amount of time he had been able to devote to
receiving them in an out-of-harness familiar sort of way,
and the subsequent diminution of that influence to his
having had to curtail such interviews as his desk work
increased.
There is no doubt that the more time a District Officer
can waste, so to speak, in receiving native callers of all
grades and encouraging them to chat freely with him, the
more confidence the peopIe will have in him and the
greater will be his hold both on them and his native
officiaIs. And it cannot be too much depIored that the
endless amount of writing which is now-a-days required
from him leaves him neither time nor temper to submit to much interviewing.
The people were not slow in perceiving the blessings
of a just and strong foreign Government, and gratefully
appreciated the labours of their Deputy Commissioner in
their behalf. The very fact that their rulers were foreigners waa viewed with satisfaction, as it was a guarantee
for an impartiality which Pathans believe is not to be
found amongst themselves. They are not far wrong in
such a belief, for thoroughgoing partisanship is a national
characteristic of all Pathans and one of which they are
proud. Enowing that they themselves are incapable of
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impartiality, they naturally suppose that other Muhammadans are the same. The earnest way i n which Pathans
implore an English Hakirn, be he even a new-comer
utterly ignorant of their customs and language, to hear
their cases himself, and not transfer them to a native
court, must have at first y z I e d and flattered many a
young Assistant on his introduction to work Trans-Indus.
rebel
Though the permanent dwellers in the plain proved Urnamenable to the naw orders of things, the Wazirs both
within and beyond our borders did not, and were a constant source of anxiety to Taylor, who, by treating them
as an indulgent father does his wayward children, gained
a great influence for good over them. During his incumbency onIy one section seriously committed itseIf.
I t happened in December, 1849, that TayIor and his
Assistant were both absent in the interior of the District)
when some of the chiefs of the Umarzai section of the
Ahmadzai Wazirs came in by invitation to head-quarters
to settle accounts connected with arrears of revenue due
from them to a Bannhchi Malik, named Bazid Khan,
within whose Tappah they held lands. The two parties
met and some high words ensued between them.
The
Umarzais went off to the hills in a huff, and, collecting
the fighting men of their own tribe and numbers of
others, came down that very night over two thousand
strong, made a murderous attack on Bazid Khan's
village, killing his son amongst others, and sacked and
burnt fourteen villages. Having thus declared war in
true Waziri fashion, they kept the border in a ferment
for over two years, raiding, robbing, and murdering
whenever opportunity offered.
I n 1852 Taylor made over charge to the late General Nicholson
Depoty
John Nicholson, then a Major, and went to England on Commissioner.
furlough. The Umarzais were still outlaws, although
several attempts had been made to bring them to
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terms. Owing to two years' immunity from attack, they
thought their own hills were inaccessible, but Nicholson
had not been many weeks in office before he penetrated
their mountain fastnesses .with fifteen hundred men, and,
taking them by surprise, destroyed their principal villages.
Thoroughly humiliated, the offending tribe sued for peace,
and, after the genuineness of their penitence had been
sufficiently tested, they were re-admitted into British territory and their lands were returned to them.
Taylor's gentle chivalrous nature had led him, during
his four years' incumbency, to treat the barbarous tribes
over whom he ruled with systematic forbearance, and to
investigate all their cases, petty or serious, with an
equal amount of exhaustive care, believing that by such
a course their savage and bloodthirsty instincts and impulses would be gradually eradicated. But Nicholson,
though the mirror of chivalry himself, lacked that kindly
gentleness of manner and laborious painstakingness in
work which so distinguished his predecessor. He was
a man of few words, stern and silent towards all, of indomitable pluck and resolution, capable of any amount
of fatigue, and ever ready to undergo it himself; who
gave his orders, and expected them to be forthwith obeyed
without questioning; in short, one whose character as a
man and a ruler of men would have been perfect, had
there been a due intermixture of softness and deference
to the feelings and even weaknesses of others in its composition. The first impression in the District was that
the new Hakim was a hard-hearted self-willed tyrant,
to be feared and disliked. But by degrees, as his selfabnegation, his wonderful feats of daring, the swift stern
justice which he meted out to all alike, became known,
this impression gave way to a feeling of awe and admiration; and the people both within and beyond the
.border became so cowed that, during Nicholson's last year
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of office, raids, robberies, and murders were almost entirely
unknown-a
happy state of things which has never
occurred since.
y
y
t
The name of Nicholson is now reverenced aa that of z
a popular hero, almost a demigod, and many a village
in the valley has some cherished tale to tell of his severity or justice or bravery.
The grey-beards of one village relate that in Sikh times A ~ n s t ~ u d g e .
one A l M Q d Khan, who was guardian of his orphan
nephew, seized the child's inheritance for himself, and
turned the boy out of the village. Arrived at man's
estate, the youth sued his uncle in Nicholson's court, but
AlladQd Khan was the strongest man in his village, so
no one dared for his life give evidence against him.
Whilst the case was pending, one of the villagers, when
walking to his h l d s at dawn of day, was spell-bound
at seeing Nicholson's well-known white mare quietly
nibbling the grass just outside the village entrance.
When he had got over his fright, he ran back and communicated the news to AlladM Khan and others. I n a
little while the whole village turned out, and forming a
circle round the terror-inspiring mare, gazed open-mouthed
a t her. A t last Alladhd Khan said that the best thing
they could do was to drive her on to the lands of some
other village; for if they did not, they would certainly
be whipped or fined all round. They began doing
so, but had not gone very far when they saw Nicholson
himself tied to a tree. After the first start of surprise
and inclination to run away en masse, some of the
bolder spirits advanced with officious hands to release
their dread HQkim; but no, Nicholson would not permit
it, and demanded wrathfully on whose lands he was
standing. No one answered, but all pointed silently to
Alladbd Khan, who came forward and tremblingly said,
"No, no, the land is not mine, but my nephew's."
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Nicholson made him smear before all the villagers that
he was telling the truth, and then permitted himself to
be unbound. Next day the nephew was decreed his inheritance, and the whole village rejoiced that the wronged
boy had come to his own again; but the wicked old
uncle, cursing his own cowardly tongue and his stupidity
in not suspecting the ruse, went off on a pilgrimage to
Mecca, as he found home too hot for him.
Another story current a b u t Nicholson, but the locale
of which is, I believe, Rawal Pindi, relates that a reward
of one hundred rupees had been offered for the capture
of a noted freebooter, whose whereabouts were well known.
Sitting in Cutcherry one day, Nicholson asked if the
capture had been effected. "No," was the reply, "not
yet." "Double the reward then at once," said Nicholson. About four hours later on the same day he asked
if there had been any result, and received the same
answer, with the addition to it that it would require a
strong force of police to effect the capture, as the man
was such a desperado and in the midst of his kinsmen.
" Saddle my horse," said Nicholson quietly.
When the
horse wae brought, he mounted, and rode off alone to the
freebooter's village, where, by some coincidence, the first
person he met was the man wanted. Nicholson ordered
him to surrender, but he refused, and rushed at Nicholson, who thereupon cut him down. When the body was
brought in, Nicholson had the head cut off and placed
in Cutcherry beside himself, and he contemptuously asked.
every Malik who came to see him if he recognized to
whom it had belonged.
I shall trouble the reader with one more story, the tale
of his attempted assassination, which I shall leave Nicholson
himself to recount, as he wrote it in 1856 to Edwardes.'
1 The letter appears a t page 452-3, vol. ii. of Knye's Livss of Indian
OBcwa. I here copy a porhon of it.
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'' I was standing at the gate of my garden at noon, with
Sladen and Cadell and four or five chuprassies, when a man
with a sword rushed suddenly up, and called out for me. I
had on a long fur pelisse of native make, which I fancy prevented his recognizing me at Grst. This gave time for the only
chuprassie' who had a sword to get between us, to whom he
called out contemptuously to stand aside, saying he had come
to kill me, and did not want to hurt a common soldier. The
relief sentry for the one in front of my house happening to
pass opportunely behind me at this time, I snatched his musket, and, presenting it at the would-be assassin, told him I
would tire if he did not put down his sword and surrender.
He replied that either he or I must die; so I had no other
alternative, and shot him through the heart, the ball passing
through a religious book which he had tied on his chest, apparently as a charm."
It would be easy to fill many pages with popular tales A P-IOI
character.
about Nicholson. I have sometimes been amused i n Cutcherry, when, puzzled to decide which party in a case
was lying the less, I have allowed the two a few minutes'
freedom of tongue. I n the midst of a mutual storm of
recrimination, one would say to his opponent, " Turn your
back to the Sahib, and he will see it still waled with the
whipping Nicholson gave you." And the other would
reply, "You need not talk, for your back is all scored
also.')
Notwithstanding his faults of temper, Nicholson was z&ht~!~~~
the most successful Deputy Commissioner this District stron~est
District has
the
has ever had, and his memory will be handed down fresh yet had.
and green to the generations yet unborn. Whilst
attending to border and criminal administration, Nicholson did not neglect his other duties ; for he made a
Summary Settlement of the Land Revenue in 1854, and,
like Taylor, reclaimed a large waste tract named LandidBk
b y running a canal into it direct from the K h m .
I n May, 1856, he went to Kashmir on leave, and
1

A chuprassie is a civil o5cer's orderly or attendant.
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never returned again, for next year he met a soldier's
death during the assault on Delhi.
Our little station church is graced by a memorial
tablet, on which the short bright career of John Nicholson, sketched by the loving hand of his friend Edwardes,
is thus inscribed :I N AFFECTIONATE MEMORY
OP BRIGADIER GENEIUL

J O H N NICHOLSON,

C.B.,

ONCE DEPUTY COYYIRBIONER OF THIS DIBTRICT,
WHO AT THE GREAT SIEGE OP DELHI LED THE STORY,
FELL MORTALLY WOUNDED I N T E E HOUR OF VICTORY,
AND DIED 23RD SEPT., 1857, AGED ONLY 54.
THE SNOWS OF GHUZNEE ATTEST HIS YOUTHFUL FORTITUDE,
THE SONGS OP THE P U N J ~ B H I 8 MANLY DEEDS,
THE PEACE OF THIS FRONTIER H I 8 STRONG RULE,
THE ENEMIES OF H I 8 COWTRY XNOW
HOW TEBRTBLE H E WAS IN BATTLE,

M D WE H I 8 FRIENDS
LOVE TO B,ECALL HOW GENTLE, GENEROUS, AND TRUE H E WAS.

.

Coxe, Deputy
Commiesioner-

gi2$F

Of

The~ahsdds.

Nicholson's successor was Najor Henry Coxe, whose
kindly disposition and patriarchal rule made him greatly
beloved by his " children," for Marwata and BannGchis
were in the habit of addressing him as " father."
Whether the custom of appealing to the Hukirn by
such an endearing term arose in Coxe's time or before
I know not; but certain it is, the wilder the speaker,
the more earnestly will he assure you that you are his
father. Grey-beards old enough to be my grandfather
have often assured me that I was their mother as well
as father. The idea in the mind of the speaker is of
course apparent enough. I t fell to Coxe's lot to steer
the District through the troubled days of 1857, to make
a second Summary Settlement of the Land Revenue, and
to take a prominent part in an expedition against the
MahsGd Wazirs in 1860.
Inhabiting the hills beyond our border lying between
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the Gabar mountains to the north and the Takht-i-Sblim8n to the south, the Mahsdds had from time immemorial
derived their chief subsistence from plundering their
neighburs, and had thriven on it too, for they numbered
some thirteen thousend fighting men. Their barren hills
commanded the GhwAlari Pass, through which the sturdy
Pawindah traders and graziers have, from the time of
the Emperor Akbar, been accustomed to fight their way,
backwards and forwards, twice every year. Each autumn
sees great K d a h s of these warrior merchants pour down
from their distant homes in the mountains of Khorash
through this pass, and spread over the Derajat in their
journey to the different marts of the Punjtib and Hindustan, and each spring sees them return to their homes
again in the same way. After annexation, so long as the
plundering operations of the Mahsdds were confined to the
hills beyond our frontier, they were left by us to make
what income they could in any way they liked. But we
prohibited the sacking and burning of villages within
our border, as well aa the kidnapping of our subjects,
and we endeavoured to enforce our commands by establishing fortified posts near the mouths of the principal
passes leading into independent tenitory. Naturally the
needy highland savages looked on such proceedings as
an unwarranted interference with their old existing rights,
~~heo
are
ds
and believing it a legitimate grievance, they were not ~troublesome.
long in showing us that a few isolated forts could not Expedition
agaiust them.
stop them from entering our territory when they liked.
For ten years we acted on the defensive, trying by
patience and conciliation to bring the Mahsdds to lieten
to reason. The consequence waa they grew bolder, until,
early in the spring of 1860, they had the audacity to
come out into the plain four thousand strong, intending
to sack and burn the town of TBnk, a feat they had
actually accomplished in Sikh times some twenty years
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before. News of the impending attack was quickly conveyed to the nearest outposts, and a small body of the
5th PunjAb Cavalry turned out and drove the marauders
helter-skelter back into the hills, killing over one hundred of them. Discipline had an easy victory, though
the odds were twenty to one. This filled the cup of
Mahsdd offences to overflowing, and an expedition,
word dear to the PifFer,' was determined on. A force
of five -thousand men of all arms penetrated into the
Mahsdd hills from the TBnk border, and after a month's
fighting and marching,-during which the enemy's crops,
then almost ripe for the sickle, were destroyed, their
chief town Makin burnt, and another town, KAni-Guram,
occupied, but spared on payment of fine,-returned to
British territory by the Khis6r Pass, which debouches
into the Bannd valley immediately north of the Gabar
mountain. The British losses amounted to four hundred
and sixty-five killed and wounded. Those of the enemy
were never ascertained, but must have been very severe,
as in the two principal fights they left one hundred and
sixty-eight dead in our hands. Though their country
had been overrun, the Mahsdds would not submit, but
continued stubbornly defiant -with occasional intervals
of nominal peace and submission -for many years ; and
though they have never raided in force since the lessons
taught them in 1860, t,hey are still a thorn in the side
of the Deputy Commissioner of Derah Ismail Khan, who
has moreto do with them than the Deputy Commissioner
of this District.
Only a few months after the Mahstid expedition took
place, another on a smaller scale was undertaken against
the Kabul Khel Wazirs, who had given an asylum to
the murderers of Captain Mecham of the Artillery.
1 This term means an Offlcer belong in^ to the PunjBb Frontier Force, its
triliteral root, MJ to epeak, being the first letter of each of the three words just
named.
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This unfortunate Officer had been set upon and killed in
the previous November when travelling from Bann6 to
KohLt, at a spot about fourteen miles from Dhuleepgarh
on the boundary between the two Districts. As the
Kabul KheLs are more connected with KohBt than Bannii,
I need only here mention that the expedition was crowned
with complete success, and Mecham's chief murderer was
given up and hanged on the spot where he had killed
his victim.
Soon after the return of the expeditionary force which p;LT;r;bng
had been sent against the Mahslids, several posts and
forts were built on the border facing their hills.
Amongst the latter was a large one, near the mouth of
the Shakdli Pass, fifteen miles south-west of the Bannii
cantonments. I t was strongly garrisoned by horse and
foot under the command of a British Officer, and
effected the double object of keeping the Mashiids and
other hill robbers in check and overawing the JBni Khel
Wazirs, our subjects, who were settled around it.
On January lst, 1861, the long strip of Trans-Indua B-LI made a
District by itaell.
country which had hitherto formed the Derah Ismail
Khan District was divided into two ; and the northern
part, together with a slice of territory Cis-Indus, was
made into a separate District, under the name of Bannli,
its sub-divisions being those described in the first chapter.
That year all was peace along the border, for the
chastisement inflicted on Mahs6ds and Kabul Khels
had inspired both independent and subject Wazirs with
a wholesome respect for our arms. Raids, in the true
sense of the word, ceased; but camel-lifting, thieving,
and occasional cases of kidnapping and murder did not;
for our hill neighbours must live, and even though not
driven to steal and rob from hunger, it cannot be expected that they will forget the inherited habits and
instincts of hundreds of years for some time to come.

FE;;~.
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For the laat decade the harassed Deputy 'commissioner
had found little leisure to devote to developing his District.
The building of outposts, raising and disciplining Police
levies, looking after a disturbed frontier of enormous
extent, which amounted to the keeping in check of over
twenty thousand starving hill thieves, and the assessing
of the villages within his border almost at haphazard, had
been his normal duties. I t was different now. The
hill tribes had had enough of fighting to keep them quiet
for some years to come ; the District was of manageable
size and shape, and instead of one hundred and sixty
miles of border, only sixty remained. Now, then, was the
time for a philanthropic Deputy Commissioner to leave
his mark, and after one or two changes, such a man was
found in Major Urmton, who received charge in 1862
and retained it till 1866. During his incumbeney missionary enterprise was enmuraged and schools sprung
up in every large village. True, the young idea had
everywhere to be coaxed to learn his alphabet, and his
parents to be bullied or bribed to send him to school.
But what of that? The District had thirty-six village
schods and 839 scholars, of whom thirty-nine were girls,
attending them, and was it not education? Government
buildings of all sorts sprung up in every direction ; substantially built Police Stations, Court Houses, Staging
Bungalows for the better classes of travellers who could
afford to pay for superior accommodation, and Sarazi for
the poorer. Charitable Dispensaries were also opened,
or their means of doing good enhanced, and here, a8
elsewhere in India, were thoroughly appreciated by the
people. The sick came freely from hill and from plain
to be treated by our doctors; and whenever a fight
occurred amongst our hill neighbours, some of the
wounded of both sides would be brought in to have bullets
extracted or cuts and bruises dressed; for all Afghans
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have faith in the efficacy of our medicines and the 8urgical skill of our doctors.
On UrmstonJs departure the District had the misfor- g- Of
a
tune to be subjected to repeated changes of Deputy Com- Comuussioners
ch& ta progress
missioners, owing to which its progress in material
prosperity suffered a check. Such changes made the
people restless and irritable. They complained with
reason that their rulers knew them not, and that as soon
as one District Officer had gained a little acquaintance
with them he was succeeded by somebody else.
The fact ie that men who had prospects of getting
Districts on the other side of the Indus fought shy of
coming this side, believing that, once across this Rubicon,
there would be small prospect of their returning for years
to come. BannG, too, had an evil repute as being the
most out-of-the-way District in the Punjhb, and a wild,
lawless, unhealthy sort of place withal, in which it would
be difficult to make a reputation and easy to lose one.
Apart from the difficulty of finding a sufficiently senior
officer in the Commission who would accept Bannii with
a good grace, Government had another-namely, to find
a man with the requisite qualifications, which in most
cases could only be ascertained by trial.
District
Cis-Indus, a good legal training and a capacity for Aetagcmd
cer Cis- and
Tram-Induu.
methodical desk work are the important essentials for
success. With these it does not much matter whether the
District Officer be delicate or strong, accustomed to do
his cold-weather tours in a carriage or in the saddle, a
lover of creature comforts or indifferent to them. TransIndus, tact in the management of queer customers, accessibility and firmness, together with ability to undergo
fatigue and discomfort, are the all-important requisites ;
a good legal training, though an advantage, being of
very secondary importance. Of course in both cases a
sound judgment is required.
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There is a story of a distinguished stranger who, after
a ride down the frontier, was asked, on hia return to
Lahore, if he had mastered the wants of the province.
"Yes," said he, "on this side of the Indus you want
hard heads, but on that hard bottoms." This epigrammatical remark has a good deal of truth in it, but is
more forcible than elegant.
Deputy
But to return to our theme. " Wanted-a
Commissioner of active habits and sound health." When
one did come, many months did not elapse before he was
either transferred elsewhere, or hurried back across the
Indus by the doctors, with health undermined from
climate and overwork.'
They were evil days those; neither rulers nor ruled
omee drudsev.
had fair play, for neither did nor could know much
about the other. The Assistant Commissioner was a
mere Cutcherry drudge, for the judicial work was heavy
and the District under-officered ; he was also in charge
of the Government Treasury, the duties of which ofice,
if performed properly, are onerous. Signs that all was
not right were not wanting in 1868. Border offences
were numerous, midnight assassinations amongst the
vicious Bannhchis increased in frequency, and, though
the assassins were generally well known, a sufficiency of
proof of their guilt to secure their conviction was seldom obtainable. Fear of the consequences to themselves
chained the tongues of independent witnesses, while the
sweeping lies of the friends of the victims, incriminating
all the deceased's enemies at once, defeated the object
with which they were made. A British Officer, too, was
stabbed when asleep in his bungalow.
A drought.
I n 1869 there was a partial failure of the spring crop
Between 1866 and 1871 thc Deputy Commissioner was changed seven
times; but in each erne the change was unavoidable, and the necessity for
making it could not have been anticipated by Government at the time each
appointment was made.
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throughout Marwat and Thal lands, owing to a long-continued drought ; but though want was general, absolute
famine was averted, as the crops in the canal-irrigated
tracts were excellent, and those in the alluvial lands of
the Indus fairly good.
Towards the end of the year the Deputy Commissioner, ~dwort.
being seriously ill, had to take leave, and I, his Aijsistant,
was put in temporary charge of the District, having just
rejoined after an absence of eight months. For the next
six months I was left to struggle almost single-handed
with a large accumulation of judicial and miscellaneous
arrears, and to keep the administrative machine going
as best I could ; for although, after two of the six months
had elapsed, an uncovenanted assistant was posted to
Bannd, his ability to afford relief was small, as he had
but lately arrived in India.
My first act of authority was the trying and hanging ",Am&!&
of a religious fanatic, who had stabbed a Sikh soldier a
few days before, when attending an auction of condemned
stores outside the fort, the sale being superintended by
a British Officer. During his trial the murderer was by
turns sullen and defiant; but when asked, before the passing
of sentence, whether he had anything to say, he became
animated and said, " I n killing a Kdfir (infidel) I obeyed
the command of God. I meant to have killed a Sahib;
but when I got near the only one I saw, there was a
crowd round him, and he seemed thickly clad, so that
I thought my blow might not prove mortal. Whilst
standing irresolute a voice from above whispered in my
ear, 'Kill the Ka$r next you.' I turned and saw a
Sikh standing with part of his belly exposed, so I
plunged my knife into it. Now let me die like a man,
give me a sword and a shield, and I'll fight a hundred
of your young men."
The Sahib who thus so nearly
escaped martyrdom owed his deliverance partly to a
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thick great coat he was wearing, and partly to an unusually thick layer of flesh, which covered his manly
person, and which the poor ignorant savage had mistaken for cloth-.
The murderer was hung as usual on the Friday following sentence, in the presence of multitudes from all
quarters who had come in to attend the weekly fair.
The scaffold was surrounded by a military as well as a
police guard, to prevent a rescue, should one be attempted.
When the Civil Surgeon and I appeared, the condemned
man upbraided us with having kept him waiting. The
signal was then given, and all was soon over.
After this incident the days followed each other in
one continued grind of office, office, office, from morning
to night, and still the pile of arrears diminished not,
and the current work of each day was seldom satisfactorily got through by dark.
Noraio,noerop.
Thus the cold weather wore away and the genial
spring appeared, but her sun and her showers were unable to give life and strength to the crops, which had
been drooping and withering from a four months' drought ;
for Christmas, our "big day " as the natives call it, had
failed to bring her usual present of " Christmas rains"
to the thirsty land. The weeks passed by and lengthened into months, and still the windows of heaven
remained closed. When they did open, it was too late.
Although it was clear positive famine would be averted,
as in the previous year, it was still more clear that the
food grains would rise to hunger prices, and that crime
would consequently increase. But it did not occur to any
one that the temper of the excitable impulsive savages
along the border would, from the mere fact of "hard
times," become touchy to recklessness.

CHAPTER

N.

THE NUHAYMAD KHEL REBELLION, AND
LESSON.

ITS

WE have seen in the last chapter how several causesrepeated changes of Deputy Commissioners, an insufficient
staff of Civil Officers, and lastly two successive years of
drought-were operating together to unsettle the native
mind, and create a feeling of disaffection amongst our
unruly border subjects. The lapse of a decade too-a
decade of peace and quiet-since a punitory expedition had
penetrated into any part of Waziristiin, had wrought ita
effect on them and us. They had forgotten we could
and did punish severely when we willed so to do ; and
we that they were still passion-governed bloodthirsty
savages, from whom the varnish acquired by a coldweather contact each year with civilization was again
rubbed off during the hot-weather sojourn in their own
rough mountains.
They said amongst themselves : " Our SBhibs neither Wazwreasoning
understand us nor our tongue, and we hardly know them
by sight; for as soon as one comes, he goes away again.
They pass the whole day in writing, and if the writing ie
'over before dark, they grant interviews in their houses
5
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to the KhBns, because they are rich, wear white clothing,
and sit on chairs; but us they receive in Cutcherry, or
in the verandah, because we are poor, dirty, and smell.
They think us as nothing, though we have honour, and
possess swords and matchlocks."
With such reasoning as this the Wazirs convinced
themselves they were being neglected and had a grievance, and there were not wanting influential Bannhchi
Maliks and others, who, for their own ends, secretly encouraged them in such a belief.
Although the existence of this smouldering discontent
,P!g&eeEg
time.
and its causes were only ascertained some time after one
Waziri section had, by a rash, mad, treacherous act, irretrievably committed itself, the facts remain that, in the
spring of 1870, the ever-present inflammable materials
on this frontier wanted but a apark to heat them into
combustion, and that none of the British Officials connected with the District realized until too late what the
state of popular feeling amongst the Wazirs was.
Before describing thie conflagration, and the way in
which it was extinguished, whereby the strong and the
weak points in our system of frontier management were
brought into prominent relief, it is necessary to give the
reader some insight into what that system is.
western
Speaking broadly, the Western boundary of British
'-"-K"
Bnhh
b. India extends Trans-Indus along the base of the momtains which form the eastern limits of AfghbnfstBn and
Bilbchistbn, from PeshBwar on the North to Karrbhi
on the South, a distance of nearly 1000 miles. Between
the Peshbwar District and the territories of our feudatory
the Nahbriqjah of Kashmir, the line runs Cis-Indus in
a north-easterly direction in the mountains themselves
for about one hundred miles. Trans-Indus, the broad
plains and rich valleys, once the outlying provinces of
the kingdom of Kabul, are everywhere ours; whilst beyond,
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Charaoteristia
the barren hills are the poor but proud inheritance of of
Pathans and
Bilbohls.
the wild Pathan and Bil6ch tribes who inhabit themtribes of distinct nationalities, who have nothing in common except a lofty contempt for good honest labour, and
a keen relish for blood-letting and plundering. Amongst
the former each man acts exactly as he likes, and
although denying the authority of any individual member of his clan over him, yet acknowledges, within certain
limits, that of the tribaljirga, or council of grey-beards.
In short, the independent Pathans are republicans to the
core, and in some cases thorough-going communists.
There are of course in every tribe leading men, who,
though not exactly recognized as chiefs by their fellowclansmen, possess considerable influence over them, which
they may sometimes, if so inclined, exercise for good,
but can always for evil, as all Pathans have a strong
predisposition to mischief and devilry.
The B i l h h tribes who occupy the hills beyond the
Sindh and Derah GhBzi Khan border, on the other hand,
acknowledge and obey the authority of their chiefs, and
though more backward and decidedly more dirty than the
Scottish Highlanders in the seventeenth century as described
by Macaulay, assimilate generally in character with them.
Such, then, were and still are our neighbours along a h n j f i w r n
of border defenaa
frontier line of nearly eleven hundred miles in length.
Under the various native Governments which preceded
our own the frontier villages were left to defend
themselves against the hillmen as best they could; but
with the annexation of the PunjAb by a civilized nation,
the defence of the border and the protection of our
subjects along it devolved of necessity on the State.
This object is sought to be secured by a chain of strong
forts and outposts, erected at intervals of from three to
ten miles at the mouths of the more important passes
leading down from the hills, and garrisoned by detach-
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ments of troops alone in the Peshhwar division, but by
both troops and local militia in that of the Derajht.
When the extent and nature of the frontier which has
to be guarded are recollected, and the fact that all the forts
and outposts are connected together by a good military
road, which is regularly patrolled, the arduous nature
of the task of border defence will be comprehended.
From first to last a policy of conciliation and patient
forbearance of wrong has been steadily pursued by
Government, and offensive measures have been resorted
fo only when that point has been reached beyond
which further toleration would be criminal in a, Government towards its own subjects, inasmuch as it would
intensify the evils every strong Government is bound to
diminish.
The course pursued with an offending tribe has ever
been the same.
I f a simple blockade suffice to bring it to its senses,
a fine so light as to be almost nominal is inflicted, and
free access to our territory, which was interdicted during
the blockade, is again accorded. I f that fail, an expedition is reluctantly sent into the hills to exact a penalty,
and demonstrate to the offending tribe that their mountain fastnesses are everywhere accessible to our troops.
Even then, immediately on submission being made to the
terms imposed, operations are stayed, the troops withdrawn, the old score wiped out, and in token of the
reconciliation the parable of the return of the prodigal
son is reacted on a large scale.
Such a policy is worthy of a nation the most enlightened and humane in Christendom, whose object is the
taming, elevating, and civilizing of the savage, no matter
how slow the process, and not his gradual extirpation.
I have said that the forts and outposts along the
DerajBt frontier are garrisoned by "troops and local
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militia," and in this province such troopa are drawn from
a gallant little army, composed mostly of Sikhs and Pathans,' known as "The Punjbb Frontier Force," which
is, as its name implies, a local force stationed along the
Punjhb Frontier. I t consists of eleven regiments of infantry, one of guides, which comprises both infantry and
cavalry, five of cavalry, two light field batteries, and
two mountain batteries, in all about twelve thousand
combatants, of whom about one-fourth are cavalry. As
carriage, in the shape of a certain number of mules and
camels, is permanently kept up by each regiment, the
whole force can be mobilized at any time in a few hours.
I t is distributed throughout the six frontier districts of
the PunjQb, and together with the large garrison of
regular troops-about eight thousand men-located in
the Peshbwar valley, forms a formidable bulwark and
outer belt of defence along our North-West Frontier.
The ordinary garrison in this District is two regiments zri~.nfl
of infantry, one of cavalry, and a battery of artillery,
about two thousand fighting men i n all. The bulk of
this force remains in cantonments at Edwardeaabad,
whilst detachments frpm it garrison the frontier posts of
Latamar, Barganattli, Klirm, and Jhnikhel, the other
posts being occupied by local militia alone. This militia
consists of undisciplined levies of horse and foot, furnished
by the most influential Malike, whether Waziri, Bannlichi, or Marwat, in the vicinity of each post, and as they
make a good thing out of every man they supply, there
is great rivalry amongst them for the honour and
profit to be derived from holding one or more militia
nominations.
The story of the recent Muhammad Khel disturbances
The exceptions are a Ghoorkha Regiment with fixed head-quarters at
Abbottabad in Hazara, and a emall sprinkling of Punjhbi Musalaans,
Dograb, and HinduatLnIs in several of the regiments.
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in this District and their suppression will serve as well
as any other to exemplify how the general frontier policy
of Government is carried out; for whether those who
have robbed and murdered our fellow-subjects and set
all authority at defiance, have been Bilbchis of Sindh or
of Derah GhSzi Khan, Wa2irs of the DkrajSt, or Afridis
or Momands of PeshQwar, their treatment has always
been identical.
The Muhammad Khel clan belongs to the great Ahmadzai tribe, and numbers about three hundred families,
more than three-fourths of whom now possess lands in
the BannG valley. Three generations have come and
gone since their earliest settlers ventured to quit their
mountain homes-in winter, holes and caves on the hillside ; in summer, black camel-hair blankets stretched
tent-like on sticks-and squat as cold-weather residents
in the plain itself, in which they have by degrees taken
root and passed from the pastoral to the agricultural
state. Their hills, though bare and inhospitable, have for
centuries been a valuable heritage to the clan, as the
Tochi and Klirm streams flow through them for the last
several miles of their course towards the plains, and up
them lie the routes to the fertile valleys of Dawar and
Kh6st. Though no transit dues are levied, a passage is
never accorded to the merchant, until he takes an armed
escort of Muhammad Kheh with him, for which he has
to pay heavily. Should he take an escort of any other
clan, he has to fight his way through. A fertile island
in the bed of the KGrm itself, and a stony but partially
irrigated tract, skirting their own hills, comprise the
plain possessions of the Muhammad Khels, all within
British territory.
As the Waziri settlers in the plains hold the passes
leading into their hills and the valleys beyond, nothing
from a goat to a camel can be carried off up any pass
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without the active assistance or at least the connivance of
some squatters or graziers belonging to the tribe. Owing
to this a custom has gradually grown up since 1857, under
which, when stolen property is proved to have been taken
off up any particular pass, the tribe whose lands within
our border lie nearest its mouth is required either to
recover the property, make good its value, or produce
the thief. I n return for this responsibility their lands are
very lightly assessed, and the right of nomination to a
certain number of appointments in the frontier militia,
in proportion to each section's responsibility, ia given to
their chief head men. Now one of the passes for which
the Muhammad Khels are thus responsible is that of the
E m . This pass being broad and easy, and within
five miles of the cantonments and the richest and most
populous Banniichi villages, affords the hill thieves a
speedy and safe line of retreat with their plunder, should
its guardians be themselves the offenders or wink at their
passage.
Khela drift into
SO long as a chieftain of theirs named gh6ni Khan Muhammad
lived, the Muhammad Khels neither themselves marauded edwayB.
nor suffered marauders of other tribes to make use of
their passes. Some time, however, after his death they
fell under the influence of two men, named Fazl Shah
and Madaman, the former a man who affected sanctity
and drugged hhhself with narcotics, and the latter a
man of strong will and turbulent character. But as
neither of these men ever attempted to influence his
fellow-clansmen for good, and as the lesson, which the
Mahsiid expedition of 1860 had taught friend and foe
alike, had with the lapse of years gradually faded from
their minds, the Muhammad Khels became filled with
an exaggerated idea of their own importance, and with
the feeling that the number of horse and foot held by
them in the militia was less than they were entitled to.
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Aa border offences traceable

to Muhammad Khels became more numerous, fines under the pass responsibility
custom were more frequently imposed on them.
There was little or no cohesion in the clan. Their
leading men exercised no beneficial influence amongst
them ; those who had good lands busied themselves about
their own affairs, and left those who had poor lands or
none at all to their own devices.
Under such circumstances, with a pass like that of
the KGrm standing invitingly open, and an exposed
cantonment lying near at hand, their idle young men
felt an irresistible desire to practise once more their
hereditary profession of robbing and camel-lifting, and
the more daringly or cleverly the theft was accomplished,
the more creditable was the exploit to its performers.
The " cutting-out " of a horse or pony from the cavalry
lines, or from an Officer's stables, right under the nose
of a sentry, or the forcible abduction of a wretched
Hindoo, who, however poor he may seemingly be, is
always supposed to have a buried hoard somewhere with
which to pay his ransom, became of common occurrence.
When 1869 came to a close, the clan was rapidly drifting
from bad to worse, that is, the twenty or thirty goodfor-nothings amongst them, acting singly and in small
gangs, and generally assisted by MahsGd and BhnnGchi
bad characters, pursued a career of camel and horse
stealing and house breaking all over the country, and
used their own and neighbours' passes whenever they
liked ; whilst their better conducted clansmen neither
informed against them, nor lifted a finger to stop them.
They in fact had entered into a tacit understanding with
all the other Waziri clans holding lands in Bannii, to
resist the system of' tribal pass responsibility, without
the enforcing of which there would be little security for
life and property on this border, for the simple reason
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that escape over the border is always e a g , and pursuit
beyond it is for obvious reasons prohibited.
Aa every tribe and clan is governed by public opinion,
of which its jirga or council of elders are the repositories
and exponents, it follows that the respectable and orderly
members, who in every case outnumber by three or four
to one the rowdy reckless element, have it always in
their power to check any attempts at lawlessness, or a t
least to prevent their passes being used as a highway
for the conveyance of stolen property into the interior.
I n January, 1870, a most flagrant case of kidnapping Matters come
to a crisis.
occurred which brought matters to an issue.
A wealthy young Hindoo named Ganga was seized kidnapped.
A Hindoo
by a party of Muhammad Kheh in broad daylight on
the high road about three miles from cantonments and
two miles from the mouth of the KJrm Pass, carried
off up the pass, and finally consigned to a MahsJd for
safe custody until ransom should be paid. The tribal
jirga admitted the fact and their own responsibility, but
after spending three weeks in sham negociations with
the kidnapped boy's Mahsiid jailer, they flatly said they
were unable to recover him.
The truth seems to be, though i t was not suspected
until six months afterwards, that they had determined
to make this a test case of the pass responsibility cuatom, and all the other sections of the Ahmadzais, being
interested parties themselves, awaited the result with
deep concern, and secretly applauded the action taken by
the Muhammad Khel jirga.
The case being such an outrageous one, and as it waa
apparent the plea of inability was untrue, strong measures
had to be adopted. Four of their number were taken
as hostages, and the tribe was told that, until the captive
Hindoo should be restored safe and sound, their hostages
would not be released.
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Matters remained thus for a month, when Madaman,
the leading spirit of the clan, who has already been spoken
of, volunteered to effect Ganga's release himself, provided
his brother, who was one of the four men detained, should
be set free. The offer was gladly accepted, and on the
twelfth day after it was made the Hindoo was restored
to his friends alive and well. The hostages were then
discharged, and Madaman was reimbursed the ransom
money (one hundred and eighty rupees) he ' alleged
he had paid, and presented with fifty rupees reward,
both of which sums were levied from the Muhammad
Ehels themselves, Madaman's family alone being exempted from contributing.
A day or two after Ganga's return a party of officers,
myself amongst the number, went up the Kbrm on a
fishing excursion into the Muhammad Ehel hills. Our
escort consisted of a company of infantry and a party
of Muhammad Ehels, amongst whom were Madaman and
Fazl Shah. On our return to British territory after a
good day's sport, our Muhammad Khel friends, who had
proved themselves very agreeable companions, and seemed
to us an open-hearted contented lot, were feasted with a
fat sheep or two. I mention this incident as showing
either what thorough dissemblers they were, or that at
the time their treatment in Ganga's case had not exasperated them, because they felt it to have been just.
Meantime the spring advanced, and copious rain fell,
but too late to reinvigorate the languishing crops.
Harvest time came, and the happy owner of 'irrigated
lands chuckled with light-hearted glee as he thought of
the rising market and the plenty in store for him, and
thanked God for having sent drought on the Thal;' but
1

This represents with perfect faithfulness a Banndchl's feelings in years qf
it is "hard times

drought. When the food grains are cheap, asnow, in 1876,
for b m .
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the heart of his Thal neighbour was heavy as he looked
at his burnt-up fields, and wondered how he should feed
his little ones and pay Government hls quota of land
tax.
The money-lenders of Marwat, too, rubbed their hands
with satisfaction at the golden harvest they were reaping,
for the peasant and his family had to be fed, and the
Sarkar's treasury to be filled.
The water in the Kiirm ran low, and the canal which
supplied the cantonments suddenly became dry. What
was the cause; for a driblet still remained in the river?
Why, the Muhammad Khels had diverted it on to their
own lands. The dam which they had run into the Kiirm
was then cut, and the driblet, instead of going to irrigate
their lands, flowed down to cantonments to supply the
troops and townspeople with drinking water.
By the 10th of June only thirty Muhammad Khels' ZE;:,
families remained in British territory, all the others Muhammad
Khels to the hills.
having previously left for their usual summer quarters
in their own hills.
A rather larger number had migrated than was customary, and it was said by their enemies amongst the
Bannlichis, that their departure had been somewhat hurried, as they were bent on mischief. Their friends, however, and those of the clan who remained said, No, their
object was mutual protection against the Ivfahslids, with
whom they, in common with all the other Darwksh Ehel
Wazirs, had a long-standing feud. The fact of the feud
was true enough, and it was well known that the Darwksh Khels intended to fight it out that summer with
their enemies. The story was a plausible one, and though
it did not blind the eyes of a few old experienced native
officials to the certainty that mischief was brewing, it
somewhat lulled the suspicions of their English superiors.
However, spies were sent after the Muhammad Khels on
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the loth, with a polite message to their head men, asking
them to come back and state their grievances, if they
had any. The officer commanding the outposts was informed of what was going on, and the garrisons in the
posts themselves were warned by him to be on the alert.
No exceptional precautions, such as strengthening the
K b post, were taken, partly from fear of precipitating
matters, but chiefly because it was not believed that the
Muhammad Khels would in any case be so mad as to
commit any overt act of rebellion.
Whilst on the night of the 12th, the return of the
spies and an answer to the message were being awaited
without anxiety, and the usual detachment of twenty
men for the weekly relief of the Klirm post was told
off for duty, the Muhammad Khels, to the number of
one hundred and B t y men, were sitting in council in
the hills about twelve miles off. They were discussing
the message and how it should be answered. All agreed
that tribal pass responsibility had become of late an intolerable burden, and that they must be the first to
bring the common grievance of all their fellow-settlers in
the valley to the notice of Government. The majority
were for petitioning or sending in a deputation, but
Madaman and a few others were opposed to either course.
I n a short impassioned harangue, in which he told his
hearers they must make themselves felt, to be listened to,
he worked them up to such a pitch of reckless frenzy,
that they agreed to start at once and waylay the relief
detachment, which, he reminded them, would pass the
ruins of the old KGrm post next morning.
H e had indeed planned the meeting with devilish
cunning for that Sunday night, knowing that the garrison
of the post would be relieved on the following morning,
SO that his fellow-clansmen might have no time for cool
reflection between resolve and performance. An aged
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Moolah, the only scribe the clan could boast of, was dragged
into the midst of the excited assemblage, and a humble
petition of grievances was drawn up, which, however, was
not presented until after the massacre was accomplished.
This wonderful document asserted that they were too
poor to be responsible for their passes any longer; that
they had a few days before been unjustly deprived of
their water; and that certain native officials had grossly
abused them. The first was the real grievance ; the latter
two were merely tacked on to it to support their caae
and gain sympathy.
Everything being prepared, Madaman hurried his~heontrage.
band off to the attack, and placed them in concealment
on either side of the high road about half-a-mile from
the new Kiirm poet, amongst the ruined walls of the
old one, and behind the steep spoil banks of a canal, which
afforded them perfect cover and a good line of retreat
to the hills.
They had hardly ensconced themselves in their ambuscade, when the f i s t streaks of
dawn began to appear 'in the eastern sky, and the
men of the doomed detachment, chatting and laughing amongst themselves, and dreaming of anything
but a surprise, approached the fatal spot. One volley,
delivered at fifteen yards distance, laid more than half
of them low. With a wild whoop their murderers
rushed forward, despoiled the dead men of their arms
and accoutrements, and scuttled off towards the hills.
Hearing the firing, the troopers in the post, who were
standing to their horses in momentary expectation of the
arrival of the relief party, galloped to the rescue, but
were unable to intercept the retreating band, as their
horses could not cross the canal. Our loss was seven
men and three horses killed outright, and four men
wounded, while the Muhammad Khels had one man
killed and two wounded.
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The deed was done, the retreat effected. The troops,
who had been pushed up the KGrm in vain pursuit
of the invisible foe, had returned, and the humble petition of grievances had been presented. A few days
of feverish suspense then ensued for the treacherous
rebels. Would their countrymen support them ? Would
the SarkBr abolish pass responsibility, invite them to
return, and give them more horsemen in the militia ?
The news of the outrage exaggerated by rumour
quickly spread, and Hathi Khels and Spirkais, the two
leading sections of the Ahmadzais, for a day or two
laid aside their mutual jealousies, and spoke up resolutely and well in behalf of their rebel countrymen.
But the calm demeanour and deliberate action of the
District authorities speedily dissolved their short-lived
league, and the Hathi Khels, who could muster over
eight hundred fighting men, seceded and declared their
readiness to support Government through thick and
thin. The other sections of the Ahmadzais and U'tmanzais wavered for a few days, irresolute whether to
follow the example of the Hathi Khels or openly
to declare for the Muhammad Khels, should the point
in dispute, the abolition of pass responsibility, not be
conceded to them. They talked for some days of returning to the hills en masse should their grievance
not be redressed, but it was only talk after all. With
the secession of the Hathi Khels, their best tooth had
been drawn. So they gave in sulkily, and promised
faithfully not to shelter or assist the Muhammad Khels,
while in their hearts they resolved to befriend them in
every possible way.
When the Muhammad Khels discovered they were
left to bear alone the consequences of their treacherous
conduct, and learnt that they had been proclaimed
outlaws, that their lands had been confiscated, and that
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thirty-two of their clansmen were already in jail, they
cursed their precipitancy, and began to think of asking
for terms. They were told that until their whole clan,
including the ringleaders in the attack on the detachment, surrendered unconditionally, they would be debarred
from entering British territory.
Though the door of hope was shut against them,
the knowledge that both Ahmadzais and U'tmanzais
would secretly assist them, and that many of the
Banniichis were their sympathizers, cheered them in
their banishment, and encouraged them to make their
involuntary exile from our territory as much felt as
possible.
For the next twelve months they kept the border,
for thirty miles, in a constant state of alarm and disquiet. Their petty raids and thieving incursions were
incessant. Owing to the curtain of hills which masked
their movements, and the timely intelligence of every
action on our part, which their friends and supporters
within the border communicated to them, they were
always enabled to select their own point of attack,
and generally to effect their retreat behind the shelter
of their hills with little or no loss to themselves.
Of their exploits, and they were numerous, I shall
only relate two, one on account of its daring, and the
other on account of its ingenuity of device and audacity of execution.
An old Moolah named Bashir, who gained a liveli- b,,
hood by teaching Pashto to the o5cers of the """"'
garrison, lived with his family and dependents at a
water-mill about a mile from the cantonment. He
had many years before incurred the enmity of a
Mahsiid in a case connected with a woman, and when
the disturbances began, had told the Deputy Commissioner he thought his enemy would take the
,

,
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opportunity, which then offered, to wreak his vengeance on him. H e was 'advised to remove to a place
of greater security, and was about to do so, when one
night a band of thirteen or fourteen Muhammad Khels
and Mahsdds attacked his solitary hamlet, slashed his
brother and five others to pieces, and wounded two
more with their swords. But they missed the object
of their search, as the worthy Moolah, more knowing
than to run out of his hut when the uproar began,
had quietly laid himself flat on his face under his
bed, and did not venture to come forth until assured
the coast was clear by the stillnew outaide, and the
faint receding shouts of the a s w i n s and their cowardly
Banndchi pursuers.
On the other occasion, thirty-four camels were grazing
sever camel
lifting.
well away from the nearest hills and within a mile of
several villages, when the herdsmen observed some men
approaching them from the direction of the hills. As
the party neared them, they saw it consisted of unarmed
Wazirs carrying a bier, on which lay apparently a
corpse covered with a sheet. This reassured them, and
they took no further heed, until the party got in
amongst the camels, when all of a sudden down went
the bier, off flew the sheet, and up jumped the dead
man, whilst his bearers seized their arms which the
sheet had concealed. Before the astonished herdsmen
could find legs or tongue, the camels were being driven
off to the hills, and by the time the villagers started in
pursuit the thieves had got clear away with their
prizes. I t was a good haul that, worth over two thousand
rupees to the captors.
During the winter months the Muhammad Ehels were
The game played
out.
reduced to pitiable straits, and but for the charity of
their friends, especially of the men of Dawar, who
gave them food and shelter in their villages, hunger
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mould have forced them to come ill before New Year's
Day, 1871, and-acme of shame and humiliation--deliver
up their ringleaders. Driven a t last to despair, they
The outlam
compelled their leaders to agree to unconditional snrrender.
surrender, and on the 20th September, 1871, after
fifteen months of exile, the whole tribe, men, women,
and children, came into Edwardesabad, and went in
a .body to the Deputy Commissioner's house. The men,
with heads bare and turbans and ropes tied round their
necks, cast their arms in a heap at the feet of the
Commissioner and Deputy Commissioner, and throwing
themselves on the ground before them, begged for pardon.
Whilst some of the women and children sat huddled
together in t h e background, others spread themselves like
locusts over the garden, and devoured greedily every
edible green thing they could h d .
The rest is soon told. Six of their head men were
sent as political prisoners to the Lahore Jail for various ",&$::"
terms, and a fine of seven thousand rupees was imposed
on the clan, to raise which they had to mortgage
some of their best lands. After the fine had been
paid, they were allowed to resettle on their lands in
British territory. Owing to the death from cholera of
two of their imprisoned head men, the present Viceroy,
during a visit he paid to the Lahore Jail in October, 1872,
took pity on the survivors, and graciously released them.
Fines were next imposed on the Bizan Ehel and
Umarzai Wazirs, both of whom are sections of the
Ahmadzai tribe, and cold-weather settlers in Bannh.
Although ostensibly supporting Govertiment throughout
the disturba~ces,they had notoriously aided and abetted
the Muhammad Ehels during their proscription.
The Sudn Khels, who belong to the same immediate
group of clans as the Muhammad Ehels, and had consequently been more active than any others in rendering
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them assistance, had to submit to the shame of
burning Gumatti, one of their own hill hamlets, with
their own hands-a
punishment which, while it proclaimed their contrition and humiliation, inflicted no
material loss on them, as the huts were few in number and mere grass and reed structures, easily run up,
and costing nothing but the labour of erection.
The inhabitants of Dawar, a rich and fertile valley,
which the Amir of Kabul has long coveted but not
yet conquered, now alone remained to be dealt with.
As the Eastern extremity of that valley lies twelve
miles beyond our border, and our troops had during
the late disturbances never attempted to operate in
the hilla at all, the Dawaris were at first incredulous
when called on to pay a fine; but after long negociations, the villages of Upper Dawar, though farthest
from British territory, complied with our demands.
Not so those in Lower Dawar. Their jirga, after
coquetting with us for some weeks and even promising
to pay, suddenly changed its tone, with the proverbial
fickleness of Asiatics, and flatly refused. On receiving our
ultimatum, they replied by sending a written challenge, full
of the most insulting language, and turned our messengers
out of their valley, after grossly abusing them and pelting
them with stones and clods of earth. As further forbearance would have been undignified, and even dangerous,
a force of fifteen hundred men was ordered to enter Dawar
and levy the fine. After the troops had penetrated the
valley, negociations were again opened, a peaceable solution being still hoped for ; but whilst the parley was
going on, some of our troops, who had meantime advanced
within matchlock range of Haider Khel, the principal of
the defiant villages, were unexpectedly saluted with a
volley. Such an act of course cut short further discussion.
Haider Khel was taken by assault and burnt, on which
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the Dawaris submitted and paid their fine. This result
was accomplished on the 7th of February, 1872. Our
loss was trifling, only six men wounded, while that of the
enemy in killed and wounded was admittedly over fifty.
Well, reader, I know you think the Dawaris got
their deserts, but what of the Muhammad Khels?
Perhaps you say, as many said, and thought, "Treacherous
brutes ! Instead of a year's imprisonment, their head
men ought to have been hanged as high ae Haman.
They were all guilty of deliberate cold-blooded murder,
to say nothing of rebellion. "
Had Madaman and some of his accomplicee been hanged, ~h
e punishrnrnt
meted our rv
transported for life, or with their families deported to Muhammad
Bhels war
another part of India, the punishment would no doubt in"dqua"
have been better and longer remembered, and therefore
more likely to act in future as a deterrent to others.
Such a penalty would, I think, have been more politic and commensurate with the enormity of the
offence, than that which the leadera in the murderous
attack actually received. Once the Muhammad Khels
free themselves from their present indebtedness, they
will soon forget their fifteen months' wanderings and
privations, and nothing will remain to keep the recollection of their punishment fresh in their memozies.
While, on the contrary, the fact of the massacre of
the sepoys and troopers, and the subsequent disturbance and annoyance which a petty clan like their's
was able to cause a powerful Government, will remain
indelibly printed in their minds and in those of their
neighbours. Savages, like many wiser people, derive their
anticipations of the future from past experience alone,
and should, five or ten years hence, any tribe on this
border wish to indulge in a few months' devllry, the
example of the sentence on the Muhammad Khels, as
it will then appear to it, will have little, if any, deterring
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effect. For these reasons I am of opinion that the punishment of the leaders of the Muhammad Khels was politically indequate.
I may close this chapter with a few words on the
lessons which the outbreak has taught. u n t i l disillusioned,
we believed that the Muhammad Khels and the other
Waziri settlers in B a n n ~had, owing to many years
of tranquillity and contact with us and our laws,
made great strides towards emergence from barbarism,
and that their minds at least had been so far opened as
to prevent their acting like brute beasts, on the impulse of the moment, regardless of future consequences.
Events proved that such a belief was erroneous. W e
had, indeed, no reasonable grounds for it, because it is
obvious that until the Wazirs discontinue their annual
hot-weather migration to the hills, their cold-weather
residence in the plains as our fellow-subjects can have
no permanently elevating effect on them. During the few
months they are down in the plains each year they
put on a certain rough coating of civilization, and
fear of the consequences imposes a certain restraint
on them; but, once across the border in his native
hills, the savage is himself again, free and unshackled,
the victim of his own passions and inherited instincts.
Another lesson was this.
The local British officials
perceived the necessity of themselves bestowing more time
and attention on seemingly petty border matters. While
the Government became alive to the fact that, if its
peaceful and forbearing policy was to be successful and
the era of expeditions to cease, it must at any price have
fewer changes of Deputy Commissioners from District
to District, and that, by granting the Deputy Commissioners an adequate staff of assistants, English and
native, time should be afforded them to study frontier
politics and to hold frequent personal intercourse with the

.
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wild tribes of their respective borders. I n short, Government was reminded that i t ought to treat its Frontier
Deputy Commissioners less as machines, held to be in good
working order only when shown by periodical returns to
be turning out a certain number of cases daily, and more
as honourable gentlemen, occupying highly responsible
posts, the due performance of the duties of which cannot
be tested by figures alone.

CHAPTER V.
TIMES O F PEACE AND PLENTY.
SINCE the events related in the last Chapter, the
District has enjoyed three years of perfect tranquillity
and unprecedented agricultural prosperity, for the rains
of 1872, 1873 and 1874 have been abundant and
seasonable, and the spring crop of 1875 is enormous. I n
this period the price of wheat, barley, gram, 6ajra,' and
jw(ir,8 the staple grains of the District, has fallen even
lower than it was in the Mutiny year--a year famous
throughout the Punjbb for its bumper harvest, which
factor has I hardly think been sufficiently taken into
account in summing up the causes for the loyalty or
quiescence, whichever i t was, of the Punj&b peasantry
during that terrible year.
The price current of wheat is at all times a good
criminal barometer. I n 1872 the reading was " fair,"
but now i t stands at "set fair";3 hence offences against
property, the commonest class of crime and usually

~hrcc~ears~f
plenty.

Bulrush Millet (Penicillaria spicata).
Great Millet (Holcua surgum).
Fimt quality wheat ia now, May, 1875, selling at Lakki at one maund
'ten seers the rupee, that is, at about forty-seven and a half pounds for a
shilling.
2

3
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instigated by want, have for the last three ;ears
been of far less frequent occurrence than in average
or bad years. Together with a peaceful border and a
well-fed and therefore contented peasantry, B a ~ has
6
for nearly four years past had the unaccustomed advantage of having experienced no change of Deputy
Commissioner; and owing to the commencement in
it of settlement' operations early in 1872, its judicial
st& has been for the last three years double what
it was formerly.
To complete the contrast between the four years
before and after the Muhammad Khel outrage, two
or three other facts deserve mention.
Formerly a murderer could only be punished when better
Cikangen
s~nce
~ O 1Bil.
ILhe
convicted on full legal proof-a
proof which was
seldom forthcoming, because, however publicly the murder
might have been committed, fear of the consequences to
themselves, from the friends of the murderer, sealed
the mouths of independent witnesses. A conviction was
therefore of rare occurrence, and a hanging of rarer,
but when one did take place, the public manner of the
execution, which was always carried out on a Friday,
the weekly fair day, and in the presence of the whole
concourse assembled at the fair, acted as a strong
deterrent for all would-be murderers. A lurking doubt
in the mind of the Court as to the quality of the
evidence adduced, or a nervous dread of the Lahore Chief
Court, whose confirmation is required before sentence of
death can be carried out, enabled many a murderer to
escape scot-free, or consigned him to transportation beyond
"the black waters," instead of to the ignominious death
he deserved.
Matters at last reached such a pitch that no "respectable " man felt his life safe, and those Bannfichis
who had towers in their villages resorted to their old
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pre-annexation custom of sleeping in them a t night
afte; pulling up the ladder-the only means of ingress
or egress-behind them. I have used the term "respectable'' as a Pathan does. To him an inherited
blood feud and its accompaniment of six or eight
foes, each watching to take his life, are proud patents
of respectability and good birth. As it was in Bannii,
80 it was in all the other Frontier Districts.
But an end was put to this unsatisfactory state of
affairs. Early in the spring of 1871 Sir Henry Davies,
the present Lieutenant Governor of the Punjbb, marched
throughout the whole length of his North-west Frontier,
and, having mastered the various questions which required
his attention, proposed and procured the passing of certain
regulations "for the peace and government " of the six
frontier Districts. The new regulations became law in
January, 1872. Under them the Deputy Commissioner
is empowered, when he thinks the evidence inadequate or
for other good cause, to refer cases of murder or other
heinous offence to a Pathan or BilQh "jirgn" for trial
according to their own usage ; but this "jirga " can only
inflict a sentence of fine on the convicted party. This
mode of trial, so suitable for the evil it was devised
to meet, has been since adopted as occasion required,
with the happiest results, and murders arising from
enmity are now of rare occurrence, only twelve or
fifteen in the year. Though a heavy money fine of
. one thousand or twelve hundred rupees is the usual
ampunt of blood-money imposed for the murder of a
full-grown male, it is seldom paid in cash, but made
up with cattle and young girls, according to a fixed
table of exchange, under which unmarried girls who
have attained puberty are priced at two hundred rupees
each, and if still children, at half that sum. Thus a
poor man is never ruined by the fine, as his friends
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and relations would assist him if his own family were
unable to produce a sufficient number of young women
and oxen to make up the required amount. A girl's
status is not changed from the transfer of possession;
she merely enters a new family, the head of which
disposes of her hand in marriage instead of her
natural guardian.
Again, early in 1873, the passing of .a searching
examination in colloquial Pashto waa made obligatory
on all Civil Officers serving in Districts where that
language is spoken. Before the order was issued, only two
Civil Officers on the frontier had passed the examination,
although in four out of the five Trans-Indus Districts
Pashto ia the language of the people. Now there are
eleven who have passed, and several are preparing for it.
The delight of a hill Pathan in being addressed by
a SBhib in his mother Pashto is always genuine and
irrepressible; his whole face, which ordinarily wears a
fixed touch-me-if-you-dare almost defiant expression,
breaks into one broad grin as he wonderingly asks
you, "Eh, you talk Pashto, how did you learn i t ? "
I t is just the sort of question a Highlander would'
ask did a Southerner address him in Gaelic. The
gain in personal influence, besides other advantages,
which an ability to converse directly with the people
gives an Englishman amongst Pathans is so obvious
that I need not dilate on it.
Again, since his visit in 1871, the Lieutenant g;;a;$Eniee
Governor has twice marched through this D i s t r i ~ t , ~ ~ ~ ~ ~
namely, in January, 1873, and in November, 1874,
and every question connected with its frontier administration, the most important of which were how to
place the pass responsibility system on a better and
stronger footing, and how to reorganize the frontier
militia, has been thoroughly examined and finally settled.

:zatio
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I n the cold weather of 1872-73 a great camp of
exercise, the largest yet attempted in India, was formed
between Rawal Pindi and Attock, near Hassan Abdal,
a beautiful spot, where are the remains of those
royal gardens in which Moore tells us Lalla Rookh
rested whilst her minstrel lover Feramorz sang "The
Light of the Harem" to her.
Border chiefs KO .The opportunity for impressing the border tribes
to camp of
exemlse.
with a practical lesson on the power of the Sarkb,
by enabling their representatives to see the troops
manaeuvring, was too good to be lost. A gigantic
twenty-day picnic was arranged by a paternal Government, to which the cream of all the Pathan frontier
tribes, subject and independent, from the borders of
KQshmir down to Derah Ismail Khan, was invited.
Themarchthere.
Towards the end of January the guests began
flocking to Hassan Abdal, where the standing camp
of the troops engaged in the mancleuvres was pitched.
I was deputed to take charge of the contingent from
this District, amounting to between fift'y and sixty
chiefs, many of whom were accompanied by one or
two followers. My menagerie, which could hardly be
called a happy family, as MahsGds, Dawaris, Bhatannis,
and Darwesh Khela had a cat-and-dog-like antipathy for
each other, started nevertheless in great good humour on
January 24th. They had been promised during their
absence from the District as 111uch as they could eat;
and twenty days of unlimited gorging was a prospect
well calculated to tame the savage breast for a time
at least. I n this country want of food is pretty well
the root of all evil, if women be, for once, left out of the
account. For two or t.hree days we journeyed along
with mutual satisfaction, until one morning I woke
to find my little tent besieged by the hungrier and
more forward of my guests. Aa it was unlikely they
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intended to eat me-seeing
that they had emerged
many centuries back from the cannibal state-their
loud excited talk was not discomposing. I gathered
that they had struck for better food than I was disposed to give them, for I had to render an account of
my stewardship on my return, and though inclined to
be liberal with them, I did not wish to be extravagant.
The point on which we differed was a serious one,
and deserves to be faithfully recorded. I had fixed
the daily rations for each guest at two pounds of
goat's flesh and wheaten cakes ad libitum, together
with a proportionate amount of condiments; and for
each quadruped-I
can hardly call them horses, as
most of them were lean wretched ponies-at
eight
pounds of gram, and as much hay as they could eat.
The chiefs were not contented with either measure,
and said that as they had been promised as much
good food as they could eat, and their horses were
included in the invitation, they wished for themselves
nothing but sheep's flesh or fat, and for their
horses nothing but gram.
Cakes and grass they
could get at home at any time. I n vain I explained
to them that the Lat Scihib's (i.e. Lord Siihib, as the
Lieutenant Governor is always called) horses, which .
were twice as big as theirs, were getting the same
measure as I allowed them. Their answer was, "The
Lat S4hib feeds his horses all the year round on
gram, ours have only twenty days to lay in a year's
supply in, as they don't get .it at home." Under the
circumstances I thought I ought to compromise ; so 1corn,,rnise and
what came of it.
gave in, and the fat-tailed sheep (doombah) was substituted for the goat, and the allowance of gram per quadruped was raised to ten pounds.
The supply question being adjusted, every man of
my party rose in his own esteem immensely, for it is
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wonderful how a good meal swells a man out, and
began to urge that his dignity required that he should
sit at the Lieutenant Governor's Darbar on a chairan article of luxury known to many by hearsay only.
Seeing how compromisehad simply raised their demands,
I said, No, no, to every one who put forward his claim,
and after that no more favours were asked. On arrival
at Hassan Abdal, I made over my charge to a Civil
Officer named Muhammad Hayat Khan, who had been
appointed the Mihmcindcir (Official Entertainer) for all
the motley collection of guests. This native gentleman
had been rewarded with both a C.S.I. and an Assistant
Commissionership-an honour to which as yet no other
native in the Province has attained-for
his services
in this District during the Muhammad Ehel disturbances, and was looked upon by the Wazirs as an
carnpaiehtsand old friend.
They were delighted with the novelty of
amusements.
all they saw : had twice the mingled pleasure and
pain-for who that has ridden on a pad on elephant-back
has not felt dreadfully nervous as the living mountain
rose under him ?-of riding through the camp on the
Lieutenant Governor's elephants, animals which most
of them had never seen before; had their photographs
taken; and-climax of all-were well scrubbed in the
river and presented with new clothes the day before
the Darbar. This latter little extra expense, though
not ordinarily falling within a host's duties, was absolutely unavoidable, as none of the guests I took up
had brought a change of clothing, and they had to my
certain knowledge worn and slept in the strong-smelling
garments they then had on night and day for the previow fortnight, and probably for many weeks before
that.
Waelrl
They were not nearly so much impressed as I had
mpressions and
criticisms.
expected with the fighting and march past, at which
,
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sixteen thousand troops were present. Except when
they saw the elephant battery of siege guns, at the
enormous size of which their wonderment knew no
bounds, they never showed any excitement or enthusiasm, but, on the contrary, made shrewd and sometimes cynical remarks on what was passing. When, on
the last day of the fighting, the opposing forces
blazed away incessantly for upwards of an hour at
each other in the open plain between Hassan Abdal
and the Margallah Pass, one of them remarked that
had they been Wazirs fighting, they would have annihilated each other ten times over, and that if the
Sarkiir had given them the powder, instead of wasting
it, they might have blown i t away to some purpose.
The Royal Horse Artillery guns they thought magnificent, but said they could never be used against
them in their hills. As to the troops themselves,
their expression, which they kept on repeating, was,
" The Sarkbr's army is like locusts, but the white
faces are fewer than the black." During the fighting,
hill skirmishing was the point of interest with them,
being, I suppose, the only portion of the proceedings
of which they were competent judges. A charge of
cavalry, or a battery pouring imaginary shot and
shell into another or into some invisible object in
the distance, had no attractions. On the whole I
think they were greatly impressed with our power and
resources and their own comparative weakness, but
felt that the troops were too good and precious to
be ever used against them. Indeed, it was impossible
not to see that they quite comprehended that it would,
to use a slang term, "pay" Government better to
put up with an infinity of affronts rather than go
to the expense of sending any portion of its fine
white troops into their distant hills after them.
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The utter absence amongst the border chiefs of all
curiosity relating to each other was a point which
could not fail to strike those who mixed with them
at the camp. Here were representatives of twenty or
thirty warlike Pathan tribes from distant parts of
the frontier, thrown together within the limits of one
small camp for a space of twelve days, meeting each
other for the first time in their lives, and, as far as
I could gather, none of them made any new acquaintances whilst they were there, and even when
meeting passed each other with the same blank Idon't-know-you sort of stare, which Englishmen are
said to assume until the magic of an introduction
breaks the ice, Certainly had the Wazfrs been put
through an examination on their return to BannG, I
do not think their best man could have named any
of the tribes on the Peshhwar or Hazara border.
The Darbar was held on February 12th, and we
started on our return on the following day, right glad
to turn our faces homewards ; but my "lambs,'J as
they were facetiously called at the camp, next morning belied their name.
I n the distribution of Khilats (dresses of honour)
and presents at the Darbar, some of the chiefs had
necessarily been more favoured than others, in consequence of which those who imagined themselves to
have been slighted said disagreeable things of their
more fortunate brethren. A quarrel ensued amongst
some of the leading men as to their relative individual and tribal greatness, and so bitter did they become
towards each other, that on the third march the two
parties would not camp together, and held aloof from
each other for the rest of the journey home, as if
each thought the other plague-stricken.
Future prospect@ Poor persecuted Wazirs ! you fell on evil days when
of wazcrs.
men utterly
incurious nbout
emhother.
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John Bull appeared on your border, and since that
Haisan Abdal Darbar, between the settlement in the
valley and the MahsGds in the hills, who have during
the past two summers worsted you in every fight,
and seized on many an ancestral acre, there is no
escape but to kiss the rod and accept civilization !
I t must come to this sooner or later, as the Mahs6ds
are year by year steadily thrusting them westwards
into the BannG valley, and whether i t be ten years
or twenty or fifty hence, the day is not far distant
when the hills will know the Darwesh Ehels, as
summer residents, no more, and the Mahsdds will be
close and unwelcome neighbours all along the Bannd
border. Even as it is, most of the Hathi Ehels are
now permanent residents in BannG, and daily assimilating in habits and mode of living to the Marwats,
and the per-centage in the other clans who have
followed their example, though still small, is each
year increasing.
So much having been said about the Wazira, I may Feeling of the
people towards
now venture a few words on the other inhabitants Government.
of the District, and state what I think to be their
feeling towards Government, their appreciation of its
laws and general policy, and their ability and will to
understand and criticize them.
A few of the more thoughtful and intelligent have con,ptio,
a clear conception of what is meant by the word ofGwhat
o~e-~~t
means.
'< Sarkar," that is " the Government," which is eternally
on their tongues, but to the mass it conveys a
vague complex idea of irresistible Force somewhere,
before which even their immediate rulers-the incarnations of power and good faith in their minds-must
bow down. The subordination of the Deputy Commissioner to the Commissioner is intelligible enough
to them. But when the latter talks of himself' as only
13
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a servant of Government, and tells them that he
cannot comply with some simple and possibly reasonable wish of theirs, as by doing so he would exceed
his authority, and they see him and his subordinate the
Deputy Commissioner acting nevertheless in most matters
as if their simple word were law, they get beyond their
depth. When, however, the " Lht Sahib " of the Punj &b
comes round, whose word at all events they think
must be law unlimited and uncontrolled, and they
find that there is a greater than he, before whom
he is as nothing, they get helplessly puzzled, and
like Stephen Blackpool in Hard Times" give i t up
as " a muddle."
A story occurs to me which illustrates what I have
just said. On Lord Mayo's death, a subscription was
started in the PunjQb with the object of raising some
suitable provincial memorial to him. The village head
men in this District were, as in others, invited to
contribute, but were told that their doing so was to
be entirely voluntary. I n the Cis-Indus subdivision a
fairly handsome sum was collected. Some time afterwards I happened to ask a ;illage head man, named
Shkra, belonging to that part of the country, what he
had given, and he laughingly said a rupee.
"Why did you give it ? " I asked.
His ready answer was, "Oh, I was told some great
Lord Sbhib had died somewhere, and that the Snrkcir
wished us to subscribe to help his widow to England!"
Now this man fairly represented the intelligence of
Mibnwbli, the quietest and most advanced part of the
District, and though Lord Mayo's tragic death had
been for months the talk of official and educated
India, and every endeavour had been made by the
Deputy Commissioner to prevent misconception on the
part of native contributors, his mind had been unable
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to comprehend the connexion between himself or his
pockkt and a great Lord Siihib, who had died in some
distant land he had never heard of before.
people
As to popular feeling towade Government, all, from the The
prefer our rule
to no rule.
bigoted priest-ridden BaxmGchi, or poverty-stricken Marwat, who has never been fire miles from his village in
his life, to the well-to-do litigious Squireen of Miiinwiili,
familiar with lawyers, Lahore, and the Chief Court, all
these believe implicitly in its justice and good faith, and
that, protided the revenue instalments are paid in by the
prescribed dates, the Snrkdr desires nothing but their good.
Indeed, were the question of independence or a continuance of British rule put to a plebiscite to-morrow, there
would be an overwhelming number of votes in our favour,
so fresh is the recollection of the oppression and miseries
under which the country groaned up to thirty years ago,
and so strong the conviction the people have of their own
incapacity for self-government and self-defence.
To the Waziri tribes, whose gradual absorption of Independence
and what would
Bannlichi lands was stopped by Edwardes' bloodless con- come of it.
quest of the valley, a prospect of renewed independence
would, of course, be welcome. But not so to the other
tribes, because our retirement across the Indue would be a
signal for the renewal of endless internal strife, and ultimate
subjection either to one of their own chiefs or to a stranger.
The ordinary peasant is such an uninquisitive being,
that even if he possess critical ability sufficient to enable
him to judge whether a given law or order is beneficial or
not for his class, he does not take the trouble to cudgel his
brains to think about it at all, unless it directly affects him
individually in purse or comfort. I n such a case he bestirs
himself in his own interest, until convinced that the
obnoxious order has really been given, and will not be
cancelled, however much he may agitate against it.
Here is an instance in point. For the last year the ~ ~ ; ~ t o m
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Inland Customs Department, which has a preventive line
in this District, has been engaged in running a hedge
along the left bank of the Indus for the purpose of more
effectually checking the smuggling of sugar to the south
by that river, and the importation of black salt into the
Punj4b. Now this prickly barrier is a simple and effective
but barbarous device, and besides being a monstrous invasion of public rights of way, is a great nuisance to scores
of villages; but beyond a few complaints a t the first, it
has hardly been objected t d at all by the people, who
now walk unconcernedly a mile where they had formerly
to go only a hundred yards.
I n this case the natives both understand the reason of
the Government order under which the hedge is being
put up, and admit its expediency. Even had they not
understood it, they would have quietly acquiesced, when
satisfied that the fiat had gone forth, and after that would
have relapsed into their old indifference about the many
strange doings of their rulers, assured in their own mind
that the Sarkbr was acting for the best.
This selfish apathy and mental stagnation, which is not
Apathy ofthe
people to our
peculiar to the tribes inhabiting this District alone, is a
aavantw.
phenomenon which, regarded purely from the stand-point
of self-interest,'we ought rather to rejoice over than deplore, as it explains the reason of, and tends to preserve,
that tribal isolation along our frontier which prevents
great combinations. I t was as much owing to this habit
of mind, as to the wisdom of their rulers and the plentiful
harvest, that in the days of mutiny our Trans-Indus
possessions proved the safest and quietest part of the
Punj 4b.
I am aware it is thought that if the people were educated
Edoeation of the
mawm and ita
their knowledge would be our safeguard, because we have
effects.
such an honest faith in our own singleness of purpose that we
think the more our acts and their motives are scrutinized,
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there is the less likelihood of their being misinterpreted. But
how many generations will elapse before such an Utopian
state is attained? And is it not true all the world over
that, where the distribution of wealth is unequal, the more
the masses are educated, the more fractious and discontented they become ? The Pashto proverb, "The more
knowing the more miserable," is true in every sen?.
The great life problem for the peasantry in this and
most other parts of India will ever be, as it is now, how to
emit, let alone live with any degree of comfort, and until
that is solved the prospects of education of the masses must
be hopeless. I t is not easy for any man, even a Scotchman, to learn to read and think on an empty stomach, and
whoever succeeds in doing so naturally asks himself why
other stomachs should be full and his empty ; then by an
easy transition believes himself wronged, and determines
to appropriate for himself the food of others when and
how he can.
Hitherto I have spoken of the people-those whose The
upper
classes.
livelihood depends on their manual labour. I shall now
say a few words about their leaders-those whose position
and means exempt them from the necessity of labouring
with their hands, and who, from leisure combined with
travel or learning, may be considered to have some small
degree of culture.
Such men, if Bannfichis, intrigue and litigate, and occasionally take a trip northwards to pay their respects to
the Akhoond of SwAt, their Pope or spiritual chief. If
Marwats, they lead a life of ease, and look well after their
property. If they belong to IsAkhel or MiAnw&li, they
spend their days in scheming to better themselves, and
in trying to ingratiate themselves with their immediate
rulers, whilst an occasional lawsuit, fought up to the
highest Court of Appeal, lends a pleasurable excitement
to their otherwise quiet humdrum lives. All such employ-
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ments, excepting those of the Marwats, are wit-sharpeners
and mind-expounders, and those who pursue them are, as
might be expected, much more intelligent and better informed than the labouring classes, and being so, lead public
opinion, at least what there is of it. Most of this upper
or cultured class are village head men, retired Government
servants and others, who are in receipt of some allowance,
or have otherwise been benefited by the State, and are in
consequence well disposed towards Government. Such
Their uaefnhess. men, owing to their position and superior intelligence, are
not likely to misinterpret Government measures to their
less enlightened countrymen, who have little opportunity
of hearing what is going on beyond their village bounds
except from them. I do not mean to assert that all this
leading class are staunch and true to Government, and fit
to act as its interpreters ; far from it. There are some of
them who knowingly or from ignorance pervert facts and
motives, and thus create distrust ; but they are the exception. Thus soon after this Settlement commenced, there
was current and commonly credited a story, which did
much mischief at the time, that the new assessments in
the PeshQwar and Hazara Districts, then being announced,
were excessively heavy, and that the Settlement officials
in those two Districts had "eaten the country up." It
was traceable to a flighty gossiping head man, who
had just then come back from visiting the Akhoond
of SwQt, and had on his return retailed as facts all
the stories flying about PeshQwar, with large embellishments of his own.
Of all it8 supporters the most useful to Government
&tired Government senant.
are its retired servants, amongst whom I include all
ve~aaeful.
who have at any time been employed, whether temporarily, as under Edwardes at Multan, or in the army or
the civil administration of the country. They are in a
measure behind the scenes ; are, besides, either more
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This aubject has been written pretty well thread-bare, and the Government poli 1s now generally indorsed, eree in so far that the public think
mateml u% in unu and money should not
given to the r fact0 ruler of
Kabul, unless he follow our advice in eat mattera of State, e.g. the successlon. At the risk of being tedious, Kt me endeavour to bring home the
"Situation," as i t ia called, to those whose acquaintance with Indian and
Kabul affairs b slight. Suppose Germany to be Kabul, and that i t b a wild
inhospitable al ine coun
m which intercommunication between its valleye
b at all times b c u l t , a 3 d u r i n g the winter impossible. People ita mountains with brave, atriotic, well-armed and fanatical Musalman tribes, all
inde endent and t%oroughly barbarous; and ita valleye with a population
qua\y fanatical, but more or law civilized, and governed by a kmg whose
nearest relations and nobles are always plotting hle overthrow, and in whose
country a state of semi or actual civil war ia chronic. Now suppose F m c e to
be Upper India, and the South-w&rn Provinces of Russia m Europe to be
Russ~anTurkesth : the former rich, populous, well-developed, and with its
railway system rapidly approachin completion; the latter poor, s araely inhabited, and in all respects bacfwards. The inhabitants of J e forper
accustomed to our rule, and a vaet majority of them (that ia, the agricultural
and moneyed classes) preferring i t to any other form of government known
to them; but the people of the latter wild, turbulent, recently conquered,
and burning to throw off foreign yoke.
If this picture be true, surely the position of Russia in Turkesth is weaker
than ours in Upper India, and every mile either Power advancee into Kabul
will make that poeition still weaker, and rather decrease than increase its
ability to injure its so-called rival. Kabul can never be occupied by either
with the consent of ita eople ; and shouldeither occupy it, that Power will have
to hold ~t b the swori at a ruinous e ense, not one-tenth part of which will
be ertractaile from the c o y itsex Russia being what she is, and we
what we are, the chances are t at before our Aaian interests can positively
clash, internal revolutions will compasa the death and burial of that misnomer
" I would eliminate "trade interests" alto ether from the
believe the establishment of a great exchange %etwean qytral
Asia and India is impossible. Nature forbids it. Look at our trade with
K b h m after all that has been done to foster i t ! Why, we think it brisk if
told &at on an average a dozen wretched m u h or horses with their load6
negotiate weekly the asses between us and that country! No; Nature has
erected her own toll-%ars between India and the regions beyond, and levies
too heavy a transit duty on passing merchandize to permit of profitable
exchange.

~z~~~~
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travelled or better educated than any of the others who
have never been in Government employ, and their opinion
has great weight with the people. They alone have a fair
amount of general extra local knowledge, and keep up an
acquaintance with what is going on in the world outside.
They even follow with intarest the ever-changing situation
in Kabul,' and appreciate, or profess to, the soundness of
the policy which still restrains Government from taking
an active part in the internal affairs of that distracted
county.
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As the people have now had a dozen pages to themselves, we may surely claim half as many to ourselves.
" We " are the British Officers, Civil and Military, serving
in this District, and our head-quarters are at Edwardesabad, so re-christened three or four years ago, in memory
of the late Sir Herbert Edwardes, a cheap way of doing
honour to the departed hero. The former name was
Dhuleepshahar, or "the city of Dhuleep," but it had been
long out of date, as its owner, the Maharhjah Dhuleep
Singh, has resided in England believe since the Punjhb
was annexed.
I f you wish to take a census of us in order to solve the
problem of what is the largest number of men and women
who can live together like a happy family in one station
for three hot and as many cold seasons-the term between
each change of garrison-without splitting up into cliques,
you ought to have done so last Christmas Day at nine
o'clock in the evening. At that time you would have
found the whole station assembled in the garrison messhouse eating its plum-pudding-a brave little gathering of
ten ladies and twenty-four gentlemen. A few years ago
ladies were a rare sight on the frontier, but as one Commandant after another plunged into matrimony reckless
of the consequences, the force of example was too strong
for his Officers, and they followed suit, until all the regiments of the PunjQb Frontier Force became divided into
two classes-" married" and " bachelor." I n a station
with a "married" garrison there are sometimes as many
as sixteen ladies, whose presence-if no squabbles on a
question of precedence or the like arise to disturb the
general harmony -keeps everybody gay and cheerful
during our glorious long cold weather months. Bs the
cold weather commences early in October, Christmas Day
sees us all as strong and rosy-cheeked as at home, and
what with cricket, badminton, polo, occasional big dinners
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and little dances, and lots of work for all-the ladies attending to their babies and cake or pudding making, and
the gentlemen to everlasting musketry and mch-like duties
if military, and to never-ending Cutcherry if civil-the
months glide by very pleasantly.
Hunting, too, finds a place in our list of amusements,
as a station pack of hounds is kept up, and they follow
the plucky little fox or the long-legged cowardly jackal
much straighter than do most of those who ride to them ;
and no wonder, as mud walls and deep broad waterchannels with treacherous rat-eaten banks intersect the
country in every direction. Under such conditions falling,
though frequent, is generally soft, and the consequences
are nothing more than a ducking or thick coating of mud
on one's clothes. ,
Beyond the station, snipe, duck, geese, deer and pig
tempt the sportsmen to make up shooting or pig-sticking
parties, and run out for a week or two's trip. Towards
the end of March, when Nature, as if blushing at her own
loveliness, carpets the country with sweet-scented wild
flowers, the rising thermometer and an occasional pufF of
hot or dust-laden air remind us of the fast approaching
heat. ' But a few April showers drive off the enemy, and
let us once again enjoy the cheerful blaze of a wood fire
for an hour or two at night.
" Fires in April ! What rubbish !
Why the thermometer is nearer 80° than 60° then ! " I dare say some will
exclaim when reading this.
Ah, yes; but in April hail-storms are not infrequent,
and then it tk cold ; and, perhaps-I only hint it-we like
to deceive oumeIves, like other people, because a harmless
agreeable deception is a real pleasure. And then, after all,
with a wood fire in a good deep grate very little heat is
thrown out, while the crackle of the wood and the brightness of the yellow flickering flames look very jolly, and
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induce the cold-blooded ones to rub their hands and say,
" By Jove, it is cold to-night !"
Not until the first week in May do the preparations for
the hot weather begin in earnest. Then punkahs are put
up, and the great unwieldy thermantidote is dragged
forth from its cold-weather hiding corner in the garden,
and placed in position in the doorway, with its wide ugly
mouth gaping into the dining-room, ready for the evil
day, when it shall belch forth damp and coolness. Then,
too, the ladies make their preparations for their annual
flight, either to the treeles~lgrassless Shekhbudin, whose
camel-hump top is distinctly visible some fifty miles southwards, or to one or other of the green and beautiful retreats in the Himalayahs, where Governments and heads
of departments retire, to vex with endless circulars the
enlarged livers of their less fortunate subordinates who are
roasting in the plains. The former attracts to its barren
top all those fond wives from Edwardesabad and Derah
Ismail Khan who love to be near their lords in hot
weather as well as cold ; the lattar, those who think a
periodical separation of four or five months a proof of
conjugal affection.
Before the end of May the station, though still bright
and green and pretty, has commenced its humdrum hotweather existence, its ladies having gone, and ita first
leave men1 having started on their annual three months
trip to Cashmere or elsewhere in the Himalayahs. The
Military men receive three months leave every summer when serving in
Bannh, Derah Ismail Khan, or Derah Ghbzi Khan, but elsewhere the usual
allowance is only two months. Civilians throughout India are onl entitled
to one month's leave in the year. Locomotion in most Trans-Indus bistricta,
Peshbwar alone excepted, is rough, as wheeled conve ances do not exist, roads
are bad, and brid es few. I n this District all travehng is done by ladies in
doolies, and by ohcers on horseback. The distance to Bhekhbodin by road
is sixty-four miles, and to Kohat eighty-two miles, and to get out of the
District the lattar journey must be done. I t is generally done in one night
and morning, and when the thermometer is between 90" and 100" the journey
is rather a stiff one.
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ten or twelve officers who remain in cantonments pull
through the next three months as best they can, upheld
by the prospect of their own leave coming day by day
nearer and nearer. Men cease to live, but exist ae breathing automata, who perform daily at fixed hours a certain
set of movements. This is their daily routine : Rise a t
4 A.M. when a cup of tea (winding up No. l), then parade,
musketry or office, whichever the work may be. 7 A.M.
a sociable Chhoti hdziairi, or small breakfast (winding up
No. 2), under a favourite tree in the public gardens, during
which the " cursed heat," were it a sentient being, would
commit suicide, so freely is it abused. 8 A.M.till noon
office or orderly room. Noon a substantial breakfast ( ~ n d ing up No. 3), each machine being in its own bungalow,
which, with the post-prandial cheroot, carries the day on
to 2 P.M. when--oblivion until 5 P.M. (winding up No. 4).
I t is never precisely known what does happen between
these hours, as each machine is shut up all the time in its
bedroom with a book or magazine, hence i t may be presumed it reads until run down, when it winds itaelf up by
sleeping. At 5.30 P.M. machines assemble at the racket
court, and move about in it until sun-down or latar, being
occasionally wound up with " pegs," that is, with brandies
and sodas (winding up No. 5). 7 P.M. a drive or a plunge
in the swimming-bath. 8.30 P.M. dinner (winding up
No. 6), at which there is little eating and much imbibing.
After dinner billiards .or whist, unless the night be so
gaspingly hot that every machine runs down, in which
case the burr-ur-ur indicatory of running down is audible
in spluttered grumbling% in which sounds resembling the
words " infernal heat" are frequent. 11 P.M. bed, to sleep
(winding up No. 7) if the thermometer be under 96"; to
toss about and hurl anathemas and boots at the punkah
coolies if above that figure.
or
hotter.
Thus June and July are got through-it can hardly be Purgatory
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called lived through-with the thermometer in the hermetically sealed bungalow ranging from 90" to 96", save
on exceptionally hot days or nights when it rises to 98" or
100". On particularly stifling days, of which there are
ten or fourteen every hot weather, not a breath of air stirs,
and the pea-souplike atmosphere is so surcharged with
dust that the sun is veiled ; a heavy yellow-red light is
diffused as during an eclipse of the sun ; the twittering of
the sparrows is hushed ; men drag their limbs about dowly
and laboriously, as if the thicknew of the atmosphere
impeded their motion, and when compelled to break the
oppressive silence speak to each other softly, almost in
whispers. Happy the man who can sleep fifteen hours
out of the twenty-four in such weather !
With the opening of August existence becomes tolerable,
to urea
for two or three inches of rain, discharged from some
wandering thunder-cloud, have by that time cleared the
atmosphere and reduced the temperature slightly. Before
September is many days old a delicious freshness in the
morning air tells of coming coolness. A few weeks go by,
and then a long farewell to punkahs and heat : the hot
weather is over. By degrees the station re-fills, as blooming wivee, fresh from their narrow prison-house of Shekhbudin, or eome quiet nook in festive Murree, rejoin their
impatient husbands, and sporting bachelors hurry back
from the Himalayan shooting grounds. The cold crisp
mornings of November soon recall the blood to the bleached
cheeks of those whom duty detained in the valley all the
hot weather.

CHAPTER VI.
LAND REVENUE SYSTEM-TENURES

AND SETTLE-

MENTS.

AT a time when our forefathers were painted savagea, T h e ~ ~ . t e
supreme

India possessed settled Governments, each of which re- kndlord.
garded itself as the eupreme landlord of all the country
within its limits, and, as such, took a share of every crop,
greater or less, according to its enlightenment and power
to enforce payment.
Since then each successive dynasty, whether Hindoo or
Muhammadan, has drawn most of its revenue from the
soil, and hac, generally abstained from actively interfering
with any agricultural community m long as its demand
was punctually satisfied. But this has proceeded from
motives of policy, not from any faint conception that
possibly others besides itself and the actual cultivators
have any interest in the mil. Thus, although native
governments did not recognize any proprietary rights in
land except their own, the persons composing each little
cultivating township have in many parts of India been
left to develope their own tenures or soil-relationships
according to their own traditions and custom.
The Trans-Indus portion of this District, owing to its
isolated position and the encircling strength of its hills, as
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well as the fighting qualities of it8 people, has been peculiarly fortunate in this respect. For, previous to its incorporation into the Sikh Kingdom, its royal master, whether he
sat on the throne of Delhi or of Kabul, bestowed small
thought on this out-of-the-way corner of his vast dominions,
and, provided the moderate sum demanded as revenue or
tribute war, forthcoming whenever his tax-gatherer came
with'an army to collect it, he left the country entirely to
itself.
DwLnfrule.
Bannd was subject to the Durr&ni Rings of Kabul for
nearly eighty years (1738 to about 1816)) but during that
whole period none of them ever succeeded in extorting in
any one year more than twenty-five thousand rupees from
the Bannbchis, or forty thousand rupees from the Marwats.
And even Ahmad Shah, the most powerful of his dynasty,
found i t to his interest to allow the IsAkhel Chief, who
acted as his revenue collector in that comparatively quiet
part of his dominions, one-half of the collections as a bribe
to secure the other half for himself. Soon after the Nawab
of Derah Ismail Khan had made himself an independent
sovereign, and extended his sway over Is&khel, he cut
down the chief of that country's allowance from one-half
to a fourth, and, by lending his support to one of the
Marwat factions, succeeded in realizing about forty thousand
rupees annually from its people; but when he sought to
levy tribute from the Bannlichis, he brought a hornet's
nest about his ears, and never afterwards made a second
attempt. This Nawab was a weakly infant compared to
the Sikh Hercules, who soon after swallowed up him and
his short-lived kingdom at a gulp.
SUeractlon~.
Although, as we saw in Chapter II., MaharAjah
Runjeet Singh did not formally annex IsLkhel until
1836, he had some twelve years previouely begun to overrun Marwat, and to make occasional incursions amongst
the fortified villages of the Bannbchis. His revenue
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system was simple, and not unsuited to a country with a
scant and uncertain rainfall, but its administration was
villainous, and destructive of all vested interests in the
soil. I n tracts inhabited by a Muhammadan population a
few years of Sikh rule were sufficient to effect a complete
bouleversement of rights in all holdings in which the proprietor was not himself the cultivator of his lands. Theoretically the State took a fourth of the groae out-turn of
each harvest, either in kind or its money equivalent, which
was calculated by an appraisement of the standing crop ;
and in villages where a head man was, on account of his
local influence, employed as the collector, a fourth of this
was remitted to him in return for his services. Practically
the Karddr (salaried government collector) or revenuefarmer took whatever share he chose to demand, leaving
the residue to the cultivator, and, besides this, imposed
various other taxes, direct and indirect, on both the agricultural and non-agricultural classes. I n short, the only
limit to his demands was his own ingenuity and the ability
of the people to pay.
From the annexation of Ishkhel by Maharijah Runjeet ~*hel.
Singh to the arrival of Edwardes in 1847, a period of,
nearly twelve years elapsed, during whiah Muhammad
Khan, the head and representative of the family which
had for a century ruled the southern part of the little
valley, first under the Durrinis, and latterly under the
Nawib of Derah, was, with his eight stalwart sons, an
exile and a fugitive amongst the Bamiichis. d
l that
time the Sikh Karddrs were enjoying his inheritance, and
acting as if they were the sole landlord8 in the country
and the people their tenants-at-will. Fear of rebellion,
which twice actually occurred, imposed some restraint on
their rapacity, for the people, though fairly under the
conqueror's heel, were still spirited and turbulent. Marwat
was more fortunate, as until 1843 the Sikhs never drew
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any revenue from it without first sending an army to
enforce payment. I n that year a revenue-farmer bold
enough to contract for Marwat was found in the person of
Futteh Khan Tawanah, who has already been mentioned
in a previous chapter. H e engaged with the Marwats
never to take more than one-sixth the produce in kind
and "rotf " (bread), which was understood to mean a
small extra contribution to defray the expenses of hospitality, and in return for such a liberal settlement the
Marwat Chiefs consented to let him build a Crown fort at
old Lakki. No sooner was the fort erected and garrisoned
than in the following year twelve thousand rupees were
demanded as " rott," and an attempt made to levy it as a
poll-tax. The Marwats grumbled, but paid it. Next year
on its re-imposition the "black" faction rose and laid siege
to the fort, swearing they would never submit to the indignity of a "patkai" (turban) tax; but on the appearance
of succour from Derah Ismail Khan for the beleaguered
garrison, they raised the siege and submitted. Early in
1847 the odious poll-tax caused another rebellion, and
when Edwardes arrived a few months after, he abolished it,
and increased the Government share of produce from onesixth to one-fourth, which he says " was no loss to the
DiwQn, and was hailed as a perfect enfranchisement by
the people."
The Bannlichis fared better than the Marwats, for the
BanndProper.
Sikhe never attempted to establish themselves amongst
them, but used to enter the valley in force every second or
third year, and as soon as forty thousand or fifty thousand
rupees had been realized, withdraw from it. On each
visitation some of the inhabitants fled to the hills, some
remained and submitted, whilst others remained and fought.
Resnlta~ism The destructive effects of the Sikh connexion with the
rule s-ed
up.
Trans-Indus portion of this District on all kinds of land
tenures were most apparent in IsBkhel, which had for
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generations before thriven under a complicated tenure of
its own, but on which the conqueror's hold had been h e s t .
I n Marwat, where every proprietor was himself the cultivator of hie land, no serious harm was wrought. A good
deal of land, it is true, passed into the hands of mortgagees,
but the pre-existing proprietary tenures were nowhere
annihilated, or even, excepting in a few villages, rudely
shaken. I n Bannd Proper the Sikhs found confusion and
left chaoe.
I n 1848-49, with the annexation of the Punjhb by our- mmt row yof our rule
selves, the era of misrule, in which might was right, passed
away, and gave place to one of justice and order, in which
law was king. But for three or four years work of a
more pressing nature, as well as paucity of trained officers,
constrained the new government to adopt in practice that
method of collecting its land revenue which its predeceseor
had only known in theory. I n Bann6, then, for the first
four years of our rule the gross yield of each crop was
appraised a few weeks before harvest-time, and one quarter
of its value taken in cash as the Government share, except
in cases where the revenue had been released in favour of
any particular individual or institution, or where lighter
rates were imposed on a whole class, as was the case with
the Wazirs and Uluma of Bann6 Proper, who paid at onesixth only.
handt sccond
I n 1852-53 what is termed a " Summary Settlement" ~Bummary
Under
it
the
cultivated
settlemenu.
was carried out by Nicholson.
area of each village was roughly measured or guessed at,
and a lump sum assessment imposed for a short term of
years, which on acceptance was distributed by the villagers
in their own way amongst themselves, and whilst each
ordinarily paid only his own share, the whole proprietary
body was held jointly and severally responsible for the
total demand, but in cases where the assessment was refused the village was leased out to a farmer. This kind of
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Settlement was meant to be a mere temporary makeshift,
and though rude was a great advance on the Sikh practice,
because it created a valuable property in land, which had
not previously existed.
I n theory, however, the old system was superior to the
new. The Sikhs professed to take a full one-fourth of the
produce of each crop, and could do so without impoverishing
the landholders, because the demand fluctuated with the
yield. But we imposed a fixed annual demand, crop or no
crop, and where it amounted to the average annual collections of the preceding four years, it simply meant ruin
to the cultivators, who sooner or later fell into the toils of
the money-lender ; and where it was less, as was generally
the case, it involved a sacrifice of revenue. Fixed assessments are still the rule throughout the PunjAb, river lands
alone excepted, and the sum annually lost thereby to
Government must be enormous, for at least half the province has a very scanty and uncertain rainfall, for which
full allowance has been everywhere made at settlement.
Of course this loss of potential revenue is in the opinion of
many compensated for by the special advantages accruing
from fixation of demand. There is much to be said on
both sides, but t h b is not the place for a discussion of the
question.
I n 1858-59 there took place a second Summary Settlement of the Trans-Indus portion of the District which will
remain in force until the assessments upon which I am now
engaged shall be sanctioned, announced and distributed.
Re~larLlettleIt was not until 1872 that a " Regular 8ettlernent," as it
ment and what
is meant thereby is technically called, was commenced in this District. The
great distinction between it and its predecessors is this : in
them the object was purely fiscal-to make a guess at the
annual gross profits of an estate and tax them as h e a d y
as could safely be done, without checking the expansion of
cultivation or beggaring the proprietors. But in a Regular
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Settlement the object of first importance is the preparation
of a record of rights, a judicial and statistical process of a
very laborious nature.
It is obvious that, without the data which such a record
can alone supply, the assessment of a village must be a
very perilous work ; and that, when a whole country is so
assessed and the rates fixed are as high as those imposed
in a Regular Settlement, a groat amount of hardship and
injustice must be endured by many villages. I n no two
estates, and often in no two holdings in the same estate, is
the productive capacity of the land, acre for acre, equal.
Consequent.ly, when, as in a Summary Settlement, a uniform rate is imposed on whole groups of villages, inequality
of incidence must be the result, even though the demand
as a whole may be fair. Delay in the accordance of a
Regular Settlement is, therefore, jqstifiable only when the
current Summary Settlement rates are so low that the
State is thereby absolutely throwing away a portion of its
legitimate revenue. I n this District, neither in 1853-54
nor in 1858-59, were light rates generally imposed; hence
some village communities have been well-nigh ruined.
And, in the interests of the people, it must ever remain
a subject for regret that a Regular Settlement was not
begun fifteen or twenty years earlier, however unavoidable
may have been the delay.
A Settlement Officer's work is so dry and uninteresting
to every one but himself, that I shall describe very briefly
the various operations, the sum total of which makes up
a Regular Settlement.
of a
No sooner had I been gazetted to the appointment, my Duties
Settlement
establishment sanctioned, and the higher subordinate Omcer.
officials in it nominated, than my difficulties began. I had
plenty of experience of the people, but none of the particular line of work committed to my charge ; so I had to
put myself to school again and read up my subjects-
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surveying with the plane-table, working out areas, methods for calculating prices and rates, Revenue Circulars
and Acts bearing on my duties. And lastly, I studied every
Settlement Report I could obtain, and works on land
tenures and agriculture, all subjects to which I had never
before specialljr turned my attention. Each stage the
work advances, fresh untrodden ground is broken; so that
there would be no real self-depreciation were I two years
hence to exclaim (in the words of an O5cer who has
lately completed an important frontier Settlement, and
received as a reward for his labours the "high commendations" of Government), "I have finished my work,
and find I am only now a su5cient master of it to
begin it."
Few m$n care to do more than one Settlement, as
that one employs all their energies in a special line for
between five and six years, and engrossingly interesting
though the occupation may be, toujours perdt-ix becomes
nauseous. Should a man do two Settlements during his
service, his first will, I think, be probably a better one
than hia second, as youth, energy, enthusiasm, end the
charm of novelty of work are a match any day for mere
experience, which often means groove-working and a
narrow-minded prejudice in favour of old ideas. I n nine
cases out of ten, as a man grows older he becomes a safer
and steadier machine, but his activity of mind and body
and appetite for work diminish ; and the more of such
latter qualifications a Settlement O5cer has, the better
work will he turn out.
But to return to the subject in hand, my di5culties.
The establishment had been sanctioned, and six or eight
of the best paid appointments given away, but nearly
three hundred men, Surveyors, Writers, Supervisors, and
others, on salaries ranging from eight to sixty rupees per
mensem, had to be found and entertained, to say nothing of
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a host of menials and messengers of all sorts. As soon as
the news of the new Trans-Indus Settlements -for the
adjoining District of Derah Ismail Khan came under
Settlement at the same time as Bannii-had circulated in
the western parts of the Punjhb, petitions for employment began pouring in, each supported by a formidable
array of certificates and references ; and a hungry army of
nondescripts, each profeasing himself to be a finished
surveyor (Amtn), index-writer (Khasrahnavfs), or caligrapher (Khzishnavfrl) , flocked, like vultures to a carcase,
from all quarters of the Punjhb to Bannii and Derah
Ismail Khan. The appointments filled, and the motley ~;;g;~z
staff assorted and slightly trained, measurements were
.-,eb
As few knew anything about Pashto, varioue
devices, such as rewards and extra pay, had to be resorted
to, to encourage its study ; and the quickness with which
a su5cient smattering was picked up by the majority wae
wonderful. By following the Pashto proverb in its spirit,
"Take up a clod for a Hindkai, but quietly coax a
Pathan," village boundaries were demarcated, and boundary and field maps with indices were prepared. The
ordinary scale to which the maps were drawn was one
hundred and ten yards to the inch ; but in tracts where
the sub-division of land was very minute, fifty-five yards
to the inch; and in the indices every conceivable detail
about every rood of land, marsh, and water in the District
was recorded. Besides this, to prevent the possibility of
any unfortunate peasant, owing to absence or ignorance,
being kept out of his rights, and also for purposes of comparison, elaborate genealogical tables, going back sometimes nine and ten generations and even farther, to the
common ancestor of each group of proprietors, were d r a m
up for every village; and below them was traced the descent of the ancestral property as it ought to have been by
law or custom of inheritance, and as it actually had been
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in practice; and where the two materially differed, the
reasons for divergence were entered. All this work took
about two years to complete, which is not a very long
period, considering that there are 204,411 agriculturists
in the District, and that it contains 3786 square miles;
besides which 2915 judicial and revenue suits and appeals
were disposed of during the time.
When the above operations had been finished, attestation was begun ; that is, all the information collected
during the preceding stages was collated, and, item by
item, locally tested by at least three officials, each acting
independently of the other two; and where the correctness of any entry was disputed, by four and sometimes
five, each acting in the same way. Whilst this was going
on, a scientific survey with the theodolite and chain, on a
h e d scale of four inches to the mile, was being separately
carried on by Officers of the Survey Department, by which
my measurements were put to a final test.
At the same time, I and my native assistants were engaged in framing the assessment statements, reports, and
-the past history of every village and every inhabitant in
it having now been ascertained-in endeavouring tu evolve
system and simplicity of tenures out of the confusion of
the past, a confusion which twenty-five years of our rule
had not done very much to reduce to order. Though
thousands of decisions in land disputes had been given
during that period by the Civil Courts of the District, the
want of data and time to devote to the study of the law of
real property, which is but ascertained custom and arbitrary rules enacted by men to meet cases of doubtful custom, had rendered the judgments not infrequently either
ambiguous or unsound. Errors in law and procedure
were no doubt often corrected on appeal, when appeals
were preferred; but errors in fact remained frequently undetected, for the simple reason that the Courts were con-
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strained to draw their conclusions on questions of fact
from meagre, imperfect, and often fallacious entries in the
Summary Settlement Records, or from the evidence of
half a dozen ignorant witnesses, who either lied knowingly
or from ignorance. Any one acquainted with the history
of cases which have been fought up to the highest Court of
Appeal will bear me out in saying that when the Court of
first instance goes astray, with what is oonsidered a s&ciency of legal proof to support its view on even an unimportant issue of fact, the higher the appeal is carried,
the greater as a rule grows the error. The correct elucidation of the facts by the Court which first hears a land
case is indeed almost impossible in any but the simplest
of disputes, until the elaborate researches of a Regular
Settlement have collected sure data of agricultural
custom.
Attestation and assessment work are still going on as I
1
write ; but I have spoken of them in the past tense as, by
the time these pages appear in print, they ought both to be
well over. Once completed, and the assessments sanctioned
by Government, nothing will remain but to distribute Distribution.
them over individual villagea and proprietors,-a delicate
process, which will take up about a year, as it requires,
amongst other things, a nice appreciation of the productive
capacity of the different soils in each village. A Settle- h,,~
ment Report, which is a lengthy document, bristling with
statistics and hard facts, conveyed in the briefest of language compatible with sense and perspicacity, and for the
composition of which the author is generally allowed a
clear three months, crowns the edifice.
Any &recast of the probable fiscal results of the opera- bsnlts,
tion; now in progress would be premature, but it is certain
that there will be some increase of revenue in two of the
three Trans-Indus Subdivisions, as well as in the CisIndus Subdivision of MiAnwUi, because the existing soil-
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rates in them, taken M a whole, not being unduly high, but
simply requiring equalization, Government has a right to
participate in the profits accruing from extension of cultivation and rise in prices since 1858-59, the year from
which the last Summary Settlement began to run.
The exception is Marwat, which is already over-assessed.
Hence the profits arising from the two causes indicated
above will be more than swallowed up in the reduction
which will have to be made in the rates.
It is to be hoped that the Settlement now in progress,
whatever be its result, will be sanctioned for a term of
thirty years, the longest possible according to the present
policy of Government, as a single experience in a lifetime
of the expense and worry in which i t necessarily involves
the agricultural classes is sufficient for poor men, whose
highest earthly aspirations are embodied in the prayer,
" Give UB this day our daily bread."
Doubtless a revision of Settlement will be less harassing
and more quickly accomplished than a first Regular Settlement, as this is. But whether i t take three years or six, i t
must be costly, inquisitorial, and vexatious for the peasantry,
and once more fan into flame the old animosities which
are now burning so fiercely in their breasts. The knowledge that it is now or never, and the cheapness of litigation, partly account for the blaze of land suits that a
Settlement everywhere kindles. But there is another
cause. The people have for the first time in their lives to
face the question, " Do you do such and such a thing because you must or because you choose?" to learn, in short,
what is meant by a right or obligation, the distinction
between which and a privilege enjoyed, or service rendered
of grace and terminable at any moment, was, and is, to
many incomprehensible.
An example of the usual style of answer I used to receive
from Barntichi landlords and tenants when endeavouring
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to settle that vexed question what tenants had or had not
occupancy rights, will illustrate the difficulty.
Self (to tenant who, as his father and grandfather before
him, has cultivated the same plot all his life). " Can your
landlord eject you ? "
Tenant. "If I pay him hie share of produce, and do
service, he can never wish to."
Landlord. " Yes, that is true."
Self. '%upposing you do both, he might still get angry
and turn you out without good cause."
Tenant. "How could he wish to turn me out if I did
nothing to make him angry P "
Landlord. " No, how could I ? "
Self."Suppose he fell in love with your wife, and you
refused to give her up to him. Out of spite he might
give your land to another ; then what would you do ? "
Tenant. "Such a thing would not happen."
Landlord. "Oh, how could I do so, SBhib, as I have
three wives of my own P "
After a few more such questions and answers, I would
give up in despair, as neither landlord nor tenant could
conceive the hypothesis of a capricious unreasonable ejectment, and order the latter's status to be recorded ss I
thought proper from other considerations. Some of the
tenant's answers would simmer in the landlord's mind for
months, until he discovered that the word " maurkei"
(with occupancy righta) had been entered after the tenant's name, when he would ponder over this term for a
few months more, and then possibly sue for the erasure of
the obnoxious word from the record.
I n the question of irrigation rights, it was the same ~ ~
thing. Men who, na their forefathers had done beforetiom'
them, had watered their lands from a certain channel for
generatiom, would calmly assert that they did so with the
leave of certain otherq whom they called the proprietors
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of the channel, and could not understand that it was possible permission would be refused. I n Marwat the same
inability to conceive a contingency, which had never previously occurred in practice, induced a whole clan (the
Michan Khel Sarhangs) to obstinately declare that the
group of villages they had occupied for eight generations
was held by them as mortgqees. And when it was pointed
out to them that by such an admission they rendered themselves liable to ejectment on redemption of mortgage, they
replied, " W e end our forefathers have lived here for over
two hundred years, and the MGsa Khkls (the mortgagors)
have never interfered with us, how will they do so now ? "
The tenacity with which men cling to their real or supposed rights, and the wonderful patience with which they
waited nearly twenty-five years for the long-promised
" Kanlinfbal.ulobmt " (Regular Settlement), which was
always held up to them as a coming panacea for every
grievance, is a curious phase of native character, which
this Settlement has brought prominently to my notice.
The law of limitation, a bar the justice of which few
natives can understand, as they take no account of time
themselves, has been a deus ex machina to me. But for it
litigation would have exceeded all bounds, and even with
i t the tales of pre-annexation, blood, oppression, and fraud
arising from the land disputes I have had to listen to in
Court, have been legion.
When Settlement operations began, Government reduced
the institution stamp in suits to an uniform and almost
nominal duty of eight amas (one shilling), in order that
the cost of litigation should not deter any man from suing
for what he thought was his right. This politic remission
has no doubt caused many a claim to be preferred which
would otherwise have been brooded over in silence and
never been heard of at all; but it has also demonstrated
to the people at large, more clearly than one hundred
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assurances, that the object of Government in making this
Settlement has been as much to secure to them their rights
sMPi0i0n80fthe
as to itself a proper share of produce. As an enhance- people
about
object of a
ment of assessment is generally a concomitant of a Settle- Settlement.
ment, there is always a wide-spread conviction, whenever
a new Settlement is anywhere begun, that it is the sole
aim Government has in view in undertaking the work.
Consequently, every act of liberality, however small, which
weakens the impression that everything done for the
people springs from a selfish policy, is beneficial to a
Government, whose security depends as much on moral as
on physical force.
Certainly, two years ago both Marwats and Banmichis
were morally convinced that the solicitude I was showing
to know all about their incomes could have only one reason.
Two smart answers I received, the one naive and simple,
and the other naive and vicious-characteristic of the two
races-will illustrate this.
During measurements, a parcha, or rough abstract of the Cheaptitledeed#.
entries in the field index, is given each proprietor, in order
that he may be able at once to ask for an explanation
regarding any entry he thinks erroneous, and after attestation an atteeted copy of the same is given him, for
which a fee of eight annas (one shilling) is levied. I one
day asked an old Marwat if he had received his parcha.
" Yes," said he.
" And what did you do with it ? "
" Oh, I put it into my grain-safe, to preserve it."
" Did no one tell you its use ?"
" Yes, they told me I should have to pay eight annas
for it ; and that was why they insisted I should take it,
though I did not want it," said he quite innocently, amidst
the titters of the better-instructed villagers and the frowns
and warning nods of my own myrmidons. His answer
was so unconsciously near the truth -seeing that I expect
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to realize nearly thirty thousand rupeea from " parcha "
fees-that I had to tell myself that the document would,
when attested, be a valuable security, and that, as it was
fair those'who were to be benefited from the Settlement
should bear a portion of its cost, the charge of one shilling
for a title-deed to a holding was justifiable.
The chain
The Banndchi's case was different. I asked him how
mhortened.
his cultivated area had so greatly increased according to
my measurements, compared with those of 1858-59. "God
knows," said he in a sulky tone, "unless it be that the
Sarkbr's chain has grown smaller since then." I hinted
to him that he had probably broughtr some new land under
the plough since then ; but I did not add, which was just
as likely, that he or hie father might have acted like the
unjust steward, and said to the surveyor in 1858-59, "My
fields contain ten acres, you say ; but as no map has been
made, take your pen and write down five quickly; here
are five rupees for you."
Attempted
The dodges of the villagers to throw dust in one's eyes
dodged.
are often very amusing. Here are two instances from
opposite ends of the District, eighty miles apart.
Some of the Waziri clans resisted measurements as long
as they could, and at last, when they accepted the inevitable, they attempted to impose on me by transparent little
innocent lies, such as assuring me that their lands were
so poor that they only bore crops once in twelve years,
although the truth was they bore a crop every year or
second year at least.
Landsandwomer
On another occasion the HAthi Khel Maliks came up in
the better for
concealment
a body, and asked me to reinstate a pat,w(i.ri who had been
from strange
eye%.
dismissed a year before.
"Why," said I, "the Deputy Commissioner turned him
out some time ago, because you complained of his interfering with the privacy of your women, and generally that
Be was a bad man."
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" No, no," said they ; " he is a quiet Hindoo : pooh ! "
pointing contemptuously to the wretched patwarf standing
beside them, with hands clasped and the uncomfortable
look on his face that a schoolboy has before he is whipped,
"do you think our women would look at such as he, or
such as he dare to look at them? The truth is, he told the
Deputy Commissioner of some culhated lands of ours
which we had contrived to keep off the rent-roll; and as
we look on our lands as we do on our women, that the
less the SarkQr or strangers know about them the better,
we complained to the Deputy Commissioner about the
patwari. But now you know everything, why, what is the
use of further concealment ? "
After such a straightforward explanation, the poor patwdrE was reinstated, and the deputation went off highly
satisfied with their own honesty, and laughing at the way
they thought they had hoodwinked the Deputy Commissioner the previous year.
Let us now jump to Harnbli, a pastoral village Cis-Indus.
When the cattle of this village were being enumerated,
with a view to allotting it sufficiency of grazing land, and
demarcating off the rest as Government waste, the graziers
were pitch-forked on to a dilemma. They feared that
if they understated the number, they would get less land ;
and if they overstated it, their tirrri (poll-tax on cattle)
would be increased. I n their extremity, they sought
the advice of the most knowing men of their neighbourhood, and a t last boldly went to the native Deputy Collector at MQinwlli, stated their difEculty, and wound up
by touchingly asking him, "Now, which way shall we
lie ? " The advice they got was to tell the truth, a simple
solution of the question they had not thought of themselves.
Of all the curious proprietary systems thoroughly
brought to light and investigated in this Settlement, the
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Vesh tenure of the Marwats is the most remarkable, as it
exhibits in a state of complete preservation that original
collective form of property which has lately been discovered to have beep the common germ
out of which
individual rights in land must have everywhere sprung.
Maine on collee,
,,
Sir Henry Maine, in his admirable little work entitled
Imd.
"Village Communities in the East and West," devotes the
greater part of Lecture 111. to an examination of this
ancient usage, which he shows once universally obtained
amongst all Teutonic races, and still survives in Russian
villages.
At page 76 of his book he writes :
" I t is most desirable that one great branch of native Indian
usage should be thoroughly examined before it decays, inasmuch
as it is through it that we are able to connect Indian customary
law with what appears to have once been the customary law of
the Western World. I speak of the Indian customs of agricultural tenure and of collective property in land."
I n the succeeding pages he draws a picture of what
this collective form of property used to be in certain
parts of Europe; but both he, and other writers on this
subject quoted by him, seem-like skilful anatomists, who,
with the help of an odd bone or two, boldly reconstruct
extinct animals-to have built up their model of a primitive Teutonic cultivating commune from various agricultural customs, which had been observed by them to be
still existent in Germany and Great Britain, but which
are at most meagre relics of the past. Here, in Marwat,
no patchwork of disjecta membra is required, the model is
before us animate and almost vigorous in its old age.
The Perh tenore
Under auch circumstances 1 ahall make no apology for
in Yarwat.
describing, at considerable length, this time-honoured
tenure as it obtains in Marwat.'

,, ,

1 The account here given is condensed from a report I made on the subject,
which was published in the Supplement of the Punjdb Gwern~nentGazette of
November 27, 1873.
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When, nearly three centuries ago, the Marwats seized
the plain to which they have given their name, they
imported into it their ancient usage of lliiula Vesh, or
periodical redistribution of tribal lands by lot, according
to the number of " K h u h " or m o u t h in the tribe. AE
might have been expected, in the course of two and a half
centuries of semi-subjection to Moghal, DurrBni, Barakzai
and Sikh, those periodical re-allotments of lands have
been long discontinued in many sections of the tribe, and
it is a matter of surprise to find so much vitality in the
custom that, after what Maine would call "the destructive
influences" of a quarter of a century of our rule, i t still
flourishes among some of their communities.
Until the commencement of the present Settlement
operations, no systematic inquiries had been made regarding this custom. I t is true that Marwat has twice
undergone Summary Settlement, but then no maps were
prepared, and the very nature of the tenure rendered the
distribution of the assessment a very easy matter amongst
the shareholders of a " Vesh " community ; for every
revenue payer knew the number of "Khu2a.s" he was
returned as possessing at the last " Vesh," and paid his
fraction of revenue at an equal rate on each. I n the
same way, when, during currency of the Settlement, a new
"Khula Ve-sh" took place, the calculation was as easily
made; but if a simple new " Vesh," or re-allotment on
the basis of the previous enumeration, was made, the distribution of the revenue remained unchanged. Soon after
beginning measurements in the hot weather of 1872, I
had to encounter and solve the problem of how to make
my surveys and records of rights in such villages, without, by any direct action of my own, extinguishing a
custom endeared to the people by many generations of
observance, and which, notwithstanding the general objections to any tenure which does not secure permanency of
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occupancy to each landholder, has, nevertheless, many
special recommendations not to be found under any other
system. after ascertaining in what villages redistributions
of lands or exchanges (" badUmJ') had been carried out
since annexation, I held meetings with the head men and
grey-beards of such villages, and from first to last discussed the question with them in all its bearings prett?
well threadbare. A new difliculty disclosed itself at a
very early stage; namely, that, owing to the inflexibility
of our revenue system, long series of bad years, and in
some cases over-assessment, a considerable proportion of
land in several of the villages had been mortgaged, and
that at a new repartition mortgagees would be sufferers.
Besides the communities in which the custom was
known to survive, my inquiries extended to others, in
which it seemed prim$ facie to have become extinct
through desuetude. For them the investigation was
purposely of a very summary nature, as I was apprehensive that by making it at all searching I would rouse
parties who would agitate for re-distribution of lands,
though none such had occurred since annexation. This
apprehension was not without cause; for almost every
village in the Central and Eastern part of the Marwat
which has been settled over four or five generations bears
internal evidence of having maintained, until within two
or three generations back, the " Pesh" custom either in
its integrity or over a part of its area. The traces of this
custom which are now to be found in such villages are
apparent in the territorial divisions of their lands which
now exist, and in the minute and exact knowledge which
the proprietors of land powess as to the number of "dadas"
or shares they have inherited from their forefathers. Thus
in a case I decided in 1873, in which a portion of the
Achu Khels, a non-vesh tribe, were the plaintiffs, each
plaintiff stated the number of "&dm" he was entitled to
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with such accuracy that, when they were tested by a
comparison with the genealogical tree of the tribe, subsequently prepared, the numbers were found to be pretty
nearly correct. Again, the survey maps of this Settlement
d o r d ocular proof of bow general was the " Vesh " tenure
a few generations back, and of the wonderful perfection
to which the system was brought. Thus, in one of the
largest Sikandar Khel blocks, in which the " Vesh" custom
has been judicially declared to have ceased, we find one
of the strips (that is, the share of a " Ehula") in it to be
one mile one furlong ten perahes long, by only one yard
two feet six inches in width. The soil in the southern
and eastern parts of Marwat is sandy, and stones are unprocurable ; consequently no permanent boundary marks
can exist between the different strips. Before each ploughing the width of every strip has to be marked off & m o ,
and longitudinal lines have to be run up and down, inaide
each block, to show the boundaries of each group of strips,
and prevent shareholders getting out of the straight line.
I have given in an Appendix, in a condensed form,
particulars of the custom in five communities, from which
i t will be seen that, so long as the " Vesh" custom obtains,
a sale of any land is impossible, for i t is all the property
of the tribe collectively, and without the tribal sanction
no shareholder can permanently alienate a single lot.
Though sales are invalid without the general consent,
mortgages are not. Regarding the rights of a mortgagee
at a new " Vesh," it seems generally admitted that he ia
entitled to some sort of compensation in money or land,
should the number of the mortgaged strips or " E h u h "
have diminished by extinction through death, provided
that the original mortgagor or his descendants be alive.
Where he has died without issue, of course the mortgagee's
rights become extinguished. I n short, the general principle is that mortgagee takes the place of mortgagor, and
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at a new "R%uZa Pesh" maintains his position or loses
it according as members in mortgagor's family, whose
shares were mortgaged, be surviving or not. I t can only
be within the last generation or two that the necessity for
mortgaging land has arisen. The rules relating thereto
must be comparatively new, and can hardly yet have
received the stamp of legality through long observance.
The complications which have arisen from the mortgaging
of land have, more than any other cause, tended to bring
the " Pesh " custom to an end. Runjeet Singh commenced his incursions in 1823, conquered the country in
1836, and we annexed it in 1849. The former used to
squeeze a l l the revenue he could out of it, making some
allowance for the vicissitudes of seasons, and we have
imposed a tolerably fair but inflexible assessment, which
does not accommodate itself to such vicissitudes, and
which, in the often-recurring years of drought, drains
Marwat pretty d r y ; so between us much land has been
mortgaged, and consequently the " Vesh " custom is moribund, and by the expiry of term of Settlement now in
progress will probably be a thing of the past.
A v~haescriaea. Making allowance for peculiarities, which must have
arisen in many communities soon after they had attained
the dignity of an independent existence, the following
will serve as a description of the " fishJ' tenure as i t
existed in south-eastern Marwat until within a period of
one hundred years ago, and as it exists in several villages
up to the present day. Let us suppose that a group of
families, feeling themselves sufficiently strong and numerous to sever their connexion from the rest of their
tribe, have obtained their share of inheritance from the
common tribal lands. A representative council of elders
aesembles, selects a site for the new township, determines
what portion of the arable area shall at once be set apart
for tillage, and parcels it out into blocks called "wands," ac-
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cording to the different qualities of soil i t contains. Each
of these blocks is designated by some name descriptive of
its soil or position, by which it is known in all future
times. The boundaries are generally some well-defined
physical features, such as depressions or ravines; but the
primary object of the division, which is that all the land
in each block shall be of the same quality and have the
same natural advantages, is not sacrificed in the endeavour
to secure easily-recognizable limits. The next proceeding
is the census, or enumeration of " l l h u h " or mouths,
which completed, single households are grouped under
sub-sections, and sub-sections under sections, until at last
every member of the community is classed under one or
other of its largest " f i l s " or clans. After the above,
numbers are equalized, so that each block may be divided
into so many equal areas. This accomplished, partition
by lot then commences, and goes on from section with
section, down to household with household, and even,
when necessary, man with man. Thus, suppose the members of the community have a l l been classified under two
chief " Khels," each block is first divided into two equal
parts, for possession of which lots are cast ; each half is then
sub-divided into so many other equal parts, possession of
each of which is again determined by lot, and so on down
to households, and even individuals of the same household.
Each " IZhzcla," which may be here translated "individual
share," is in shape a long narrow parallelogram, running
from end to end of the sub-division of the block in which
it is situated. As a rule, the casting of lots does not proceed beyond households ; thus if a family contains a
father, a mother, and five children, living in subjection to
the paferfamilias, he receives as his "patti," or family
share, seven strips in a lump in each block or "wand,"
each of which is, if measured off, of a uniform width.
I n all this perfect equality in size and value of each share
9
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Every living individual member in the
community, from the aged chief to the new-born infant,
gets an equal amount of land. I f the chief's family consists of five member4 and a man of no mark's of ten, still
the latter would receive double the share of the former.
The only difference in the position of the two men ia that
the former, owing to his personal bravery or other qualifications, has great influence in the community, and the
latter, owing to the absence of such qualifications, has
none. No restrictions as to fallow and rotation of crop8
are imposed or required, as oft-recurring droughts
secure the former, and long experience, which has taught
the people to sow gram and wheat in alternate years,
secures the latter. Excepting the land reserved as a site
for the township, and the portion of the culturable area
which has been distributed in the above way, all the rest
remains included in the common pasture. The procedure
sketched above is repeated every few years, and at each
repartition, as the community increases in numbers, more
and more land is taken from the common mark and included in the allotted arable mark. Bs occasion arises,
the representative council of elders interprets custom
or frames new rules, on the fiction that they are based
on custom, and only explanatory of it, to meet difficulties
as they spring up, arising from mortgage disputes, claims
to trees, or of absentees desirous of re-admission, and the
like.
A reference to the last chapters of the Book of Numbers
will show that a tenure somewhat similar to, if not identical with, the " Vesh" system of Marwat has the sanction
of Holy Writ, and that Moses, by command of the Lord,
some four thousand years ago, divided the lands of
Canaan amongst the Children of Israel very much in
the same way as " Vesh" communities of Marwat divide
their village lands amongst themselves.
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Let us now compare the primitive system sketched to
G" pleces
ad falling
oi
above with that now obtaining in some of the com- P'"'tivev8km.
munities in which i t still, though i n an impaired state,
survives, and see how it haa borne the wear and tear of
time, the friction of Moghal and Sikh rule, and the
civilizing and destructive-of-equality influences of our
rule. For the purposes of illustration, I select from the
communities noted in the appendices, the Mam6 Khel
and Sikandar Khel tribes, as being good exemplars of
the changes which have crept in and undermined the
primitive law of perfect and ever-shifting equality, and as
exhibiting the stages of transition from the original collective form of property to that of permanent severalty.
W e find that the Mamii Khels, up to sixty-three years
ago, were united as one commune, having periodical distributions of land together, but that they then split up
into three sections, each of which permanently disconnected itself from the other two; that, owing to the
weight of mortgages, the " Vesh" custom fell into desuetude many years ago in the PahBr Khel section; and
that, in the other two, the individual right to permanent
property in land has asserted itself by the innovation of
Gxed shares, which have become hereditary in certain
families, and are independent of the numbers of their
households. Now take the case of the Sikandar Khels,
and we see that, besides the causes just mentioned, there
is another and very powerful cause, namely, the predominance of one section (the Mina Khels), owing to the
superior influence of its chiefs, over the others. B y
this means the Mina Khels were enabled to seize and
retain a large plot of land, called " JibBri," for themselves, whilst continuing the custom in its integrity in
all other plots, and have now been able to shape public
opinion into affirming that only hitherto-undivided plots
are subject to " Vesh," and that for their partition the
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rule should be, not a "Khula Vesh," but simply a
" Vesh," according to census returns made sixteen years
Bumming up of
Thus then it seems that the causes operating to
operating ago.
to extin&h
bring the " Pesh " custom to a n end are chieflyvvh.
(1).The mortgaging of lands, necessitated by an inelastic assessment, in a country subject to drought, and
depending entirely on the rainfall for its crops.
(2). Growth of a feeling of individual rights in land,
fostered by our land laws and the unintentional tendency
of the administrators of those laws to sympathize with
such a feeling.
(3). Prdominance of one family, or group of families,
in a community, causing them to disregard custom, and
assert the principle of " might. is right."
To the three causes just enumerated must be added
another, which must give the custom its death-blow. I
refer to the obstacle of expense which this Settlement
creates; for were repartition in any village to be carried
out during the term of Settlement, the revision of a portion
of its record of rights would be necessary and very costly.
Under these circumstances I think it may be assumed
that the preservation of the custom for a generation or
two more, even were it advisable, would be impossible,
and that this Settlement will finally extinguish it. I am
aware that any land tenure which is not one of permanent severalty is generally condemned, and that there
are strong objections to the one I am writing about.
These are, that under it little capital can be laid out in
the permanent improvement of the productive qualities
of the soil, no encouragement is given to special thrift
and industry, and that, consequently, every one remains
at a dead level, and the community, so long as it labours
under the trammels of " Vesh," cannot be a progressive
one. There is also another objection I had almost overlooked, namely, that the rules regarding trees in " Vesh "
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villages are subversive of any attempts at arboriculture.
Certainly Marwat is very bare of trees, but it is the
fault of the soil and the rats, not of the people; and I
can safely assert that " Veah" villages contain as many
trees as "nm- Vesh" villages. Though the rules about
trees encourage their periodical destruction, the force of
public opinion makes the rules almost a dead letter.
As Marwat is for the moet part a plain of undulating sandy downs, and as the water-level generally lies
at too great a depth to permit of sinking wells for irrigational purposes, any outlay of capital on the land
would in most " Vesh" communities, except Miilazai, be
a useless waste of money. Thus, two out of three of
the general objections to the " Vesh " tenure, when
applied to Marwat, are, I think, partly removed. The
third, namely, that under i t no encouragement is held
out to extra thrift and labour, cannot be denied. But
though the material prosperity of the community may
not under the system be increased, still I think this
objection, for people like the Marwats, is (and must
continue to be for generations to come) more than compensated for by the check the custom exercises on a
community's moral decadence. Through this custom the
habit of self-government, which under our rule is elsewhere falling to pieces, is maintained. The members of
a community are taught obedience to their own laws and
customs ; reverence to their elders ; to hold together and
act in union; the speediest method of increasing their
numbers to the maximum their land will support, because
the moment a child is born its birthright is secured to it,
thus the larger a man's family is the larger is his share
in land. Poverty is kept from every door, for all are
equal, and the evils attendant on the unequal distribution
of wealth are non-existent. I am persuaded that the
Marwats, who are pre-eminent for honesty, simplicity,

powers of self-management, aversion to litigation, and
ready obedience to authority, owe these good qualities
in a great measure to their moral superiority over their
neighborn, acquired by a long adherence to their old
collective system of property, the influence of which,
though the custom is now extinct in most parts of the
country, has not yet had time to become lost.
$%agT:z Many of us Englishmen out here, in our pride and
unfnirly
ignorance, habitually decry Indian systems of agriculture,
disparaged.
laugh a t the sharp pointed stick the peasant terms a
plough, call his use of it scratching the surface of the
mil, and in our lordly self-sufficiency pity him as a poor
spiritless slave to the antiquated ways of his forefathers.
Such self-constituted critics and judges, puffed up with
a little theoretical knowledge, supplemented perhaps by
mme hastily-drawn conclusions, arrived at from having
witnessed the wondrous results of high farming at home,
forget how different are the conditions of life and labour
in thie country and in England. Here, the land is owned
by a peasantry who live from hand to mouth, are often
sickly-for few escape at least one long bout of fever each
autumn,-have to work half the year under a fierce and
deadly sun, and to pay to Government from a fourth to a
tenth of their produce. There, the landlord or farmer lives
luxuriously in a glorious climate, and has leisure, capital,
or the means of raising it, and education, which enable
him to cultivate hie land according to the best known
method of tillage. I n England, with all its advantages,
successful farming depends on capital, which is always
procurable on reasonable terms, but in this country it
never is. Out here, when the State even has supplied
om m d e l farms the means, and with lavish hand started model farms,
don't pay.
either failure has resulted, or profits have been so small,
that were the farm assessed at full rates, the Settlement
would break down. Tea, coffee, and indigo planting con-
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cerns have, no doubt, often succeeded, thanks to capital ;
but let us not forget that many a fortune has been sunk
in them as well.
The peasantry of this District are probably as deficient
as any in the PunjBb in agricultural knowledge and
energy ; indeed Pathans are proverbially worse cultivators
than Sikhs, Awans, Jats, or RAjpdts. Three years' study
has opened my eyes considerably, and has dispelled
many prejudices. Instead of being the lazy ignorant
beings I once thought them, the majority of the agriculturists of the District have proved, on better acquaintance,
to be a shrewd, hard-working, and intelligent class, who
understand thoroughly how to make use of their slender
means in extracting full measure from their soil.
When I state-and, remember, I am writing of Pathans, :g,"&yan,
perhaps the worst cultivators as a race in Upper India- p'"tiOe".
that they appreciate the value of fallows, rotation of crops,
selection of seed, deep ploughing and manuring, and can
tell to a nicety which of their known cereals or pulaee are
best suited for each soil, I shall hardly be believed, but it
is a fact nevertheless. I n BannG Proper fallows are
seldom resorted to, because the Klirm is ever renovating
the soil with fertilizing silt, and manure is everywhere
used to supplement it. So highly is house and farm
manure valued, that disputes concerning the right to a
share of that of dependents-one of the last manorial
dues which remain to the descendants of the original
founders of each village-are a fruitful source of long
and bitter litigation. Even with such powerful auxiliaries
as water silt and manure, the soil would soon be impoverished and exhausted, but for the system of rotation which Robtions.
is practised, whereby two crops, which withdraw similar
constituents from the soil, are seldom grown in succession.
The number of crops is so various-wheat, barley, peas,
tobacco, and clover in spring or early summer, and rice,
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sugar-cane, turmeric, cotton, and maize in autumn or winter
-that the husbandman has a wide field to select from;
and every year he always raises two, and sometimes three,
crops on every rood of land he possesses. I n the unirrigated parts of the dietrict gram is rotated with wheat in
light soils, and bajra with wheat in s t 3 soils ; or fallowing
is practised, intentionally or involuntarily, for rain is seldom
abundant in two successive years. I n at least one village,
occupied by Thalokar Jats, and not Pathans, the truth
hag however, dawned that the rearing of cattle is not
incompatible with the growing of corn. I n i t many
hundred head of buf&loea are fed, to a great extent on
Kiwi, a kind of gnrss, and other green crops are grown
for them on the best lands of the village, which, in the
following year, produce first-class wheat crops.
aeleotionorseea.
Throughout the District the best seed is always reserved
for sowing, and in some parts, where excess of humidity
or overworking of the soil causes the production of a poor
grain, wheat-seed is annually imported from the Thal,
where the finest grain is grown.
Deep plough in^.
A8 to deep ~loughing,i t is a fact that in this country
the soil is rather scratched than ploughed ; but the reason
is, that the means for piercing deeper than from four to
six inches do not exist. The oxen are small, and for at
least five months in the year in poor condition, and have
not the strength to force the plough, light though it be,
through the soil at a greater depth. I have never yet
spoken to a peasant on this subject, but he has lamented
his inability to turn over the soil to a greater depth ; and,
pointing to his sorry yoke of oxen, asked what more he
could do. That they are lean and hungry looking is no
fault of his, but of the heavens, for drought and heat
in summer, and frost and rain in winter, are invincible
enemies to size and condition, with whom it is vain for
poor men to contend. I n Bann6 Proper, where the soil
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is in many villages a s t 8 tenacious clay, the plough ie
not used at all, but a large heart-shaped spade, worked by
two men, one on either side, with which the soil is turned
over to a depth of nine or ten inches, and each clod is
subsequently broken up.
Of the many shortcomings charged against native agri- Waaleful
expenditure of
culturists, disregard of economy in the use of canal-water,
and consequently over-irrigation, is one of the truest ; but
the charge is often unfairly pressed, for judgment is
paseed ex parte, and the accused's defence never heard.
Such a charge is only tenable in the case of canal-water,
when obtainable ad libitzcm. No one has ever dreamt of
preferring it in the case of wells, where every gallon is
raised at some cost and much labour. From this it follows
that economy in the use of water is understood, and that if
irrigation from Governmenf canals be excessive, it proves
that the system under which water is supplied is defective.
But to return to BannGchis, whose canals belong to them.
They certainly do appear to water-log their soil unnecessarily and injuriously ; but this wasteful expenditure is in
many villages more apparent than real. Bs the supply of
manure is limited, and a double crop must be raised each
year, some substitute for manure must be found. That
substitute is the organic and inorganic matter with which
the waters of the Kiirm are always charged, and which
takes a long time to settle. Now in farming, as in other
pursuits, it is every one for himself; hence every Banmichi
floods. his fields to the depth of several inches on every
opportunity, and lets the water run off whither it may, as
soon as the mud held in suspension in it has subsided.
I n this way the lands of low-lying villages are surcharged
with water, much of which, robbed of its virtue, finds its
way back into the Kbrm. Thie is waste, as such water
might, with proper management, be conducted within the
thirsty Marwat border. Thc want of economy and system
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in canal management is everywhere apparent to the eye ;
but the hopelessness of a remedy-unless old rights be
swept away-is only known to the Settlement O5cer. To
liken small things to great. At annexation, Bann6 Proper
resembled Ancient Greece, or Modern Germany before
1866, being split up into petty independent states, called
Tappahs, each of which sought its o w individual gain at
its neighbour's expense. What we found we stereotyped.
Thus, what used in pre-annexation times to be taken by
force, or borne from weakness, have grown into legal
rights and servitudes, which cannot now be set aside,
however desirable it may be to do so.
In these remarks all that I wish to urge in behalf of
Indian agriculturists at large ie that, considering the dkadvantages under which they labour, poverty, climate,
heavy taxation, and ignorance, their system of tillage
deserve our admiration rather than condemnation; and
that, until we can practically demonstrate the possibility
of forcing the soil to yield a larger return, at the same cost
and labour as is expended on it by the people we would
dach, we have no right to sit in judgment over them.
Let us not forget, too, that in many parts of Europe
which have not yet been transformed into smiling gardens
by the magic touch of capital, cultivation is infinitely
ruder and more backward than it is in the Punjhb.
,
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SOCIAL LIFE, CUSTOMS, BELIEFS PLND SUPERSTITIONS
OF THE PEASANTRY.

THE simplest way of affording the reader a glimpse of the inner
social life of Pathans will be to conduct him into a well-ordered
BannGchi peasant's household, and invite him to be present at
a birth, and afterwards to follow the infant in its progrew
through life.
Assad Khan was fairly well off, possessing five acres of firstclass canal-irrigated land, asswed at five rupeeti an acre, a few
cows and sheep, and two wives. Plough oxen he had none, as
he cultivated all his land by spade. A third of it he tilled
himself, the rest wm leased out to tenants, who paid him half
their produce as rent, and a fifth of their house-refuse as
ground rent, as the sites on which their houses stood belonged
to Assad Khan. His own house, in which his father and grandfather had lived and died before him, stood in the centre of
his village, and, inclusive of courtyard, occupied exactly one
hundred square yards. of ground. I t was a family mansion in
every sense of the word, for Amid Khan, his wives, child, and
cattle all lived in it. It consisted of one room, mud built and
flat roofed, 27 feet long by 12 deep. The roof was only 10
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feet from the ground, but what of that? Was it not the easier
to ascend in the hot weather, and did it not make the house
warmer and snugger in the cold, especially as it had neither
windows nor smoke hole, nor any other sort of hole to serve as
a ventilator, and only one doorway, just wide enough for a lean
ox to squeeze through ? The furniture consisted of several cots,
a cradle, a few earthenware cooking utensils, a n iron girdle for
the baking of cakes, a mud-plastered grain safe, in which gala
clothes, bangles, and other small but valuable articles were
kept, a churn, and a hand spinning-wheel. I n the yard was a
shed for the cattle in the hot weather, a grain safe similar to
the one indoors, but of huge dimensions, looking like a gigantic
cardinal's hat, plastered over with a mixture of mud, chaff, and
cowdung, and a raised mud platform for the women to pray on.
A tiny rivulet, a branch from the canal, flowed through the
village, and supplied all the water that was required for household purposes. This water could hardly be called pure, as it
was of a soft b r o w colour, and had run, in its open channel,
through many villages and several miles of cultivated lands;
but it was near at hand, that was the great thing, and when it
did cause sickness, the good people, happy in their ignorance,
ascribed the evil to the influence of one of the many malicious
jinns who are ever wandering to and fro about Bannii.
With such a comfortable home Assad Khan ought to have
been a happy man, but he was not. His heart yearned for a
son, and would not be comforted. His senior wife was a Marwat
named Fatima, bought five years before for two hundred rupees,
and she had as yet only borne him a daughter, whom, in the
bitterness of his heart, he looked on as " a black calamity " in
his house. Gulijhn, his younger and more petted wife, was a
Bannfichi, of his own clan, and had been married to him three
years ; but, alas ! alas ! seemed likely to prove childleas. Both
Assad Khan and GulijBn longed for a man-child to be born to
them, but from different motives; she, that her "reproach among
men" might be taken away, and that she might secure the affec-
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tions of her lord and master, who already talkd of adding a third
wife to his establishment; and, besides all this, that she might
be able to return the taunts of her rival Fatima with interest;
and he, that, on his death, his cousin, whom he hated, might not
succeed to his possessions. Gulij6n had long given up in despair
the remedies prescribed by the learned Bann6chi doctors, and
had visited every one of the holy shrines of the neighbourhood,
and, whilst driving pegs into the ground at the head of the
grave of a buried saint, and tying pieces of rag to the tree which
grew over it, had uttered and re-uttered her heart's wishes, but
all in vain. Nay, more, her husband had cast many a smooth
pebble on the grave himself, as he besought the departed saint
to hear his prayer. Strangely enough, GulijBn had not thought
of procuring an amulet from one of the village Moolahs, but
her husband was miserly, and grudged his fee, eo perhaps that
accounts for the omission.
One day she went to the house of the Moolah of her quarter,
taking a fat sheep with her as a present; and the good man
prayed, and having written some cabalistic figures, in which
one of the ninety-nine attributes of God could be read by the
initiated backwards and forwards, crossways and every way,
breathed on it and gave it to her, directing her to wear it round
her neck. She did so in perfect faith that her prayers would
now be answered, and a month or two afterwards found that
they were so. When the anxiously longed for time drew nigh,
an old woman, who was the village nurse-for those who could
afford to pay for her services-was called in. Poor Gulijbn was
in a great flutter ; for though suffering much, the thought was
uppermost in her mind that it must prove a boy, because the
good Moolah had said it, and given her a blessed amulet, and
she longed to see the face of her son. Her husband was waiting
about, anxious and hopeful, now running to the mosque to pray,
now running home and trying to get a peep at his wife from the
doorway, and wondering why the glad tidings were so long in
coming. Fatima even, N e d with womanly concern for the
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sufferer, forgot all her jealousy in the excitement of the moment,
and bustled about making herself generally useful. All this
time Gulijin was being dosed, according to custom, with ghi and
molasses. A t last a boy was born; and, whilst the proud father
rushed out to fire off a matchlock he had borrowed for the occasion, in order to inform his neighbours of the happy event,
the nurse, without washing the child, wrapped i t in swaddling
clothes from top to toe, put some gid into its mouth, and handed
it over to Fatima to look after, while she tended to the wants
of the mother. On hearing the gun, the neighbours came
trooping in to offer their congratulations, and that evening the
women of the village assembled at the house, and danced and sang
to the music of the drum, beaten by a durn,' in the court-yard.
None of their male relations, nor even Assad Khan himself, was
present at their rejoicings, as such would not have been proper ;
but a few Hindoos and low-caste men, village servants, were, as
Bannbchi husbands can safely trust their wives and daughters
with such as they. They are useful no doubt, and some of them
are rich; but a Hindoo or J a t cobbler or carpenter is a poor
spiritless fellow. What harm can he do should he see their
wives' faces, and even if he has the will, what dare he do to the
belongings of the noble Pathan ? A t least, so think Pathan
husbands and fathers.
On the seventh day after the birth, Assad Khan gave a feast
to his relations and neighbours, and whenever any of his or
his wife's female relations came, bringing presents of lollipops
. and clothes for the new arrival, and offered their congratulations, you may be sure he gave them something in return, for
it is the custom to do so.
When the mother and son had been made comfortable, the
Moolah was summoned, and he breathed into the infant's right
ear, and whispered into it "God is great." H e then retired,
after receiving a small fee, and grumbled to himself at its being
only two rupees.
Vide page 172.
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For forty days after the birth of a child a woman neither
prays nor fasts nor handles the Koran, and all the world
knows that at such a period she is peculiarly susceptible
to the influence of jinns, and that infants are so too; indeed, there is one class of jinn whose special delight it is
to devour the livers of young children. Assad Khan knew
all this, so he had the amulet, called "the Guardian," suspended from a post at the head of the bed, where mother and
babe lay, and placed a Koran and knife-for he had no sword
--on the quilt beside them, and through their benign aid all
bad spirits, who came poking their noses about, were kept at
a respectful distance.
Gulijbn nursed her boy herself, and gave him daily a dose
of ghf, for the good of his health and to assist digestion.
Sometimes, too, a milch goat was called in to act aa wet
nurse.
Antimony was applied every day to his head and round his
eyes, in order to encourage the growth of strong black hair.
When about two weeks old, Assad Khan thought he had
better name his child. The Moolah suggested one of the attributes of God or the Prophet,' such as " the exalted one,"
"the blessed," or even " the servant of God; " but after some
wavering the parents preferred a word expressive of some
manly virtue, and fixed upon that of ShBrdil, that is, "the
lion-hearted." There was no ceremony. A11 that happened
was that the father, when talking to others about his boy,
spoke of him as "my son Shkrdil," but at home his parents
still called him " pet," " sweet darling," " sonny mine," and
many other endearing terms.
From the hour of his birth, Gulijbn used several times daily
to manipulate her son's head and face, in order to make them
1 I n so proposing, the Moolah only acted in accordance with the Shara' injunctions. The use of any of the clam of names, from which the parents made
their selection, is unauthorized, but in practice such names are often given. For
a irl the preference is generally given to the nnme of one of the Prophet's wives,
an%he had only nine; or a purely fancy word, e.g. a flower, is chosen. In both
cases the field for selection is small, but for women it is particularly so.
10
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round and shapely. She always, too, laid him to sleep on his
back in her own bed, or in a swinging cradle beside it, after
stretching and tying his limbs together to keep them straight.
She was m ~ s particular
t
about the forehead, for the broader
and flatter it is, the finer and more manly does the face appear.
The nose, too, was not forgotten, but was daily pinched and
pulled, in order to point and elongate it. Fatima even proposed that her step-son's head should be kept in a mould,'
as she had heard was the practice amongst the Jats in the
Indus villages; but GulijBn would not hear of it, as she said
it was not the custom of her people to do so. Aa the cartilage
of the head hardened into bone, she gradually discontinued
her manipulations, but not until she had moulded her son's
head into comeliness, and his nose promised to be as long and
finely chiselled as her own.
Shkrdil-I shall call him by his own name now, though his
parents did not-was not weaned until he was over two years
old, by which time he had learnt to toddle about, and make
mud pies in the channel which supplied the village with water.
When three years old, he was circumcised by the village barber,
for Assad Khan thought the sooner it was done the better,
although he knew many parents postpone it until the child
is eight o r . ten years old. No ceremony accompanied the
operation; the barber simply came, cut, and went. I n the
cold weather Shkrdil generally wore a little quilted coat, but
in the hot he went naked, wearing nothing even on his head,
though it was close shaven, with the exception of a fringe of
hair all round it.
B y the time he was seven, Shkrdil's father declared the boy
Some Banndehis and Marwats do, in fact, use clay moulds. I n the river villages
The infant's head, too, is kept a little below the level
of the rest of its body, so as to throw a portion of the weight of the body on to the
head. A native doctor told me that the constrained osition sometimes caused sores,
but those of the peasantry I asked about it denied tgat such was the case, and said
that, a~ the infant's body is well oiled, Bores never appeared. No evil consequences
seem to result from the custom, and certainly it does improve the shape of the head
and face. Were it tried at home, perhaps snub noses, bad foreheads, and ugly polls
wmld not be so common as they are. Let the British matron accept the hiut !
1

it is the common practice.
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knew the difference between right and wrong, and must be
sent to school, though, sooth to say, the neighbours did not
think he had yet a glimmering conception of what is right,
for a more thoroughly mischievous young pickle it would have
been difficult to find, even amongst the children of the Sahib-lbg.
One day he called a holy Sayad "old scald head9'-a rich
vocabulary of abuse is one of the earlieat of infantile aoquirements amongst Pathans-at which his father, inwardly chuckling at his precocity, and prophesying he would turn out a
learned Akhoond some day, walked him straight off to school
at the mosque of his quarter, and consigned him to the Moolah,
saying, "Beat him well, but make a good Musalman of him."
The Moolah had a class of fourteen little boys and six little
girls, and all the scholars were between seven and thirteen
years old. There were also several grown-up men at the
school-big, dirty-looking fellows -who called themselves
" seekers after knowledge," and who had come from Peshiwar.
The village maintained them; but each boy's parents or
guardian paid for his schooling in the shape of tithes, and
a new BUit of clothes for the Moolah when the course should
be finished.
Now the village contained one hundred and thirty-six houses
and three mosques, in each of which a Moolah taught, and
about one in five of the Musalman boys, and one in ten of the
girls in the village, attended regularly at their respective
mosques ; so you see education was not neglected by those good
Pathans.
For three years Shdrdil went to school for about two hours
every day, except on Fridays and other holidays, and many
a beating did the old Moolah give him, for Pathan parents
never interfere between master and pupil. By the time that
his schooling was over, he had read the Koran all through
many times, snd could even repeat scraps of it. Bs that
sacred volume is written in Arabic, he never understood a
word he read, nor did the Moolah attempt to explain it to

,
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his class, as he knew very little Arabic himself; but for all that
the boy used, in chorus with his fellow-scholars, to glibly gabble
over his daily lesson. He left school a well-trained Musalman,
thorough.ly accomplished in the ritual of his religion, and in
everything the Moolah considered necessary for salvation.
His father was immensely proud of him, took him eserywhere, and always made him wear a white cotton turban,
though he himself continued ko wear his usual sombre red one.
Being asked the cause, he said to his son, "I am getti*ngan
old man now, .and adhere to the dress of my forefathers, red
turban, long shirt, loose indigo-dyed trowsers drawn in at the
ankles, and sandals. They used to say of us, ' Every Banndchi
wears a red turban and is a snuff-taker," and all of us counted
our ages by our turbans. This is my third. But all that is
changed now. You must do as young Bannd does, wear shoes
and English white cotton clothes."
One Friday, when going to' market, Shkrdil asked his father
why the day was kept as a holiday ; but his father referxed him
to the Moolah. So when the boy got home, he asked his old
teacher, who said, " I t is the same to us as the Sunday of the
Sahib-Zdg, a holy day, because we believe God rested on it from
all his work, after having made the wodd. I t begins, as do
all our days, about two hours before sunset? and whoever dies
and is buried during it is reckoned fortunate, for 6he angels
Nakir and Munkir trouble him in his grave with few questions.
On Friday eve: too, the spirits of the departed revisit their
earthly homes. Your mother always cooks some choice food
for them, and sends it to the mosque before dark, because it
is proper that the spirits should be able to retire to their graves
in daylight."
"Now tell me about dl the fasts, saints' daya, and festivals,"
said the insatiable Shkrdil.

" Har Bannddzai sfir patkai naswhrai."
The day is generally reckoned from sunset to sunset, but some say a8 the Moolah
.does here.
That is, our Thursday evening.
1
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"Listen, then," said the Moolah. " R a m z h is the ninth
moon in our calendar, during which all true Musalmans fast
from sunrise to sunset. Water even is not drunk. By fasting
the whole thirty days a man becomes cleansed of all sin. When
the new moon of the tenth month appears, the fast comes to an
end. W e d the day 'Fd-ul-jitr, or 'the little Eed' (Kam
Akhtar). On it every one is happy, and dresses in his best,
and feasts. After morning prayers people congratulate each
other, for every heart is light, from satisfaction at having
endured a long fast meritoriously. Our 'great Eed' (Stir
Akhtar), which is properly called 'the Eed of Sacrzjke' ('I'd-iKurbdn), comes seventy days later, on the tenth day of the
twelfth moon, and ~om~memorates
Abraham's intended offering
up of his son IamQi1,l when God stayed his arm and accepted
a ram instead. On this day every family must sacrifice some
animal-a sheep, a goat, or even a fowl. Those who are t.oo
poor, club together, and buy and fatten an animal for the
purpose, one-third of which is always bestowed in charity. Men
spend the day in jollity, tent-pegging, racing, and sword-play ;
but women go in a body, and visit some holy shrine, at which
they dance and sing, and have religion and pleasure combined.
"Our first month is, you know, the Muharram. The tenth
day of it is called A'shtira. On it, but in different years, Husain
and Hum, sons of 'Ali, the husband of Fatima, the daughter of
our Prophet, were killed by Yazid. Shiahs observe it as a
day of mourning, but we: Sunnis as a day for humiliation,
prayer, and alms-giving. On it the people visit the graves of
their relations, and sprinkle them with water and cast smooth
pebbles on them ; and on the judgment-day, when the angels
shall hold the scales, and weigh, in the presence of God and his
angels, each man's virtuous against his evil deeds, every stone
or pebble so cast will be placed on the side of the former. Last
A'shzira your sister and all the other girls in the village went
out and cried and moaned all night, according to custom; but it
1

Muhammadans ssy it waa IsrnM, not Ieaac.
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is not right to do so, and I hope the practice will soon cease, as
it smacks of Shia-ism.
"Besides the days I have told you of, there is one saint's day
I had almost omitted. I mean the eleventh of each month,
which is held holy to commemorate the death of Shekh Abdul
Khdir Jailbni, the chief of all our saints, whose foot is on the
neck of all others. I t is observed every month because, though
we know the date, we do not know the month in which he
died."
" You mean the day on which we remember ' the fine youth '
([of dzawan)," said Shbrdil, interrupting h i m
"Yes," replied the Moolah; "the saint is called so, because it
is disrespectful to call a great person by his name. Alms are
distributed on this day. Wishes uttered and vows made on it
are more likely to be fulfilled or kept than on any other, and
the Moolahs are not forgotten on it either."
" Peace be with you ! " said Shbrdil, greatly impressed with
his teacher's earnest manner. " I shall tell papa not to forget
you, and not to keep back any of your tithes, as he does
generally."
The Moolah's eyes twinkled, as he called out to his young
friend, "And on you be peace !"
Some days after the conversation just related, Shbrdil came
home one evening from his father's fields, where he had been
working all day, complaining of shivering and head-ache, and
went to bed without eating any supper. His mother was quite
frightened, as hitherto her darling had never been seriously
ill, and asked Fatima what she thought could be ailing the
. lad.
" Perhaps 'tis jaundice," said Fatima ; "but if so, you need
not be alarmed, for there is a Koresh in the village who can
cure i t ; he belongs to the family who can remove disease by
praying, and breathing on the patient. The way is this.
Patient and Koresh sit down opposite each other, and a small
bowl of ghi is placed between them. Then the Koresh takes up
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some blades of grass, and holds them over the bowl, and the
patient grasps one end of them. 'I cut your jaundice with
this knife ; say, have you faith ? ' says the Koresh. 'Yes, cut,'
says the sick man; whereon the other breathes on the knife,
and, saying some words to himself, cuts. The portion of the
grass which is severed from the rest is then permitted to fall
into the bowl. This is repeated several times, until the ght
becomes of a deep ochre yellow, a sign that all the bad humour
in the patient's body has been drawn off. After that, abstinence
is enjoined for seven days. I f the remedy succeed, the cure is
God's, being wrought by faith. Another way is this, but it is
practised by another family of Koreshes. A twig is taken from
a fig-tree, and chopped into forty pieces, and after each has
been breathed on, they are strung together, and the whole
fastened round the patient's neck. Seven or ten daysJ abstinence is enjoined, during each of which the necklace grows
longer, at the end of which the patient is convalescent."
" No, no, it can't be jaundice," said Gulijhn ; " perhaps i t is
cough, he escaped it when a child. I'll go out on the road tomorrow, and ask the first horseman I see riding a grey horse
what remedy to apply, and whatever he says I'll do."
" Perhaps it is small-pox," interposed Fatima ; " for he has
not had it yet, and you know the saying, ' Until the child gets
over the small-pox, parents do not count it their own.' I t is a
bad month for it, there is so much thunder about."
Just at that moment Shkrdil awoke and said, "Mamma, dear,
I am so cold, and yet so hot. Has papa come home yet ? "
" Be patient, my boy, he will be home presently; he is at the
Chouk? having a smoke and a gossip."
1 If thunder reaches the ears of a small-pox patient, it is supposed he will become
deaf for life. I n Marwat tom-toms (drums) are beaten round him during a thunderstorm, in order to prevent the fatal sound being heard by him.
a A raised place, well provided with beds, stools, chilama (pipes), etc., where the
village ossips assemble and smoke in idle hours. There is also attached to it a shed
or hut cjose by, in which meetings are held in wet and cold weather. There is one
Chouk to each uarter in every village. Only those men belonging to the same faction
or party as t h e l e a d man, to whom the Chouk belongs, frequent it. This institution,
therefore, is a sort of political club on a small scale.
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Soon after, &sad Khan came in, and when he saw his son's
state became very anxious, suspecting "the great fever " (Stira
tabu) was attacking him. He nursed him for a day or two,
during which the fever showed no signs of abating, and then
determined to apply the great Pathan remedy, which is practised all over Afghanistan. He had a sheep slaughtered and
skinned, and, after rubbing a little oil and turmeric upon the
skin, wrapped up his son in i t while it was hot. Next he laid
him on the bed, put a large quilt over him, and kept the door
shut, to prevent any draught coming in. At the end of twentyfour hours the skin was removed, and a fresh one substituted.
This time it had the desired effect, and before ShCrdil had worn
it ten hours he said, in a faint weak voice, to his father, "Papa,
I have become water."
His father told him to bear it a few hours more, and then
took off the skin.
Shkrdil came out a scare-crow, for he had sweated half his
flesh away, but the fever was conquered.
I t had been a case of kill or cure.
For the next seven days he was kept inside the house, like
a tinned sardine, with the door shut, but on the eighth day
the door was opened and he was washed.
Shkrdil was now about fifteen, and his father began to busy
himself making private inquiries amongst his kith and kin for
a maiden about the same age, who would be a suitable match
for his son. The durn's wife, whom he employed to find out
particulars about the different marriageable girls in his tribe,
at last told him of one named Begama, who would make such
a nice daughter-in-law. A formal deputation was despatched
to sound the girl's parents, who replied they would agree to
the match if Assad Khan would in return give his daughter
to their eldest son, who wished to take a third wife. Assad
Khan replied that the exchange was unequal, as his daughter
would be wife number three, whereas theirs would be number
one. After some haggling, he consented, provided he received
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eighty rupees into the bargain, and the exchange betrothal
was so arranged.
The betrothal of Shkrdil came off first.
His father, mother, and a number of relations, male and
female, accompanied by a durn bearing an enormous tray of
sweetmeats, marched in procession one evening to the house of
their daughter-in-law elect, who lived in a neighbouring village. On arrival they presented the tray and were entertained.
After supper, when all terms had been settled, the women of
the bride expectant's family applied henna to the hands of the
members of Shkrdil's family, and Assad Khan's white beard
even was stained red, but by a durn.
Next morning the deputation started for home; the durn,
with another tray of sweetmeats on his head-a return present.
As they were leaving there waa great talking and laughing,
and several of them came back with clothes spotted red and
yellow all over, from henna and turmeric. Then the neighbours crowded in and congratulated Shkrdil'e parents, and the
sweets were distributed. I n the evening there was a dance of
the women of the village at Assad Khan's house, but a number
did not join, as the priestly classes of Bann6 had lately set
their faces against dancing, singing, and music, on the ground
that it created scandal, and was contrary to Shara' ; and,
moreover, they say that for betrothal the only essential is the
ceremony of staining the palms red with henna (Zis-szirai),
that everything else is empty compliment. But I suspect, the
true reaaon why the priests would put down everything that
EaVOWS of fun on such occasions is, that no part in the proceedings is assigned to them.
When it was all over, Fatima said that in her country of
Marwat the custom was that after kis-szirab is over, the bride
elect's mother, or guardian, presents the leader of the deputation with a needle threaded with a thread of red or yellow
silk, and a long scarf, in token of the connexion between the
two families.

,
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Although Shkrdil had not yet seen his bride, as it is not
the custom for principals to see each other during the betrothal
ceremonies, he was very anxious to pay her a visit in secret,
especially as his stepmother had told him it was the custom
amongst some Pathan tribes; but his father would not hear
of it, and scolded Fatima for putting such thoughts into the
boy's head.
Fatima laughed and said, "Well, in my country every young
man of spirit secretly visits his future bride after betrothal;
and if he is discovered, he is detained three days at his fatherin-law's, and .each night the unmarried girls, amidst much
laughter, toozle and tussle the youth about until he is glad
to escape from their clutches as best he can; but you Bann6chis
-bah !-you have no pluck, no go in you. The Marwats are
the lads for the lassies. Why, Begama will think all the better
of Sherdil for a little courting.''
"That may be your custom, and suit your country, where
women have no shame and never veil their faces ; but it would
not do here, where women are still modest, thank God ! " said
Assad Khan.
So Shhrdil had to restrain his impatience to see his betrothed,
but I have no doubt the young rascal contrived a few stolen
interviews, for the girl was just as desirous of knowing him as
he her, and the proverb says, "From hearts to hearts are ways."
Two weeks after the betrothal Assad Khan sent by the hand
of a durn a quantity of cooked food to thc house of his future
daughter-in-law, and a return present was made. Again, when
the "great Eed" came round, he, according to custom, sent
a quantity of clothes, cooked food, and some henna, as a present
for Begama. Although the two young people had arrived at a
marriageable age, &sad Khan put off the marriage until Shkrdil
1 Marwata deny that the betrothed couple do meet on mch occasions, and say that
the youth only goes to make the acquaintance of hi father-in-law's family, and
that during his stay his betrothed is hidden away somewhere. Notwithstanding
such denial, I believe the account here iven is correct. The bullying the young
man has to undergo during hi three daysB stay ie admitted by all.
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waa in his eighteenth year. When he had made up his mind,
he sent a durn and some women over to ask Begama's parents
to name a day for the marriage, which they readily did. The
preparations then c o m m e n d in earnest. A purse containing
fifty rupees was sent to the bride elect's parents, with which
to procure a part of her outfit, and Assad Khan and his wives
busied themselves in getting ready the marriage trousseau,
which consisted of a suit of silk clothing and a complete set
of silver bangles, together with ornaments for the forehead,
nose, ears, neck, arms, ankles, and toes. When everything
was prepared, a great quantity of food of all sorts was also
cooked and sent to Begama's house, together with her clothes
and bangles.
Next day our old friend the Moolah appeared, and dressed
Shkrdil in new white clothes. Happy youth ! He had passed
the last three days in a tremble of excitement, now grinning
from ear to ear and showing two rows of beautiful white teeth,
now "sighing like a furnace," and now taking sly peeps at
himself in his pocket looking-glass, and applying finishing
touches of antimony to his eyea, or oiling his locks and incipient beard with strong-smelling ghd.'
When dremed, he looked a bridegroom every inch of him.
Gravely and reverently he turned to his old preceptor, and,
making a low obeisance, touched his feet. Then, beginning
with his father, he went round the whole circle of those who
were near and dear to him, and, bowing to each in turn,
touched their feet.
The village was now in a greak bustle. Everybody was
dressed in his and her best, and chattering and talking together; whilst two dums, one beating a drum, and the other
blowing at a reed instrument regardless of time or melody, with
the eole object of producing as much noise as possible, made
every heart light and happy.
1 Dandy young Pathans do all this, and carry about with them a wooden comb in
their hair, and in their pocket a box containing antimony and a small looking-glass.
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At last the procession was formed. I t was a grand affair.
Shkrdil sat in the middle, on an old mare, looking bright and
pleased, juet as a bridegroom ought. The departure had been
so timed that the bridal party reached its destination about sunset. On arrival some dancing and singing followed, after which,
when it was quite dark, the ceremonies began.
Begama's cousin, a girl about her own age, acted as her proxy.
Her sheet was tied to that of Shdrdil, and to Shdrdil was handed
an empty earthenware pitcher. The pair then walked to the
water-course which supplied the village with water, escorted by
the unmarried of both sexes. Shhrdil set down the pitcher
beside the stream, and dipping hie little finger into the water,
let the drops from it run off into the pitcher. This he repeated
three times. Next he went through the same procedure with a
sword. Thrice he dipped i t in the water, and thrice the drops
Fan & it into the pitcher. His companion then stooped down
and ladled the pitcher full with her hands. When quite full,
Xhkrdil lifted it up, and, stepping back with it seven paces, put
it down on to the ground again. The knot fastening the two
sheeta together was then untied, and the proxy withdrew.
Next several durn, belonging to the bride's village, advanced,
holding a piece of string, with which they tried to measure
Shhdil ; but some of his friends raised him upon their
shoulders, and, after a scuffle, the dums retired discomfited.
Whilst this ceremony, which id3 called P&ndra, was going on,
the women belonging to the marriage procession, together with
those of the bride's village, were assembling in front of her
house. The parties did not intermix, but faced each other, like
hostile forces. First of all ShkTdil's friends sang his praiseswhat a fine youth he was,so brave, so handsome, and altogether
far too good for his bride. This nettled that young woman's
defenderg and they poured forth a torrent of song and shrill
noises, to prove that she w a s " Srnooth-skinned and dark, with bare throat made to bite,
Too wan for blushing, and too warm for white?
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Shkrdil's partisans soon ceased compliments, and fell back on
abuse. Begama's did the same. The wordy war was hotly
waged for nearly an hour, and, just as both sides were getting
faint and hoarse, Begama's mother came out, and giving each
Amazon some sugar-plums, said it was a drawn battle-would
they be pleased to go? They went, and by two in the morning
the excited little village was hushed in slumber ; and the stillness remained unbroken for four hours, save when a foolish
night-blind cock began to crow, or .the village curs barked, or
the night watchmen called out to each other, " Awake, ho ! "
With daylight every one was astir again, and a great feast
was given by the bride's family, from the eatables that h a d
Khan had sent two days before.
Breakfast over, the majority of the guests departed ; a select
and privileged few alone remaining. Shdrdil and a few of his
nearest relations then entered the house, in which Begama's
mother exhibited to them a bed, cooking utensils, a spinning
wheel, and sundry other articles requisite for a young wife
when beginning housekeeping.
"See, I bought these with the m n e y you supplied," $aid
she. "My daughter is ready, do you wish to take her now?"
"Yes," answered Assad Khan.
On that the mother stepped back, and, taking her daughter
by the arm, led he^ forward. Begama was carefully veiled and
dressed in the clothes Shbrdil had sent her. She neither cried
nor laughed; indeed, her self-possession was so admirable that
I am now convinced Shkrdil and she had already made each
other's acquaintance. Shkrdil advanced, and took her by the
hand, and led her outside, where a pony mare was standing
ready for her. As soon as she was seated, Shkrdil's most
intimate friends, who had remained, crowded round him, each
thrusting forwards his right hand with some money in it. He
took the proffered rupees from three or four of them only.
When a couple of oxen had been loaded with Begama's outfit and house furniture, the procession was formed and returned
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to Shkrdil's village. On arrival, a fat sheep was presented to
the bride before she alighted. After sunset the old Moolah
was called in to marry the young couple. Begama stood
behind a screen, whilst her vakil, or spokeswoman, stood in
front. Besides the bride, vakil, the Moolah, Shdrdil, and his
parents, there were four or five other persons present to witness
the marriage. First of all the Moolah had the vakil's authority to speak and to declare the amount of dower attested,
after which the vakil said three times, " I, have given in lawful
marriage the person of Begama, daughter of Abdullah Khan,
with one hundred rupees dower, to Shk-rdil, son of Assad
Khan." And Shkrdil on each occasion answered, " I have
accepted." After that, the Moolah raised his hands, keeping
the palms towards his face, and prayed God to bless the
marriage. All those present did the same. Some sweetmeats
were then distributed, and the company left. The Moolah
received two rupees and a turban as his fee.
Three days after the marriage Begama's mother came, and,
according to custom, took her back to her old home. She remained there several days, and then returned to her husband's .
house for good.
Before she had been married a fortnight, she was quite at
home in her new family, though it is true she grumbled a
little at first, when she found there was no prospect of her
husband building a new house for her for a year to comeand no wonder too. What newly-married wife would not
complain did she find that two mothers-in-law, a father-in-law,
and an unmarried sister-in-law, were all to sleep, dress, and
eat in the same room as she and her husband occupied? However, Begama was a sensible girl, and contented herself with
Shkrdil's promise that as soon as his sister was married, and
his father had won his lawsuit with his cousin, he would
arrange about a separate home for her. She proved a great
comfort to the whole family, fetching all the water for household consumption, preparing all the food, and, what is more,
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making with her own hands all the dung-fuel cakes wherewith
to cook the daily meals. She was indeed a model wife, and
Shhrdil used to stand and gaze with pride and admiration at
her, as, with nimble fingers, she would sit and comb and dress
his mother's hair.
Fatima and she were great friends, and one day Fatima related to her the particulars in which the Marwat betrothal and
marriage customs differed from those of the BannGchis.
She said, "When I was young and pretty, like you, my
dear, I fell in love with my cousin, but he was poor ; so my
father gave me to your ShBrdil's father, and he went all the
way to Lakki to fetch me, and married me according to Marwat
custom. Between the betrothal and the marriage he never
came and visited me, as he knew my companions in the village
would make fun of him. The day before he came to fetch me
home, I was taken outside the village with some of my companions, and we were placed in a thatched shed by ourselves.
There we ate our meals, and sent some sweets to Assad Khan,
and he made me a present in return. About sunset a party of
girls came out of the village laughing and singing ; and when
they got to my resting place, they attacked us, but all in good
humour. Their object was to carry off a plait of my hair, ours
to prevent 'the rape of the lock.' They were two to one, and
at last succeeded. I then began to cry and to beat my
breast, and my companions did the same. After a time we rose
and went home. On the following evening the bridal procession
arrived, and the women of the party went into my mother's
house. Both sides sang and danced and abused each other.
Then my sister, as my representative, took an ass's blanket-pad,
and manceuvred to throw it over the head and shoulders of one
of the near relations of my future husband. After some scuf3ing
she contrived to do so, and it was accepted as a sign that I
would be stronger than my husband and rule him, and so I do.
Next morning I was made over to Assad Khan, just as you were
to Shkrdil, and conducted to his home. After the marriage, at
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which I spoke for myself,' was over, I was placed in a dark
corner, screened off from the rest of the house, and remained
there for three days, during which I was only visited by my
husband. On the fourth day my husband's sister came, and,
taking me by the hand, raised me and welcomed me, and said,
' Now, Fatima, you are my sister and one of us.' I then gave
her the rupee my mother had provided for the purpose, and
entered on my duties as one of the family. My mother came
the same day and took me home for three days."
"And in which country are married women the better off? "
said Begama.
"Well," said Fatima, "in my country they have to work
harder, to fetch water every other day from a distance of from
one to nine Kos? and to grind the corn in a hand-mill ; but
here a stream runs through or close to every village, and watermills do all the corn-grinding. Then, again, in my country
our food is bajra, with occasionally wheat, and either water or
milk ; but you Banndchis eat mgize and wheat, and get plenty
of ghf, and sometimes meat as well. No, no ! B a n d is the
place for a woman to be comfortable in, but Marwat is the place
for fine husbands."
Some months after this conversation, Shkrdil, who had of late
been in the habit of spending his evenings with the Moolah,
instead of at the Chouk, asked his aged friend and preceptor
whether it was true that Futteh Khan, the village head man,
had an evil eye.
The Moolah was silent for a little, and then replied, weighing
every word as he spoke :
"People say so, but I do not know. Only those who possess an
evil eye know their powers of a certainty ; others may suspect
them, but cannot be sure. Besides, as a man grows older or
becomes a better Musalman, his eyes lose their evil, influence,
and certain it is Putteh Khan is getting old and is a good
1

I n Marwat girls generally give themselves away.

a One Xoa is about equal to one mile and a half.
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night watcher. The posseElsor of this strange power is often
wretched, because, on whatever thing his eyes may rest, be it
man, ,or beast, or inanimate object, misfortune sooner or later
will befall it. When a man falls suddenly ill, and the cause is
unknown, it is either a jinn who has affected him or an evil
eye. W e say, 'The sick from disease recover, but from eyes
never,' also ' Eyes ruin houses.' 2 A woman after childbirth,
a .person when out after dark, or one whose body is naked, are
peculiarly susceptible to such influences. I n all cases the cure
and prophylactic are holy amulets. Some old women have a
practice of waving three red chillies in succeeaion several timm
round the affected person's head, and each time saying, ' Hewwith I draw off the eye, be it man's or woman's or spirit's.'
Then each pod is put into the fire. But I do not believe in the
efficacy of the remedy. One method of discovering who the
author of a calamity may be, is to drop molten lead into oil,
when the lead assumes the shape of the mischief-maker; but
the learned have no faith in it."
"Now tell me about jinns," said Shkrdil.
The Moolah said, " Jinns are spirite and invisible. Some are
good and some bad, and their numbere are very great. Some
of the bad ones are always wandering to and fro seeking to do
mischief, but amulets keep them off. They are of both sexea, and
marry amongst themselves. When under the influence of 8
good jinn, a man possesses the gzft of tongues. Once when a
jinn entered into your mother, your father sent for several durn,
and they beat drums round her until the spirit cried out in
agony with a loud voice, and told who she was. I wao then
sent for, and exorcised the spirit. All good Moolahs acquire the
ninety-nine names of God in Arabic, which are an irresistible
spell against evil spirits and devils. I n learning the Almighty's
titles, I spent forty days in the wilderness in solitude communing with God. Every day I repeated His titles one hundred
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times to myself. I t was thus I acquired the spell wherewith I
exorcise. A family of jinna, known as 'the Khatak household,' used to live in Dilisa Khan's village; but when a strange
sickness fell on the children of the neighbourhood, so that they
withered and died one by one, the mothers clamoured to the
Khan that 'the Khatak household ' was eating the livers of
their little ones; and that great chief took counsel with the
Moolahs of Bann6, and, with their assistance, drove out the
jinns. Only two of that house now remain, the sisters Sardira
and Kamkai. They wander about, and sometimes take possession of one woman, sometimes of another. They never remain
long with any one, for unless those possessed of them treat
them with deference, and humour them, they take offence, and
go off elsewhere. Sardbra is now said to dwell in Shah J a h i n
Shah Shekh of Tappah SBdbt's mother."
Under the Moolah's kindly tuition Shdrdil's knowledge daily
increased. He learnt about eclipses and earthquakes, about
thunder and lightning, and what caused the wind to blow and
the rain to fall. H e was such a good husband, he had no
secrets from his wife, and told her all he knew.
This is what he told her.
Some men, who profess to understand astronomy, affirm that
an eclipse of the moon is but the earth's shadow being cast on it,
whilst an eclipse of the sun is the moon's shadow being thrown
upon the earth. Both are hypotheses incapable of proof and
absurd in themselves, for how can man solve the secrets of
the heavens without having scaled them and returned? No one
but the Prophet has been up there, and when he came back, he
told a very different story. The true explanation is this : Man's
sins are collected by angels on earth, and kept stored for a
whole year,' before being carried up for record; for God is longsuffering, and desires to give every sinner opportunity to repent.
Even when the time of grace has expired, God gives erring
1 The more general belief is that they are taken up for record nightly, as soon as s
man sleeps.
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man one more chance; and as His angels bear the burden
upwards, He causes it to be spread out, like a great cloud, in
front of the sun or moon. On seeing it, man is filled with
penitence, and humbles himself until the veil of cloud is removed. Whilst the darkness continues, every pregnant woman,
whether Hindoo or Muhammadan, keeps perfectly still, and does
no work, so that her unborn child may not bear any untoward
mark on its person, for whatever a woman in such a state then
does will be impressed on her child.
An earthquake is caused by the cow, on whose horn the world
is poised, changing the burden from one horn to another.
When God made the earth, he placed it on a cow's horn, and
the cow on the back of a fish, and the fish on a stone, and
the stone on
well, God knows what. n
u
a
t hao not
been revealed to man. Some think that when the earth
trembles, it is owing to the cow, which supports it, shaking
herself, and not shifting the earth from one horn to the other.
Whilst the quaking goes on, the Marwats rush out of their
homes, and call to each other, "Come to Mecca ! Come to
Mecca!" But as soon as the motion ceases, their desire to go
on a pilgrimage subsides also.
The scientific say that disturbances in the elements arise 60m
natural causes. A circumambient river surrounds this world,
and when the heat of the sun is very intense it causes ita waters
to boil. The noise of their boiling is thunder. When a suficiency of steam has been generated, it forms as vapour clouds
over the earth; and when two of those clouds are driven together by the wind, sparks are emitted, as from the friction of
two flints rubbed together. The sparks we see are called
lightning. Moolahs say this explanation is, so far RE rain is
concerned, erroneous, and that the true one is as follows :-The
Archangel Mikail (Michael) is stationed at the river, and when
he receives God's order to supply rain to any country, he calls
out to the river "Boil" in such a loud voice that it boils and
throws off a great quantity of vapour, which is conveyed by
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angels to the required spot. When the rain falls, a separate
angel is in charge of each drop, and when, through carelessness
or other cause, any drops run together, lightning is produced.
When rain is general, it is caused by the angels stationed along
the banks of the river ladling water out into sieves, whence
drops are formed. When the wind blows, it is the breath from
the nostrils of the angel IsrUil, who will blow the last trump
at the resurrection.
All this, and much more, did Shkrdil impart to his wife-a
medley of Shara' and upper claw popular belief.
Begama's time was now drawing near, and one hot morning
in June she presented her husband with a son, but, whether i t
was the heat or the flies or wicked jinns, the child never
thrived. His death was a sad blow to his parents, and added
many a white hair to Assad Khan's beard, though the old man
strove hard to cheat himself into the belief he was still young,
by frequent resort to the dyeing brush.'
Begama besought her husband to pay Shbh Jahbn Shbh's
mother a visit, as some of the neighbours had persuaded
her the child had died from the jinn SardQra's malevolence.
Shkrdil consented, and, taking- a goat and a rupee with him
as propitiatory offerings, went to the woman's house.
After saluting her, he said : "Say, mother, did Sardira eat
my child's liver? I have brought a present for you."
" Sardbra lives there," said the crone, pointing to a hut she
had specially erected for her familiar to rest in, when tired of
her company. "Put the goat in there, she may be hungry."
Shbrdil did so, and then repeated his question.
The crone nodded her head several times, then shook it at
her visitor, and gave a screech, mumbling to herself, "She is
coming, coming ! Ah, she is in me ! "
-

The majority of grey-haired and bearded Banndchis dye their hair either black or
red. Those who can show a good white beard, often leave it wkte. Marwats do not
usually dye their hair. In the other parts of the District all but the poorest dye. It
is sometimes difficult to recognize a man, as one day he ap ears before you with a
~nagnificentgrey beard, a week later, perhaps, the oolour w& be black, and a week
later still red.
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Shdrdil understood her to mean that the spirit had taken pogsewion of her, and became rather nervous. Thinking the rupee
might pat* her, he slipped it into her hand, which grasped i t
convulsively, but evidently without the crone's being conscious
of the act--at least Shdrdil thought so, and proportionately
admired her disinterestedness.
"Ask, and I will answer," said Sardira, speaking from the
woman's mouth.
The question was repeated a third time.
"No, I did not harm your child. I t was my sister Kamkai
who killed it. Let your wife wear this round her waist, and
your next child will live," said SardBra, handing Shkrdil a piece
of string.
H e thanked her, and, as he rose to go, SardBra whispered to
him, "Let her come every month to me, and don't forget the
rupee." 1
Shdrdil started for home with the precious string in his hand,
but, strange to say, on the way his mare got colic. He dismounted and led the suffering animal to the nearest graveyard, and walked her up and down amongst the tombs8 for
half an hour, by the end of which time the mare waa quite
well again.
Assad Khan's land caee was now being heard in one of the
Settlement Courts, and the old man was always very busy and
mysterious, for, though naturally inclined to honesty, he had
sued for double the amount of land he thought himself entitled
to; because he had heard that the Sarkir's judges never
decreed a suitor his full claim, having learnt by experience
that if a native is owed one rupee he claims two. Now "one
1 The account of this visit is a fact. A man who had no great faith in the old
witch's powers of evil, was forced by his wife, a h r the death of his first child, to
visit the woman, when the conversation here related took place.
a This is a remedy commonly practised, and is often successful, not owing to the
gmius loci, but from the mere fact of exercise being sometimes beneficial in colic.
Another cure ie to flash about great wisps of burnin straw under the horse's
belly; in which case the action is, I suppose, similar to &at obtained by hot fomentations.
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lie breeds many," so witnesses had to be canvassed, bribed,
and instructed. I t was a weary expensive business, and as,
day after day, Assad Khan came home heart-sick from the
Cutcherry, and still the case dragged on, hie appetite began
to fail him and his face to look pinched and wan.
One day he returned from hia usual resort in a high state of
excitement, which found vent during supper, when he abused
the Sahib-Zcig roundly, calling them "tyrants" and "infidels,"
and harder names too.
" Why, what have they done now ? " said She'rdil.
" What have they done now ? " cried his father ; " why, half
a dozen or more Faringis this morning rode through my lands,
screaming and whooping like a pack of lunatics, and they and
their twenty or thirty dogs1 killed a fox in the sugar-cane field.
They have ruined me, those K6firs."
"Father," said Shkrdil quietly, "you are ill, you know not
what you say. The Moolah says the Sahib-ldg are 'children
of the Book,' as we are, and that the great distinction between
their religion and ours is that they deify the Prophet Jesus and
make Him their intercessor before God, instead of our own
Prophet of God, whom they disown. As to the sugar-cane, the
sum total of our loss is not one rupee. Remember what you
used to tell me of the unbelieving Sikhs, or even the believing
Durrinis, and thank God, who took pity on us and sent the just
Sahib-Mg to rule over us."
Such a firm respectful remonstrance from his son astonished
Assad Khan. H e felt in his heart he had spoken hastily and
wrongfully, and passed the rest of the evening at home in
moody and sulky silence, inetead of going to the Chouk as
usual to smoke and gossip. On the following day he returned
from the Court-house early, and appeared low and despondent.
Shkrdil asked what ailed him, and whether he thought the
case would be decided in his favour.
A
them,

d Khan alludes to the Ban116 pack of fox hounds and those who rode to
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"God knows on which knee the camel may rest," said the old
man wearily, quoting a familiar proverb.
The next day, when Amad Khan came home, he told Shkrdil
that his suit had been dismissed, and that, as God was evidently
hostile to him, he might as well die, having nothing worth
living for left. First his grandchild had died, then he had spent
over one hundred rupees in this lawsuit and lost i t after all.
Shkrdil consoled him as well as he could, and then went over to
his friend the Moolah, to get a little comfort himself.
When the Moolah heard what had happened, he sighed and
said :
" God's will be done. I fear thy father, boy, is not long for
this world."
" I f his time be up he will die, if not he won't," replied
Shkrdil. Then, after a pause, he added, "I am sure my father
need not fear death, he has been good to me, and to my mother,
and step-mother."
"Ah!" said the Moolah, "that will be seen on his death-bed."
" How so ? " asked Shkrdil.
"You know," said the Moolah, "that the recording angels
Kardm-uLKatibfn are present to every man. One sits on the
right shoulder, noting down good deeds, and the other on the
left, taking note of evil deeds. Every night, as the man sleeps,
they fly up to heaven, and record on his leaf in the tree of life
in the
called Tobl his acts of the day. Some say they only
record once a year, as I told you when talking of eclipses; but it
makes little difference whether it is done daily or only once in
the year, for the account is kept, and cannot be evaded. Each
person has a leaf to himself. When the end approaches, the
leaf drops off the tree, and the recording angels carry it to
'Izrail, the angel of death, who forthwith despatches them and
a third angel back to earth, to show the dying man his life's
account. On reading it, according as the balance is struck for
or against him, he dies happily or in torments. As soon as
death occurs, the vital principle is carried up to heaven, but the
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immortal soul remains with the corpse until the judgment day,
and that same night in the tomb has to answer the questions
put to it by the angels Nakir and Munkir."
When Sh6rdil went home, he found his father asleep, and his
mother sitting by his bed moaning and crying. She held up
her hand to her son, and whispered, "Hush, my child, the jinns
have been with him, but he struggled hard and conquered them,
I think. H e talked wildly about his case and your dead child.
H e sleeps now."
Shdrdil gently removed her, and, having sent for the Moolah,
sat down to watch beside the sick bed. Assad Khan dozed
fitfully on until morning, sometimes lying quiet, and sometimes
muttering to himself; but the only words his son could citch
were "lie" and "kill you." The sick man passed the next day
in the same way, but towards evening he suddenly started up
and looked vacantly round him.
"Don't you know me, father, it is your son," said Shdrdil,
throwing his arms round his neck and crying.
"Yes, yes, I see you, my o h boy; come nearer, nearer still,"
said his father faintly. Shdrdil put his face close to that of his
father. "Listen," whispered the dying man, "my cousin has
won-he had thirteen witnesses to my nine--he is your enemy.
Remember, revenge, revenge ! "
Those were the last words he spoke. H e breathed on for
some hours more, but was evidently sinking fast. Towards
morning he opened his eyes, and a quiet happy m i l e stole over
his face, then he gave a great sigh, and all was over.
" Thank God ! " said Sherdil, "hie end was peaceful.
H e is
accepted."
An hour after all was bustle. The Moolahs came in numbers,
and sitting together outside repeated the first chapter of the
Koran, and besought God to acoept the dead man and pardon
hie sins. Inside, the washer-of-thedead, a Koresh, was performing his offices. After wrapping the corpse in a shroud, he
laid it out for burial. W h i l ~ tthis was going on, some of the
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villagers had gone to the cemetery and dug the grave. Sevbral
of Assad Khan's relations brought pieces of cotton and silk,
and, going in one by one, laid them on the corpse. These,
as well as all the clothes of the dead man, became the perquisite
of the Koresh.
By noon all preparations had been completed, and the corpse
was placed on a bier, and a sheet thrown over it. Friends and
relations crowded round, each anxious to be one of the bearers ;
for to walk under a bier to the grave is a meritorious action
(Sawab). The bed, which served as a bier, was then raised,
and a crowd of Moolahs and other mourners-all men-walked
with it to the place of burial. On arrival it was set down
beside the open grave. The Moolahs then ranged themselves
behind, and the others stood a few paces farther back, all facing
towards Mecca. The prayers for the dead, which are very
short, were then said by the whole of the assemblage. On their
conclusion Shdrdil advanced, and deposited some money and
sweetmeats at the feet of the principal Moolah. His relations
did the same. The Moolahs then prayed God to accept the
offering; after which a low caste man stepped forward, collected
the money and sweets, and distributed them amongst the poor
and the Moolahs who were present, thereby hoping to bear
away the sins of the deceased. The corpse was then lowered,
and put on its right side, with its face towards Mecca. A few
inches in front of its eyes was placed a tablet of stone, inscribed
with the creed, for when Nakir and Munkir appear, fright often
causes memory to fail. Sufficient space was left to enable the
dead man to sit up during his examination. Stones were then
laid cross ways over the cavity which held the corpse, and the
earth was filled in.
When all was over, the party returned, and that evening
Shkrdil bestowed alms liberally, and gave hie relations, the
Moolahs, and the poor of the village, a good meal, at his own
house, after which he went to the grave, and sat beside it
watching all night. On the following Friday, and on the five
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succeeding Fridays, as well up to the fortieth day, Shhrdil
entertained all who came to his house, whether Moolahs or
others. During those forty days his relations, both male
and female, paid him and his family visits of condolence.
With the expiry of the term of mourning, the household fell
back into its old ways, and the daily routine of agricultural
life was resumed.
Here we may leave Shkrdil, having seen him born, educated,
betrothed, and wedded ; and let us hope he may succeed in his
case better than his poor father, for, being well to do, he is
ambitious of being made Malik, that is, head man of his section
of the village, and has given me a petition praying for the
appointment rice Futteh Khan deceased.

CHAPTER 11.
POPULAR STORIES, BALLADS AND RIDDLES.

PATHANS
enjoy a good story immensely, and the broader the
joke and the more rollicking the fun in it, the more intense is
their delight in listening to it.
I n ordinary conversation every Pathan throws his whole soul
into what he says-now speaking slow, now fast, now delivering
a word with great emphasis, face reflecting mind, and arms
acting in unison with both. Being a wild impulsive child of
nature, he has, on most occasions, as little command over his
features and his voice as a dog, when pleased, has to stop his
tail from wagging. I n the one case face, hands, and voice, and
in the other the dog's tail, involunbrily represent the impression which is passing through the mind. This is, of course,
only true of the rude untutored Pathan ; for contact with those
stronger or more refined than himself soon teaches him what
may be called " manners" ; in other words, outward restraint
over his emotions.
To the ignorant such abandon might almost seem acting, but
as it is artless and involuntary, it is the reverse. A good storyteller, however, must always be an actor: if he were not, his
words would fall flat; and as Pathans have generally plenty
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of spare time on their hands, and, in some respects, lively
imaginations, every village contains two or three wits, who
have studied the story-telling art, and are nightly at the
Chouk the centre of an admiring throng of idlers, who listen
open-mouthed, ready at the will of the narrator to explode
with laughter or weep with sorrow. .
Formerly, in this District, as is still the case elsewhere in
Afghanistan, the best story-tellers were professionals called
durn, a low caste class who, rabdb or sarindal in hand, either
roamed about the country from village to village, sure wherever
they went of a welcome, a supper, and a handful of coppers, or
a wallet full of flour, or took service with a chief. I n the latter
case, the "duna" combined in his person the offices of court
minstrel, jeater, and historiographer, and was consequently a
very important personage nmongst a chief's retainers. His it
was to chronicle in verse the doughty deeds of his master, to
preserve the memory of those of the clan who fell in battle, and
to be the repository of the tribal genealogical tree. His calling,
though not exactly an honourable, was a lucrative one; but,
alas for the good old times ! the changes in modes of life and
thought introduced with our rule, and incidental to a reign of
law and order, have deprived him of his occupation, and, except
when a fond son pays handsomely for a poem in honour of his
deceased father's virtues, the tuneful voice of the poet-minstrel
is now seldom heard.
Although, however, ballad poetry is dying out, story-telling
flourishes, and a circle of eager listeners is found for every sort
of tale, from the Akhoond's dreamy moral narratives, and the
wandering durn's elaborate anecdotes, gorgeoue with princes
and princesses, fairies and demons, down to the roaring fun of
the village wit, who strings half a dozen old jokes and stories
together with a weak thread of connexion, and therewith binds
and draws his impreseionable audience through all the mazes of
his story.
1

The rabdb is a kind of guitar, and the sarinda a kind of fiddle.
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Out of the large number of tales I have collected, I have
condensed and translated fifty of the shortest and apparently
most original of those which find the highest favour with the
poorest and most ignorant of the peasantry, and are, therefore,
more entitled to be called "popular tales than the longer,
more ambitious, and more refined narratives, which, through
their very length and elaboration, are wanting in flavour and
piquancy.
The specimens given in this chapter may be divided into
three classes, namely, humorous tales containing a moral,
laughter-creating tales and jests, and, thirdly, fables, of which
latter only a few are inserted, as the world is already overstocked with them.
At the end of the chapter are a few Mirwat ballads and
riddles.
jJ

CLASS I.-HUMOROUS AND MORAL.

An Akhoond was in the habit of preaching the duty of
charity to his congregation-that he who bestowed alms in
God's name would receive tenfold in return.
His sermons took effect on his wife, who one day sent a large
plate of sweets to the mosque, which delighted the heart of her
husband, until, on examining it, he felt sure that his wife must
have been the donor, as he recognized the plate as one of his
own. H e immediately rose to prayers, and continued them for
such a length of time that his hearers one by one left.
When the last had gone, and he found he would not have to
divide the sweets with any one, he took the dish home to his
wife, and pointed out that his precepts were for the multitude,.
and not for her; but as she insisted on continuing the giving
of alms, he replied, in order to frighten her, " I'll die if you do
it again."
Next day his wife did the same, and that evening her hus-
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band pretended to be taken ill, and feigned death. His wife,
suspecting his trick, gave out that her husband had, when
dying, enjoined her to leave his corpse two nights unburied in
the graveyard. After having the body washed and placed on
a bier, she had it conveyed there, and sat down at a little
distance to watch what should happen.
During the night, four thieves came to the spot, three
belonging to one party, and a fourth by himself. The three
vowed a tenth of their booty to the holy man's corpse should
they be successful; and the fourth did the same, but added
he would smash in the reverend corpse's head should he
return empty-handed.
After a time they all returned, the three with great plunder,
and the fourth in bad humour, with none. So he took up
a atone and threw it at the supposed corpse.
"You will kill me," yelled the unfortunate Akhoond starting
up from his bier. On w i n g thia strange sight, away ran the
thieves, thinking he was a spirit, leaving all their booty behind.
When gone, the wife stepped up, and said to.her husband,
"See what God has given for one dish of sweets."
"No, 'tis by being a corpse I gained it," said her husband.
" Will you promise never to give away again ? "
"No," replied the wife.
" Then leave me to die," said her husband. Whereupon she
gathered up the plunder and went home.
Next morning she went with a crowd to the graveyard, and
invoked her husband to come back to life, but he remained as
one dead, so she ordered the people to bury him, and called out
that she would divide all her husband's property that evening
amongst the poor, as it had pleased God to deprive her of him.
"No, not a pice," screamed the sham dead man, starting
up and bursting his shroud.
" Wah ! Wah ! God is great ! " said the simple people ; " he
has raised the dead to life." Then they went home, believing
the miracle.
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A clever fellow claimed to be a prophet, and many silly
people believed in him; whereupon the King of that country
summoned him to his presence, and, in order to expose the
falseness of h i pretensions, said to him i n full Darbbr : " I f
you can tell me what my thoughts are, I shall acknowledge you
as a prophet."
"Sire," was the ready answer, "you are thinking I shall
not be able to read your thoughts and be thus proved a liar."
The reply was so ingenious and true that the King was
silenced, and the falee prophet waa rewarded instead of beaten,
and acquired fresh fame.

A certain king promised to give his daughter to any one
who could .induce her to speak, but the penalty of failure was
death. Many made the attempt, but none succeeded.
A t last a young prince from a neighbouring country came,
determined to try hie luck, and when introduced to the Court,
where the silent Princess was sitting, pretended to take no
notice of her; but turning to the attendants and others who
were hanging about, called out in a loud voice, " Listen, for
I am going to tell you a story, and ask you a question. Once
upon a time, a carpenter, tailor, goldsmith, and fakeer were
travelling together, and wherever they halted at night, used
to keep watch in turn. On one occasion, the carpenter, in
order to keep himself awake, whiled away the time of hie
watch by fashioning a log of wood like a woman; the tailor,
when it came to his turn, made clothes for i t ; and the goldsmith likewise employed his watch in beautifying it with
bangles. The fakeer's turn was last of all, and he, seeing the
lovely inanimate figure before him, prayed God to bestow life
upon it, and God did so. When that occurred, the dawn was
breaking, and the fakeer's companions awoke simultaneously,

,
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and began to quarrel for possession of the beautiful woman they
had jointly created. Now, say which of them had best claim ?"
" The carpenter, for he made the figure," said one.
The tailor and goldsmith were named by others, and a hot
dispute ensued, but one voice shouted out, " The fakeer, became
through his prayer the lifeless block was animated."
" Right, the fakeer," exclaimed the Princess, who had been
greatly interested with the story, and was put off her guard
by the indifference which her wooer, so unlike former aspirants
to her hand, had shown towards her.
Thus the young Prince won a wife and saved his head.

A poor man heard his priest say that God rewarded the charitable tenfold; and, after many days of saving, he accumulated
one rupee and gave it to a beggar. Days and weeks went by,
but no ten rupees came. So the old man began to sicken from
over-fretting. First fever, then diarrhea, then dysentery attacked
him. A t last, when lying in a field at the point of death, in a
paroxysm of pain, he seized a tuft of grass with his hands ; the
tuft came away from the roots, and disclosed ten rupees concealed there.
Greedily the old man gathered them up, and, going home,
soon got well. But, though the reward had come at last and
the priest's words had been proved true, never again did he
bestow a pice in charity.

A thievish tribe infested a hilly country, plundering all
caravans which passed through it. Hearing of their misdeeds,
the King summoned the head men of the tribe to his presence,
and, after explaining tb them in a fatherly way the wickedness
of robbing merchants, admonished them to lead honest lives in
future, and made them swear on the Koran that they would

'
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plunder no more. But, on their return to their hills, they
forgot their oaths. So the wise King sent for them again,
and this time made them sign an engagement to lead good
lives ; after which he dismissed them with honour to their
own country, giving each a present. Yet again this thievish
tribe began infesting the passes and vexing the King's subjects.
Then the King was perplexed, and he called his Vizier, and
said to him, "How is it that neither oaths, nor engagements,
nor rewards, restrain this people ? "
The old minister smiled, and said, " Let my lord send once
again to the thieves, and, placing some earth from their own
hills beneath their feet, ask of them this question." And
the King did so.
Then the thieves answered : " Oaths and engagements bind
fools ; presents are given by the weak to the strong. So long
as we live in our hills, we must plunder to live as our forefathers did before us."
And the King was wroth, and said, "Out of your own
mouths I condemn you; you are not men, but beasts." So
he sent his army against them, and made war on them until
he had scattered and destroyed them.

A clever thief one day robbed a blind miser of his hoard,
and determined to spend a tenth of i t in charity. So he gave
an entertainment to the poor of the town. The miser appeared
amongst the guests; but when he attempted to eat, his food
stuck in his throat. Bssured by this sign that the host was
the thief, he went and complained to the King; and, sure
. enough, when the house of his entertainer was searched, the
remainder of the stolen hoard was found there.

Once upon a time the King of Hindbstbn's only son fell ill,
12

but his disease defied all treatment. A t last his father sent a
message to the King of K h o r h h n , imploring him to despatch
his own physician to prescribe for the sick youth. 88 the two
sovereigns were friends, the physician was ordered to go, but
excused himself by saying, " Hindirsthn is very far from here;
should I go, and my lord fall sick, he might die before I could
return to save him. My pereon is not known, let me send
Ghhlam Ali, my pupil, in my name." The King consented,
and Ghblam Ali was sent.
On arrival, he waa puzzled to account for his patient's prolonged illness, as his disease was a simple one, and the medicines
were proper. After reflection, he determined to ask for a private interview with the Queen mother. The King accorded it,
and the physician waa taken to the female apartments, and
on the Queen taking her seat behind a curtain, he asked her
who was the father of her son. After long protestations,
she said i t waa a certain Caahmiri slave.
With a light heart the questioner withdrew, and, after
learning that Cashmiris lived on rice, ordered the young
Prince to be fed on a rice diet. I n a few weeks his recovery
was complete, and the skill of the Khortbshni physician became
famous in Hindbstbn.

Lbkmbn Hakim, on his death-bed, warned his son never
to tell a secret to his wife, nor to be friends with a Sepoy,
nor plant a thorny tree in his court-yard. The advice seemed
so unreasonable that the youth determined to test it, and forthwith made friends with a Sepoy, planted a " be'r " tree in his
court-yard, and, killing a goat, threw its carcase into a dry
well, then told his wife in secret that he had murdered such
a one.
The wife at once told her neighbour's wife about the murder
as a great secret. I n course of time the tree grew ap, the
Sepoy became a police officer, and the story of the murder
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came to the King's ears. The police officer was sent to arrest
the murderer, and found him seated on his couch underneath
the " b k " tree. When rising to go with hie captor, his turban
got caught in the thorns of the tree; but the police officer, in
his zeal, forgetful of hie old friendship, dragged his prisoner,
bare-headed, to the King, without allowing him time to disentangle his turban. When charged with the murder, the
accused told the King of his father's three bite of advice, and
how all the three had at last come true.
The goat's skeleton, being found in the well, proved the man's
innocence, and the King dismissed him, telling him that youth
should accept the fruit of the experience of age in a trusting
child-like spirit.

One day old Mah6rQjah Runjeet Singh, the Lion of the
PunjQb, received in DarbQr a deputation of Hindoos and Muhammadans, and presented each with magnificent "K4ilats."
Amongst the presents to the former was a silver cow, and to
the latter a silver pig.
A year after, the two deputations again visited him, and he
asked the Hindoos what they had done with their cow. They
hung down their heads, and admitted they had melted i t down
and divided its silver amongst themselves.
"And what have you done with your pig?" said the monarch
to the Muhammadans.
Oh ! " said they ; "we threw the unclean beast into a drain
as soon as we got to our homes."
When the Mahhrfijah found that this was true, he fined the
greedy Hindoos all round, but rewarded the Muhammadans.

A Hindoo and Pathan were such great friends that the latter
deposited'one hundred rupees with the former, and after a time
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withdrew the money. The Hindoo'a heart smote him for
having let the money slip through his hands without even
charging interest for keeping it. So he hit on a scheme to
recover it ; and proposed to his friend that the first who should
doubt the other's word should forfeit one hundred rupees.
"Agreed," said the wily Pathan simply.
Some days after, the Hindoo told his friend that once, when
his donkey had a sore back, his father had rubbed some clay on
it, and that a seed in the clay took root there and grew, until it
became a great tree, so that the ass, wherever he went, enjoyed
cool shade.
" Verily, God's ways are wonderful ! " said his friend,
wagging his head and turning his eyes piously heavenwards.
a f t e r a little thought the Pathan said, "Your father and
mine were great friends, even as we are, and mine lent yours
one hundred rupees, but he never repaid it. I require the
money now."
The poor Hindoo thus lost, instead of gained, one hundred
rupees.

A certain wise King was in the habit of destroying every
daughter born to him, as experience had taught him that, if
permitted to grow up, they would bring trouble on his house.
One day his youngest son, whose name was Shera, was at
play with some other boys, when they began twitting him
about hia father's cruelty. "See," cried the most forward of
his playmates, pointing to an executioner who was passing with
the Prince's infant skiter, then but twenty-four hours old, in
his arms, " what your wicked father is doing ! "
The little Prince, touched with pity at the sight, ran into
the palace, and, climbing upon his papa's knee, besought him
to spare his sister's life. His father sternly rebuked him,
whereon the little fellow called his parent bad names, and
behaved in a very unfilial way.
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"Well," said the King, "I spare her life, but you will
live to repent it."
After that he put the boy and girl in charge of an old
nurse, and, giving her a bag of money, turned all three out
of his kingdom.
The ftiithful nurse went to a neighbouring state, and built
herself a hut in the jungle, in which she tended her young
charges with a mother's care for some years, and then died.
B y that time the young Prince Shem had become a skilful
hunter; but as he spent many b u r s daily in the chase, his
sister, whose name was M6ti, used to feel weary during his
absence. So one day she said to him, "Brother, your horse
and the beasts of the forest are your companions, but I have
none."
Shera replied that he would bring her something to love,
and forthwith went out, and returned a few hours after leading
a beautiful white fawn, which he gave to her.
One day the timid little creature, whilst wandering in the
forest, was seen by the King of that country's son, and followed
by him to the hut. I n its fright the fawn ran in and hid its
head in its mistress's bosom. Looking up, Mbti's eyes met
those of the King's son, and they fell deeply in love with
each other that instant. After an hour or two of sweet
converse, the lovers parted, promising to meet again, and
many stolen interviews they had after that, I can assure you.
Now M6ti was afraid her brother would kill her should he
discover her love adventure, and the naughty thing prepared
a little plot, wherewith to secure her lover to herself and get
rid of her brother. What she did was this: She one day shut
and barred the door of the hut on her brother whilst he was
at dinner inside, and then, taking his gun with her, mounted
his horse, and rode off to her lover, who was waiting for her
'in the forest close by.
The pair were married next day, and-alas ! what will not
young women do for love?-in the delights of wedded life, M6ti
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forgot that she had left her faithful brother to starve to death
in the little room in which they had spent so many happy days
together.
Luckily for Shera, poor fellow! a merchant chanced to paw
that way a few days after, and, going in, rescued him from
death. Now, during the long hours of his imprisonment,
Shera had thought over his father's words and his sister's
ingratitude, and had determined to kill her, should he live
to escape and find her.
When released, he dreseed himself like a fakeer, and went
to the city in which the King of that country lived. Hearing
that the King's son had a horse, which was very ill and refused
all food, he asked to be allowed to see it, as he was skilled in
the treatment of equine diseases. When he waa taken to the
royal stables, he recognized the horse as his own, and the
animal, on hearing hie master's voice again, neighed joyfully,
and soon got quite well, for he had only lost his appetite from
sorrow at separation from Shera.
The fakeerJs fame as a horse doctor was at once established,
and the King's son, thinking he might know something about
guns as well, showed him his own, and said, "No gunsmith
in the city can detect anything wrong with the lock, yet it
won't act."
Now, odd though it may seem, the gun, like the h o w ,
was only repining for its old master, and the moment the
pretended fakeer took it in his hands, the lock worked
perfectly. Bs he was examining it, a slight noise above him
made Shera raise his head and look up, when he caught sight
of his sister straining her eyes to see him through a lattice;
for the fame of the fakeer had penetrated even to the women's
apartments, and female curiosity had prompted his sister to
have a peep at him. No sooner did he see her, than he put
the gun to his shoulder, and shot her dead. And when the
King heard his story, he admitted he had but done his duty.
So this was the end of poor Y6ti.
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Once upon a time there lived two brothers, and the name of
the one was RishtGnai or Truthful. As they were very poor,
Rishtiinai one day said to his brother, " Take me to market and
sell me as a slave, and you will be able to live comfortably
from the proceeds.'' And his brother did so.
When selling Rishhinai, the purchaser, who was a trader,
asked if he had any faults.
"Yes," said his brother, "one ; he lies once every year."
"Oh! if that is all, he is a truthful youth," replied the trader,
"and cheap at three hundred rupees."
A few months after, the trader went on business with a caravan to a distant city, and on his return was met, two stages
from his home, by Rishtiinai, who had been despatched to
welcome him by his wife.
After the first salutations were over, the trader aaked anxiously,
" Is all well at home ? "
"Yes," said Rishtfinai, "except that your dog ie dead."
"And how did that occur?" asked the other carelessly, for he
was thinking of his wife and child, and glad they were well.
" Why," said Rishtlinai, "your mule had died, and your dog
over-gorged himself on its flesh."
"Ah ! " said the other, getting interested, " and what killed
my mule ? "
"Your mother had died," said the slave, "and the mule's
back got galled in carrying stones for her grave, and died in
consequence."
" Great God ! " said his questioner, half beside himself with
grief, " and how did my mother die ? "
"Why," said RishtGnai simply, "your child was carried off
by croup, and your mother died from grief."
" God's will be done !" said the trader, throwing himself on
the ground in his sorrow, and crying bitterly, whilst Rishtlinai
went home to his mistress, and told her her husband was dead.
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Next day, when the trader drew near his house, sounds of
wailing from within smoth upon his ears, and he entered his
door filled with the sad certainty all had happened as Rishtiinai
had stated, for during his eleven months' sojourn in the family
RishtGnai had never once told a falsehood. As the merchant
stood upon his threshold, his wife, with his child in her arms,
and his old mother ran forward and embraced him, their tears
of woe being changed in an instant into tears of joy.
Explanations ensued, and when the trader was about to beat
his slave, Rishtiinai reminded him of the one failing he had,
which had been declared at time of purchase; so his master
restrained his arm, and gave him his liberty, saying, " T h a ~ l
such a liar as thou art, one who lies daily is better ! "

One day an old man's ox strayed into a neighbour's field,
the owner of which slit its tongue, so the poor beast died. The
old man's son went and skinned it, and as evening closed in
before he reached his village, he climbed into a tree, pulling up
his hide after him, determined to pass the night there. Soon
after some thieves, returning from a successful excursion, stopped
under the tree to divide their spoil.
"May God send a thunderbolt on him who keeps back any
part ! " said their leader, as he produced some bangles.
Startled by the gruff voice, the boy in his fright let go his
hold of the hide, and it caused a mighty crackling noise as it
brushed through the dry leaves in its descent ; for the time was
winter.
"God has punished us for cheating each other," cried the
thieves as they ran away, for not one of them had deposited all
his loot in the common heap.
When morning dawned, the boy came down from his perch,
and, collecting all the abandoned plunder, took it quietly to his
home.
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Next day he gave out in his village that he had exchanged
his ox-skin for one hundred rupees worth of bangles in a
neighbouring bazaar ; so the simple people killed all their cattle
and took them to the bazaar for sale, and were greatly enraged
when offered only a few coppers apiece for them. When they
returned home, they seized the boy, and tied him to a stake
near the river, intending to drown him during the night. I n
this extremity the boy kept crying aloud, "I won't, I won't,"
when a hill man passed by and asked him what it was he would
not do, and why he was there.
"The King wants to force me to marry his daughter, but I
won't; so he has tied me here to make me consent," sobbed the
"

I'll be very happy to stand in your shoes," said the hill

man.

So they changed places.

A few hours after, the villagers came and drowned the luckless hill man in the river.
Next morning they were astonished to see the boy they
thought they had drowned walking towards the village,
driving three sheep before him.
" Why, where have you come from ? " said they.
" From the river ; and precious cold I am," said he, wringing
the water from his clothes; for he had taken care to wet himself
all over.
"But did we not throw you into the deepest part?" said they.
"Well, I don't know about the depth ; but where you threw
me in are great flocks of sheep, so I chased three, and here they
are, and I am going off for more after breakfast," said he.
On that all the villagers who heard him ran off to the river,
and, jumping in, were drowned.

A sharper one day asked a poor wood-seller in open market,

" How much for ox (and) load ? "
" Four annas," said he.
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On that the sharper paid his four annas, and walked off with
both ox and load, and when the wood-seller cried out he had
been cheated, the people sided with the sharper.
The wood-seller next day put on other clothing, and dieguised himself, so that he should not be recognized, and when
the sharper asked him the same question, said, "A hand full
(handful) of coppers."
The man agreed, and filling hie hand with pice presented it
to the wood-seller, who seized i t and took out a knife, intending
to cut his hand off.
A quarrel ensued, and the two were taken before the Kizi,
who decided that, according to the terms of the bargain, the
purchaser had lost his hand.
They then compromised matters, and the sharper returned
the ox he had tricked the wood-seller out of the previous day.

Long long ago, some village maidens were playing together,
when King Solomon, seated on his throne, floated past them in
mid-air, on his way to bathe in the river.
Looking up, a little Battiyira girl exclaimed with a sigh,
"How I should like to bg one of King Solomon's wives when I
grow up ! "
Her play-fellows were angry at her presumption, and laughed
at her, tossing their heads in disdain, and saying, " Had one of
us uttered such a wish, it would have been proper enough ; but
thou ! thou art a poor, low caste Michi, how absurd ! "
I t so happened that whilst King Solomon was bathing that
day, his sacred ring, on which his kingdom depended, slipped
off his finger into the water, and was lost. Now God had sent
the ring to King David from heaven, and David had g i ~ e nit
to his son, and through its potency everything that lived
and moved on earth and in the water and in the air obeyed
him ; but when it was lost, King Solomon's enemies made head
against him and drove him from his throne, after which he
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became a friendleas and unknown wanderer in the regions he
had lately ruled over with such wisdom and justice.
One day he chanced to stop at the village in which the
BattiyBra lived, and took service with him.
After a time, the old father, thinking what a good servant he
had got, and that his little daughter was grown up and wanted
a husband, said to Solomon,-whom he supposed to be a waif of
as poor parentage as himself,-"My man, you see my only child
there; if you serve me until I die, you may have her to wife
and succeed to all I have."
" Agreed," said Solomon. So they were married.
On the day of the marriage the BattiyBraYsgood woman
bought a fine fish in the bazaar for the feast, and whilst cleaning
it she found a ring in its belly, which she gave to her daughter
as a present. When the happy couple had gone to rest that
night, Solomon was surprised to feel a ring, like the one he had
lost, on his bride's third finger.
"Where did you get the ring from, my love ? " said he.
"Never mind now ; I'll tell you all about it in the morning,"
said she. So Solomon restrained h i curiosity until day-break.
When his wife had told him how her mother had found it,
Solomon asked her to let him try it on.
"There you are, my dear," said she, putting it on to his little
finger.
Solomon at once blew on it and wished his throne to appear,
and it came in an instant.
Once re-possessed of h i sacred ring, King Solomon was not
long in recovering his crown and destroying hie enemies ; and,
you may be sure, not the least favoured of his wives was the
Battiyira's little daughter, whose wish, you see, was fulfilled
after all.

Two men had a dispute, and agreed to refer it for Shan'at, or
decision accordmg to Muhammadan law, before the KBzi. On
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the way the defendant met a neighbour, and said to him, " Tell
my wife that I have won."
"HOWcan you know before the case ia heard?" asked his
friend with surprise.
"Why, 1'11 deny1 everything the plaintiff says," said the
other simply.

A poorly-dressed traveller once stopped for a night at a
hospitable chief's house, and was fed with dry bread and water.
Some months after, he returned, dressed very handsomely,
and the chief, supposing him some great personage, placed ghi
and savoury pulcio before him. But the guest, before eating,
rose up, and taking off his fine robe, steeped it m the ghi pot.
After supper was over, the chief asked his guest why he had
done so ; "for," said he, "1 have entertained strangers from
many countries, but I never saw a custom such aa yours."
The guest replied, "You did not entertain me, but my clothes ;
therefore I steeped my coat in ghi. I am that poor traveller to
whom you gave dry bread and water."

A poor traveller was supping in a peasant's cottage, sand the
good man of the house had placed bread and a bowl of gh.i
before him ; but his careful wife remonstrated, and said to her
husband, " The guest ia unworthy of so much honouring ; give
him milk."
So the ghi waa removed and milk substituted. The traveller
then rose, and without eating or drinking anything, left the
house, taking both the bread and the milk with him.
1 As the plaintiff wae the par
who asserted that such and such a wm was due
to him, and the defendant simplyaenied the claim, the plaintis u u l d be required to
take his oath, and, as most Pathans have a strong aversion to swearing on the Koran
in such a case, the chances were that the oath would be declined and the suit dismissed.
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His host was angry, and followed him to the Chouk, and said
to him in public, "Why have you so dishonoured me, oh
stranger ? "
The traveller replied, " I only did as I was done by. Guests
have honour as well as hosts."

A peasant was ploughing on the bank of a deep stream, and
sat down at noon to his breakfast. Seeing a stranger on the
opposite bank, he, according to custom, called out to him and
invited him to share the meal, not supposing he would come.
The stranger, however, inflated his skin,' paddled over, and
breathless sa<d, r( Friend, where shall I sit ? "
The unwilling host replied, "On my broken mouth." (A
phrase used when a herson says what he does not mean; it
here means : " Go to the Devil, I never meant you to come ! ")

A KbbG1 merchant visited Delhi, and was entertained like a
prince by a HindGstBni. When, after a stay of several weeks,
he bid good-bye to his friend, he said, " Should you ever visit
me, I'll light a fire for you."
The HindGstbni said nothing, but thought the promise but a
cold ungrateful return for all his hospitality.
Now it so happened that the Delhi merchant went to Kbbul
himself on a trading expedition in the following year, and
arrived at the house of his friend when snow was falling.
He was conducted to an upper chamber, and a magnxcent repast was put before him; but, poor fellow ! his hands and feet
were numbed with the cold, and he sent it away untasted, and
Moat peasants who live near water carry a goat's hide handy which they can inflate
with air in a minute. The hide is stitched together and water-tight. Riding on it,
its possessor is as much at home in water as on dry land.
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throwing himself at the feet of his host, said to him, "For
God's sake, take me to a room where there is a fire."
When he had got cozy and warm there, he reflected that he
had been over-hasty in judging h i friend ungrateful.

An old fellow had an only son, whom he determined to many
to some clever girl ; so the two set out to a neighbouring town
to cast about for an eligible young lady.
The way was long, and the sun was hot, and both trudged
along in silence. At last the old fellow said to his son, " Either
you must carry me, or I you, to make the road shorter."
"Father," said the youth, " we are both heavy men, how can
it be done ? "
The father answered testily, " Dullard, go home ; you want a
clever wife, you are so blunt of understanding." So the son
went home, and his father journeyed on by himself.
Seeing a nice-looking girl standing at a cottage door, and
feeling very tired, he accosted her, " Child, where is your
mother ? "
'(Separating earth from earth," said she.
"And where is your father ? "
Mixing earth with earth," she replied, laughingly, for her
questioner seemed puzzled at her first answer.
Come, I give it up," said he ; " say plainly where they
are."
"Why," she answered, "father is at a funeral, and mother i
a midwife."
The old man thought the girl would suit his son admirably,
and when her parents came home, made an offer for her, and a
bargain was soon concluded. After his marriage, the youth
~ k e his
d wife what his father could have meant when he proposed that one should carry the other, and she said, "Why,
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that one should tell the other a tale, of course."
was 80.
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One day a Ring had an argument with his Vizier on the
superiority of Sanctity over Faith as a means of attaining
one's wishes in this or the next world. The Vizier insisted on
Faith being superior, and would not admit that through
Sanctity alone miracles could be accomplished.
The King became estranged from his minister on account of
his obstinacy, au he was pleased to term it.
The Vizier said nothing at the time, but some weeks after
sought out four humble fnkeers, axid promised them ten rupees
each per month should they obey his wishes in all respects.. H e
then killed an ass and buried it in a retired neighbourhood near
the city, set up a flag over it, and appointed two of his servants
to watch there day and night. The third he ordered to sit on the
road, one hundred yards from the aiarat (shrine), and turn back
all who tried to approach it without their first declaring that
they did so in full trust that their prayers would be answered.
And the fourth he employed to go about the country, and "talk
up " the aidrat (shrine), that its sanctity was such it granted all
prayers uttered in faith.
I t a few months the fame of the shrine reached the King's
ears, and he told his ministers he would go in state to the place
on the following day and pray for victory over his enemies, and
that the child his queen was about to deliver should be a son.
The Vizier heard of this, and privily instructed his men not to
let the King pray until he should intercede with them in the
King's behalf.
The King went, and one hundred yards from the shrine was
stopped by one of the fakeers, who warned him not to ask for
anything unless he had faith that God would grant it. The
1

There is a proverb in

English, "Good

company on a journey ia worth a coach."
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King went on; and when about to kneel down and pray, was
sternly repelled by one of the guardians of the shrine for his
presumption in being about to pray that God should deliver his
enemies into his hands, for, he added,
" Thine enemies, oh King ! are in God's keeping, as well as
thyself."
Astonished at the fakeer's divination of his intentions, the
King paused irresolute, when the disgraced'Vizier stepped forward, and interceded with the guardian of the shrine, who at
last permitted the King to pray, on condition that he would
do so in faith that his prayer would be answered.
H e did so, and on his return to the city was met by a
messenger, who told him the glad tidings that his enemies had
been defeated, and as he entered his palace a eunuch told him
his queen had given birth to a son. Overjoyed, he was about
to order lavish expenditure on the holy shrine, when the disgraced Vizier said to him :" Sire, come with me, and first learn of its sanctity." So he
went, and the Vizier had the donkey's skeleton exhumed before
him.
The King then admitted that faith in God's answering prayer
was more necessary than sanctity.
CLASS 11.-COMIC AND JOCULAR.

Two men were walking along a road, when they met an old
man who wished them a "good morning ! " But as each
thought the salutation was intended for the other, it was not
returned at all.
" What a boor you are ! " said the one to his companion.
"What an uncourteous dog you are ! " said the other.
At last the dispute waxed so hot that they went back to settle
it by asking the old man himself. H e replied that he had
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saluted the more henpecked husband of the two ; but as each
denied it could be he, the old man, who was a bit of a wag,
asked them to narrate their married experiences to him.
The first said, "I have only one wife, and she always fetches
fire for her cooking purposes herself every morning from a
neighbour's house. But one day she pretended she had a sore
foot and could not walk ; whereupon I told her I had taken an
oath that she should bring it herself. 'Well,' said she, 'you
can keep your oath, and I can save my foot, if you will carry
me.' So I carried her on my back to my neighbour's, and
when she had got the fire, I carried her home again."
The other said, "Well, I have a hot-tempered wife. 'Three
nights ago I burnt my mouth at supper when eating my
porridge, and complained to my wife about its being so hot.
She took up the ladle, and said, ' E h ! eh ! hot do you say ?'
and I ran away, and to punish her I have .not been home
since."
The old man laughed, arid said, "Well, I divide the salute
between you-for you," turning to the first speaker, "proved
yourself in your neighbour's eyes more henpecked than ever by
carrying your wife to his house and back ; and you," turning
to his companion, "have not been home since you burnt your
mouth from fear of the ladle, and not to punish yo& wife."

A weaver bought some salt ; but, observing human hairs in
it, and having heard that they were poisonous, he asked the
Hindoo grocer how they could be removed.
" P u t the salt into running water; then the hairs will be
floated away, and the pure salt will sink to the bottom," was
the answer, delivered with a knowing wink.
The weaver did so, and of course all the -salt was melted
and disappeared. When he saw what had happened, he rose
from his knees beside the stream, and, scratching his head,
13

,
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muttered to himself, "What an idiot that Hindoo was, and
what wretchedly bad salt he sold me ! "

Two brothers lived in a quiet village, far from the noise and
bustle of any large town. The elder was a shrewd, clever
youth, named Tagga E h a n ; the younger a fool. One day
Tagga Ehan gave his brother a goat, and told him to take it
to market. So he set out, driving it before him, feeling proud
and consequential at such an important mission.
When he had gone four or five miles, a villager met him, and
asked him where he was driving such a miserable-looking dog
to ; but he answered him scornfully, " Oh fool ! it is not a dog,
but a milch goat." A little farther on he met another peasant,
who asked him the same question as the first had, and he
answered as he had done before, but this time seriously.
Again, a short distance farther on, he met yet another countrpman, who asked him the same question; and this time he
an~wered him doubtingly, "Sir, 'tis a goat, if I am not
mistaken, not a dog." And so he went on, being stopped every
quarter of a mile or so, and asked about his dog, until the
poor fool became convinced that the goat was a dog, and
abandoned it. Then going home, he upbraided his brother
for practising such a fraud on him.
Now the men who had accosted the fool were six brothers,
and a thorough band of cheats. They took the goat home
in triumph, and, having slaughtered her, had a great feast.
Tagga Khan at once understood that his brother had been
imposed on, and, being a man of spirit and resource, determined
to repay the trick with interest. Next morning he started
for the market town mounted on a sorry ass, caparisoned as
richly as if she had been an IrAni war-horse. Tho same
fraternity met him, ono by one, and asked him why he had
put such handsome trappings on his ass; but to each he replied,
" 'Tis not an ass, but a ' bouchakf.' "
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Not knowing what 'a bouchakf " was, the sixth brother
asked him, and he said, " Sir, 'ti8 gn animal that lives for one
hundred years, and passes out with its dung every morning
a lump of gold."
Now Tagga Khan had so laid his plans that he should be
unable to reach town that night; and when his last questioner
asked him to put up for the night at his house, he did 80.
Early in the morning he proceeded to saddle his ass, and,
after feeling about its dung, picked up, as if it. had been an
every-day occurrence, a lump of gold, which he had previously
placed there. The brothers were watching him in secret all
the time, as Tagga Khan had expected. Some days after his
return home from market, the band of cheats came to his house,
and asked him to sell the wonderful " bozcchakl," and offered
five hundred rupees for her. Tagga Khan, nothing loath, closed
with the offer, after a little specious haggling.
When the cheats had gone, he said to his wife, " I n a few
days they will return, when they find the ass does not lay
lumps of gold. When they enter, say I have gone to a distance, and let loose one of my two grey rabbits to call me."
Now the wife was a sensible woman, and, though she did not
understand her husband's plot, promised to follow his instructions.
A day or two after, when the band was seen approaching
the house, Tagga Khan slipped out, carrying one of the two
rabbits with him. On entering, one of the band said to his
wife, "Where is your husband? "
And she replied, "He went out early this morning to fish,
but I'll send a messenger to call him." So she let loose the
other rabbit, saying to it, "Run quickly, and fetch my husband."
An hour after, Tagga Khan entered with the rabbit he had
taken away him under his arm.
" Did the rabbit call you ? " said the spokesman of the band.
'I Yes, of course," replied Tagga Khan.
After whispering together, the eldest brother offered fire
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hundred rupees for the rabbit, to which Tagga Khan agreed.
So having paid the money, they went home with their prize.
When they had gone, Tagga Khan said to his wife, "They
will come back in a day or two, when they find the rabbit
does not return when once let loose. I shall kill a kid, and
make them believe I have cut your throat, and then bring
you to life again." Then he took his walking stick, and painted
*
it red and green in alternate rings.
Some days after, when the band was seen advancing towards the house, Tagga Khan killed a kid, and instructed
Lis wife how she was to act. On entering, they began to
accuse Tagga Khan of having cheated them, and demanded
the return of their one thousand rupees. He pretended readiness to comply, on condition that they would restore to him
his "bouchakf," and his rabbit ; and as the dispute waxed
hot, he called out to his wife to fetch a "chilam" (pipe).
She neither replied nor brought the chilam, on which Tagga
Khan rose up, and, abusing her mother and grandmother and
all her other female relations, rushed into the adjoining room.
" Whack ! whack ! whack ! " resounded through the house.
" Scream ! scream ! scream ! " came from the' poor woman.
A moment after, Tagga Khan came into the room where the
band was, flourishing a bloody knife in his hand, and dragging
his wife after him, with her face and neck covered with blood.
As she sank on the floor with a groan, her brutal husband said
hoarsely, " Wretch, I cut your throat last Friday, and I have
done it again. I won't restore you to life quite so quickly
this time."
The six brothers were petrified with horror, and said not a
word. They remained so for some minutes, sitting cowed and
frightened in a corner, the wife lying like one dead on the
floor, and her husband standing over her like some murderous
devil, swearing and blustering, whilst wiping the blood-stained
knife on his beard. Soon after his tears began to fall, and
murmuring, "Poor GulijQn, thou hast been a good wife to
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me," he took from a corner the stick he had painted red and
green for the occasion, and, rubbing it with his right hand,
muttered a " Bismillah," then drew it gently several times
backwards and forwards across his wife's throat, on which
she appeared to revive at once, and got up.
Certain there could be no trick this time, the band whispered
together, and their spokesman said, " Let bygones be bygones,
we offer you five hundred rupees in cash for the stick." Tagga
Khan agreed, and off the six brothers went, greatly elated.
When they got home, they found their mother had not prepared
their supper, and one of them, partly in a fit of passion, and
partly knowing that the magic stick would revive her, cut her
throat. But, alas ! the painted stick had lost its potency, and
the old woman never came back to life again.
Frightened at what had happened, and knowing the King
would never believe their story, they at once fled in different
directions, and never returned. And Tagga Khan was left in
possession of his well-earned fifteen hundred rupees.

A woman sent her son out to cut wood, telling him to be
home before sunset. The boy went, and, as he was returning,
was nearly carried away in a mountain stream. When he had
scrambled to the bank, he said to himself, "Had I been drowned,
what answer would I have given my mother ? "

One September day old Buzurg Khan told his wife that he
had seen a large sweet melon in his field ; but she pretended to
be incredulous, just to vex him, and said, "Nonsense ; melons
were ripe two months ago."
When her good man went out to plough next morning, her
lover slipped in, and she told him her husband's story about the
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melon. "Now," said she, ,"it is sure to be there. Go and
carry it off; then bet my old man he won't produce it, and let
the loser forfeit his wife."
The lover agreed, and went slyly off to the field, and stole
the melon that was to win him a pretty mistress, then deposited
i t safely in his own house.
When the men of the village, including the husband, were
assembled at the " Chozck" that evening, the lover, turning to
the most venerable greybeard of the group, asked him if he had
ever known of melons growing at that season.
" No, never," said he.
" ~ u t ' Ihave," said Buzurg Khan ; " there is one now in my
field."
"Stuff and nonsense! '"said the lover; "I'll bet you what you
like you won't produce it."
"Done ! " said the poor old cuckold, falling into the trap the
two conspirators had laid for him ; " what shall it be ? "
"Well, let the loser forfeit to the winner the first thing in
his house the winner lays his hands on."
So the bet was made, and all the greybeards of the village
were witnesses to,it.
I t being a moonlight night, the husband started at once to
bring the melon, thinking, on the way, whether he should select
his neighbour's cow or mare. He searched everywhere for it,
but of course it was not to be found. Being a shrewd old
fellow, he at once guessed what had happened, and returned to
the " Chouk," saying he had lost his wager, and would pay next
morning. After that he returned home, filled with the sad
certainty that he would in a few hours lose his wife, and become
the laughing stock of the village, but determined to avenge
himself somehow. Not so the lover, for he could hardly restrain
his elation, and passed the night in pleasurable anticipation of
his morning's triumph.
Next morning, at the appointed time, he went to claim his
bet, accompanied by all the idlers in the village, curious to see
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what he would choose. The loser received him very dolefully ;
and the lover strutted about, pretending to examine Buzurg
Khan's house utensils, but really looking everywhere for his
prize. Just as he left the house, intending to look about in the
yard, his mistress, who had slept on the roof, and feigned to be
still asleep when her husband rose to receive her lover, sat up
in her bed, in order to discover herself to him.
Seeing his object, he stepped lightly to the ladder, and began
ascending it ; but he had not got half way, when a tremendous
whack on his back from the husband brought him to the
ground.
"Now take the ladder you've won," said the husband.
The poor lover attempted to plead that it was the wife, and
not the ladder, he wanted; but the villagers said that, according
to the terms of the bet, he must take the ladder, on the steps of
which he had placed his hands, or nothing. So he went home
disconsolate; and the naughty wife, instead of a lover's embraces
that night, had to eat plenty of stick.
THE SIMPLEAND CLEVER
BEOTEEE~.

A simpleton took service with a master, on the following
terms: that the master was to supply him with a plough and
yoke of oxen, and he was to sow one maund of seed daily, fetch
one maund of firewood home to him, and meat for the family
consumption; and that either failing the other should lose his
11088.

The very first day the simpleton failed in his part of the
contract, and his cruel master cut off his nose.
Going home to his brother, he told him how he had been
treated, and the brother went and offered his services on the
same conditions.
When he got to the field, he scattered all the grain on the
ground, slaughtered one of the oxen, broke up the plough, and,
returning home, told his master he had fulfilled the conditions
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one day at all events. Next day he did the same; but the
third day, his master not being able to supply him with seed,
plough, or oxen, had to submit to have his nose cut off.

A miserly young Akhoond fell in love with a princess, and
made a vow that he would both obtain an interview with her
and a present of one hundred rupees. For a long time he
pursued his object in vain, and at last told his case to a brother
Akhoond, who at once devised a plan for overcoming the
difficulty.
The next morning, the princess's slave girl, whom we shall
call Adila, was looking down from her room into the street
below, when she saw two men making preparations to slaughter
a goat; but, instead of cutting its throat, they hacked at the
tips of the poor animal's horns. Adila thought that the sight
might amuse her mistress, and ran to fetch her. When the
princess saw the two foolish creatures, her heart was touched,
and she said to her slave, "Run down, and show the poor
stupids what they ought to do." So Adila went down and cut
the goat's throat for them. When she came back, her mistress
said, "Now go and show them how to skin the goat, for they
are plucking it like a hen." So she ran down again and
skinned the goat for them.
After that the two men went away, and returned about an
hour afterwards with a large cooking pot, into which they
thrust the goat whole; and then lighted a fire a few yards off,
and sat down, waiting for the pot to boil. The princess had
been looking on all the time; and, when she saw one of the
men stir the pot, she burst out laughing, and, calling to her
slave said, "Run down quickly, and bring both these poor
simpletons up here, for they will die of hunger if we don't help
them."
Adila went down, and did as her mistress had told her. When
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the goat had been cooked, the two men proved sllch ignorant
creatures, that, instead of putting the stew into their mouths,
they put it up to their eyes. So, out of pity, Adila fed one, and
the princess the other.
By that time evening had fallen, and the two Akhoonds
feigned to be dreadfully sleepy; but, instead of lying down
where they were, they went on to the roof, and tried to stand
on their heads close to the parapet.
" Dear me !" said the tender-hearted princess ; "they will fall
over and be dashed to pieces; me had better take the poor
creatures into our beds."
When they had been put to bed, they all four slept cozy and
warm until cock-crow. Hearing it, the Akhoond who had slept
with the princess started up, and said, " I must give the call for
morning prayers." With that, he cleared his voice.
But the princess said, " For God's sake don't, you will bring
my father here, and he will kill us all."
" Well, if you will give me one hundred rupees, I won't,"
said the Akhoond coolly, for now he did not care how soon he
went away, and he was greedy for gold.
"Very good," said the princess.
With that she summoned Adila, who paid the money, and
conducted the two pretended simpletons back into the street.
I

One hot night a foolish youth saw a neighbour sleeping on
the roof of his house, and six months later, when on a visit to
his father-in-law's, in the cold weather, he insisted on sleeping
on the roof, as he had before seen his neighbour doing.
"But you will die of cold," said the old gentleman.
" W h y should I, any more than Majid Khan?" said his
obstinate son-in law.
So he went up to the roof, and never came down again, except
at3 a corpse, for he died of cold before morning.
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Too CLEVE~BY HALF.

One day a smart young fellow, who thought a great deal of
his own acuteness, boasted to his wife that he was too clever to
be taken in ; at which she said she thought even she could do
it, he was such a simpleton. Her husband laughed scornfully
at the bare idea, and went out to his day's work.
A week or two after, the wife went to the market, and bought
a fine fresh fish, and placed it secretly where her husband would
plough next day. On the following day .she took him his
breakfast as usual, and her husband showed her the fish he had
turned up with the plough, and wondered how the deuce it got
there. His wife pretended to be as astonished as he was, and
took it home, with orders to cook i t for supper. On his return
he asked her if the fish was ready.
" What fish do you mean ? " said she. "You never gave me
one."
The husband told her where and when he had given it her,
and she laughed, and said, "You are dreaming; who ever found
a fish in the ground, you donkey ? "
Enraged, he-began to beat her, and she screamed fearfully;
on which the neighbours came rushing in. The woman then
stated her case, and said, "You can see he has been lying, if
you ask him where he got the fish."
They did so; and, on his telling them the incredible story,
they took the woman's part, and carried him off to the Kazi for
punishment, who decided that he was to be branded as a liar;
but his wife begged for mercy. So he was forgiven'.
When they got home, she said to him, "Now, my dear, do you
remember your boast ? I t was I who hid the fish in the field."
Whereon she took it from an old jar into which she had put it,
and cooked it for him, and he had it for his supper after all.
The husband was so ashamed of having been taken in by his
wife, that he never told his neighbours the true story, and
never boasted of his sharpness again.
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An old man was sitting in a field, when a brainless young
fellow, observing his posture, quietly slipped behind him and
pulled his shirt over his head. The old man rose meekly, and
presented the youth with a rupee. A friend, who had seen
what had happened, said to him, "Why hast thou rewarded evil
with good ? "
The old man replied, " N a y ; I have secured a bad man's
punishment without dirtying my own hands in inflicting it.
I gave him the rupee to induce him to practise on others what
he did to me."
Next day the youth, in hopes of being similarly rewarded,
tried the same trick on a young man, and got soundly beaten
for his pains.
LADY'SMAN, on Mwe ?

A venerable old fakeer saluted three peasants as they passed
him, and they all returned his salutation, each thinking it was
meant for himself alone. A squabble ensued, on which they
turned back, and asked the old man to which of them he had
wished " good-morning."
H e replied, " Why, to the greatest lady's man."
Each said he was, and proceeded to relate the particular act
of gallantry on which he prided himself.
The first said, "I was betrothed, and went some months after
to visit my father-in-law's family. For shame's sake I ate very
little, and during the night I felt very hungry. So I rose up
and groped about, and found some parched gram, which I
began to eat. But the crunching noise I made awoke some of
the family, and they, supposing ih was some loose donkey that
had strayed into the house, lighted a lamp and caught me with
my mouth full. Seeing it so distended, they asked what had
befallen me ; but, as I dared not speak, I made a sign in dumb
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show. 'Ajinn (spirit) has struck him,' said they. So they sent
for the village barber, who put a poultice on my cheek, and
went away. Then we all went to bed again, and in the morning
I appeared quite well."
The second said, "I, too, had been betrothed, and went with
an old friend to make my father-in-law's acquaintance. Being
very young, my friend had instructed me to do whatever he
told me. At supper-time my mentor said I was like a kalandar,
and hardly ate anything at all. So I went supperless. When
bed-time came, he said I was so hardy that I always slept out
of doors, summer and winter, without any bedding. When he
said this, I saw my betrothed give a little shuddering look of
disappointment towards me. After that we both ascended to
the roof to sleep. My friend had two warm quilts for himself,
but I had nothing. Now, as it was the cold weather, and I had
had nothing to eat, I soon felt very hungry and cold; so I woke
up my friend, and told him my wants. H e said he could not
spare me a quilt, but thought I might get something to eat.
H e then tied his turban round my waist, and let me down
through the smoke-opening in the roof into the room below,
where the family was asleep. After groping about a little, I
found some cakes, which I ate ; and then, putting a brass vessel
containing milk under my arm, whispered to my friend to pull
me up. I was half through the hole, when the confounded
milk vessel fell with a crash, which woke the family. The old
father blew up the fire, putting some twigs on, and, in the
glow, saw my legs dangling down from the hole in the roof.
' 'Tis a spirit,' they all screamed ; and, rushing out, sent for the
Moolah to exorcise it. H e came, and, seeing the situation, told
the members of the family to stand outside the doorway, and,
as that was the only means of escape for the spirit, they were
to belabour the first thing that passed them. As the man
began muttering his charms, down I came with a run, and
away bolted the Moolah, thinking the Devil was after him.
When he ran out, he got a tremendous thrashing, as the
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watchers at the door thought i t was t,he spirit, who had assumed the shape of the Moolah, in order the better to deceive
them."
The third said, "I, too, had been betrothed ; but when I
went to pay my respects, was badly received, and told to go
home again. As the night was dark and stormy, I went to the
mosque, intending to sleep there. There was a group of
travellers in it, just sitting down to the meal the villagers had
brought th'em. I joined the circle, but was driven away for
bad manners, in having done so without invitation. I was
ravenous, and went out to beg myself a meal. I tried at
the house my father-in-law elect first, when my betrothed
opened the door and put a cake into my hand, thinking me
an ordinary beggar. I ran off at once, for fear of being
detected, and in the dark fell into a tanner's vat, in which
were some hides. The tanner, awoke with the noise, rushed
out, and fancying it was a dog, began to beat me soundly,
but desisted when he recognized a human voice, and seized
me as a thief. The noise brought my father-in-law to the spot,
and I was exposed."
When they had all done, the old man said, "I made a slip
about the word. 'Twas not for the best lady's man I meant the
greeting, but the greatest, ahem ! muff-and you each deserve
one-third of my salutation."

A coward, bravely mounted and well armed, was met by a
robber in a lonely road, and delivered up his purse to him when
challenged.
One of his acquaintances, hearing of the incident, asked him
why he had not attacked the robber.
" How could I ? " was the answer. " The bridle was in one
hand, and my spear in the other ; you would not have had me
fight him with my mouth, like a dog, would you ? "
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A weaver went to cut firewood, and, climbing up a.tree,
commenced hacking away at a dead branch with his axe. A
holy Sayad, passing beneath, observed that he was sitting on
the lower part of the branch he was cutting, and called out
to him that he would fall and hurt himself. The weaver
told him to mind his own business, and continued his work,
when crack went the branch, and crash went the weaver to
the ground. Rubbing his back woefully, he said to himself,
"The old man was a prophet after all, for he foretold the
future ; perhaps he will, tell me more." Jumping up, he ran
after the Sayad, and, when he had overtaken him, he made
him a low obeisance, and said, " 0 holy man ! thou saidst
truly I should fall and hurt myself. Now tell me when I
shall die."
The Sayad saw what a simpleton he had to deal with, and
said enigmatically, " When your wind goes." .
The weaver thanked him, and went home.
The same evening, soon after supper, a savoury eructation
involuntarily passed from his mouth, and all of a sudden he
remembered the holy man's prophecy. So he sadly called hi8
wife and children to him, and told them to prepare his shroud
and grave, as he had just lost wind, and a Sayad had foretold
his death when such an event should happen.
His body was wrapped in ten yards of fine white cloth, and
taken to the grave, and there left.
Now, when the village Moolah was repeating the "jonciaa"
(funeral service) over his grave, he observed that it was not a
corpse, but a living man he was bending over. So, when he
went home, he told his brother of the weaver's strange conduct,
and prepared a little trick, whereby to better himself and cure
the poop fool.
When night fell, and the weaver was puzzling his head as to
why death should be so much like life, he was startled to see
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two ghost-like figures in white approach him, and stand one on
each side of his grave.
From fear he lay perfectly still. Presently he heard one say
to the other, "This is not a corpse, but a living man."
Then the two stooped down and unwound the shroud, and
said to the weaver, "We are the angels Nakir and Munkir,
sent to examine you ; but, as you are not dead, you must forfeit
your shroud."
Saying which, they departed; and when the weaver had
recovered from his fright, he got up and walked home, convinced that he must have mistaken the Sayad's meaning.

A money-lender found a weaver, who owed him some money,
setting a thorn hedge round his field, and pressed him for payment of his debt.
"Wait six months, and.you shall have double what I owe
you," said the weaver. "Sheep will leave their wool in this
hedge; and with their wool I'll weave a carpet, and from its
proceeds buy a flock of sheep, and become rich in no time."
His creditor laughed outright at the absurdity of the calculation.
"Ah ! you laugh because it is as good as cash in your
pocket," said the simple debtor, as he renewed his bond for
double the amount really due.

An old woman had a foolish son, whom she dearly loved.
One day she said to him, " My son, you must have a sweetheart,
like other young men of your age."
"Yes, mother ; but how am I to get one? " said the son.
"0,you must push and tumble the girl about a little, and
then she will like you," said the old mother, for she had once
been young herself, and knew all about it.
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The boy thought the arrangement very simple, and, going to
the well, waited there until the village maidens began to come
out for water. The first to arrive was a ~retty-lookinggirl, so
he thought she would do as well as any other for a sweetheart.
When she was stooping over the well's mouth, he came up
behind her and pushed her in. Splash ! guggle ! guggle ! and
there was an end of her. Delighted with his love-making, he
ran home and told his mother of his success ; but she, instead
of praising him, as he expected, boxed his eara soundly, and
called him an idiot.
Now the old woman knew she would have to pay the blood
money if her son were discovered, and that he would boast of
his love-making all over the village. So she killed a goat and
threw it into the well.
Next day the girl's parents sought everywhere for their
daughter, and the fool, when asked if he had seen her, said,
"Yes, of course, she is in the well." H e then told his story
gleefully, and took the girl's parents to the well. Half the
village accompanied them to it, and the fool was sent down to
look. Groping about in the water, his hands lighted on the
carcase of the goat. "Say, has your daughter got horns and
a hairy skin ? " he called out.
'' Yes," said the father, to humour him.
"Then let down a rope, and you shall have her," said the
fool. They did so; and when the goat's body was brought
up, the girl's parents and all the village were convinced the
boy had lied, and pitied him greatly.
[The tale goes on to relate various other misdeeds of the fool,
and the devices his mother adopted to divert suspicion from
him.]
THE LEARNED
Ass.

One day a weaver overheard a Moolah say to one of his
pupils, " I could teach an ass to read more easily than you."
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Next day he brought his ass to the learned man's school,
and said, " Make a scholar of him, for I have no son.''
"I don't teach asses," was the answer.
" What a lie ! " answered the weaver. " I heard you tell a
boy yesterday you could make a scholar of an ass more easily
than of him."
Seeing the sort of customer he had to deal with, the Moolah
consented to take the ass as a pupil ; and, by placing corn
between the leaves of an old book, he soon succeeded in making
the animal keep his head down, and turn over the pages.
When the ass had become a proficient at his lesson, his
teacher sent for the weaver, who came in all haste.
" Does he know his letters yet ? " was eagerly asked.
" Know his letters ! " replied the master ; " I should think he
does ; why he is half through the Bulistcin !" H e then put
the old book before his strange pupil, and told the weaver to
retire to a little distance ; " for," said he, " if you remain too
near, you may disturb your ass at his studies."
The delighted weaver then saw his ass turn over leaf after
leaf of the book, and open and shut his mouth at a great rate,
as if reading to himself, and went home quite satisfied.
Next day the Moolah. sold the ass.
A month or .two afterwards ita late owner called at the school,
and asked if the ass had finished its education yet.
"Yes," said the Moolah, "he is an Akhoond now; and, what
is more, is Ktizi of this very city."
Now the Moolah named the Ktizi, because he had an old
grudge against him.
On hearing this, the weaver was very pleased, and paid down
the balance of the stipulated schooling fees. Next day he
dressed himself in his best, and taking a grain bag in his hand,
we& off to the Cutcherry, where the Ktizi was administering
justice. Holding up the bag, he waved it about before the
astonished judge, and called to him as he would to his ass.
Thinking the man was crazy, yet dreading a scene before so
14
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many spectators, the KBzi called the weaver aside, and asked
him what he wanted.
The weaver said, " Don't you know me ? I am your master,"
and told him his story.
"Well, well," said the KBzi, to humour him, and get rid of
him ; " I was your ass, no doubt; but now you see my condition
is so altered, that we must not allow people to suspect it."
So saying, he gave the weaver a well-filled purse, and sent
him away, promising to keep the secret, proud and happy.

Once upon a time there lived two brothers. The name of
the one was Mahmlid, and of the other GthQzi. MahmGd was
rich, married, and henpecked ; but GhQzi was poor and foolish.
One day GhQzi was in great straits for money. So he went
to his brother, and asked for assistance. Mahmlid said he was
afraid his wife would scold him if he gave him money before
her, but that he would bury a bag containing one hundred
rupees under a certain tree, and his brother could go next
day and dig it up. That same evening Mahm6d slipped out of
his house while his wife was gossiping at a neighbour's, and
deposited the bag of rupees, as he had promised.
Next day GhBzi started for the tree, but on the road he
happened to say to himself, " I wonder how a blind man finds
his way about." And, as there was no one near to tell him, he
shut his eyes, and walked on and on until he lost himself.
On the following morning he went back to his brother, and
repeated his request. Mahm6d asked him if he had searched
under the tree, as he had been told, and BhBzi said, No, he had
forgotten to.
" Well, go and do so," said Mahmlid.
Off went Ghizi, but, whilst he ran, the thought unluckily
occurred to him, " How does a thief run when chased ? " And,
as there was no one near to answer for him, away he went as
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hard as his legs would carry him, until he stopped at his own
door. " Well," said he to himself, " there is nothing for it but
to dun my brother once more." So back he went to him.
This time MahmGd's patience and temper were exhausted,
and he said, " Oh brother ! to whom MYabGd(God) gives not,
Mahm6d gives not," and turned him away.

Once upon a time Swbt was a S c t e d with a great famine,
and its young men and its old went forth into the surrounding
countries to save themselves from death. Amongst others, a
youth named Najib Khan, bent his footsteps towards Hindcstbn, having heard of its wealth; but as he advanced,
he found that both Famine and Cholera were desolating the
cities of the plains, and that a great fear had fallen upon
the land.
One night, when tired and hungry, he saw three or four
miles in front of him the lights of a large city, and, rejoicing
at the sight, quickened his pace, and walked along heedlessly.
Suddenly he found himself struggling in a quagmire, and the
more he endeavoured to extricate himself, the deeper did he
sink.
A peasant happened to pass near the spot, and the Swbti
called out to him in Pashto, imploring him to assist him out.
The peasant had a brave heart, and was not frightened at the
strange tongue he heard, but advanced to the edge of the
quagmire, and, after satisfying himself that the speaker was
a man, and not a spirit, stretched out a hand to him. The
Swbti grasped it, and gave such a tug that he pulled his
deliverer into the mud beside himself; and there the two
passed a tedious night.
Early next morning, as some villagers were trudging along
to their fields, their ears were saluted with a "For God's sake,
come and release us, whoever you are," in Pashto; and the

Hindusthi also called out imploringly in his own language,
but was so weakened from his night's imprieonment that he
could not articulate freely. This jargon frightened the
villagers, and, abandoning their ploughs, they ran back to
the city, rushed breathless into the King's darbhr, crying out
that Cholera and Famine were approaching the city, but had
fallen out together on the way, and were squabbling about
four miles off.
The King, greatly alarmed, ordered his army out, and put
himself at their head; but the troops, however brave against
a human enemy, trembled to face spirits, and one by one the
soldiers sneaked off, and hid themselves in the trees and hedges
by the road-side. Thuk the King was left to advance alone,
and when he had approached sufficiently near the quagmire to
discern the two strange objects moving about in it, he invoked
God's name, and, levelling his matchlock, fired at one of them.
A yell, a groan, the subsidence of one of the objects in the mud,
and a splutter of strange sounds, was the result. The King's
first impulse was to flee; but knowing that the eyes of his
people were on him, he, pale as death, cautiously advanced, and
said to the remaining object, " I n God's name, who art thou P "
I n broken Hinduetbni the SwBti told him what had befallen
him, and that his companion in misfortune had been killed.
The King plucked up heart, and getting some of his bravest
generals to the front, had the unlucky SwBti pulled out, and
returned to his city in triumph, when the news soon went forth
that the King had killed Cholera, but brought Famine into
the city.
When the poor Swbti entered the city, he was half dead from
hunger. So he begged an old man to give him a meal; but
eyeing him warily, the old fellow replied, "Knock at the fifth
door from this, and say, when your knock is answered, 'I am
your lover.' "
H e did so, and was at once admitted by a young woman;
but before he could make his wants known came another rat-

tap at the door. On hearing it the pretty house-wife, fearing
it was her husband, made her strange guest get into the grainsafe. On opening the door, her true lover entered, and she
at once commenced cooking for him some dainty sweetmeats,
but again came rat-tap at the door, and the poor woman this
time surely recognized the hard knuckles of her old husband,
and hastily told her lover to lay himself on top of the safe,
which he did.
The old husband, on entering, after scolding his wife for
keeping him waiting at the door so long, sniffed about, and
asked what the savoury smell was. So she replied she was
preparing some sweetmeats against his return. Seeing the
black-looking object over the grain-safe, he asked what it was.
Said she, "A skin of flour I brought from my mother's."
When the lollipops were ready, the wife gave her husband
some, and slipped into the mouth of the safe half a plate full
for the famishing Swbti. Putting them all into his mouth
at once, he half choked himself, and began to cough.
The superincumbent lover, hearing the half-suppressed
coughing going on beneath him, put his hand down to feel
what it was, and in doing so his finger slid into the hungry
SwQti's mouth. The Swbti closed his teeth on it, and the
lover involuntarily gave a ell of pain. On seeing it was not
a snake, but a man in the safe, he abused the Swfiti roundly,
and the Swbti him.
I n his consternation, the old husband rushed out of the
house, screaming that Famine and Hunger were there fighting
like man and wife ; but his wife, after pacifying her lover
and his supposed rival, turned them out of the house quietly,
and ran after her husband. When she had found him, she
scolded him for being so silly, saying, " Don't you know it is
Friday eve, when the spirits of our parents visit us? They
happened to quarrel as they used to do when in the flesh ; that
is all the noise you heard."
Satisfied with the explanation, and glad his wife had saved
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him fro^ making a fool of himself before his neighbours, he
kissed her heartily and returned home.

I t is a true saying that a case in court makes a modest
woman bold, and triea human nature sorely; especially if the
woman be good-looking, and the judge sportive.
Thus it befell a poor dyer's pretty wife, named Fatima, that
in a lawsuit of her husband's, the city Kutwal (Chief Constable), the Kazi, the Vizier, and the King himself, all became
personally acquainted with her, and, smitten with her charms,
each urged his suit privately, unknown to his rivals, promising
to use his influence in her favour if she would but grant him
a meeting.
Fatima, distracted with so many importunate lovers, and
caring not a button about any of them, and, moreover, being a
skittish young woman, who enjoyed a good joke, determined to
play them off on each other, and appointed a meeting with all
four on a certain night at her own home.
As arranged, the Kutwdl was the first to come; and, being
admitted, found his lovely Fatima busy over the fire, cooking
something savoury in a pot.
" Ha ! ha ! " said the impatient lover, " what an appetizing
smell ! But drop your ladle now, my dear, and come to my
arms."
" Patience, patience," said Fatima, playfully spilling a little
of the boiling treacle from the ladle on his knees ; "the night
is long, and supper nearly ready."
Whilst the poor Kutwal was rubbing his scalded knees woefully, and thinking that his best silk pahjaniahs would be
,spoiled by the stain, tap-a-tap-tap sounded at the outer door.
" My husband ! " exclaimed Fatima.
" The Holy Prophet !" cried the Kutzchl, wringing his hands ;
"Oh! what shall I do?"

-
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" Here, throw my mother's sheet over you, and sit down in
that dark corner, and grind some wheat in the hand-mill," said
the ready Fatima.
As the upper mill-stone began to fly round, Fatima opened
the door, and let in the Kazi, dressed, oiled, and scented like
a bridegroom.
" See, I have prepared some sweets for you," said she innocently.
" Oh, confound the sweets," said he ; " you are my sweets ;
but who is the old woman in the corner ? "
" My aunt," said she, " she is deaf and half blind, so never
mind her."
Burr-ur-ur went the hand-mill, quicker than ever. Just at
that moment tap-tap sounded at the door.
" My husband ! " exclaimed she.
"My justice as a judge will be impugned," cried the Kazi,
" if I am discovered. Oh dear ! Oh dear ! "
"Kneel down, stupid, in that corner, and I'll throw a skin
over you, and put the lamp on your back, and you will never
be seen," said she, bustling about.
No sooner said than done, when i n walked the courtly Vizier.
"How nicely the light is arranged for a love meeting," he
said insinuatingly, rubbing his fat old hands together.
At that moment a quick double knock sounded at the door.
"God and the Prophet ! Should this come to the King's ears,
my character will be lost," said he nervously.
"No fear," said she, " it is only my husband, he will be gone
in a moment. Kneel down beside the cow, in the dark end of
the house, and pretend to crop hay like she does."
The Vizier had barely done so when the King walked in,
disguised like a sepoy. " Now my fair Fatima," said he
gallantly, putting his arm round her waist, "here I am at last;
but there is little time to spare."
"Patience, patience, your majesty; you squeeze too tight,"
said Fatima, breathless from the royal hug. Just then the
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early morning cock proclaimed the dawn, and the Moolah's
call to prayers sounded from a neighbouring mosque. The
King started at the sound, but, cmposing himself again, said,
" Quick, you little baggage, love me quick ; why did you
appoint such an hour as this ? "
" Sire," said she, " ask her in the corner," pointing to where
the Kutwdl was grinding away at the wheat.
Whilst his majesty, who was rather short-sighted, was poking
about in the corner, Fatima quietly slipped out of the house,
and locked her lovers i n ; then tripped off to summon her
neighbourn.
When the King saw the pretended old woman, he screamed
in her ear, " Who are you ? " But the old creature said never
a word. Getting into a rage at her silence, he pulled her
sheet violently, when up she jumped, and the Ktitwdl stood'
revealed.
"You profligate !" said his sovereign with severity, recovering
his presence of mind when he saw who the trembling culprit
was ; " explain yourself ! "
The poor Kutwdl, speechless from fright, pointed to the stand
from which the expiring lamp cast its feeble light around. The
King approached it, when the KBzi, throwing down the lamp,
stood forth, a portly puffing figure.
"And is it thou, my chief magistrate? how is this, sir?"
said the King crushingly.
The KQzi, the small of whose back was aching from the
constrained position he had been in for the last two hours,
pointed to the part of the house where Fatima's cow was
stalled.
As the King turned his eyes in that direction, he was
astonished to see an object-as of an over-fed calf--slowly rise
up from the litter, and advance towards him. As i t came
nearer, he recognized the well-known outline of his favourite
minister, and, drawing himself up, asked him majestically,
I' And is this thy boasted austerity, Oh Vizier ? "
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The Vizier, who took in the whole situation at a glance,
answered with mock humility, and suggested that, as it was
broad daylight, they had better get home as quickly and
quietly as possible. But when they tried the door, they found
that they were shut in.
And so it came to pass that they were all four exposed, and
pretty little Fatima got justice done her, without sacrificing her
honour to obtain it.

CLASS 111.-FABLES.

An old rustic and his family were resting under a tree,
when a large game bird came and settled in it. The rustic,
on seeing this, told his wife to clean the cooking pot, and his
son to fetch sticks for a fire, and himself .prepared his bow,
wherewith to shoot the bird. Such extensive arrangements
roused the bird to his own danger, and he felt with so many
enemies all working together for his destruction, he could not
escape.
In his fright he addressed the old man in a deprecating
voice. "Hunter, would you rather kill me and fill your belly
once with my flesh, or have the means to fill it every day ? "
The old man put down his bow, and answered as any sensible
father would.
On which the bird said, "Well, dig under this tree, and
you will find some buried treasure."
Father, mother, and son all did so, and found a jar of
ashrafis. Overjoyed at this good fortune, they returned home,
and told their adventure to every one.
One of the old man's neighbourn soon after started off with
his wife and children to try his luck in the same way. Seeing
the bird in the tree, he told his wife to get the cooking pot

ready, but the old woman said, " Nav, shoot your game first."
And his boys, when told to collect firewood, replied in the
same strain, " Father, kill the bird first."
On seeing such a want of union amongst his enemies, the
bird gathered heart and flew off.

Some villagers caught a jackal, and were disputing among
themselves whether to kill him with a knife or let the dogs
tear him to pieces. The jackal said to them, " I f you kill
me, the judgment day will come." On which all in great fear
agreed to let him go.
On getting to a Little distance, the jackal shook himself and
sat down, and the villagers called out to him to speak the
truth now that he was free, and no evil consequence could fall
on him from doing so.
The jackal laughed, and said, " I spoke truly, for had you
killed me, it would have been my 'judgment day.' " He then
trotted off.

A camel and goat were feeding off a small rare bush, of
which both were very fond, and the goat, seeing that there
would be soon nothing left for him, as the camel ate so fast,
looked up and said, "Friend, tell me all about your father's
death."
The foolish camel described the sad event in great detail,
and when he had finished, discovered the object of the question,
and, in order to secure the last mouthful of his favourite food
to himself, said to the goat, "Now tell me how your father
died."
"Of old age," said the goat, as he nibbled at the last leaves
of the bush.
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Some one gave King Solomon a jar containing the water of
life. So the wise monarch, undetermined whether to drink i t or
not, summoned the beasts of the field and the birds of the air
to a council.
When all were assembled, it was found that the hedgehog
was absent, and the horse was sent to fetch him, but returned
without him. So the hawk was sent, but he also returned,,and
said he had failed to persuade the hedgehog to come. On thqt
the dog was sent, and the hedgehog came readily with him.
The King was wroth, and asked the hedgehog why he had
slighted the invitation when conveyed by such honourable
messengers as the horse and hawk, and came at the call of an
unclean dog.
The hedgehog replied, " Oh King! the horse is a faithless
animal, for he serves an enemy as willingly as he does a friend ;
and the hawk is the same, for he obeys whoever feeds him.
But the dog is faithful, for he never leaves his master, though
he beat him and turn him out of doors ; therefore I came with
the dog."
The King was struck with the logic of this reply, and asked
the hedgehog his opinion about drinking the water of life.
" Sire," was the answer, " don't ; for if you do, you will become everlastingly old and miserable, a plague to yourself and
your descexidants."
On that the King upset the jar, following the advice of the
humble hedgehog in preference to that of the others.
-

,An alligator and jackal were great friends, much to the
distress of Mrs. Alligator, who found herself slighted by her
infatuated husband. Revolving a remedy in her mind, she
feigned illness, and for a long time refused to tell her anxious

I
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husband what was the matter. At last one day she told him
that the remedy was beyond his reach, so she must die.
" But say at least what it is," said Mr. Alligator.
"Ah, well ! it is a jackal's heart," replied his sick wife.
The alligator told his wife to cheer up, and went off to his
friend the jackal, and invited him to go a walk with him
across the river.
" But I can't swim," said the jackal.
"Never mind, I'll carry you across on my snout," said his
friend. So they started.
When they got into the middle of the river, the jackal
trembled from fear, and asked the alligator if there mas no
danger; on which the alligator replied that he was going to
kill him, in order to give his heart to his wife.
The jackal laughed, and said, " Oh you fool ! I left my heart
behind me on the bank. Take me back if you want it."
The simple alligator did so ; and when the jackal touched
the dry land, he ran off to the jungle, and never again made
friends with an alligator.

A partridge and a jackal were great friends. When
walking together one day, the jackal said to his friend, "Do
something to make me laugh."
The bird said "A11 right! " And soon after, seeing four
peasants walking along the road in single file, she lighted
on the head of the foremost, on which his nearest companion
aimed a blow at her with his stick, but she nimbly hopped
on to his own head, so the blow descended on the turban of
No. 1. At the same moment No. 2 felt his cranium tapped
pretty sharply by No. 3, and immediately afterwards No. 3
felt his struck in the same way, for the, sly little partridge
hopped from one head to the other just as the death-dealing
stick was descending, and, finally leaving the peasants fighting
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together, flew off to her friend, who enjoyed the joke immensely.
A little while later the jackal felt hungry, and said to the
partridge, " Now give me a dinner."
"Very good," said she, good-naturedly; and, seeing a little
boy carrying on his head a bowl of milk and some cakes to his
father, who was a-field, she hopped along just out of his reach
in front of him. The boy set down his load, and tried to catch
the tantalizing little bird, while the jackal quietly lapped up the
milk, and carried off the cakes to munch quietly away from the
road. The partridge, having played with the boy long enough
for her purpose, flew back to her friend.
"Bravo ! " cried the jackal, " now make me cry."
" All right," said the partridge, " I will, with a vengeance,"
for her dignity was offended at her being treated more like a
servant than a friend.
A little further on they heard dogs barking, so the partridge
flew on, and, fluttering over their heads, led them in full cry
towards the place where she had left her friend.
The jackal, having just dined, felt sleepy, and anything but
inclined to run, but life is dear to all, and away he went,
inwardly cursing his own folly, and vowing vengeance on his
little tormentor. After a long run, when nearly exhausted, a
friendly hole saved him from the teeth of his pursuers.

Two snakes lived in a forest. The one had one head and one
hundred tails, the other had one hundred beads and one tail.
The forest caught fire, and the former escaped easily, for all the
tails assisted; but the latter was burnt to death, for each head
insisted in escaping in an opposite direction.

A wolf and a jackal used to hunt together, but the jackal
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would prudently remain squatted at a little distance whilst his
friend was actually tackling his quarry.
One day the wolf came upon a kid, a little way outside a
village, and when about to kill it, the little animal said, " I f
you let me sing you a song before I die, you will eat me with
the greater gusto."
" Sing away," said the wolf magnanimously. whereon the
kid began to bleat plaintively, and the village dogs were roused,
so away bolted the wolf.
When telling his friend'what had occurred, the jackal taunted
him : "Were either your father or grandfather fond of music,
that you should begin to like it ? "
Next day this worthy pair ran down an ass. " Ah ! " said
the victim to the wolf, "let me at least teach you something
before I die. Jump on my back, and learn to ride ; when you
have learnt, you can kill me."
The wolf did so, and the ass set off towards the village at
full gallop, with the wolf in a great fright holding on as best
he could ; but when, all of a sudden, the sticks of the villagers
began raining on his back, he discovered his folly only in time
to Rave his skin.
Again the jackal, wroth at losing a supper, sneered at him
for not following the good old ways of his ancestors.
Next day an aged camel was run down. "Read but the
amulet written on my breast, by which your game shall always
be secured to you, and I'll die content," whined the old creature.
The wolf advanced between his fore legs, and began peering
upwards, when the camel threw himself forward on him and
crushed him to death.

A dog and a cock were great friends. One day the dog proposed to his friend that they should go out hunting together,
and the cock said, "All right; but you must be sure to be
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home by nightfall, as you know I get blind as soon as the sun
sets."
" Agreed," said the dog. So off they started, and hunted all
day, but got nothing.
The shades of evening fell before they reached home, and
Chanticleer, as usual, lost his eyesight. His friend essayed in
vain to carry him ; but at last gave up in despair, and told him
to mount on to a tree.
When he had seen the cock safely settled on a branch, the
dog said he would run over to a village, which was near, and
try and procure some supper. During his absence Chanticleer
went to sleep, and when he waked he crowed loudly, after the
manner of cocks, supposing i t must be near dawn.
A sly little fox heard the call, and, running to the foot of the
tree, looked up and said, " Come down, oh Akhoond ! and we'll
pray." For he hoped, by flattering master Chanticleer, to have
a dainty meal.
"Wait a bit for the rest of the congregation," said the cock,
inwardly longing for his friend the dog to come and gobble up
the fox.
After a time, when the true dawn appeared, the cock, from
the force of habit, gave a prolonged shrill crow.
" Come down quick," said Reynard, getting impatient, " or
you will be late for morning prayers."
"I'll come in a moment," said Chanticleer, "when I have
cleared my throat," crowing as loud as he could, to attract the
dog, whom he saw at a distance approaching them leisurely.
A minute more and Reynard saw the dog too, so he began to
move off.
" Don't go yet," cried Chanticleer, "here is another mLmber
of the congregation coming."
"Ah ! " said Reynard, " very good ; I'll just go and perform
my ablutions first." And away he ran, and the dog in full cry
after him.
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MARWAT BALLADS.

1.-THE CONQUEST
O F MAEWAT
BY

THE

N A WO F~ MANKEEA.

About fifty-seven years ago, Abezar Khan, grandfather of
Arzullah Khan, the present chief of the Ishkhkls, overpowered his rival, Nawbz Khan, grandfather of Khan Mir
Khan, the present chief of the Beg6 Khels ; whereupon the
latter, with a remnant of his party, after first unsuccessfully
invoking aid from Khan Sarwar Khan, NawQb of Thnk, went
to the Mankera Nawbb, who despatched an army to his assistance, under Mbnak Rai, his Hindoo Chancellor. A pitched
battle was fought, at a place called Lagharwhh, in which
Abezar Khan was defeated with great slaghter. The NawQb
then seized Marwat for himself.
A "durn " named Jarasi, the local poet-laureate of the time,
celebrated the sad event in a ballad, which is still sung all over
Marwat. His grandson, Muhammad NGr, chanted it before me
and a large assemblage of greybeards on a cold night early in
February, 1874. W e all sat in a circle round a great log fire.
The audience were at first grave and silent ; but soon carried
away by the wild, sweet, though rather monotonous strain,
began to nod their heads in time, as it rose and fell on their
ears ; and, when the singer repeated the names, and told of
t& brave deeds of those who had fallen in the fight, as each
name was uttered, some old men would heave a deep sigh,
exclaiming aloud, "Ah!that was so-and-so's father, what a
man he was !"
I t was a very real and affecting entertainment, which brought
back bld times vividly to the minds of the Marwats, bridging
the gulf of years in a minute, and afforded me a glimpse into
the country as it was two generations ago.
It may be said of JarasiThe last of a l l the bards was he,
Who sung of Marwat chivalry.
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For with him ended the days of chivalry, and the class of minstrel poets to which he belonged.
Many fears crowded round my heart.
What a moment of grief it was! The DrkplQris had held
council together.
They would not leave Nawbz alone. They drove him forth from
spite.
Where were the companions of NawQz? They assembled together.
[Here follows a list of his chief partisans.]
When they had mounted and started, they joined Nawbz Midtid
Ehel with themselves.
From this place they marched and hastened to Khan Sarwar.
They said, " Khan ! to-day adversity has beset us ;
Stretch forth thy hand over us, befriend us ! "
The Khan said, "Ye erring men ! I make not war.
Here in my castle I fear the strength of united Marwat."
When the Khan dismissed them, they mountedFine youths they were-and went to Derah.
Mbnki said, " Go, Nawlz, and bow down before the NawQb."
God and the pure Prophet were his escort on the way.
Afterwards Htifiz Ahmad gave him a great army.

*

*

*

*

He dragged the guns and zambliraks 1 from Mankera.
When he came to B l u ~ hthe
, ~ aambliraks were discharged.
Here a council of all the Marwats was held.
At PkzG is their rendezvous, there they collect from all quarters.
When the enemy came to Tang, the Marwats heard of it.
United Marwats marched against them in battle array,
And pitched their black tents at Khan Sbfi.
1
2

The zambirrak is a small kind of cannon canted by a camel.
PaniUa, a village near the foot of Shekhbudin, on its Derah Iemail Khan side.
16

.
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When the enemy came to Lagharwbb, the roar of their aanhbziraks was heard.
Next forenoon the armies spread out in line.
Mhnki said, " Nawbz, look on ; I will join battle first."
' Fine are the warriors of Ishkhkl ; when do they separate from
each other ?
They mounted on to the guns, shoulder to shoulderWhether it watl Bir or Bulbhz, each was raging with a flashing
blade.
A t their hearths they had sworn, "When shall we go back ?Never ! "
This time the Narwat horsemen did nothing in the field.
They left the foot, and carried themselves off in all directions.
They (the enemy) slaughtered the Marwats, and hid the living
in the dead.
Many Marwats they slew-even to Skandara the sweeper !

*

*

*

*

[Here follow lists of the slain and praises of their beauty
and prowess]
Up in Darzai they made Soudala's house a bare plain.
Soudala weeps. Both his eyes' they made blind.
Oh Gul Rang, son of Bbz Bul! thou hast suffered terrible things.
The flowers of Spring are withered up : strange deeds are
wrought.

*

*

*

*

*

See ! He (Mbnak Rai) has let loose harrying parties everywhere.
H e plunders-he is a tyrant-he does not even ask, "Who art
thou ? "
Though the others were plundered, they' made a fight first.
Fools mere the Tbjozais, they neither went nor hid :
They were looted without fault. Their boat was ill fated.
MQnki said, " Marwat have I plundered entirely.
I will demand one rupee more than twenty thousand ;
Nor mill a grain be lessened ; nay, I shall take more."
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This ballad,.of which a fragment only remains, was composed
about one hundred and twenty years ago, to celebrate a successful foray of the Marwats into Tarna (Isikhkl) against the
Niizis, whose chief settlements at the mouth of the K h m
they burnt :
"The Marwats and NiQzis are at war,"
A boy called out beside me.

*

*

*

*

*

On the west of the Tanga fine dust has risen,"
long deep halloo.
The Marwats had strength-they heeded not the drum.
Before early afternoon prayers they had prepared their army ;
Before late afternoon prayers fires blazed in Tarna.
"

A Marwat shouts-a

*

*

*

*

I

"The Marwat swords1 are flashing, come forth from your shelter.
Bkgii, son of H i t h i Khan, is upon you."
Isakki brought home a white beard and a red sword ;
I n the field he swooped like a falcon.
Amongst the Dilkhozais was Atal, a brave warrior :
He brought back a spear broken in the (enemy's) breast.
Kalandar, son of MamGt, is the star of the morning ;
With one thrust he made such havoc with his spear
That the Adamzais were sacrifices to it.

*

*

.

*

*

The fire of the Niizis blazed like burning faggots ;
The Marwats rushed into i t like blind men.

*

*

*

*

I

*

For a man self-praise is unlawful,
But the clothes of Shkkhi, my brother,= were reddened with
blood. Who was looking ?
1 The women of the Isf~khBlsare the speakers. They are m p p d to be trying to
rouse their men to fight.
The poet is the speaker.

,
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As was mentioned in Part L Chapter II., DilBsa Khan
Bannhchi, some years before Edward- first came to BannG,
repulsed with considerable loss a large Sikh force, which was
besieging his village fort, and thus gained for himself undying
fame. I give here some lines from the ballad celebrating his
victory, which is still popular amongst BannGchis and Marwats,
to show the deep-rooted fanaticism of the people.
I n the opening verses, the Sikhs are represented as boasting
of their conquest of the valley; and first threatening Dilbsa
Khan with quick destruction should he not submit, and then,
finding him obstinate, making tempting promises to him.
The " Ghiat Dikisa " taunts them as " Ka$rs,"and replies :
" Countries are of no use to me :
I f I am martyred, God will give me paradise.
All the world is fleeting, as we are born from earth."
The Sikh force came and pitched against Dilba.
Day and night, oh friends ! they fought without ceasing.
'Twas a great earthquake. Boys and girls were kept awake.
Thanks be to God that Dilbsa came out with honour.
H e fought with the infidels, he became a ghaal.
All the people praise him ; from sins he has been cleansed.
The Houris of Paradise have made him their own-'tis a truth
from the Book.
H e put the Sikhs to flight. Where will they flee religionless ?
RIDDLES.

A common amusement amongst Pathans is the asking and
answering of riddles. I give below literal translations of
several, as specimens of this style of composition :
1. I have counted the spots on the King's face-they are eight;
If a man omits one, he breaks his faith.
Behold the five spots, which he has marked on hie forehead ;
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Both the blind and the seeing must observe them.
Behold, too, his three other spots on the point of his chin ;
The poor are debarred from their sight, but the rich see them.
Answer. The King is the Prophet, who is often spoken of as
Shah-i-Arab. The five spots on the forehead typify the five
times of prayer, which all Muhammadans must observe, and
those on the chin zakdt (tithes), haj (pilgrimage to Mecca),
and khairat (alms).
.2. From above came a red eye,
A full eye steeped in blood :
If I eat it, I become an infidel ;
If I don't, I fall sick.
Ansjcer. The "red eye" is the new moon of Ramzin, the
Muhammadan Lent ; the moon's disc being often spoken of
as " stirga," " an eye," and a0 it ie firat visible in the ruddy
glow of sunset, it often appears " steeped in blood." When
a man breaks the fast, by the strict observa~iceof which
millions in Asia are annually brought to death's door, and
thousands to death itself, he is said "to eat the RamzBn."
* 3. I t has neither mouth, nor teeth, nor head, nor bowela ;

Yet i t eats its food steadily.
I t has neither village, nor home, nor hands, nor feet ;
Yet i t wanders everywhere,
I t has neither country, nor means, nor office, nor pen ;
Yet 'tis ready for fight always.
By day and night is there wailing about it.
I t has no breath ; yet to all will it appear.
Answer. Death.

4. I t issues from an orifice and enters one ;
Eyes neither see it nor hand catches it ;
Sometimes i t becomes a rose of the garden ;
Sometimes it falls like a thunder-bolt.
Answer. A word.
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5. 'Tis not on earth, nor yet in heaven ;
'Tis not man, nor animal ;
On a aoft place is its home ;
Every one wonders at it.
Answer. A boat.

6. Without wings or bones it flutters like a bird.
Fair maids rejoice at it.
Its song causes gladness.
It spins round like a dancer.
Ignorant man knows it not.
Answer. A spinning-wheel.

7. Like a staff in look, it seems a flag.
On its loin ie its pouch.

'Tis ready for battle.

Answer. A j w d r stalk ripe for the sickle.
,
8 . Its head is in man; its middle in the ox; its end in the ground.
Answer. A wheat stalk.
9. 'Tie rubbed on stone; its food is on the forehead ; its home
is in wood.

Answer. A razor.
10. From the living a corpse is born :
Living it leaves its corpse, and its corpse is broken in two.
Answer. An egg--then a chicken.

CHAPTER

111.

PASHTO PROVERBS TRANSLATED INTO ENGLISH.

WE all of us know what a proverb is and ought to contain,
but few of us could, without much thought, define our conception of it. A definition is difficult at all times ; but in 'this
particular case it 'is specially so, as many sayings hover on the
border-land between proverbs, aphorisms or moral precepts, and
fables, so doubtful is the boundary-line between them.
The subjoined collection of sentenceewhich I venture to
call proverbs-are
almost all supposed popular truisms, so
epigrammatically expressed as to have become household words
amongst the people. This is the shortest, but, at the same
time, widest and truest definition of the term " proverb," which
has occurred to me. Until the thought of a community on
some social subject, which has been felicitously called "the
wisdom of many," has been condensed and dressed by the " wit
of one," or of the few, into a bright brief sentence, the seedling
has not been planted ; and, until that seedling has taken firm
root, and grown up into a great tree, familiar to all within a
wide radius of its birthplace, it c a ~ o become
t
a proverb. To
attain such honourable distinction, then, a saying, no matter
how much of " shortness, sense, and salt " it may contain, re-
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quires the sanction of popularity ; and, to secure such general
acceptation, it ought to be conveyed in simple language, yet
with a certain amount of sparkle and jingle about it, so that,
like a popular tune, i t may tickle the ear of the multitude, and
obtain an abiding place in their hearts. With this end in
view, rhyme, rhythm, alliteration, metaphor, and hyperbole
have all been liberally indented on in proverbial manufacture.
The essentiality of "the three s'e," as "shortness, sense,
and salt" have been termed, and of popularity, is universally
true of all good proverbs in all countries, and in all languages.
Let us suppose a man ambitious of having it recorded on his
tombstone, "P.S. He made a proverb," all he has to do, and
mighty easy it is, is to take as his ingredients the said "three
8's " and mix them judiciously and well. Having done so, he
can do no more, but the rub has still to come, for unless the
public take the dose readily and pleasurably, no amount of
puffing or persuasion can force it into their mouths.
The earliest popular Book of Proverbs is, I suppose, that
commonly ascribed to King Solomon. Since his time, millions
of new proverbs have sprung up, had their day, and disappeared, and millions are now existent, some old, some new ; and
the more the proverbs of different nations are compared together, the closer does the similarity of ideas on a numerous
class of subjects appear, but of this more presently.
This collection is the first yet attempted of Pashto proverbs,
and, being the first, is necessarily very imperfect ; but i t contains specimens of prevailing Pathan opinions on all important
social topics, and as such I trust it will be found valuable. I t
would have been easy to obtain many hundreds more, and in
fact several hundreds were rejected, as being grossly indecent,
wanting popular sanction, literal and recent translations 'from
another language, or sayings already recorded in a slightly
altered dress. Every endeavour has been made to exclude
sayings evidently derived from the Persian or Arabic, but I
have admitted them in cases where the derivation appeared
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doubtful, or the saying was so common that to exclude it
simply for want of originality would have been ridiculous. I
conceive that what is wanted in a collection of this sort is to
obtain an insight into a people's hidden thoughts on their own
social condition, and we can best do so by studying them from
their expressed thoughts, which, in the shape here given below,
cannot lie. Every race of man, from the highest to the lowest
in the intellectual scale, whose language is s d c i e n t l y copious
and flexible, must have numerous proverbs, which are unwritten and unconscious self-criticisms, accessible to all the
world. Through them the innermost secrets of the brain can
be exposed as plainly as the physical secrets of the brain can
be laid bare by the dissecting knife. A knowledge of the proverbs current amongst uncivilized races is therefore invaluable
for the purpose of elucidating their thoughts and feelings. But,
in drawing our conclusions from them as to a people's social
and intellectual status, we must not forget that as it is the
leaders of public opinion who either invent or first give currency to a proverb, so the higher-toned proverbs of a people
are in advance of their moral condition, and represent rather
what their "best selves" would have them be and do, than
what they are and do. Where antagonistic proverbs on the
same subject are found, some refined and ennobling, others
coarse and debasing, the latter will, in most cases, more truly
represent popular opinion-that is, the opinion of the massesthan the former. Most of those given below were collected
slowly and laboriously, between the autumn of 1872 and the
hot weather of 1874; but, with the exception of those under
the headings of Husbandry, Class and Local, they are not all
familiar amongst the peasantry of the Trans-Indus portions of
the District, as some were obtained from PeshLwar, Ehost, and
the Khatak hills, and some are only current over a very circumscribed area. Nor must it be supposed that most of them
are only known in this District. I f the genesis and method of
circulation of a proverb be examined, with reference to the
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minds of those who speak them, the reason why many of the
classes, which may be styled ethical and cynical, should be
almost universally known, will be manifest. Though mankind
ia divided into many races, some of which have neither apparent connexion in speech or descent from common parents,
nor any sort of intercourse together, yet the Creator has made
"the whole world kin," by endowing all men with like minds
and passions. And the thoughtful of all races-except perhaps
the very lowest in the scale, of the working of whom minde we
as yet know little, be they white or black, Aryan or Semitic,
civilized or savage-have long since, by the aid of the teachings
of experience, arrived at similar conclusions on the various feelings and influences which govern the actions of their fellows,
and on the whole allow to each conclusion the same weight.
The mainsprings of action being similarly judged, the amount
of honour or shame attachable to any particular act, although
.depending to some extent on the degree of each people's enlightenment, ia also, in the case of many instincts and attributes, estimated alike. Thue we find that amongst most
peoples, whose languages have yet been studied, proverbs
relating to the passions, bravery and cowardice, goodness and
wickedness, wisdom and foolishness, the weakness of women,
the deceit of man, and other cognate classes, have a strong
family resemblance. Pathans no doubt contrast less with
Englishmen than many other races, yet the gulf between them
is sufficiently wide to leave room for surprise at the similarity
in meaning of many of the proverbial sayings current in their
respective tongues.
No other reasonable explanation than that indicated above
can, I think, be offered for the remarkable parallelism between
the proverbs of different countries. It may be contended
that proverbs on such subjects as are in harmony with the h e d
belief of the vast majority of mankind (such as the influence
and effect of the passions, the uncertainty of life, the existence
of a Supreme Being) spread from one centre. But though no

'
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doubt some few have thus obtained an almost universal circulation, such a hypothesis cannot be entertained for a moment in
respect to the large number of analogous proverbs which exist
in all languages of which we have knowledge; and we must
fall back on the theory that their genesis is to be accounted
for by the common but independent experience of different
minde. So great is the antiquity of proverbs of the description
to which I have been referring that few can be t r d back
to their origin. It may be said of them that they have been
for centuries the heirlooms of the whole human race. Still,
considering the separate generation theory as the true one
(although, by the way, during the Crusades, there muat have
been a considerable interchange of thought as well as blows
between Christians and Muaalmane), and applying it in the present case, we are confronted by a new dificulty, which is this.
The Pathans, being what they are, i t is unlikely that they were
themselves the creators of all their finer proverbs, for there are
in some of them a delicacy of expression, and a subtle knowledge of the finer workings of the human heart-points whose
depth and force are but feebly conveyed in my translationswhich induce the conclusion that they are the productions of
educated minds. Whence then came they? No doubt the
thoughts were here-rude and cumbrous, but still articulatebut it could not have been until some stranger-some wandering
minstrel, returning pilgrim, or holy sayad or akhoond fresh
from the Western schobls of learning-had, with the practiced
touch of the skilful artist, reduced the loose, struggling utterance 'into shape, that any of them received the epigrammatic
pointedness which converted a popular truism into a proverb.
I n the process, the sayings of other tribes were either reproduced bodily, or with some slight but necessary alterations
suitable to the special condition of the particular tribe. I n
support of this theory, I may mention t,hat when I had fairly
exhausted the proverbs of the Pathans of this District, I received a number from Khost, and some from Peshiwar, most
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of which, on examination, proved, with the exceptions previously noted, to have either been already collected, or old
friends in new dresses.
Proverbs are to the Pathan what Biblical texts are to the
Christian-a r u h of life or conduct which cannot be gainsaid ;
and as various shades of meaning are evolved out of one and
the same text, so proverbs are applied in various ways. I n
both there is often a curious antagonism, arising in the latter
case from some cause which I am not competent to explain ;
and in the former, from the diversity of human opinion,
whence arose that now well-worn saying, Quot &mines tot
sententice.

Of the sentences given below, a few of which cannot be
classed as proverbs, a somewhat limited number only is common
in the mouths of the poorest and rudest Pathans. Still so many
as they know are constantly on their tongues, and those whose
daily food is assured to them have a large repertory, from
which they are always drawing. When we would quote from
books, an illiterate people quote their proverbs, and allow the
same weight to them as we do to the dicta of some known and
trusted author.
BEGGING.

Though a man who begs is looked upon as degrading himself,
as having lost all sense of shame, still the beggar seldom asks
in vain, for go where he may, he is sure of securing a meal and
a night's lodging. Those who gain their bread in this
way are fortunately few in number, and, whether Hindoo or
Muhammadan, throw into the profession a touch of religion,
calling themselves Fakeers or religious mendicants, as an additional incentive to the charitable to give. I can recall to
mind no instance of a Marwat, and only very few cases of
BannGchis, asking alms from me. With Wazirs and other hill
men the case is different, for when any of them meet a Stihib at a

'
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distance from cantonments, children, if there are any, are put
forward to beg, and if there are none, then the men or women
importune. And I have known one of them throw down the
proffered coin in disgust, when it was a small one, as if he
thought a SBhib lowered his dignity by giving less than a
rupee.

1. Wherever it is
night.I

" welcome,"

the beggar passes the

A man's home is where he finds his livelihood, or
morsel," as the natives say.

"

daily

2. If the beggar would not wander in another's courtyard ;
The dog would not have designs against him.
That is, if a man mind hie own business only, none will
interfere with him. W e have a saying, " Sit in your
place, and none can make you rise." The Pashto
couplet is, I am told, from Abdul Hamid.

3. Though dogs fight amongst themselves, still they
are at one against the beggar man.
This is literally true; and if we may regard Banndchis,
forty years ago, as dogs, and Wazirs as beggars,
though certainly rather aggressive ones, it would
apply to them also, for Banndchis were never at peace
amongst themselves except when fighting their common enemy, the Wazirs.

4. Food obtained by begging, is licking the blood of
the nose.
Meaning that begging is a low business.
1 The translation is eve
here literal or near1 so. It has been im wible to
bring out the full force o z h e original, in whici rh$e, rhythm, an! a subtle
playlng on words perform a prominent part. The num er prefixed to each proverb
corresponds with that preiixed to the Pashto sayings in the next Chapter.
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5. To the devil with a brother, who asks a loan from

'' dums."

The " durn " is a minstrel, and jack-of-all-trades. I n most
villages one or more are to be found, maintained at
'
the expense of the community, as village servants.
Native gentlemen, also, generally have one or two
i n their service.

6. One dog was licking a hand-mill, another was licking himself.
Said of a beggar who begs from a man as needy as himself.

7. If you have, eat ; if you have not, die.
W e have cold hard unsympathizing philosophy here.
Let a man enjoy what he has, while he may; and
when the day of adversity comeg let him bear it
without murmuring, not stoop to cringe and beg.
Who would help him if he did ?

8. A Pathan begs not ; if he do, well, he'll beg from
his sister.
Means that if he beg at all he will have no shame.

9. A hardened (beggar) is worse than a creditor.
That is, he is more importunate than a creditor.
BOASTING.

The maxim that "deeds not words prove the man," is fully
appreciated in the proverbs here given, which, though few in
number, contain various means, from a delicate hint to a coarse
rebuff, of " shutting up " men who indulge in tall talking. So
far as my experience goes, the Pathan is not much given to
bragging, except ,when speaking of his own clan collectively,
or of his ancestors, whose bravery, of course, no words can
adequately represent. The case perhaps most familiar to a
District Officer, in which the Baron Munchausen style is invariably used to an amusing extent, is when a favour is asked
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from Government, through its representative the Deputy Commissioner, for then the State is sure to be described as being
greatly in the petitioner's debt for important services rendered,
which as often as not turn out to be purely imaginery, or only
so far true that the petitioner or a relation of his once caught
a thief, but had, at the time, received a handsome reward for
the capture.

1. You will then learn your measure, when you spend
a night with your match.
2. Say not thus, I am," or you will become as I am.
Said by a small man to a great mln and a boaster.

3. The frog mounted a clod, and said he had seen,
Cashmere.
Said of small men, in derision of their vain-glorious
trumpeting8 of their own great deeds.

4. Though I am but a straw, I am as good as you.
Pathans act on the principle that "Jack is as good as his
master," each believing himself as good as any other
man.

5. The slave is down, but his vaunting is up.
Meaning the greater the coward the greater his bragging.

6. Say not, "I am in the world," God has made man
above man.
7. A fly's hostility will be known on the scald-headed
man.
When a fly is seen rubbing his two fore-legs together,
he is supposed to be regretting that the last scaldheaded man, on who~ecrown he alighted, has escaped
him, and to be cogitating that if he again have a
chance, he will show him his powers of fighting and
irritate him to death. Th.e above is said in derision of
boastful cowards.
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8. Weep, oh Umar ! then you would not eat the
thousand-holed food; now you must content yourself
with dry pulh5.
Umar was a Marwat, and married well in a foreign
country. After a time he became home-sick, longing
to see his sandy fields again; and whilst eating dry
puMd, a very dainty dish, repeated the above to himself aloud so often as to arouse his wife's curiosity.
" 'Tis what I used to eat at home," said her husband,
sighing. So she consented to go to Marwat with
him, in order to taste the wonderful "thousandholedJ' food. When she got there, she found it was
only a bajra cake, the coarsest of food, and so called
owing to the number of air-bubbles which arise in
it when being baked. The moral is that every man
boasts of his native land, so when telling about it
should not be believed.

9. Small mouth, big words.
SO we say, "Great cry, little wool," and "Great boast,
small roast."

10. What is a small hare, what is its load?
Said in. rebuff to men who promise what they cannot
perform.

11. You have plundered the country, oh Kite ! by
your blustering ; you will not let me seize you.
The words rendered " blustering " mean literally, the
swishing noise made by a large bird when making
a swoop. The meaning is, that a cowardly bully
robs one, and, before the victim can recover from
his first surprise, runs away.

12. I s a dog or a soldier the better ? Confound the
soldier who praises himself.
Meaning that, in respect of modesty, a vain-glorious

.
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soldier is inferior to the unclean dog, which never
boasts.

13. He eats greens, and breathes pula'b.
Said of a man who is " vox et prceterea nihil."
14. A great sound is given forth from the empty
vessel.
So in English, "Empty vessels make the loudest sounds ;"
and in the Scriptures, " A fool's voice is known by
multitude of words."

15. Here is a yard measure, and here is some level
ground.
Now said to any boaster, when means of testing his
assertions are at hand; first said to a Marwat, who
was talking of some impossible jump he stated he
had done.

16. When a man praises his own greatness, why does
he make himself equal to heroes ?
By doing so he shows he is none, as heroes never vaunt
their own deeds.
BRAVERY.

Admiration for physical courage is as innate in a Pathan
as an Englishman. I n a Pathan's eyes a brave man must
possess every virtue, but a coward can possess none. Though
the moral tone of the maxims collected under the above
heading is high and honourable to the people amongst whom
they are current, and I believe most of them are so throughout
the whole of Eastern Afghanistan, yet, with all his gallantry
and talk about brave deeds, the Pathan has no knowledge of
"fair play," and would think an enemy, who practised it
towards him, a generous fool. So foreign is the idea comprised
in the above phrase to his mind, so difficult its conception
16
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even, that hie language contains no equivalent expression,
and, though there is a word for treachery (Cagt), still it appears to him in most cases merely a skilful taking advantage
of an enemy's mistake or weakness. Two instances of recent
occurrence will sufice to illustrate what I have now stated.
I n June, 1870, when, as mentioned in Part I., Chapter IV., a
sepoy guard was butchered, the heads of the different Waziri
clans settled in the District were summoned into EdwardesBbU, and it was explained to them that the revolted clan had
committed an outrage of the blackest treachery. None of the
assembled chiefs would regard it in that light, but held that,
as the section was, or imagined itself to be, aggrieved, and had
made up its mind to rebel, the blow was well and nobly struck.
Again, in the summer campaign of 1873, between the Darwksh
Khel and Mashdd Wazirs, a large party of the former succeeded in surprising some shepherds belonging to i h e latter,
and slaughtered them all, including a woman; and the victorious band, on their return to Bannb, exulted over their
cowardly deed, as if it had been a glorious feat of arms. Those
who think my remarks unfairly severe should call to mind
the incidents of 1841 in KBbul.

1. On his forehead is light, whose sword tip is red
(with blood).
That is, he who has killed his man is a fine fellow. Good
looks and brave deeds accompany each other.

2. One is equal to one hundred, and one hundred to
(so much) earth.
One brave man is equal to one hundred cowards.

3. Either a brave man wields the sword, or one red
from grief (i.e. desperate).
4. When the wolf gets red, he becomes an ugly
customer.
Banndchia say this of Wazirs, but its general application
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is that a bad man, whom one has punished or injured,
becomes all the more dangerous.

5. Shoes are tested on the feet ; a man in a row.
6. Against a sword assume a shield, against words a

--

bold front.

7. Desire a man's disposition, and a lion% heart.
8. The sword's fellowship is sweet.
One brave man admires another.

9. Look at a man's deeds, not whether he is tall or -short.
10. The sword is wielded through family.
That is, its use is almost natural to men of good family,
or descended from brave men.

11. To a true man his sickle is an Afghan knife.
12. May you rather die in fight, my son, than be disgraced before the enemy.

13. The tiger rends his prey, the jackal, too, benefits
by it.
The jackal is the tiger's attendant, and eats his leavings.
The meaning is that a strong man both maintains
himself and his dependents.

14. The load which the ass won't carry, you yourself
will carry.
When a brave man can't get assistance readily, he sets
to work and does without it.

15. I would rather be a childless mother, than that
you should run from the battle-field.
Said by a mother to her son.

16. Other brave men do not seize on the wealth of him
who binds on his arms. '
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17. Who passes through in one (case), becomes a lion
in another.
-- 18. Who has the power to fight lays conference aside.
19. Although there are many roads, for men there is
only one (i.e. the straightest).
20. 'True men are not God, but are not without God.

'--

That is, though not equal to God, yet receive help from Him.

21. The spectator is a great hero (i.e.,criticizes freely).
22. Though you are of the border, I am of the woods.
Means "I am as good a man as you."

23. The clod does not miss the dock-eared dog.
Such dogs are the best fighters, and, when barking at
any one, approach so near him that a clod thrown
at them is sure to h i t ; whereaa, the common village
curs keep, when barking, at a respectful distance.
The application is that the more reckless of danger
a man is, the greater the chances of hie getting hurts.

24. For a man, either a swift flight or a swift blow.
That is, either rrdiscretion" in running away, "is the
better part of valour," or a sudden bold attack.

25. If there be not a leader, there won't be a crossing;
If there be not gold, there won't be Eed.
Until some man tries the depth and the bottom, whether
firm or a quicksand, it is impossible to say where
the ford is.

26. See a man all round, a dog of a fellow may be a
good swordsman.
When forming judgment as to a man's worth, do not
regard only one or two points, e.g. his skill with
the sword, but study him all round, and strike the
balance from the general result.
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27. The thorn which is sharp is so from its youth.
That is, a brave man was brave as a boy.
is father of the man."

"The child

CLASS AND LOCAL.

The first named are the more numerous, and admirably
represent the narrowmindedness of Banntichis and Marwats,
even when expressing their opinion on classes, distinct from
themselves, who live amongst them, or with whom they come
into daily contact. Bs might be expected, Hindoos and
" Hindkais
are roundly abused, the former on account of
their religion and money-acquiring propensity, and the
latter because of their superior thrift and energy in cultivation.
Making allowance for the natural antipathy of a bigoted
Musalman towards a Hindoo, there is a good deal of truth
in what is said about him; but, as far as I have observed, the
" Hindkais " are most unjustly vilified. Probably motives of
jealousy alone have warped the judgment of their former
Pathan masters about them. The estimation in which hill
men are held was, and is to some extent even now, correct
enough, but owing to Wazirs and Battannis having of late
years taken to agricultural pursuits, it will probably not continue to be so much longer.
The purely local sayings are very forcible, and contain much
sound observation and advice in a few short pithy sentences.

1. He is a Shiah's tomb, white outwardly, but black
inside.
Said of a plausible humbug, with a handsome exterior
and empty head. This is a Banniichi metaphor.
Being bigoted Sunnis, BannGchis never misa an
opportunity of vilifying Shiahs.
1 In the term ' l Hindkai," AwLn and Jat cultivators are generally meant, but in
a wider sense it include8 all Muaalmans who talk Hindi PunjLbi, or some dialect
derived from it.
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2. Though a Katak is a good horseman, still he is a
man of but one charge.
That is, like the French, they have great e'lan, but soon
get disheartened. This is a Marwat proverb.

3. Friendship is good with every one, except a Khatak.
Nay the devil seize a Khatak.
A Khatak is here equivalent to a bad man. This saying
is attributed to KhushB1 Khan, a celebrated Khatak
chief, who lived in the reign of Aurangzkb, and who
had reason to curse the faithlessness of his countrymen.

4. The Dharmsbl's pillar will not be without a Hindoo's loin cloth.
The allusion is to the custom of Hindoos, who, after
bathing, go direct to their dharms4, or house of
worship, and, after changing their bathing drawers,
perform their devotions. Pathans laugh at the tight
fitting loin-cloths or drawers, worn by Hindoos, as
will be seen below, in No. 18. Here the meaning
is that a bad man has bad ways.

5. Who marries not an Isakki woman, deserves an
ass for a spouse.
The Isakki women are said to be very pretty. The tribe
compose one of the sections into which the Bannilchis
are divided.

6. The Noghal tyrannizes over the cultivator, and the
cultivator over the earth.

7. If a "Hindkai'), cannot do you any harm, as he
goes along the road he will leave you a bad smell.
This is a Bannlichi saying. Hindkais settled amongst
them are mostly Awhns, and compose the "harnsaynh" class. A t first they were entirely dependent
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on their Pathan masters, and very submissive towards
them, but being better labourers, and more thrifty,
they gradually acquired land and increased in numbers, which, naturally enough, has prevented them
from being popular amongst the Bannbchis, or rather
Pathan Bannhchis, as "Hindkais" are now, to all
intents and purposes, Bannhchis themselves, having
been settled from two to five or more generations
in the valley. Their old masters are fond of ascribing to them all those vices which we know they
themselves possess.

8. Though you duck a Hindkai in the water, his seat
will remain dry.
So they say in Egypt, "Cast him into the Nile, and he
will come up with a fish in his mouth." Means
t,hat, do what you may, Hindkais are always lucky.

9. Kill not a black snake, but a black Jat.
I n the word Jat the "Hindkai" in particular is meant,
but after him all those cultivators who talk any
dialect of Punj Lbi are included.

10. Who says of
a stone.
."

ha''is
water.

" &ban "p6n4," place his head under

the Pashto for "pdnt," the Hindi word for
This is much the same as the last.

1I . What is the Hindoo dance but to open and close
the hands ?
Said in derision of the slow measured movements of legs
and arms in the " nautch," a Pathan dance being
all life, hands and feet flying about in all directions
like Catherine wheels.

12. Fire and water are in common,' but not so with
the Hindoo.
The Hindoo draws his own water, and cooks and eats
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his food alone, both of which proceedings are considered to be comically stupid by a Pathan, who does
the reverse, and likes society at all times.

13. When a Hindoo becomes bankrupt, he looks up
kiis old account-books.
To see whether there is any little outstanding item,
which, with interest added, would not assist him
in his difficulty.

14. The Hindoo's cooking circle is purified with dung.
The dung itself is stinking and unclean, yet the Hindoo
uses it as a purifier. Means that an unclean man,
attempt what he may, cannot cleanse himself.

15. A Sikh's origin is his hair.
Meaning that any low fellow can become a Sikh if he
lets his hair grow long.

16. If a Wazir makes an attack, he will expose his
naked back.
A BannGchi proverb. A Wazir fights behind entrenchments, but not. in the open; should' he attempt to
charge he will, acco~ding to the proverb, have to
run away, defeated.

1'7. The threads of the cloth have concealed sense from
the weaver.
Owing to their occupation keeping them at home, and
their minds fixed on their threads, weavers are considered little better than idiots, and are, as a matter
of fact, as a class, remarkably unintelligent.

18. The use of the Hindoo's loin-cloth is for cutting
his person.
19. One hundred Dawaris (are not equal to) one stick.
Means that a man armed with a good cudgel would defeat
a hundred of them. Like the Banniichis, the Dawaris are looked down upon by Marwats and Wazirs.
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20. The JadrBns, the hill wolves, bring a fine on
BannG.
The JadrBns, inhabitants of Shamal west of Khost (said
to be KarlBnis, though often called by us Ghiljis),
come down in the cold months from their mountains
to Bannli, where they work as navvies, and return
in May with their earnings. They are splendid
workmen and inveterate beggars, and are said to
bring a fine on the country, owing to the amount
of money they carry away with them to their houses,
money honestly earned or begged, for they seldom if
ever steal or rob.

21. A Shiah's ablutions are not nullified by his passing wind.
Such an accident renders a Sunni unclean, consequently,
when it occurs, he has to perform his ablutions over
again before he can pray. The meaning is that
nothing will put a shhmeless man to the blush.

22. A hill man is no man.
B y the dwellers in the plains he is looked on as a wild
beast.

23. Don't class "Sargarai" as grass, nor a hill man
as a human being.
This is like the preceding.

24. The drum was beating in the plain, and the
Battanni was dancing on the hill.
This is a Marwat saying, about their hill neighbours the
Battannis' stupidity.

25. The Pathan eats his enemy, the Hindoo his friend.
A Pathan thinks a Hindoo's love of money is so great,
that to gain a rupee he would cheat his own father
or mother if he could.
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26. Poshtiwar flour won't be without "jwhr," a Kabul
woman won't be without a lover.
Peshhwar flour is said to be generally adulterated, but
I do not know whether there is any truth in the
assertion or not. The latter part of the proverb is
well known to be true, and is mentioned by Burnes
in his " Cabool."

27. Don't trust the Nogha17sletters. Of the Moghal
first letters, then armies.
It is remarkable that proverbs, like this and No. 6, are
still current, having out-lived their occasion many
generations.

28. What is in deposit with a Hindoo, is in a grainsafe.
I t is pleasant to 'find one proverb even in praise of a
Hindoo, and here the praise is well deserved. The
Narwat Hindoos are alone referred to, this being
a Marwat saying.

29. One hundred Battannis eat one hundred sheep.
Said of men or families whose domestic economy is badly
regulated, the Battannis being very bad managers
in household concerns.

30. Get round a Pathan by softy coaxing him, but
take up a clod for a Hindkai.
That is, with a little conciliation, not bullying, a Pathan
will agree to anything, but a Hindkai requires
the reverse treatment. I f in "Hindkais" we include the degenerate Pathans settled in. IsakhCl and
Mihnwfili, as well' as all the miscellaneous " J a t "
classes, the methods here laid down for working the
two classes deserve attention, owing to their truth.

31. A dead K6ndi is better than a live one.
Marwats look down on Elindis, though connected with
them, both being Lohinis. The saying arose owing
to a Eiindi having been killed by a Marwat, and the
murdered man's relations demanding an unusually
large sum as blood money, which was paid

32. A Khatak is a hen; if you seize him slowly he
sits down, if suddenly he clucks.
This i5 a Marwat saying, and means the Ehataks are
cowards. The two tribes were old enemies, until the
increasing encroachments of the Wazim, about fifty
years ago, gave them both full occupation, and
partially stopped their feuds.

33. Keep a Marwat to look after asses, his stomach
well filled, and his feet well rubbed (from hard exercise).
This is, of course a Khatak saying; tit for tat for the
last. I f a Marwat tau~lts a Khatak for being a
coward, a Khatak can return the compliment by
calling his enemy only fit to attend asseg little
better than an ass himself.

34. If you want to live in peace, don't weigh the cats.
The origin of this saying is as follows. A Banniichi
woman had a lover, to whom she gave all her
husband's store of ghi, and, when asked about its
disappearance, laid the blame on her cats, on which
the unreasonably suspicious husband said he would
weigh them. On that the indignant wife replied
as above. The moral is, I fancy, that one ought to
" live and let live," wink at small irregularities, and
not be too particular in testing the truth of explanations rendered by one's wife.

35. Karai was a thief, and the MirakhCl was his companion.
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The MirBkhkl, though an honest man, was thought as
,bad as Earai, a famous thief, as he associated with
him; the line of reasoning being, "Tell m;! with
whom you go, and I'll tell you what you are."

36. The Buran is proud by means of strange water.
The Buran is a torrent bed in Bannli, which gets most
of its supply of water, except on occasions of heavy
rain in the hills, from springs and the KGrm river.
The above is said of people who take credit to themselves for work done by others.

37. There is death in the toil of the traveller, his arm
becomes his pillow, his mouth gets full of dust. May
you not have to travel, my friend. When you become a
traveller, no one will give you a place (that is, no one
will help you).
BannGchis and Marwats are great stay-at-homes.

38. Though pleasures become many, none will equal
milk.
This is a Marwat saying, a draught of fresh milk being
thought by such a simple people perfect nectar.

39. From their not being men, Balo became a chief.
When a weak man is appointed a village or parish head
Inan, the selection is thus criticized by the people
at large. Who Balo was is now forgotten.

40. Until he get over the small-pox, parents do not
count their child their own.
This proverb owes its origin to a time when small-pox
was much commoner than now.

41. An abandoned GtGmal is better than a dead
brother.
This is a Pawindah proverb. The GGmal is the pass, or
rather torrent bed, by which the Pawindahs enter
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British territory, and in the spring return to their
homes. During the passage they have to defend
themselves against the attacks of the Mahsbds .and
SulirnhnkhPls.

42. Had rice (cultivation) been easy, Manja would
have eaten it.
Manja was an enterprising Marwat, who, some forty years
ago, dug a small canal from a stream called the
Lhrah, and attempted rice cultivation. As his canal
failed, he was ruined. The proverb is now said when
friends wish to dissuade a man from any difficult
undertaking.

43. The waters of Skli, the wheaten cake of Marwat.
Skli, or Sohkli, is a torrent bed near the village of Edndi,
in Derah Ismail Khan. I t s water is said to be
very sweet and wholesome, and the wheat of Marwat
is considered very superior.

44. The day of Bann6, the night of Marwat.
The former is cool by day, owing to the country being
well irrigated, and the latter is cool by night, owing
to its being an open sandy country, and subject to
cooling southern breezes.

45. A sun-stricken man recovers, a moon-stricken
man does not.
This is a Marwat superstition. I t is supposed that moonbeams cause sickness and calamity, consequently
Marwats are averse to sleeping in them without a
covering over their faces. This and the preceding
eleven are of very local application, being only common amongst particular sections of the Banndchis
and Marwats.

46. Niizis like rows.
The Nibzis, now settled in Isbkhkl, were foicibly expelled
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from Marwat, by the Marwats, between two hundred
and fifty and three hundred years ago, and fro;
the date of expulsion unt,il ten or fifteen years before
the annexation of the Punjhb, were constantly fighting with them.

47. H e won't be a Damari whose fringe is not greasy.
The inhabitants of the Dawar valley, a fertile, independent tract in the hills, about two marches west of
Edwardesfibfid, are well off, and liberal in their
expenditure of ghi. They often anoint their guests
with ghi, and at the Eed festival their Maliks put
roasted fowls on their turbans, and let any one who
can carry them off. When a plot of land becomes
exhausted, they are said to sometimes kill a traveller
on i t t h e holier the man is, the better-and convert
the spot into a shrine, in the hopes that through it
a blessing will accrue, and the ,land become again
fertile. The application of the proverb is that a
man who has not the outward signs of wealth, will
not be wealthy.

48. Have you become Khan Mir Khan that you
muzzle a young camel's mouth ?
Khan Mir Khan was a tyrannical chief in Marwat, who
carried his brutality so far that he used to muzzle
young camels. No one since has ever done such a
thing. Above is said of a weak man, who attempts
to do something outrageous.

49. Though a Hindkai be your right arm, cut it off.
See above Nos. 7, 8, and 9.

60. Go inside with a fan, outside with a blanket.
That is, begin sleeping inside your house while it is
still so hot that you require a punkah, i.e. about the
end of August ; and begin sleeping outside whilst
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you still require .a blanket, i.e. early in May. These
two rules embody the health code of all Marwats and
Bannbchis, if not of Pathans generally.

51. Jealousy ate up the mountain, taxes the plain.
This is an old expressive saying. I n the hills, rivalries
and feuds ruined the people though they were free
and independent; and in the plain, the heavy arbitrary
taxation imposed by the Government preceding our
own.

52. Though the army be one's father's, it is bad.
Means that a number of men, be they a regiment on the
march or a Deputy Commissioner's camp, wherever
they stop, are a nuisance, as they eat up everything
and do a lot of damage. This feeling is common
everywhere. There is a similar proverb in Hindi.

53. Bang won't become wood ;
A Bhangi Khel won't become a man.
Bang is the hemp plant. Bhangi Khels were formerly
great thieves.

54. Though your father was a Jat, you are Jabikin.
Meaning your father was a fellow of the baser sort, but
you-you are immeasurably more despicable. Pathans
look on Jats with the same lofty contempt with which
some Englishmen regard many of the native racessay Bengalis.

55. The full stomach speaks Persian.
Those who spoke Persian were formerly either fat priests
or " Uluma " (learned), or in Durrbni times representatives of the ruling power who visited the
valley. All such were, compared with the inhabitants,
rich well-fed men, and consequently arrogant. The
meaning now is, that good feeding makes a man
proudful.
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56. The diminisher of faith is lies, of mulberries
butter-milk.
Mulberries are ripe in Bannii in April and May, end as
the tree is common on every road, the fruit is very
plentiful.
During the season the BannGchis and
their village dogs even gorge their full, and drink
butter-milk afterwards to promote digestion. The
saying, as noted, is common, but silly.
CO-OPERATION.

The maxim, "Union is Strength," is so generally admitted
to be a truism, even by the less intelligent classes of natives,
that were an observant agriculturist asked the secret of our
strength in India, he would reply, he supposed it was " ittafak"
and " intisum," two very expressive words, the former meaning
union or concord, the latter management or organization. Were
a thoughtful Pathan asked why his country was poor and torn
with domestic dissensions, he would tell you it was owing to
their want of the first of the above two requisites for strength,
without which the second cannot exist. Though the advantages
of co-operation are acknowledged, as well in the every-day
business of life as in matters which affect the general weal,
no attempt to practise it in anything is made,--custom, want
of energy, and any special incentive, such as competition,
combining to prevent it.

1. When they take their meals apart, their aims and
objects become separate.
That is, when men cease to eat together, which here means
dissolve partnership, they fall out.

2. What dust will rise from one horseman?
Another like this is, " One horseman does not raise a dustcloud." Similarly we say, " One swallow makes not
a spring, nor one woodcock a winter."
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3. The ox works on the strength of grass, and the
plough on the ox's neck.
4. If you and I agree, what is the lawyer wanted for?
5. Though a mont,h be a unit, its days are many.
Said to remind a man that his greatness depends on the
support his friends give him.

6. One can be kept well by a hundred, not a hundred
by one.

7. You cannot clap with one hand alone.
That is, great results cannot be obtained without co-operation. Similar is, " One hand may wash the other, but
two the face."

8. When thatch huts are being run up, there is a
great hubbub.
That is, no great work can be done by one man unassisted
or quietly.
COWARDICE.

I n this group, the man is held up to scorn who cries out
before he is hurt; who, like Falstaff, waxes brave after the
fight is over ; who uses his strength to crush his own kith and
kin; and who, though armed to the teeth, yet calls out he is
defenceless. The term of abuse more likely than perhaps any
other to be answered by a Pathan with a blow is "mi mard,"
'' coward," literally " unmanly," " impotent."

1. He had burnt his mouth with the porridge, and
was making death gasps.
Said of one who makes a fuss about nothing, or thinks himself, when slightly indisposed, at death's door.

2. When cowards obtained horses, they rode them first
against their own villages.
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That i ~when
,
such men have the means, they injure their
own people instead of an enemy.

3. When the fight grew cold, the slave grew hot.
4. Cowards cause harm to brave men.
Thus a coward in a village may, through some wrong deed,
bring down a fine on the whole community.

5. A dog when surrounded turns tail, a man fights.
Here the dog means a coward.

6. Though an army be numerous, it is nothing without a head.
7. When the friendless man passes beyond the deep
place, what is his fear ?

8. Since you have changed colour at a tale, don't go
to the fight.
9. The fox said he .would
.
rather suffer one hundred
hungers, than meet a dog's face.
10. Though you swoop down on chickens, 0 Kite !
you have not thereby become a hawk.
11. Neither the master was aware, nor the dog barking,
yet the thief ran away at nothing.
Ueans, a guilty "conscience does make cowards of us all."

12. Who to-day is disgraced, to-morrow will be lost.

13. The owner (is) alive, his property (is) inherited.
That is, though the rightful proprietor was alive, another
enjoyed his estate as if he were dead. Such cases
do occur.

14. With a sword under his arm, he wants a club.
15. Neither has a brave man a fault,
Nor a cokard ignominy.
The latter being what he is, cannot feel shame.
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.

16. The fakeer's ass died, and each village cur claimed
it.

The base will fight amongst themselves for what none of
them has any right to.

1'7. Fear and shame are father and son.
If a man is a coward he will soon be disgraced.

18. Lark ! at the first throw thou hast gone.
This is said of a faint-hearted man whom a small difficulty
frightens. The lark is regarded as a particularly
timid bird.
CUSTOM.

Bindoos consider "the breach of custom is breach of all,"
and Pathans, though by no means servile followers of it, do not
readily br6ak through its shackles, as the sayings here given,
which fairly represent public opinion, will demonstrate. On
the whole, however, eqcept on subjects connected with their
religious belief, most Pathans are liberal-minded, and will
discard an old practice for a new, when convinced they will
gain by so doing.

1. Forsake your village, but not its ancient usages.
2. Innovations, through an old way (are best).
Though you introduce something new, stick to the old
procedure, so that the change may be less perceptible.

3. Wherever you live, you will observe their customs.
The meaning is not "Do in Rome as the Romans do,"
but that if a man leave his home, he will, through
the force of circumstances, adopt the manners and
customs of those with whom he lives, which is to be
regretted. A Muhammadan in this Distnict seldom
misses praying five times in the day, and always
does so in as public a manner as he can; but once
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well away from his own people, where he thinks no
tale-bearing eye is upon him, he forgets his beads and
his genuflexions. '

4. Don't go on that road on which neither your father
nor your mother goes.
5. A different country, its customs different.
So we say, " So many countries, so many customs."
6. GO with many, eat with many.
That is, don't be singular, do as others of your tribe do.

7. You have now followed a novelty, which neither
your father nor your grandfather knew.
A wrathful father is lecturing an erring son, and this

is the climax of his address.
8. Though the head should go, a habit goes not.
Habit is second nature, and so strong in a man that he
would lose his head rather than break off from it.

9. One camp's migration draws another.
Said with reference to the force of example. When one
Pathan clan seeks a new home, temporary or permanent, others are sure to follow it.
DEATH.

Almost every thought here below expressed is familiar to
us ; for peoples who believe in a God and a future state of
reward and punishment have necessarily a similarity of ideas
on death. Christian and Musalman both feel that it is unpleasant to leave this beautiful world, and the ties that bind
them to it, but they know that the severance must come, and
reconcile themselves to the inevitable by the reflection that
an all-wise God pre-ordains for every man his span of life.
While the former often lives and diea unhappily, racked
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with doubts and fears as to the state of his soul, the latter
passes his life with mind at ease, never letting such thoughts
disturb him, and' meets his end with cool indifference. The
reason is to be found in the different religious beliefs of the
two, which for the former is, in many material points, perplexing, incomprehensible, and inexplicable ; but for the latter,
simple, intelligible, and precise. Thus it is that on his deathbed a believer in IslQm has a lively assurance of salvation;
but an ordinary Christian can have none such, unless possessed
of a vast amount of faith, which perhaps too often arises from
unwarranted self-satisfaction.

1. Though the grave be a jail, it is unavoidable for
the corpse.
This is from the Persian.

2. Death is certain, but a grave and a shroud are
doubtful.
This is from the Persian also.

3. Who dies has lost.
So our

" Death's day is doom's day."

4. When there is death there is no happiness.

5. Until a man is under the sod, he won't become
concealed.
6. Every one thinks his own grave too narrow.
Refers to man never being contented.

'7. Death is not for the young, nor for the old (but
for all).
So our " Death devours lambs as well as sheep."
8. Until the one dies, the other won't be satisfied.
%

9. But for death on every one would be his own roof.
10. The dead wish the judgment day to be even sooner.
That is, when a man must go through a certain ordeal,
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he deairea it as soon sa possible, as anything is better
than suspense.

11. Asses can't be tethered in heaven.
Although there will be room to spare in heaven, it is for
men, not for asses.

12. I shall then call my mother good when she has
had a happy deat.h-bed.
During his last momenta the angels are suppoeed to show
the dying man his " ' a d ncitnnlr," or "characterbook," after which he either dies peacefully or in
terror. The meaning i ~
that
, until a man is put to
the teat his character cannot be gauged.

13. Even death is a covering for many.

14. Paradise is a good place, but the getting there is
by lacerating the heart.
That is, there is no pleasure without a corresponding
amount of pain. "No crose no crown."

15. Death on a full belly is better than a life of hunger.
16. My father died and his fever ended.
So our

"

Death aettlea all debts."

17. Don't die till death comes to you.
So our " Never say die."

18. When he dies then only is a man lost (or beyond
hope).
Corresponding to our " While there is life there is hope."

19. The earth says, "If you are not a criminal don't
fear me."
That is, a good man should not fear death, for it " hath
nothing terrible in it but what life hath made so."

20. Priority is good in all things but death.
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21. When the world is passing from me, 0 God !
give me not wealth.
Meaning, give it me now when I can enjoy it, not when
I am dying.
22. Mayest thou (God) not leave my children to
any one, nor any one's children to me.
That is, may I not die until my children are grown up
and able to take care of themselves.

23. Should you live one hundred years, at last you
must die, my love.
24. May God not even give a man a narrow grave.
Whether a man's grave be narrow or wide matters little ;
still, may God give a man a wide one, that is, plenty
of everything.

25. If you do not die of poverty, at last you will of
old age.
26. The fly said, "Had I died on the maiden's face, it
would not have been death."
That is, an honourable end deprives death of its sting.
The origin of the saying is said to be this: a fly
alighted on a girl's face, and the girl flipped it off
with her hand, and slightly hurt it, whereon another
fly condoled with his wounded brother, but was met
by the above gallant little reply.
,

27. A sleeper ii brother of dead.
Shelley writes of "death and his brother sleep." To many
a Banndchi this saying has proved literally true, for
stabbing during sleep is the commonest form of
assassination practised in Bannd.
ENMITY.

Were a Pathan not a good hater and an unscrupulous
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partisan, he would fail in two very marked characteristics
of his race. Though all cannot afford the luxury of having
a blood feud, still, two cousins, being necessarily rivals, are
always at enmity, for a house not divided against itself is
a thing unknown.

1. A cousin's tooth breaks on a cousin's.
Cousins are generally rivals and enemies.

2. Though your enemy be a rope of reeds, call him a
serpent.
That is, do not despise an enemy, be he never so contemptible.

- 3. Whorecovers
has fallen from the top of a high mountain
;

Who has fallen from the heart's anguish recovers
not.
This is from Moolah Abdul Hamid.

4. A stone will not become soft, nor an enemy a friend.
5. Whilst he is little, play with him ;when grown up,
he is a cousin, fight with him.
Father and son often quarrel, the latter wishing the former
to give him his share of theinheritance. The story goes,
that Khushbl Khan Khatak, when in confinement in
HindGstbn, was offered his liberty by the Emperor
Aurangzkb, on a ransom of three thousand rupees, but
refused it, saying that, though he would have paid the
amount willingly a few years before, his son Bahrbm
was now grown up and conspiring against him. H e
then repeated the above proverb to the Emperor.

6. If there were none, then all nine are my sons; if
there was one, one even is bad.
The play of words here, as elsewhere, is lost in the translation. The meaning is, that if a man is not at enmity
with you, he is as your son.
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7. Speak good words to an enemy very softly; gradually destroy him root and branch.
This is the precept which still guides Pathtins in working
out revenge, or destroying an enemy. The Italians
say, "Wait time and place to act thy revenge, for it is
never well done in a hurry."

'

8. The master's food is being cooked, and the slavegirl's back aches (from spite).
That is, the base cannot bear seeing others enjoy what they
themselves do not share in.

9. Kill a snake of course through an enemy.
I f he kill it, you have one enemy the less ; if the snake kill
him, all the better for you. The Spaniards say, "Draw
the snake from its hole by another man's hand."

-

10. A Pathan's enmity is like a dung-fire.
That is, it smoulders and burns for a long time, and is not
easily quenched. The Italians say, " Revenge of one
hundred yeam old hath still its sucking teeth."

11. When a family becomes at variance, its whole
crops become black oats.
Black oats appear as a veed on poor land intermixed with
the wheat and barley.

12. When the one profits, the other's house is ruined.
This is a common saying amongst Bann6chis and Wazirs,
neither of whom can bear seeing a neighbour prosperous.

13. Whose son and brother have been murdered, who
has restrained his hand ?
Amongst Pathans the avenging of blood is regarded as a
sacred duty, or, as the Italians put it, " A morsel
for God." Every family of note has its blood feud,
and every individual in it knows the exact number of

-
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-

members of the hostile family who have to be killed
before the account, which may have been runking for
generations, can be balanced, and a reconciliation
attempted. Sometimes a nominal settlement is effected
by the payment of blood-money, or so many young
girls for each murdered man, whose account has not
been closed by an equivalent murder. I n the Frontier
Regiments it is by no means uncommon for a Pathan
soldier to cut his name, or take leave with the avowed
object of pursuing to the death his father's or other near
relative's murderer.
4

14. An enemy is a thorn in the quilt.
The quilt is the only covering used in bed. An enemy, like
a thorn in it, must be got.rid of.

15. The fellowship of thieves is sweet, but quarrels
ensue on division of the plunder.
16. Enmity with outsiders disappears, but not with
one's relations.

17. He (an enemy) will say sweet words to you, and
load you into a pit.
18. When two fall out, a third gains by it.
So we say, " Two dogs fight for a bone, and the third runs
away with it."

19. The shelter of a tamarisk is (equal to) that of a
mountain for a man who fears not God.
The idea is, what restrains a man from sin is the fear of God.
Once that restraint is gone, the Godless man can go
on in his wickedness with little fear of detection and
punishment from his fellow-man.

20. When the village becomes two, it is good for
backbiters.

.
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21. Lending is the seed of enmity.
So we say, " He that doth lend doth lose a friend," and the
French, "Who lends to friends loses both."

22. The family, in which there is an informer, becomes
scatteted.
The nearest ap.proach to this, which occurs to me, is,
an ill bird that soils its own nest."

"

I t is

23. That man will be your bane who enters not into
your thoughts.
An enemy springs up against a man from a quarter where
he lesst expected one.

24. Keep a cousin poor, but use him.
FAMILY.

-

Pathans are generally very exclusive, and great believers in
the maxim "noblesse oblige." Each petty tribe prides itself
on the purity of its descent from some possibly imaginary
ancestor, and each man in the tribe thinks himself as good as
his neighbour, for with all his exclusiveness the Pathan is at heart
a rank republican. As, however, experience has taught him that
in every community there must be a responsible chief, a nobility
has arisen, and so long as the head of the family for the time
being, whose ancestor was originally elected to hie leadership
for personal qualifications, is fairly capable, a ready obedience
is shorn him in all matters in which by custom the tribe allows
him authority.

1. Don't expect good faith from a low-born man ;
Reeds will never become sugar-cane.
This is a couplet from Abdul Hamid, an old Pashto poet,
few of whoae poems have yet been printed.
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2. If you do not marry a gentle woman, she will not
bear you a gentle son.
3. An 'Iriki horse shows his breed in dirty trappings.
The 'IrBk here spoken of is a territory in the northern
portion of the Arabian peninsula, famous for its breed
of horses.

4. Though the slave be of gold, his back is of copper.
That is, though a low-born man may have many good
qualities, he will not be thorough all through.

5. Where a low fellow eats, there he eases himself.
6. I am poor of crops, but not of good birth.
The poorer a man is, the more he prides himself on the
greatness of his ancestors, for decayed gentility is fond
of living in the past.

7. Don't expect a sweeper to be a true believer, even
should one hundred cycles of years go by.

8. From good parents a black calamity was born.
I t does not follow that clever parents beget clever children,
and so on. The English proverb, " Many a good cow
Bath but a bad calf," is similar.

9. The slave brings close to you his heel, the gentleman his ear.
Meaninga low fellow tries to gain his end by fighting and
force, but a gentleman by persuasion and courtesy.

10. At lasfthe wolf's cub becomes a wolf.
An instance of "nature will out." There are proverbs of similar meaning in Latin and Greek, as well
as in moet living languages. I n Latin one runs"Lupus pilum mutat, non mentem" (The wolf may
change his hair, but not his nature).
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11. The thieving dog's pup may not be a thief yet,
but he will sniff about (for something to steal).
That is, a bad man's son will do wrong as b o n as he gets
an opportunity. So we say, "What is bred in the
bone won't out of the flesh,'' and "nature will out."
FATE.

With the exception of the first, all under this head teach a
doctrine familiar to us as one of the canons of belief of all
Muealmans, namely, that whatever befalls a man was his
"destiny," with which there is no striving. Though all
natives are fatalists, still I think the limits to which their
fatalism is supposed to lead are often misunderstood. It is
only the spiritless and disappointed who resign themselves to
their "Naslb," and ascribe all their failures in life to i t ; but it
is not so with others, who hold, with most of ourselves, that,
though everything that occurs was fore-ordained, that is, that
God in his omniscience and prescience knew what would happen, still man is in a great measure a free agent, and " himself
can change or fix his fate." The first proverb, which is now a
household word to many, asserts this pretty plainly.

1. Destiny is a saddled ass, he goes wherever you lead
him.
This dictum is a contrast, to those following it.
have been a bold man who first asserted it.

H e must

2. Though yon go to Eibul, your appointed lot will
follow you there.
3. Man's lot is (fixed) from the creation, it is not
(attained) by force or competition.

4. Had your pen been in my hand, I would have
marked you " fortunate."
That is, I would have done 80, had I at your birth had the
filling in of your destiny in the Book of Fate.
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5. Without destiny food is difficult.
6. The inevitable laughs at man's schemes.
The same as our

" Man proposes, God disposes."

7. The goat was fleeing from the wolf, and spent the
night in the butcher's house.
That is, he went " out of the frying-pan into the fire" in
trying to escape his fate.

8. I was escaping from the Rkm, and fell on hard
work.
The story goes, that a Muhammadan king ordered a
Hindoo to repeat " RQm RBm" daily when attending
his person, but the Hindoo, thinking this tyranny,
absconded, and was captured and sold as a slave. The
meaning is the kame as the last.

9. Were the whole world to turn physician, the cure
rests entirely with Fate.

10. There is no fleeing from one's lot, there is no
sharing it with another.

11. If the night is to be spent at home, it won't be in
the grave, and if in the grave, it won't be at home.
12. Let not the horseman say, " I shall not become a
footman," nor the footman, " I shall not become a horseman."
That is, let no man predict his own betterment or debasement, for there is no saying what fate has in store for
him.

13. What God does will take place, nevertheless tie
your camel's knee tight.
So that the camel may not wander or bd stolen. Though
God disposes all things, man must use his best en-
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deavours to effect what he wants. The proverb is
adapted from the Persian, and is a very familiar one
amongst all. W e say, "God helps them that help
themselves."

14. If retching come on you by destiny, close your
teeth on it (i.e. accept it).
Meaning, be content whatever happens to you.
FRIENDSHIP.

The tone pervading most of the following is in general
pure and elevated, and has a decidedly English ring about
it. A man is not to be hasty in forming his friendships, but
being formed, he is to hold his friend's honour as his own, and
be willing to make any sacrifices for him, for "a world in purchase for a friend is gain." The distinction between true, lukewarm, and false friends is pointed out, and an occasional sly hit
is dealt at the not altogether disinterested affection of relations,
especially cousins and brothers, for each other.

1. Make a friend ; test him for a year : if he be proof,
embrace him cordially; if not, cut his acquaintance.
Polonius, in Hamlet, gives his son Laertes much the same
advice in the lines beginning"The friends thou hast, and their adoption tried,
Grapple them to thy soul," etc., etc.

2. Who forms a low friendship will light a fire on his
own forehead.
That is, will harm himself.

3. Pass by your acquaintance in the street ; forget his
appearance.
That is, do so when it is to your advantage to drop his acquaintance.
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4. Friends are serpents, they bite ;
Strangers are best: friends deceive.
The false friend is here referred to.

5. Nayest thou be damned, 0 blanket ! which art
neither for wind nor for rain.
The lukewarm friend is here spoken of.

6. Give good words to others, but good food to your
friend.
Be civil to all, but keep your substance for friends and
relations.

7. Let a man have a dear friend, though he be in a
foreign country.
8. A son is the heart, a brother the eye's pupil, a
grandson the bone's marrow.
This gives the three degrees of affection.

9. A son is from the heart, wealth from the liver ;
Wealth is dearer than a son.
10. Who speaks of his friend, speaks of himself.
A man's friends are reflectors of himself.
Tell me with
'I

whom you go, and I'll tell you what you are."

11. The medicine for asking is giving.
A Spanish proverb runs, "When a friend asketh, there is
no to-morrow."

12. If you would keep friendship for your friend,
don't regard his faults.
Cassius spoke similarly to Brutus in Julius CaesarI' A friend should bear a friend's infirmities."

'13. The friend appears in hard times, not at big
dinners.
I n most languages there are similar proverbs : thus in
English we have " A friend in need is a friend
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indeed," and others: in Latin,
incertb cernitur."

"

Amicus certus in re

14. When there was an earthquake, you would not
give me the staff, now give it to your mother.
This was the reply of a man to a false friend who had
refused him the loan of a stick when he required it,
and afterwards, when it was no longer wanted,
pressed it on him. It is now generally applied to
friends who fail in the hour of need.

15. Bear witness for God's sake, use a stick for a
friend's.

16. I n what is fitting between you and me,
What matters distance or propinquity ?

17. I t is well to have your ass tethered, if you have a
thief for a friend.
.18. A friend will cause you to weep, an enemy to laugh.
That is, a true friend will tell you your faults, an enemy
will flatter you.

19. Don't say, " 0 brother ! " to him who is mot (the
son) of your mother.
20. 1will be your sacrifice, when free from business.
That is, "business first, friendship afterwards."

21. Be either friendly or downright displeased.

22. 'Tis good to have a friend, though he be a
ravenous dog.
The same occurs in Persian.

23. If I am good, it is owing to my friends.
24. The brother is not of use to the brother, but the
friend is to the friend.
18
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Brothers are often at variance, consequently a man requiring help should apply to his friend rather than to
his brother.

25. I was with you to your house, but not to the
grave.
This is a rebuff to a presuming friend who asks too much.

26. When the white cow licks the bIack, and the
black does not return the favour, may her mouth rot !
(literally '' dry up").
This is sometimes applied in cases where a rich man seeks
a poor man's daughter in marriage, and hie suit is
refused. Generally, it means that favours must be
reciprocated ; if not, the person obliged deserves all
manner of pains and penalties.

27. Lighten if you are going to lighten. When Bad&
falls over the cliff, what will be the use of lightning?
Bad&, a Marwat, on a dark night is supposed to have thus
addressed the clouds. The meaning is, unless assistance is timely, it is no use.

38. A cousin is he who in the morning sees your
household's state, and in the evening your hearth-fire
burning.
That is, he first looks to see what you have in your larder,
then drops in about dinner-time. This is not very
complimentary to the sincerity of a cousin's affection
for his kindred.

29. Friendship is good with the noble, not with the
base.
This is taken from the Persian.

30. A clever enemy is better than a stupid friend.
31. If your relation kill you, he will bury you in the
shade.
\
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That is, though you have a blood-feud with a relation and
be kill you, still he will see that your corpse gets a
decent burial, but another would not do so. "Blood
is thicker than water" after all.

32. The nail and the flesh about it do not ~eparate.
Meaning, amongst other things, that nelations stick by each
other.

33. Who disregards the advice of friends, will always
carry on his head a load of anxieties.

34. If you do not vex your own heart, you will not
make another's happy.
That is, you must put yourself to inconvenience if you wish
to be thought an obliging man.

35. For a friend the Hindoo Bas eaten the flesh of a
COW.

The cow is a sacred animal amongst Hindoos. Meaning is,
that to serve a friend a man would do an unlawful act.

36. Though your cousin be an ass, don't throw your
leg over him.
That is, don't mount him, don't bully him, as he has it in
his power to annoy you.

37. Though the maiden be black, may my house be a
sacrifice for her.
That is, a man will sacrifice his all for what he loves, be
the object insignificant or not. A corresponding proverb in Syriac is, " I love my friend, though he be a
black slave."

38. My friend is black, but so is black molasses, which
is the best medicine for the wounded.
This is similar to the preceding proverb. Old black
molasses is given for spasms, coughs, and other
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diseases, the cause of which is supposed to be an
internal cut or wound.

39. Be it gram, let it be with love.
That is, a small favou? graciously bestowed is as a great
one.

40. A strange horse is ridden half a stage.
That is, being lent gratis, it will be a sorry mount. Refere
to a casual acquaintance, who is asked to do a service
before acquaintance has ripened into real friendship.

41. The heart is a unique thing when it becomes
vexed ;it is not a sheep to be slaughtered.
A man's affections are not to be trifled with ; he is not like
a sheep which you may slaughter and make an end of.

42. The man who knows you eats you; the dog who
knows you does not.
Many a false friend will live on you, eat you out of house
and home, but a dog, unclean though he be, is faithful
to you to the last.

43. A bear's friendship is to scratch and tear.

44. I n friendship the composite bracelet always breaks.
The

" tszilai" is a cheap and very brittle bracelet, made
up, I believe, of clay and Fax, and consequently easily
broken.
The meaning is, that friends must expect
to make small sacrifices for each other.

45. Would you look aRer yourself, cherish your friend ;
consider him not less than your brother.
46. Though you are an infidel, you are my liver.
The liver is here the centre of the affections. Religious
differences do not interfere with true friendship.

47. Two will become friends, if a third do not come
between.
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Our " Two are company, but three are none," is somewhat
similar.

48. A friend wishes you well in body, a brother in
property (to which he hopes to succeed some day).
49. At a public entertainment even may your friend
be present.
That is, at an entertainment open to all, to which the
poorest and meanest go, may you find a friend, for a
friend is good under all circmtances.

50. Every one is a dear friend in prosperity (literally
- "a

good day").
This is the same as the first'line of the couplet :

'' In time of prosperity friend0 will be plenty,
In time of adverrJity not one in the " twenty."

51. If rain fall on you, drops will fall on me.
That is, a man's good fortune is that of his friends.

52. Who loves, labours.
Said originally of love, but in a wider sense of friendship.
Parallel is the Italian, "Love knows nothing of labour."

53. One doubt your love-for me ?
No one has arrested Abh Sind (" father of waters,"
i.e. the Indus), with great dams.
Used to express unlimited trust.

54. Be intimate with a thief; take care of your ox.
Meaning he will steal it if he can, friend though he be ; for
a vicious man cannot be cured of his evil ways.

55. Some one said to the woman, "Your lover is

She said, '' Of which street ? "
Who is everybody's friend, is nobody's true friend.
56. Brotherly love is all very well, but let there be
some sort of account kept.

dead."
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57. Until there be a rattle in the grain safe,
There is no use in going and coming.
That is, there is no object in intercourse, until one or both
can benefit from it.

GOD.
God L here represented as a Being, omnipotent and omnipresent, yet possessed of some human attributes, befriending
some, injuring others, prone to wrath, yet ready to be appeased,
watching over man's affairs, and determining the issue of all his
undertakings, yet leaving him to a certain extent a fTee agent;
and man is everywhere reminded of his own feebleness and
dependence on God.

1. The man whom God disgraces is bitten by a dog
from the back of a eamel.
The same occurs in Persian and in HindGstini. The
meaning is, that such a man meets with accidents from
quarters where he least expeoted to encounter them.

2. God gives green eyes to the man he makes not
handsome.
Dark eyes are admired, not light. A man with " green
eyes" is any one with light greyi8h-coloured eyes, and
is looked upon as being marked by the finger of God for
misfortune. The Prophet is said to have called such a
man " a brother of the devil." Generally, the proverb means, that unlucky men bear some outward
marks of their bad luck about them.

3. Whose house is exalted (by God) falls not.
4. The ring-dove has a God, as well as the hawk.

5. He eats food whom God may have fed, not he
whose mouth is large.
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6. To wash it is my duty, its acceptance depends on
God.
Originally said of a corpse by a washer of the dead.
Conveys the same meaning as our "Man proposes,
God disposes."

7. Livelihood is from God, not from R6zi.
8. God has made the miller ill-starred, for he took his
wages when the sacks were deposited with him.
H e ought to take his wages after he has ground the grain,
and not, as is his custom, before.

9. When God does not do it, what can man do?
So in Catalan,

" No leaf moves but God wills it."

10. Man's face is from the effulgence of God.
Therefore be careful to show it honour. It is said by
Muhammadans that the angels made man's body, and
God his face.

11. God will remain, friends will not.
12. From oursing or blessing nothing results, God is
the doer :
If God does it not, what does cursing or blessing
do ?
13. Though God is almighty, yet he does not send
rain from a clear sky.
14. Things are accomplished by God's acts, not by
the mouth of Moolahs.
15. When God destroys the ant, he gives it wings.
The idea is, that the ant, when supplied with wings, becomes puffed up with pride, flies away, and soon after
dies. So with man, when God wishes to punish him
he gives him the means of working his own destruction-wealth or pride, or something else.
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16. To say " Bismillaii '' (in God's name) brings a
blessing, but not for jackal-hunting.
Meaning, it is right to invoke God's help in all honourable
undertakings, but not in every little insignificant
affair like jackal-hunting. God's name may be used,
but not in vain.

17. The little one goes in trust on the big one, and
the big one in trust on God.
That is, however much man may look to fellow-man for
assistance, still, in the end, it is God who is the helper.

18. The thief says
says " 0 God !"

'' 0

God ! " and the householder

That is, all, good and bad alike, invoke His aid.

19. Kill my goats, and I'll kill your fast.
The grazier here addresses God, and threatens, in revenge
for the loss of his goats, to break his fast, at which he
supposes God will be vexed.

20. (God says) I will not bring on the night until I
arrange for the support of the poor man.

21. When God becomes a man's enemy, he (the man)
wanders from the law of the Prophet.
22. 0 man ! be not puffed up about yourself, God is
with every one.
23. The blind man entrusted his wife to God.
Means, when helpless, man looks to God for protection.
24. If God will, H e preserves the kittens in the kilnashes.
25. When Moul5. (God) gives not, what can Doulb
give ?
' The origin of the proverb is said to be this.

A King
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named Shbh-i-DoulB was one day importuned for alms
by a blind beggar. Checking his horse, the king
threw him a coin, but another beggar, who had not
lost his sight, snatched it up. This happened several
times, until the king waa provoked into exclaiming aa
above.

GOOD LOOKS.

A Pathan's idea of personal beauty is much the same as our
own, except that, like the ladies of the present day, he has less
faith in nature unadorned being " adorned the most."

1. A true man has a roomy head, a clown (literally
L L dog ") is large-footed.
A large head is considered a mark of gentle birth and intelligence amongst Pathans.

2. Man is handsome (honourable), but clothes double
his beauty (honour).
Corresponding to our "Fair feathers make fair fowls," also,
" God makes, but apparel shapes."

3. Beauty even requires pains.
4. Beauty goes not with a naked person.

5. A thin beaid is fit for the razor.
Meaning, wear nothing which does not improve your personal appearance, practise nothing which detracts from
your character.

GOOD AND BAD LUCK.

Whether Englishmen, as a rule, really believe in luck or not,
many of them often talk of it as if they did, and even allow
fancies about it to rule their actions. A race is seldom run,
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a rubber of whist or game of cricket played, but one hears the
word freely used, wikh perhaps a very expressive epithet or two
prefixed to it. The term is more often applied in trifling than
in serious affairs, and in the latter, where "bad luck " would be
inadequate to express the speaker's thought, the slang but
meaning words "hard lines " sometimes do duty. Muhammadan ideas on the subject are very similar to the above. Whilst
fate or destiny rules the great issues of life, in the causation of
which man may be passive, good or bad luck, arising from some
concurrence of apparently but not really accidental circumstances, befalls him every day in all he does ; but he must be an
active agent in contributing to his own good or bad fortune.

1. When the unlucky began to keep the Ramzbn, the
days even became long.
That ig the month for fasting fell in the hot weather, when
days are long and nights short.

2. I am better blind than with green eyes.
That is, than stamped unfortunate.

3. An unlucky wretch won't do his own work, but
catches small birds.
That is, spends his time in trifling, and then blames his
bad luck as the cause of his bad success in life.

4. The thief was strong, so was his good luck.
Good luck is a requisite for success in all trades, even in
a thief's. W e say, "Give a man luck, and throw him
into the sea."

5. Water falls on water.
Fortune is propitious to those already fortunate. " Much
would have more," and generally gets i t too.

6. ,4 widow had two oxen, one would not come inside,
and the other would not go outside.
The widow, whose first misfortune was the loss of her
husband, here typifies an ill-starred man.
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7. As soon as the widow had a son born to her, sickness entered the village.
Her bad luck was proved when her husband died, and it
followed her when her posthumous son was born, for
he also died.

8. Good fortune is from the field or from the Bead.
That is, from much land or many men.
originally an Eusofzai proverb.

This was

9. The boat goes with luck.
This is very common. When one wishes another ill luck,
the expression often used is, "b&ai de waqah," "May
your boat upset." I n Punjbbi a similar saying is
common, " bkri budi," i.e. "boat (is) old," to express
bad luck.

10. A thunder-bolt everywhere falls on the unlucky
man's house.

11. The ill-starred wretch is poor both here and in
HindGstbn.
Hinddstbn is looked upon by Pathans as so wealthy a
country, that, with ordinary luck, a man going there
is sure to make his fortune.

12. When an unlucky man runs, he falls on his face.
The Germane say similarly,
and break his nose."

" He would fall on his back

13. The unlucky man's cam is with the KBzi.
That is, he has a dispute on some queation of law with the
expounder of law himself, and therefore is sure to lose.

14. What is done untimely is unlucky.
The same occurs in Persian.

15. To him whose days become crooked (unlucky), his
own goats become causes of misfortune.
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" May your day be crooked," is a common and very strong
curse.

16. One man may equal another (in all respects), except in good luck.
17. Whose luck is friendly, his house is a bazaar;
whose luck is hostile, his house is empty.
That is, if a man is in luck, his house is as well stocked as
a bazaar is.

18. Are one hundred days on the throne or one hour's
luck to be preferred ? No, one hour's luck.
The above is said to have been Hum6Jdn's answer to a
courtier on his recovering Delhi. When he had the
throne but no luck, he lost it ; and when his luck
changed, he was not long in recovering it.

19. One unlucky moment (entails) one hundred years
of misery.
20. Mayest thou (God) not give a poor wretch nails to
scratch himself with.
A.s he would do himself and others harm with them.

21. Mayest thou (God) not give a poor wretch a goat
to catch hold of by the legs.
Their legs are held when they are being milked. An
unluoky wretch would torture the animal. The wish
in this and the last is the same. A poor wretch, if
given a little power, will abuse it; hence God is implored not to give him any. I t is a fact all over the
world, that the lower a man's original status, the
greater tyrant he becomes when placed in power.

22. When God is hostile to a man, he has to attend
calls of nature in &in.
This is a Marwat saying, and Marwats, though rain with
them is always a blessing, dislike being out in it as
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much as other natives. The meaning is that good
fortune never befalls an unlucky man without some
alloy to remind him what he is.

23. Where is the sickle, and where the shin,
Were it not for the bad luck of the reaper ?
The two ought to be.far enough apart in reaping, but occasionally some unlucky reaper cuts himself when at
work.

24. When the master is in bad luck, the watch-dog
will be half asleep.
25. An unlucky fool gets into scrapes, a knowing man
profits by them.
26. This being a rabbit warren, and this a camel man's
stick, one day they will meet.
The rabbit and hare are regarded as unlucky, and sooner
or later meet a violent death.

2'7. The orphan kept fast all day, an4 broke it at eventide on dung.
H e thus lost the good derived from fasting.

GOODNESS AND WICKEDNESS.

This is a rather miscellaneous group, without one clear leading idea running through it. Such as it is, it seems to teach
that virtue consists of honesty and singleness of aim, which
being acted up to, will render a man of good repute happy and
fearless in disposition. On the contrary, if a man's purpose
be bad, so will be his actions, and once he gives himself up to
vice, he becomes shameless and hardened. Amongst the sayings
are a few familiar sounding precepts, admonitions to man to
follow what is good and eschew what is evil, for in such a case
virtue will prove " its own reward."
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1. I n bad things be slow, in good quick.
2. What fear of the fire has pure gold ?
The same occurs in Persian.

3. Islbm is under a sword.
As the propagation of Islbm, the Muhammadan faith, is
by the sword, and that faith is regarded as the only
true one, so all good things must be advanced by force,
the heart of man being so desperately wicked as to
refuse their acceptance, except when under the influence of fear.

4. He will not be a Sayad, and if he be, he will not be
a Sunni; and if he be, there will not be another like
him.
5. If you do wrong you will sooner or later repent it.
Honesty is the best pdicy " after all.

6. That man is good towards you who holds you good.
That is, regard as friendly those who speak well of, and
act well towards, you.

7. Be upright, and recline at ease.
8. He is good who has a reputation for goodness.
Common fame is seldom to blame " in such a case.

9. Through a kindly disposition strangers become your
own ;
Umar's disposition is bad, his own become strangers
to him.
10. A man is handsome according to his disposition.
I n appearance even the bitter melon is handsome.

11. Turn your face to virtue, and your back to vice.
12. Be clean-handed, fa1 down on the bare plain ; no
one has taken away anything from bare ground.
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Meaning, be yourself honest, and let your work be honest,
and no one can find fault with you. I t is also said in
reference to poverty, meaning that the pauper ought
to console himself with the reflection that no one will
vex him.

13. Who desires loss to his tribe, will make it his
own.
14. Whose purpose becomes bad, his ccmduct becomes
bad.
15. Neither do a libertine's eyes rest, nor a thief's
hands.
16. I recognize thee well, 0 black sheep ! that thy tail
is white.
17. When the night gets dark, the wicked become
alert.
18. Who goes about bad, falls badly.
Meaning, that an evil-doer gets caught at last, and severely
punished.

19. Some one said to a low beast of a fellow, "Why
do people call you a pig?" He said, L L They are all my
brothers, and are cracking jokes at me."
Said of a shameless man who glories in his bad name.

20. May you not eat that lark which will rise up in
your throat (i.e. make you sick).
That is, be careful of speech, so that you may never have
occasion to eat your words.

21. The kid's bleating is the wolf's laughter.
22. R6zi died, Umar was ruined.
Umar killed R6zi for his wealth, but had to flee to the
hills. So when a bad man gains his ends, he often finds
himself undone.
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23. Who gives his name to the village has one qualification more than others.
Such a man will be more mindful of his reputation than
others, on the principle that "noblesse oblige."

24. wherever gold is, there it is fully valued.
A good man is respected everywhere.

25. What is white shines best amidst black.
A good man shows best amongst the bad, a candle in darkness, like " a good deed in a naughty world."

26. Evil is neither from the earth nor from the heavens,
but from one's own tongue.
27. The seed (reward) of goodness is evil.
This is probably of Persian origin, but is very common.

28. When the elephant was alive, he was worth a lac;
when he died, two lacs.
'

Might be said of works which are profitable as they are,
and found to be doubly so, when a new system of
management is introduced; also of good men, whose
names remain after death.

29. Who eats not eats the stick.
This is contrary to our proverb, that "honesty is the best
policy ;" for i t means that unless a man is dishonest,
he will in life's battle suffer for it.

HASTE AND DELIBERATION.

I t is often said that, judging from their manner of life and
their lazy, apathetic way of doing business, natives can have no
idea of the value of time; and the enervating effects of a tropical
climate on the constitution are ascribed as the cause. There
are, however, other causes to which perhaps full weight has not
been allowed, namely, the paralysing-of-energy consequences
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which custom has on the mind, and the feeling, common to all
Musalmans, that life in this world is but a short stage in the
journey to a better, from which arises the conviction, that
" getting along" is all that is required or desirable here.
It
cannot, therefore, be a subject for surprise that all Eastern
proverbs inculcate patience and deliberation as cardinal virtues,
and the proverbs below-with the teaching of which it is impossible to find fault-are no exception to the general rule.
I t must be remembered that the above remarks apply with less
force to Pathans than any other class, for their energies and
impulses are sometimes over-exuberant, and require restraint
rather than encouragement.

1. H e takes off his clothes before he reaches the water.
Said of the over-precipitate man.

2. What is (postponed) for a year, is (postponed) on
God.

" Slow help is no help " conveys the same thought.
3. Deliberation is Godly, precipitancy Devilish.
The same occurs in Persian, and probably in most other
languages.

4. A pilgrimage to Mecca is accomplished with patience.
. Meaning, that patience is a requisite in great undertakings.
The proverb is not literally true now, owing to the
introduction of railways and steam-boats.

5. The bitch is in a hurry only to produce blind pups.
Similar to the first in application.
I t is commonly
believed that if a bitch would take more time in
gestation, her pups would be born with their eyes
open. " Haste makes waste."

6. H e was so patient that the kids grew up, and so
impatient that he would not wait until their lungs were
cooked.
The lungs might have been cooked in a few minutes, not re19

6

I
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quiring much fire. The above is said of men who possess
a great deal of patience, yet fail in the supreme
moment.

'7. He who has patience wins.
8. The good man has long-suffering, the bad strikes.

9. Why fear ? Milk even in good time becomes curds.
I f soJ you will gain your object in time, so don't be downcast.

10. When the garden was ready, the gardener went
off.
That is, on the point of success a non-persevering man
gives in.

11. Patience is bitter, but bears sweet fruit.
The same is in Persian.

12. H e had not learned his A, B, C, but L'lAm," 'Lzer,''
10."

That is, before he could repeat the alphabet, he was learning words of two letters, or, as we say, "tried to
run before he could walk."
--

13. Don't get drowned without water.

14. The Pathan boy and his brother, taking a short
cut, fell over the cliff.
This saying, now proverbial, must have arisen from an
accident such as that described. W e say, "Highways
are shorter than byways." The illustration that God
took six days to make the world when he could have
made it in as many moments, is often used by Muhammadans as an argument in favour of slowness or
deliberation.

15. Delay is worse than death.
B y delay," " hope deferred " is meant.

'
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16. Though the black stone becomes in process of
time a ruby ; make it not a ruby, 0 God 1 through the
heart's anguish.
I t is said that the ruby is formed, after centuries of slow
transmutation, out of a oertain black stone. The
meaning is, that if God wishes to benefit a man, let
Him do i t quickly or not at all, for delay " maketh
the heart sick."

.

17. The cow had not been slaughtered, yet he had put
the soup-tureen on his head for it.
This is clumsily put, compared to our "Catch your hare
before you skin it," or, "Don't count your chickens
before they are hatched."

'

Every native is strongly attached to his birthplace, and
Pathans are particularly so, as in the families of most of them
a few paternal acres are to be found, to which, when absent
from home, their memory fondly clings, and in the preservation
of which they are ready to shed their life's blood. The youth
of some of their tribes take service under us freely, but in many
the custom does not obtain, home feeling and ties being too
strong' to admit of it. I n this District, Bhangi Khkl Khataks
belong to the former class, Marwats and BannGchis to the
latter, hundreds of whose old men have never yet been five
miles from their villages. Wazirs, too, are not to be foundin
the native army, in which the restraints of discipline would be
hateful to their wild savage nature.

1. However much you wander, at last your place is
Dingnin.
Dingnbn is, I am told, a village near JelalLbhd, and here
means r6home" or "native place."

2. Every one is a king in his native place.
That is, is happy.

3. To every one his home is Cashmere.
Corresponding to our "Home is home, be it never
homely," and "East or West, home is best."

80

4. Borrow one hunched rupees, and spend the winter
nights at home.

5. When your father was alive was the time to recline
at your ease; now it is to put your head anywhere.
Originally said by a widow to her boy, this is now
repeated by Pathans to encourage themselves when
they have to undertake a journey.

6. A journey is a dire calamity.

7. Though a man be a king in his own house, outside
it he is but a poor fellow.
High Indian officials, when at home in London on furlough, soon learn the meaning of this. There the
Governor of a Province descends to being the occupant
of the drawing-room flat of a lodging.
HONOUR AND S H A D .

I t is difficult to define a Pathan's conception of what his
"honour" is ; but to us it indicates little more than his successfully concealing from the world things done in his family, which, if
knbwn, custom would condemn as dishonourable, as, for instance,
selling his daughter to her husband ; for so long as no expos6
takes place, his conscience pricks him very little about his dirty
actions. I t is remarkable that the, to us, most contemptible
class in the District,, the Bannbchfs, is the one above all others
which is perpetually harping about their "honour" ; while the
poor simple Marwats, who really possess some of this desirable
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quality in our sense of the word, use the term comparatively
seldom.
A case occurred the other day which well illustrates a native's
notion about his precious "'izzat " (honour). Three or four
years ago an aged chief married, or rather bought, a young
Marwat girl-an eighth wife-and conked her in his womanpen, sometimes called harem, where she lived happily enough
perhaps, carrying on an intrigue with a young and handsome
cousin of her husband. Unfortunately the two lovers eloped
one morning, and all the native world wagged it8 tongue at the
scandal, and agreed with the old chief that his " honour " was
lost, and that nothing remained for him but to wash it clean
again in the blood of the abductor, or go on a pilgrimage to
Mecca. Now, had the lovers been content with stolen interviews, and even had the lady presented her ancient lord with a
son, the old man would have winked at everything, indeed been
even gratified at this last proof of his wife's affection for him,
and held up his head as high as he did when a lusty youllg
fellow forty years ago.

1. May my friend be shameless, ere I be so towards
him.
2. Amongst the honourable a man (becomes) honourable ;
Amongst the base, base.
3. The river cannot be dried up with a cup.
Said of a good man, whose character cannot be taken away
by the attacks of his enemies ; or of a s t r ~ n gman,
who can afford to laugh at the puny efforts of his
enemies to weaken his power.

4. If a dog barks at the caravan, does it lose its nurnbers owing to it ?
Of similar application to the last.

5. The river is not polluted by a dog's mouth.
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6. Mayest thou (God) kill me at a hundred men's
hands, but not make me in fault towards one.
This is somewhat equivalent in application to the maxim
" Death before dishonour."

7. Is honour or wealth the better? No, honour is the
better.
8. A black sweeper is good, if honourable.
9. Cause me to lose, take my life.
10. Look to a man's word, a field's out-turn, a woman's
beauty.
11. Don't put hands on my blanket, and I won't put
hands on your shawl.
Said by a poor man to a great, to remind him that, though
difl'ering in station, they are equal in honour.

12. The river does not become muddy by a stone
(thrown into it).
13. Die for that man's honour whose name you take.
That is, sacrifice your life in defence of the honour of a
friend.

14. Though the head be large, it even requires a turban.
A large head is considered a mark of good breeding. The
meaning is that an honourable man ought not to rest
content, but strive to obtain more honour.

15. A Fakeer sometimes throws his rags into the fire
on account of a louse.
His rags were his all, yet as a louse being found amongst
them was a reproach to him, he cast them from him.
Neans that a man sometimes half ruins himself to
save his honour.

16. Kill a man, don't throw dirt at him.
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17. When a man becomes scald-headed, he becomes
dishonoured.

18. What is beaten, what is killed ?
Meaning, that one is as bad as the other, your honour
being gone.

19. To make yourself equal to your kinsman wear
white clothes.
That is, regardless of the expense, spend as much as he
does, and keep up the honour of your side of the house.

20. When a man feels no shame about his own sister,
what scruples will he have about another man's ?
One who is careless about his own honour won't' regard
another's.

21. Enough, 0 ShLmak ! you have stamped it (as
your own composition) at the end.
I t is the custom for the poet to record his own name, with
some complimentary remark to himself, in the last
couplet of each poem. Shbmak was a small poet who
earned for himself a considerable reputation, until hie
plagiarisms were detected, by thus inserting his own
name in the verses of others and passing them off ae
his own compositiom. The above is now said in cases
where the man who puts the finishing touch to a work
reups all the credit of it.

22. There was a man who placed dirt in a mosque,
and was called '' mosque-defiler."
The meaning is, that any one, however unknown he may
be, can make himself notorious by doing a wicked act.

23. A crime makes a small man great (i.e. notorious).
24. When the minstrel is dancing to the drum, what
shame has he ?
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That is, a man's modesty disappears after he has begun
to do something he was feeling shy about, and become
interested in it.

25. Some one asked the sweeper of whom he was
afraid, and he said, '' Of my fellow-sweeper."
26. Oh, that you would sacrifice my wealth for my
head, and my head for m y honour.
3'7. To a pig its very name is fire (destruction).
Applicable in same way as "Give a dog a bad name and
hang him."

28. May my (debt) be on a lion, may a jackal's not
be on me.
Better have dealings with the noble, though powerful,
than with the base, though weak.

29. The goat even when she lies down scratches clean
her resting place.
Said to a low, dirty fellow, to shame him into some regard
for out ward decencies.
HUSBANDRY, WEATHER, AND HEALTH.
This collection, to which Marwat is the chief contributor, is
very complete, and may be accepted as embodying, in a very
condensed form, the deliberate opinion of the agricultural population, formed after long years of observation, on the occupation
of their lives, the influences which bear on it, and the hopes
ahd fears to which such an occupation gives ritle. The majority
of the maxims, as might be expected, relate to husbandry, of
which a portion are the canons which regulate the industrious
farmer's operations a-field. The Wazir, having only lately
taken to agricultural pursuits, and the Bannlichi, having water
in abundance flowing through every field, have had as yet little
occasion to r o u e their minds from their natural lethargy on
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t h i subject. With the latter every process has already been
thoroughly determined for him by custom, and as the vicissitudes
of the seasons affect irrigated landa but little, he has been
taoght by long experience to forecast, with a fair amount of
certainty and confidence, the result of every operation, from the
preliminary turning over of, the soil to the yield per acre of
each class of crop. Hence it is that nothing has yet awakened
him into thinking on such matters for himself. As well ask him
why Spring succeeds Winter, as why he expects his seed will
produce a heavy crop. His answer to either query would be,
" Of course it will, because it always does."
But it is not so with the cultivator of unirrigated lands.
To him each revolving month brings no dull round of certainty
yr sameness, but a constant succession of cares and anxieties;
for the annual rainfall,' on which the life of man and beast
depends, is always scanty and often unseasonable, and rain or
no rain, crop or no crop, a generous but rule-bound Government, owing to an inelastic revenue system, exacts from him a
uniform rate of land-tax. Hence it i that the ups and downs
of prosperity and adversity startle the Marwat out of himself,
compelling him to think on his condition ; and his thoughts and
conclusions about it, clothed in simple and truthful language,
and handed down, like heirlooms, from father to son, cannot
fail to fill our hearts with sympathy for him.

1. Have you cultivated your low lands, that your high
have remained over ?
This is the question which was put to a farmer who was
regretting that he had not cultivated his high-lying
fields, though his low-lying lands were also uncultivated. Now said in wafning to a man not to attempt
difficult work, until he has mastered what is easy.

2. I t is better settled during ploughing, than at the
grain-heap.
Averaging between six and seven inches.
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That is, questions as to shares should be settled then, for
if left over until the grain has been threshed, quarrel6
will arise. Terms of partnership should be fixed
when business is commenced, not after the venturea
have been made, and either profit or loss is being
reaped from them.

3. The gleaners began to wrangle together over strange
stubble.
Baid of persons who quarrel over things not their own,
instead of each taking gratefully what he received.

4. If you break up the clods with the spade, you will
be well clothed; if not, you will go with the back of
your head and neck uncovered.
This is a Bannhchi proverb, and means that, if you wish to
get full profit from your land, you must labour hard
on it. The Bannhchis in many parishes do not use
the plough, which is of very light structure, and unfitted for doing more than scratching their stiff clayey
soil. I n its stead they dig with a large heart-shaped
spade, worked by two men, one on either side. Like
us, they recognize that the most important part of t.he
body to protect from the sun's rays is the back of the
head and neck.

6 . When you fixed your hopes in the soil, you lost your
seed in it.
This is also a Bannhchi proverb, and means that after
sowing, the cultivator must not expect the soil to do
everything else. Unless he attends to weeding and
irrigation, his seed will be lost.

6. Dig for one hundred days, irrigate for one.
Meaning, watering your fields, without plenty of hard work
as well on them, is useless.

7. You trusted a dyke, and it destroyed your trust.
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Meaning, you banked up your field all round, turned on
the water, and did no more. Consequently, the water
burst your dykes. Don't place confidence in unstable
things, but knowing their weakness watch over them
carefully.

8; When Canopus arises, he will make clothes for
every one.
About the time he appears cotton and other autumn crops
commence ripening, from which the cultivator will
either be able to weave, or procure clothing for
himself.

9. Reaping is not done above the closed hand.
The crops are cut below the place which the hand gmps.
The meaning ia, that there is a right and a wrong way of
working, and unless you practise the former you will
labour in vain.

10. Though the measure be concealed, it will be apparent at the grain-heap.
That is, though the capacity of the wooden measure be unknown, it will be discovered when tested. Until a
man or article is put to actual trial, it is difficult to
form a correct opinion on his or its worth.

11. Sown in Poh is no go.
Seed sown after December 15th seldom comes to maturity.

12. Whose hopes are in his crops, remains out on the plain.
The meaning is that such a man forsakes the ease and
comfort of his home, and roughs it in the open beside
his fields at a distance from his village. This and the
following thirty-eight are Marwat proverbs.

13. The reaper who is not hearty in his work sharpens
his sickle on a clod.

.
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Corresponds to our
tools."

"

A bad workman finds fault with his

14. Who looks after his crops himself, if it were milk
it would all become ghi.
That is, such a man reaps double profit, for "as the man is
worth his land is worth."

15. The earliest sown crops stand up like the bustard,
the latest sown spring up ; their owner weeps.
I n a fair season the earliest sown crops are always the
heaviest.

16. Collect water, store bhjra.
Make your dams and your dykes, and you secure a good
bajra crop. Bajra (a millet) requires twice or three
times as much water as wheat.

17. Sons are (good) if born to a man when young,
and wheat is (good) if sown early.
18. Who does not break up old waste, handles not cash.
A virgin soil, when properly cleared, is the richest.

19. When there is drought on the Thal, irrigated land
yields twofold.
This is said to be literally true, but the meaning seems to
be that when Thal lands (that is, lands depending on
rain-water alone) suffer from drought, irrigated lands,
owing to rise in prices, are doubly profitable.
,

20. When there is plenty on the Thal, there is nothing
on irrigated lands.
That is, prices fall so much, that the return on the latter is
small.

21. When you put your trust in God, you produced
your seed.
That is, you secured a return for the seed you sowed.
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22. Land drill-sown i~ (like) a foray on camels ; land
hand-sown is (like) a foray on goats.
I n the light soils of Marwat drill-sowing is always practised, as otherwise the seed would not be placed deep
enough, and would also be liable to be blown away. I t
is, therefore, aa much more profitable over broadcast
sowing as is a successful foray on camels over one on
goats.

23. Irrigated lands will fill your stomach ; unirrigated
lands will mount you on horseback.
Wheat grown on " brirdnf" (unirrigated) soil is much
superior in taete and nutritious qualities to that
grown on irrigated lands. The latter always sells at
about one-seventh cheaper than the former.

24. Sow wheat through an enemy,
a friend.

b6jrav through

That is, sow-wheat thick, as an enemy would to waste your
grain, and " brijra " (a millet) thin, as a friend would
to save it.

25. If you fill the soil (with seed), it will fill you ; if
you leave it hungry, it will leave you hungry.
That is, if you wish for good crops, don't stint the seed.

26. Under a defeat, go, sow seed.
However distressed you may be, sow your seed.

27. The whole year you wrangled, so one ox trod out
your corn.
28. When, KBtik commences, calamity falls on the
soil-moisture.
The month of KQtik begins about October 15th, and
with it the level of the soil-moisture, which is a
peculiar feature in the sandy portions of Marwat,
begins to sink lower.
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29. AssG is gain, AssG is loss.
I

The month of AssG, which begins about September 15th, is
one of hope and fear for the farmer : of hope, because
if the soil be sufficiently moistened by rain, he pushes
on his Spring crop sowings in it, and may expect a
good harvest, the earliest sowings generally giving
the heaviest out-turn ; and of fear, because should the
month slip by and nothing be done owing to a want
of rain and moisture, his chances are small. The
rainfall in October and November is scanty, if any.

30. Not always is rain, not always are sons.
The advent of both, though anxiously looked for, is
certain.

A-

31. Summer rains are at the door, April showers in
the hills.
The former are general and heavy, the latter partial and
heaviest in the hills.

32. When the Hindoos throw their broken pitchers
(into the river), the time for autumn sowings is slipping
away.
This alludes to an old custom amongst the Marwat Hindoos,
the origin of which I cannot discover, according to
which they, up to near the end of November, after
putting a little earth on pieces of broken pottery, sow
seven sorts of grain called "Satand." in it, and on
their germinating, throw the pieces into the Gambila
or E h m .

33.

Furrow,"

"

furrow," in trust on God.

That is, the furrow is ploughed in trust on God. When
ploughing the ploughman keeps on calling to his oxen
6 L KiZa " (furrow), to encourage them to go straight.
There is a Spanish proverb, the translation of which
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is, "He who sows his land trusts in God," which is
very similar to the above.

34. Gain is from offspring, or from the plough.
This is a very old saying, but has lost much of ita force
now, as i t does not follow that a man rich in son8
should be rich in land. Formerly all land was held
in common, and peribdically divided, each living
member of a community receiving a share. Consequently the man with the largest family received most
land.

35. Thal oultivation is (like) a Hindoo's beard.
That is, uncertain ; for a Hindoo shaves his beard, except
one patch on the crown, whenever a near relation dies.

36. Cultivating irrigated lands is (like) licking one's
fingers.
That is, the out-turn is small. So a man, after kneading
dough, geta very little by licking his fingers.

37. When God is gracious, he rains on flowers and
dirt alike.
That is, on poor as well as on good land.

38. May rain fall even on your heaped-up grain.
Rain does harm in this case to the grain ; yet as it is such
a blessed thing, the farmer prays that it may fall even
before he has stored his grain.

39. So much cultivated land is good as a horse may
roll on, not gallop over.
That is, little and carefully cultivated is better
and ill looked after.
,

than

much

40. Summer rains from down country and Spring
from up.
That is, from the South and East in Summer, and North in
Spring, are best.
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4 1. The East wind saith, "Were I blowing, shepherds'
crooks would have become green.
That is, a steady East wind brings plenty of rain.

42. Whose livelihood depends on the Thal, is always
surrounded with care.
As rain is so uncertain, and as even when the crops are
ripening, a dry high dust-laden wind, which often
blows, may shrivel up the ears of grain.

43. He whom the Thal has beggared, forsook his home
and never returned again.
This is only too true.

44. Whom the Thal has undone, their very house-sites
cannot be found.

45. Thal cultivation is (like a) broken bow.
That is, not to be trusted.

46. Mayest thou (God) preserve me from that famine
which comes when barley is in the ear.
Because at such a time the last year's stock is nearly exhausted.

47. The owner of irrigated lands wears out broad
scarves ; the owner of Thal lands coarse blankets.
Meaning that the former is better off, and has less work
than the latter.

48. When the crop is ripe, reaping is its medicine.
The ripe crop is supposed to long for the sickle, as a sick
man for the medicine which he hopes will c&e him.

49. 0 Ass6 ! thou hast burnt us up.
Ass6 (September 15th to October 15th) is the most feverish
month in the year, and the cultivators think the sun
then very powerful, probably because, owing to the
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near approach of the cold weather, they are more
careless about protecting their head and neck properly.

50. Let there be thus much rain, more would be a
thunder-bolt.
That is, would cause damage. "Enough is as good as a
feast," even of the all-blessed rain.

51. One sows it (grain), one hundred eat it.
Meaning the wealth acquired by one is enjoyed by many.
"One sowetli, another reapeth," said our Saviour,
quoting a then current proverb.

52. When the sky is cloudy, salt becomes water.
I n damp weather salt becomes moist, although no rain may
have fallen. So a weak man shows signs of fear before
a strong man threatening punishment, though none
may have been actually inflicted.

53. The soil bears a crop, trusting in God; but in
watching over it, constant care is necessary.
54. A white sky brings rain; a black anxiety.
Because black heavy clouds are often forerunners of hail
or wind, both destructive of standing crops.

55. What is the use to you of that Spring in which
neither your calves nor your lambs graze?
This is addressed to the ruined or unlucky farmer. When
he cannot derive any benefit from it, a good or a bad
season makes very little difference to him.

56. Rain cannot fall from a clear sky.
Now-a-days don't expect miracles.

57. If rain fall not in the time of flowers, but unseasonably, what is it worth ?
58. One good down-pour, if seasonable, is epough,
KhGshhl !
Unseasonable rain, though abundant, is of little use.
20
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69. Phhgan throws them (cattle) down, Che'tar raises
them up.
The former is the last month of the cold weather, when all
cattle, from insufficient fodder and cold, are in very
poor condition; and the latter is the first month of
Spring, in which, under genial skies and plenty of
pasturage, they soon recover the bad effects of the preceding two or three months' hardships.

60. 'Tis either the knife or cold which eats flesh.
The knife ''eats flesh" when it cuts it, the cold when it
strikes a man. I n the cold weather all Muhammadans
who can afford it eat meat freely.

61. " Tsilah" knocked animals down, and Phcigan got
the blame of it.

" T8ilah9' is the

forty days of intensest cold, January 1st
to February 9th, and is divided into two equal parts,
the former called " spinah Tsilah," or white chilah,"
and the latter, ".tdrah Tsilah," or "black chilah."
This period is the most trying for man and beast, but
its effects often do not show until a few weeks laterhence the proverb.

62. I was still weeping on account of the ''white
chilah," when the water was frozen in the "black."
63. Asses have eaten the grain-heap of the many.
That is, when there are a number of co-partners in cultivation, each leaves the duty of watching to his rieighbour ;
consequently it is neglected by all. So we say, "Everybody's business is nobody's business."

64. When the evening-star appears, cease sowing
black gram.
65. When the constellation of Libra rises, cease
sowing oil-seed (sesamum).
h
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. 66. ,When rice is in ear, fever is being born.
The rice-crop is cut in September, during which month
the fever season begins, .and lasts for about two
months. Few persons, European or native, resident
in the irrigated parts of the valley during the autumn
escape a bout of fever.

67. Sowing is easy, keeping is difficult.
68. Mistaken one ! be f i m under the two tongues of

Phhgan.
Phdgan i the last month of the cold weather. Its days are
very hot and nights very cold, and a shower or two of
rain makes the cold as great as in the middle of the cold
weather. The above was first said by a father to his son,
who had gone a-field, supposing the hot weather had
begun. I t is now said of a person of uncertain temperament, to prepare and fortify one against his changefulness.

69. When a dust-storm blows, a breeze is its forerunner.
Somewhat similar is our "Coming events cast their shadows
before."

70. One does not use the banking hoe against esoaped
water.
Meaning much the same as our " There is no use locking
the stable-door when the horse is gone."

71. Pray in season, weed out of season.
That is, prayers except at the appointed time are vain, but
not so with weeding, which is beneficial in all seasons.

72. Nayest thou (God) preserve me from cloudy sunshine.
Agriculturists believe, as do many of us, that the sun's
rays, when partially obscured by haze or cloud, are
peculiarly powerful.
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IGNOEANCE AND FOOLISHNESS.

Fools being the natural butts of wise men, we find that the
sayings about them are hard-hitting and numerous. The
patient ass, being in this country as elsewhere regarded as the
animal which above all others is the embodiment of stupidity,
does duty for a fool in many places, and receives plenty of abuse;
however, like his master and protot,ype, he can bear it, as he
cannot hit back again.

1. He cannot climb the mulberry-tree, yet he girds
up his loins to the "Kikar."
The mulberry is easily climbed, but the " liikar" (a species
of acacia) is not, being very thorny.

2. A fool first gives freely, then fights.
3. You were neither a friend nor wise ; you have uselessly been the destroyer of my ox anbpitcher.
This is now used as a warning to people not to take the
advice of a fool. The story is 'that a villager's ox,
when eating corn from a pitcher, got his head jammed
into it. So he asked a friend named Parwat what to
do. " Cut off the ox's head," said the wise fool. The
simpleton did so, but still the head remained fixed. So
he asked Parwat again for advice, and was told to
smash the pitcher. This he did, and thus whilst extracting the animal's head lost both ox and pitcher. So
he went to Parwat, and said as above.

4. A fool does not do so much (harm) to another as to
himself.
5. A flighty fellow laughs at the village and the
village at him.
The village here means the council of grey-beards which
conducts its affairs. Somewhat similar is our " Young
men think old men fools, and old men know young
men are so."
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6. Though I have not pastured flocks, yet I have
heard the patter of their feet.
I t does not require a man to be, say, a farmer to know
something of agricultural matters.

7. Rat! burrow away in the earth, it is all (thrown
up) close behind you.
The rat here typifies the fool, who spends all his strength
at mis-directed labour, for with the first shower all the
excavated earth will fall back into the hole again.

8. The ass does not know how to laugh.
That is, does not appreciate a good joke.

9. Though the night is dark, one's mother and sister
are perceptible.
Means that there are some things a man knows almost
intuitively. Thus it does not require a knowledge of
Muhammadan law to enable a man to understand that
his mother and sister are within the prohibited degrees
for marriage.

10. The ass's friendship is kicking.
Who is friend with a fool will suffer for it..

11. I became acquainted with an ignorant physician ;
I had heart-burn and he gave me eye-medicine.
Said when a man has expected good work from another
and not got it. The same occurs in Persian and
HindGstBni.

12. Amongst many blind, one deaf man plays the
leader.
Amongst ignorant people, the least so is thought a very
clever fellow.

13. If an ass goes to Necca, when he returns he is
the same ass.
Corresponding to the Latin " C ~ l u mnon animum mutant
qui trans mare currunt."
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14. The ass has grown old, and did not recognize his
master's house.
Means that a born fool never acquires any knowledge.
Similar proverbs occur in Hindi and Persian.

15. Fools are pleased with other's wealth.
Notwithstanding, as they don't enjoy it, it is nothing to
them. ,

16. When the talk' is silly and thoughtless, I am
better asleep than in such waking.
17. He gets drowned in a dish-cover.
Said of a man who gets into silly scrapes without any
reason.

18. That child is blissful in his ignorance who (knows)
not evil or good.
Reminds one of "where ignorance is bliss," etc., etc.

19. The ass's master (i.e. the fool) has dismounted
from wisdom; the ass grew up in his house, and its
master is not yet aware of it.
20. The blind, too, know that God is one, and that
salt is pungent.
21. The blind man knows his own house well, the
possessor of eyes knows not another's.
Corresponding to the Spanish saying, "A fool knows more
in his own house than a wise man in another's."

22. Who may not have tasted EAbul fruits thinks
wild sloes very fine.
23. Though you are very wise, yet ask a fool.
Meaning that "two heads are better than one," though one
be a foolish one. "Fools may sometimes give wise
men counsel."

24. Who does not understand (about the partition),
make his one share two.
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That is, satisfy him somehow or other, even by practising
a little innocent deception.

25. A fool is pleased with much (Le. quantity).
26. What have asses to do with green corn?
That is, anything is good enough for them or for fools.

27. Without gain or profit Payanda shaved off his
beard.
Foole when they have the means do themselves harm.

28. Two fools break a chain.
That is, when they have a little quarrel they disregard the
strongest chain-like friendship and become mortal
enemies.

29. When you stroke a buffalo, she soils your garments.
Carees a fool, and he, in his stupid endeavours to show
gratitude, will cause you some harm.

30. The ass will not become white from soap.
Meaning you cannot make a born fool a wiee man, or a
low fellow a gentleman.

31. The ass tried to get horns and lost his ears.
This is applicable to thoee who, not content with what they
have, seek more and lose all. The Germans say,
" Many go for wool and come back shorn." What ie
said of the am above is said in Hebrew and Latin of
the camel.

32. Though barley be twenty maunds for the rupee,
for the ass indeed there is only a handful.
Though there be superabundance, a little ie enough for the
fool.

33. Make an ass your father, and use him to the full ;
afterwards he is no longer your father.
,

This is rascally advice, and amounte to this, that a man
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should treat a fool well as long as he cap make use
of him, and when he has done with him, should cut
his acquaintance.

34. 0 tailless ox ! mount on high ground, (look about
and) do as others do.
This is simply advice to a fool to do like his neighbours,
and use his eyes to some purpose.

35. H e gave his horse to a man who could not fasten
on the girth (i.e. could not saddle him).
Our saying about casting "pearls before swine" is equivalent.

36. The ass ate the stick, the potter's jaw swelled.

" To eat stick" is to be beaten. The meaning is the fool
was punished and the clever man took warning thereby.

37. When necessary an ass even is called bther."
38. If asses ploughed, their ears would not be long.
That is, if a fool were to do honourable work, he would no
longer be called a fool. The length of his ears proclaims the ass to be an ass.
JOY AND SORROW.

Life is here represented as full of cares. Man is shown to be
selfish in his own sorrows, with little room in his heart to
sympathize with the sorrows of others. He is nevertheless told
to accept the world as it is, to avoid extremes, never to be overelated or depressed, and to enjoy the present while he may,
remembering that youth is short, and that
" Whose life with care is over-cast
That man's not said to live, but last."
I . When a man falls why won't he be hurt?
Meaning one who suffers a loss will of course feel it.

2. An orphan is strong in crying.
One accustomed to misfortune can endure it better than
others not accustomed to it.
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3. Lagentation is not with t,he drum.
The drum is a sign of merry-making. The meaning is
that if a man be in sorrow, he will show signs of
sorrow.

4. Don't fall down from grief, and don't fly up from
joys.
Never go to extremes, even in happiness or sorrow.

5. No one has either died from grief or flown from
joy.
6. I n mourning every one weeps her own dead.
The custom is that when a person dies, the female friends
and relations of the deceased assemble together at the
house where he died, or in which the corpse is laid out
previous to burial, and, beating their breasts, sing
mournful dirges over it. The proverb means that
whilst doing this service nominally for another, each
is really thinking and mourning over her own dead.

7. Strange grief is colder than snow.
8. Neither was there any pleasure whilst I was being
born, nor after I had been born.
Means that from birth to death there is nothing but sorrow
in this world.

9. The woman whose brother is dead profits (is consoled) by another such woman; the bereaved mother by
another such.
That is, fellowship in sorrows diminishes their acuteness.

10. Sons are sweet, but arrows from them are barbed.
That is, on separation from them the arrows of grief enter
the soul.

11. May I be a liar! but may God make you well,
mother !
The story runs that the son had gone to the bazaar, and

,
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bought his mother's shroud, supposin'g she was dying.
On discovering this, the old woman abused him
roundly, and declared she never was better in her life,
to which the son answered aa above.

12. He is a man who enjoys the world.
13. Another's misery is half enjoyment.
14. The horse's back is Paradise, its belly Hell.
So says the poor Marwat, who enjoys riding, but can't afford
to keep a horse.

15. I n the world two things afford delight-riding on
horseback and sleeping on maiden's breast.
16. Would that I were not Kh6shhl and Chieftain. I
would be happy if young, even though a sweeper, dirtbasket in hand.
~ h ~ s h Khan,
h l a famous Khatak Chieftain, is credited with
having said the above in his old age, when his latest
and youngest wife eloped with a sweeper, the lowest of
t h e low. Old men now repeat it in praise of youth.

17. Happy is he whose cares lie on another.
18. Whether a man hath or hath not (wealth) he hath
cares.
19. 0 carrot ! I am not (so pleased) with your
flavour as with the noise made in crunching you up.
Said of things the attainment of which is not so
in themselves, as in the effect produced by them on
others, as, for instance, the recent conquest of Khiva
by the Russians.

20. The world is enjoyed through hope.
21. Let my feet be off the ground, be it on ass or
horse.
That is, ease is pleasurable, whether dignified or obscure.
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22. I have shaved off my beard even, and Eed has
not come.
To shave the beard is a sin for Muhammadans, yet a shaved
chin is thought handsome, ae it makes a man look
young. Above is said by men who commit some sin
in the hope of gaining thereby, but are disappointed.

23. One grief feels no shame before anot,her.
The proverbs of most languages contain similar ideas. We
say, " Misfortunes never come single." The Italians,
" One misfortune is the vigil of another."

24. Who is pleased without giving ?
Empty words will not satisfy any man. To attach him to
you some substantial favour is requkite.

25. Some swallow, some eat with relish.
Said with reference to the different ways people have of regarding the same thing.

26. Parents say, "Our boy is growing up."
forget his life is shortening.

They

Refers to the short-sightedneea of man.

27. Water stands (z'.e. is lost) in a pond: one's grief
in another.
28. What good does " welcome" do you ? It pleases
your heart.

" Civility is cheap and often sinks deep."
29. When the Eed has been (for others) at your
expense, your house was left a bare plain.
What is pleasure for one may be pain for another.

30. Come thou who art above all,
Come thou who art equal of all,
Come thou who art.lower than all.
Descriptive of man's happiness and respectability in three
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states. Before marriage he is above all, being lighthearted and free from care. During marriage he is
like his neighbours ; but should he have to divorce his
wife, he becomes worse off than they.

31. I was not aware of any happiness arising from you,
0 black (daughter)! but now that you are dead, I am
consumed with grief.
Until a thing is "lack'd and lost" we do not "rack the
value " of it.

32. The waters will flow by, but the stones will
remain.
The reference is to a flood which brings down stones with
it. The meaning is that the immediate weight of our
griefs may, like a flood, pass away, but like the stones
left by a flood, will leave marks behind.

33. I am mourning for your father, and you are making
mocking faces at me.
Meaning that well-meant sympathy, though awkwardly expressed, should not be rejected or ridiculed.

34. The day is theirs who write, the night theirs who
have dalliance.
Meaning simply that learned men enjoy power and position, but little pleasure.

35. When the cock crows, he weeps his own eyes.
Cocks are supposed to be quite night-blind, on which
account they often deceive us about the approach of
dawn, by crowing too soon.
KNOWLEDGE.

The ordinary Pathan is a very ignorant fellow, and proportionately admires a good understanding and knowledge, the
fruit -of making a good use of it, in his fellow-man. Taking
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advantage of his ignorance and superstition, two classes, the
Sayads and Uluma, holy men and scholars, have made him a
common prey wherever his soil was sufficiently blessed by nature
to enable them to spend a life of ease and indulgence on it.
The above two classes have, in the rich BannG valley alone,
succeeded in appropriating to themselves about one-sixth of the
soil; but in sandy Marwat, the temptations being fewer, the
proportion they hold is very small. Twenty-five years of our
rule, and the increasing pressure of the population on the land,
have opened the eyes of most of the BannGchis to the fact that
many of their instructors were impostors, and their spiritual
guides wolves in sheep's clothing. But for all that, a man who
has picked up a smattering of Arabic, and can parrot-like repeat
some passages from the Korbn, though neither hearer nor
speaker understands a single word of them, is thought a very
great scholar; and every village mosque has from three to ten
or twelve " idliban-ul-'ilm," or "seekers after knowledge," attached to it, who study the KorBn and its commentaries under
the priest of the mosque, and are maintained at the cost of the
community.

1. A good understanding is rubies and jewels, it is not
(acquirable) by force or gold.
2. Who dismounts from his understanding is always
in perplexity.
3. Acquire the tongues (i.e. Persian and Arabic), and
not the art of ploughing.
The meaning is become a scholar not so much for learning's
as for religion's sake.

4. To every man his own understanding is a king.
W e say, " Every man thinks his own geese swans."

5. Wisdom is learnt from the unwise. So we say, "Wisdom rides upon the ruins of folly."
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6. I t is I who have come from the fight, and you are
telling me about it.
.-

This is said in derision of the unpractised man of theory.
We say, "Knowledge without experience makes but
half an artist."

-

7. Work without an instructor is without foundation.
8. Though you are the head man of the whole village
and don't know yourself, you are as a child.
You are so, for

" all our knowledge is ourselves to know."

9. The knowing man does not fall, and if he does, he
falls on his face, is. with a great smash.
Our I f wise men play the fool, they do it with a vengeance,"
contains a similar idea.

10. The knowing bird is not caught, and if he is,
he is caught with both his legs (in the snare).
11. The more knowing the more miserable.
The case of doctors being proverbially bad patients and
more anxious about themselves when ill, than men of
other professions, may be given in illustration of the
truth of this saying.

12. Of doctors who is best ? He who has himself
been (ill).
As besides his theoretical knowledge of a disease, he would
have had practical experience of it in his own person.

13. The goldsmith it is who knows the value of gold.
Somewhat similar is our "Every man to his trade."

14. The sage's words will not be without wisdom.
I f " every man is believed in his own profession," a sage
will surely talk wisely.

15. The moistened tongue wanders about in all directions.
A ready-tongued man is never at a loss for an answer.
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LABOUR.
The maxims here given are essentially those of a working
people. I n them man is represented as born to toil, which is
honourable to all. The idle man is held up to scorn ; frugality
is enjoined, and the sweets of labour pleasingly and simply
painted. Judging from such precepts, we should expect to find
Pathans a hard-working thrifty people; and so they are, but
from necessity, not from love of labour for its own sake and the
reward it brings. Thus we find that wherever nature in her
kindliest mood has supplied them ready to hand with a rich soil
and plenty of water, man appears in his worst and surliest, and
cultivation is slovenly. This is the case with the BannGchis,
whose valley is blessed with every natural advantage, but who
are an idle vicious race, busy only at seed-time and harvest for
a few weeks, and during the rest of the year living exemplars
of the truth of the proverb that "Idle brains are the devil's
workshops."

1. Acquire you wealth like a labourer, spend it like a
lord.
2. Until you tire your own shoulders (by carrying his
children on it), you won't make a stranger's son or
brother your own.
To firmly attach a stranger to yourself, you must toil hard
in his behalf first.

3. What comes to you from another house will make
the night pitch dark for you.
That is, home-produced articles are the best, anything procured from elsewhere will appear of small value.

4. One's own earnings in a dish-cover are good.
That is, however small they be.
meant.

Grain, not money, is

5. Who carry lob-sided loads are camels.
Camels are awkward ungainly brutes, yet are very useful,
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doing almost all the carrying trade between India and
Afghhnisthn ; so the least-promising labourers often
turn out the best for work, and should not be run
down.

6. A wandering jackal is better than a reclining lion.
A good workman, ass though he be, is better than a clever
man who won't work.

7. One's own bed and matting are sweeter than anything else.
That is, because made by the owner himself or acquired by
his labour.

8. Reap with one hand, gather wit.h the other, and
you need care for nothing : cut off your beard.
Meaning that if you work hard you need not mind transgressing some of the Prophet's precepts even. Shaving
the chin is forbidden, yet it may be done with impunity.

9. If you have done work for another well, your hand
is black (from labour) ; if ill, your mouth is black (Gom
disgrace).
10. If you do not hollow your side, you will not rear
your son and daughter.
This is addressed to a mother, who is told to hollow her
side, children being generally carried on the hip ; in
other words, to work hard, for if she does not, her
children will die young from want.

11. If you do not become spattered with mud, you
won't become greased (rich).
You must work hard if you want riches.

12. 0 ass ! endure hardships, perhaps God will give
you ease.
13. Compulsory labour is better than idleness, a black
snake than a fool.

14. Work your arms and remember God.
15. One comes from a hundred, not a hundred from one.
You must be content with small returns from labour.

16. The flesh of game is one's own flesh.
The game is so hard to get that in the toile of the chase
you, as it were, expend your own flesh.

17. Work without wage is known to none.
You won't get work out of a man unless you pay him properly for it. " The labourer is worthy of his hire."

18. H e who eats not of his own labour, lord though
he be, eats not well.
19. To do work is easy, to be master of it is difficult.
20. Aim at much, lay by a little.
31. The ready-made-food eater is an eater of unlawful
food.
That is, cook your own victuals, don't be a drone.

22. Though you be a guest, you are not a dead man.
The host thus addresses his idle guest, giving him a gentle
hint to assist in the kitchen or elsewhere.

23. Of what use is he who is not busy, though he be
a chief?
24. Until their child begins to use implements (plough,
spade, etc.), the knees of his parents must be soiled.
That is, until the child is big enough to work himself, his
parents will have to toil hard to support him and
themselves.

25. The '' Sandtir," which is red, is so from the
strength of the furnace.
Red lead is referred to. The meaning is that as "&and&?-"
acquires its colour and use by the action of heat, so a
man becomes honourable and useful from good honest
toil.
21
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26. A crooked (ill-fashioned) thing of one's own hand
is. sweet.
27. Bull buffalo calves are born to him who sleeps.
Cow buffalo calves are of course much more prized. A
good cow will fetch from eighty to one hundred and
ten rupees, and give from eight to ten quarts of milk
daily. The proverb means that a man who takes
things too easily will not prosper.

28. I made one salbm, and it fell to a Hindoo, i.e.
was wasted.
When a man does anything to which he is not accustomed,
his work will be clumsy and useless.
LYING.

I t is sometimes said in India that natives never tell the
truth except by mistake, and that they imbibe this habit with
their mothers' milk. No doubt much of the proverbial duplicity
of Asiatics is inherited. But men talking thus loosely forget that
ordinarily natives do not lie amongst themselves; that where
we would call in a lawyer, or reduce a contract to writing, they
trust implicitly each other's simple word ; and that for one transaction brought into Court-where
the black side of native
character appears-thousands are never heard of by us.
There is much to be said for natives in explanation of what
we regard as their greatest failing. Despotism breeds lies,
freedom truth. The people of India have had many centuries
of despotism, and it will be long before the axiom (once
true, but true no longer), that when in contact with a ruler
safety depends on saying what will please him, and that, as
justice is unobtainable with t,ruth, it must be sought with lies
and bribes, will be known by the masses to be an axiom no
more. Our rule has not yet had time to visibly raise the moral
standard of the people in the above respect, and the civilization
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and the elaborate legal system which i t has necessarily introduced have created many vicea and evils. The above general
remarks apply to this part of the Punjtib, as well as elsewhere. W e find the Marwats are a truthful people, and the
BannGchis the reverse, and we at once perceive the cause. The
former were until lately communists, and governed by public
opinion; and the latter were always ruled by local despots,
backed up by a few K h i s and a swarming priesthood. The
Marwats, except in some few villages in which the curse of litigation has blunted their old love of truth, settle their disputes
at home ; the BannGchis are pestilently litigious.

1. By the time that the truth is established, lies will
have set the country in a blaze.
The lies circulated before the outbreak of the Indian
Mutiny in 1857 illustrate the truth of this remarkable
proverb, remarkable because showing a true appreciation on a subject in which it could hardly be looked
for.

2. Lying is an honest man's wings.
This is current amongst Ranndchis. The idea is, that a
well-told lie, when successful, that is, when believed,
greatly supports a man's cause, and is very creditable
to the teller. As a rule no Bann6chi is ashamed of
himself for telling a lie, but only when he tells it so
clumsily that he is found out. I n this latter case only
will public opinion condemn him. There is a proverb
similar to this in Syriac, viz. "Lying ia the salt
(goodness) of men, and only shameful to the believer."

3. The course of lies is short.
That is, they are soon found out.

" A lie has no legs."

4. He sees with his eyes and swears on his son.
Said of the pejurer.

'
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5. The liar tells lies, the truthful man tests them.
That is, does not believe anything a liar tells him, until he
has been able to prove his assertions.

6. The plaintiff is slack, his witness tight (well
primed).
Used ironically by Banniichis when a witness, if he were
to be believed, is more familiar with details than his
principal. I am told the saying is common throughout
Upper India.

7. Either a strong man or a fool tells the truth.
The former can afford to laugh at the consequences of his
statement, but an ordinary man cannot; hence the
necessity of giving a " diplomatic" reply to an awkward
question, at least so the Banniichis think.

8. Though truth-telling is proper, it is bitter.
9. A man is unclean (for food), (if) he keep his word
he is clean.
10. To lie is to jump from a house-top.
That is, it is a

" leap in the dark,"

the result being doubtful.

LIBERALITY AND PARSIMONY.

I t has been said that "the way to an Englishman's heart is
through his stomach," and whether true or not of Englishmen,
it is undoubtedly so of Pathans. But if it be remembered how
much the popularity, and consequently the reputation, of Indian
officials of high station depends on whether they give good
dinners or not, the impartial reader will admit that there is at
leaat a germ of truth contained in it. Instances will occur to
many where such men have permanently gained or suffered in
repute from a course of handsome expenditure or mean economy
during their term of office. Amongst Pathans the easiest and
quickest road to a good name is by hospitality. The chief who
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keeps open house, and gives every hungry wayfarer who passes
the night at his village a good meal, knows that his money has
been well laid out; for, go where he may, the guest of the night
retains a grateful recollection of his entertainer, and misses no
opportunity of testifying to his virtues. Aa tr race Pathans are
very hospitable. Every village that can afford it contains a
guest house, in which any traveller is welcome for a night to
board and lodging, the expenditure being either defrayed by the
head men, or divided amongst the whole community.
Some classes of hill-men, who resort to B a n d in the cold
weather, show their goodwill and inbred hospitality to a chance
Shhib in a very pleasing way. Should you meet one of them
tramping along the road, munching his bannock, a piece is sure
to be broken off and given you, accompanied by a broad grin on
the part of the donor ; and if in return he or she receives a few
words of thanks in Pashto, the grin increases into an audible
chuckle ; and as you part company, you hear muttered in a tone
of incredulous but gratified surprise, "Ah, the Shhib talks
Pashto !"

1. The first day a king, the second a Vazeer, the third
mixed with the earth (held in no honour).
A guest's treatment by his host is referred to.

2. An untimely guest is the house's plunder.
Such a guest is like the unbidden one, " Welcomest when
he is gone."
.

3. With few invite to join, with many eat.
I f there are only a few men near you, ask them to join you
in your meal; but if there are many, then eat it quietly.

4. Strange food is on loan.
As you must invite your host to dinner in return.

5. What matters the guest's impatience to the host?
The host has meals at the usual time, though the guest
would like them earlier or later. The meaning is,
'. Beggars can't be choosers."
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6. It is fitting for the one to invite, and for the other
to graciously decline.
The poor gentleman should invite the rich, and the latter
should refuse.

7. The guest likes that bread which the host likes.
Corresponds to the old proverb, common to most modern
languages as well as to Latin, 4'You cannot look a gift
horse in the mouth."

8. If one door be closed against the beggar, one
hundred are open.
Beggars, and especially those called "religious mendicants,"
here referred to, are always sure to find a meal and
shelter for the night in any village to which they may
go. " Where one door shuts, another opens."

9. What you give away becomes a rose, what you eat
excrement.
10. Open-handed, God-befriended.
11. Whoever is (too) open-handed makes for himself
loin cloths of black blankets.
That is, beggars himself. This is a Marwat saying. I t is
not uncommon for an old famili to plunge irretrievably
into debt in order to keep up for a time its ancient
fame for hospitality. Several instances have occurred
in the District.

12. See, the year speaks loudly.
I f it is a good year, and grain is cheap, spend your money
freely. This is a Marwat saying.

13. As the porridge gets cold, guests become numerous.
Originally said by a hungry Marwat to his wife, to induce
her to eat her meal quickly, whilst the food was hot;
now used against delay in business, as well as in scorn
of a greedy man.
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14. The guest of two houses fares badly.
As each host thinks the other is entertaining him.

15. A reputation for hospitality depends on grain, war
on weapons.
Unless you have a well-filled garner, you cannot play the
host ; but, with a good sword, you can the warrior.

16. Invited is entertained.
17. There is room for one hundred invited, not for
one uninvited.
18. Neither hast thou placed anything before me, nor
have I left anything in it (the dish).
The hungry guest, after finishing all the food given him,
thus reproaches his host for his stinginess, it being the
custom
never to finish a dish, in token that you have
,
had a good meal.

19. You have a name for hospitality, but your house
is bare ground (empty).
20. I would not eat the unripe berries (which grew
by my door), but wandered off in search of ripe ones,
and lost my shoes.
Generally said of a man who, seeking to better himself,
ends by being worse off than he originally was.

21. Though the river be large, it is on the dog's tongue.
However much a man may have, he can but spend little on
himself. But the above generally mid of misers.

22. May my house be a sacrifice for you, but may you
eat not a morsel in it !
Said of a man who is a friend in word so long as nothing is
required of him in deed.

23. The miser's wealth is of the earth.
That is, worthless, for he keeps it buried, and when he dies
no one knows where to find it.

'
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24. If there be many, then there are many; if few,
~ ~ God's name) won't add to their
then a " B i ~ r n i l l a h(in
number.
A guest is speaking to a host, who had placed only one or
two cakes before him, and then asked him to bless the
food.

25. A miser is bad, so is his name.
26. Akhoond ! Akhoond ! here is a snake ;
It is the business of fine youths (to kill it).
Akhoond ! Akhoond ! here is a dish of meat ;
There are myself, my son, and Moolah Akbar
(ready to eat it).
27. Akhoond S&hib! here is ghi.
Don't make a noise, there are people (listening) ;
but what is that other thing in your hand?
It is a loaf of bread ;
What a fine smell it has !
This and the preceding are well-known Banniichi jokes,
illustrating the cowardice and greed of the Akhoond
and Noolah class, who, though useful on occasions
of marriages and deaths, are not, owing to the above
two failings, much respected.

28. AS a man grows old, his avarice increases.
29. The Hindoo was weeping, and eating onions.
Said now of a man who thinks more of his property than
of himself. The story as to the origin of the saying
is, that a Hindoo had failed to sell his bunch of onions
on market-day, and at its close sat down to console
himself by eating them. Owing to their pungency,
they brought tears into his eyes. Being asked why
he wept, he said on account of his bad success in
the fair.
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30. The miser converts house-dogs into grey-hounds.
That is, by stinting their food he makes them fine-bellied.

31. The fatter a hen grows, the tighter her anus
becomes.
Generally applied to niggardly rich men ; for the more
wealth a man accumulates, the greater miser he becomes. W e say, "The more the carle riches he
wretches."

32. The ass would not die, and the dog would not
leave it.
The dog might easily have found a dead donkey. The
meaning is, that a greedy man, in the hopes of making
a little gain, often loses the opportunity of making a
fortune.

33. The rat could not enter hi hole, yet he fastened
a wisp of grass to his tail.
34. When the uncle happens to put his hand to his
head, the nephew hopes for something from him.
35. The belly's road is capacious.
That is, there is no satisfying it.

36. I s the Akhoond satisfied ? His house remains.
Means he has never enough.

37. The avaricious man (is) wretched in both worlds.
The same occurs in Persian.

38. You say " has " (enough), the belly says " las "
(ten).
39. The bird sees the grain, but not the snare.
40. He who lives at the pleasure of his stomach, if he
have not cares, will soon have them.
41. Were the whole world one man's, he would not
be satisfied with it.
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42. When the tree is tapped, goats run towards it.
!bey are said actually to do so when fodder is scarce, in
the hope that some leaves or berries may fall down.
One application is to the man who rushes to any place
where there is an indication of money being made.

43. The viper eats earth carefully, lest it should all be
finished.
Vipers are popularly supposed to live mostly on earth.
Above is said of the miser, who, "the more he has, the
less he spends."

44. I n a strange house one hundred guests are nothing.
That is to the guests, for
shoulders of another."

'I

the burden is light on the

45. The world stands at nine, no one has made it ten.
Means man is never content, however much he have.

46. You want both a small-waisted wife and a bigheaded son.
This proverb does not bear literal translation; it means,
" You can't both eat your cake and have it."

47. Who is a hero at the festive board is a wealthy
man.
That is, a man cannot be hospitable without first possessing
wealth.
MAN'S JUSTICE.

Amongst civilized, as well as barbarous races, "the weakest
goes to the wall," the manner of shunting him being only different. With the former a great delinquent, if not proved
positively criminal, and if he has interest in high places,
escapes with a mild censure, whilst a lesser man is selected as a
scapegoat, and after months of torturing suspense, is crushed.
With the latter the rule that "Might is Right " is unblushingiy
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applied, and public opinion, what there is of it, by its silence
givee it a quasi-popular sanction. Pathans are still semibarbarians ; but in each independent community a rough sort of
justice obtains ; while those who live under our rule get stern
justice meted out to them, when policy admits of it.
Most of the sayings here collected, though known in t,he
District, are also current elsewhere. They show that Pathans,
like other people, feel that though Justice may be a blind
goddess, she is a very partial me.

1. Rain fell in I3Ara.h and swept away the asses of
Khblisa.
B h ~ a his the name of a country drained by a small stream
of the same name, which flows through Peshhwar, and
sometimes causes much damage in Khhlisa, a group of
villages near Peshbwar, by its suddenly rising and
inundating the tract.

2. The oxen ate up the crops, and they cut off the
ears of the donkeys.
3. The larks ruined the country, and the crows were
blamed for it.
Larks are very numerous and eat up much grain. Often
applied to the lazy landlord, or superior official, who
allows his people to commit acts of oppression, and,
though he may be a mild just man, is, owing to his
indifference, himself accused of being the tyrant.

4. He tied the fat to the cat7stail.
The thief did so aa a make-believe that poor puss had stolen
the meat, and succeeded, as puse already had a bad
name.

6. The goats ought to have been slaughtered, but
the fowls had their fate.
Originally said of persons who for the Eed festival kill
fowls only, sheep or goats being the proper thing;
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but applied in a wider sense when the innocent suffer
for othersJ faults.

6. Herself commits the sin, and curses Satan for it.
7. One acquires it (wealth), another squanders it.
Reminds one of Virgil's lines beginning
vobis," etc.

"

Sic vos non

8. The weak will be the guilty one, and the shirt will
have fallen from the strong one (i.e. he will be punished
instead).
This is, I believe, a purely local saying, and applied in cases
where a head man suffers owing to the delinquencies
of his dependents; for in such matters he thinks the
individual offender should alone be punished, though
he may not have lifted a finger t? prevent his escape
to the hills.

9. Crows have usurped the place of hawks.
The crow is a foul bird, the hawk a noble one.

10. The mouth eats the food, and the eyes bear the
shame.

11. Others ate the meat, and they tied the bones
round a scald-headed woman's neck.
12. The monkey lapped up the curds, and smeared a
kid's mouth with them.
13. My oil burns, others benefit from it.
This is generally said of men the reward of whose good
works is reaped by others.
OLD AGE.

The tender deference shown by youth to age is one of the
most pleasing traits in Pathan character. " Older and Wiser "
is an adage well observed by Pathans, for in all tribal matters,
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in which a long experience is useful, the voice of the elders
generally ;revails in council. The maxims here recorded
hardly bring out sufficiently the respect to which a white beard
entitles a man.

1. If an old man be sitting by, and a young man
begin talking, turn him out like a dog.
2. Though you have a white beard and toothless
gums, you have not ceased attending to worldly affairs.
3. Have nothing to do with an old man, he will die ;
and nothing with a child, he will forget.
4. When parents grow old, they become sweeter than
sugar.
That is, more easy-going and indulgent.

5. God even feels reticence before a white beard.
As his allotted time is so nearly run out, God feels a tender
sympathy with an old man, and if God does so, d
fortiori man ought to.

6. 0 grey-beard ! thou eatest earth.
Said of an old man who goes on accumulating money, which
will be to him worthless as earth.

7. When a man grows old, every illness is ready for
him.
POVERTY.

About one-half the sayings on this subject come from Marwat,
and their grim simple humour is admirable. None knows
better than a poor Marwat what poverty means ;but as "poverty
is the mother of health," his stalwart frame and buoyant disposition enable him to bear up against it. Of the other half,
some have their origin amongst the Banndchis, Khataks, or
Wazirs, but most are widely known, and to assign any particular
tribe or locality as their source is impossible.
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1. On a poor priest's call (to prayer) no one repeats
the creed even.
A poor man is disregarded, even should he remind us of
our bounden duty.

2. I n a poor man's hand a quarter-cake looks a whole
one.
3. 0 empty hand ! thou art mine enemy.
Poverty or want of a patron has been the ruin of many a
good man.

4. The bald-headed man has not a single hair on his
head, nor does he require a n d n e (to dress his hair).
That is, a poor man is his own master; no one interferes
with him, nor he with any one.

5. The ass carries the load; the potter's seat aches.
The strong and rich make much of slight inconveniences,
forgetful of the real grievances and hardships of those
under them.

6. Though for others it is the evening of the Eed, it
is that same night for the poor.
That is, Christmas-eve is like any other eve to the poor.

7. To-day poor, always poor.
8. Poverty is a pure sovereignty, the rich man knows
not of its delights.
A poor man has only one care, namely, how to fill his belly,
but a rich man has many.

9. Be damned, 0 debt ! thou who turnest a man out
of house and home.
10. The ass's bray is doleful, (because) his portion is
small.
11. When God makes a man poor, he (the poor man)
cooks twice in the day-time.
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A Muhammadan generally cooks and eats once after sunset,
and once an hour or two after sunrise ; thus he only
cooks once in the day-time. The meaning of the
proverb is that God in the case put increaaea the man's
daily expenditure, and thus beggars him.

12. The old lady had just as much ghi as was spent
on her head.
That is, hardly enough for her own use. Means that the
poor have to struggle hard to live, so don't ask them
to assist others.
,

13. Poor fellow ! one of your eyes is black, one white.
A man who could only afford antimony for one of his eyes
is spoken to. Meaning is, that a poor man can complete nothing he commences, if an outlay is involved
in it.

14. Oh, that I be not poor, or (if so), be not wise !
That is, know not of the pleasure of being well off. "Where
ignorance is bliss," etc., etc.

15. Though I am poor, I am not such a wretch as to
steal a traveller's scrips.
That is, a man may be a bit of a scamp ; still, be will not be
dead to all sense of shame.

16. Had the jackal possessed sandals of his own, he
would not have stolen those of a stranger.
This is the proverb a thief would use who alleges in his defence he was driven to steal from poverty, which is
after all the cause of most thefta.

17. There is none more miserable than a debtor.
W e say, " He who oweth is always in the wrong;
" Who goes a-borrowing goes a-sorrowing."

" also,

18. If you have not a purse (literally '' knot ") of
your own, you will sit before another with parched lips.
That is, there is nothing for nothing in this world. Pursee
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being little used, money is carried knotted up in the
corner of the wearer's plaid or turban ; consequently a
man who has no knot in his clothes will probably
have no money about him.

19. See the cotton cloth in the Hindoo's shop and my
mother's naked staring poverty (literally '' day").
This is a Marwat saying. A Marwat's idea of wealth is a
Hindoo's shop well stocked with cotton piece goods.

20. A poor wretch is nobody's son or brother.
21. The slave-girl sleeps where it is warm.
22. The day-labourer is far from God.
H e is a poor wretch, working to keep himself alive, and
does as little as he can, cheats both God and his
master, by giving the former short prayers and the
latter short work.

23. What is a long tramp to a sweeper? (To put)
basket on head and call his dog.
Means that a poor man is always ready.

34. The food of the poor is cooked with patience.

25. The rich man's dog always tears to pieces the poor
man's kid.
26. The poor man longs for a cheap market, and at
one turn wears out two shirts.
That is, he buys his clothes "cheap and nasty," and in the
time one shirt ought to be worn out, has worn through
two.

27. Poor in men poor in bones, i.e. strength.
The man who has not many relations, be he himself never
so strong, is weak and powerless. Amongst the
Wazirs the law of survival of the fittest is illustrated,
for once a family or clan gets much reduced in numbers,
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sooner or later they disappear, through blood feuds and
the greed of stronger families to possess themselves
of their lands. The maxim, "one man no man," is
true everywhere, for what person or party succeeds
except by being " strong in men " ? " Interest "
might be defined " strength in men."

28. The poor have two faults : when they eat little, it
is said their throats are small ; when they eat largely, it is
said they have seen nothing (i.e. not seen food for long).
That is, whatever they do, they are found fault with.

29. Though the country become porridge, the poor
man's (share) is a spoonful.
That is, from the general prosperity he would not benefit,
possessing no land. This is a Marwat saying.

30. The camel is for sale at one farthing; true, but as
I don't possess a farthing, what can I do ?
A bargain is no bargain to a man who canlt,&ord to buy
it. " Quod non opus est asse carum est."

31. The cattle of the poor graze on the border.
On the border they are liable to be carried off by hillrobbers; and when that happens, their owners are
liable to fine should it be found the number of armed
men in charge of them was under the prescribed number.
This is a Marwat saying.

32. Poverty is no crime, but theft and adultery are.
33. The prick of a needle in a cat's head is plenty.
A little punishment is enough for a poor or weak man.

34. One Bah161, one his bowL
Applied many ways, e.g. to remind one of the vicissitudes
of life, or that poverty and contentment are compatible, for " man wants little here below." Bahl61,
I am told, was once King of Balkh, and abdicated in
22
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favour of his brother, being afraid of the account he
should have to give after death. Becoming a fakeer,
he gave up everything he possessed, except his kach
k61, or bowl-of-all-work, which he retained in token
of his calling. His brother ordered him to live
decently, or leave his kingdom. So Bahl61 asked
counsel of the first thing he saw, which was some
human excrement. I t told him it had first been
wheat, then a dainty cake; but the moment it had
come in close contact with man, had been despised
and rejected, until it had become the dishonoured
thing he saw. Bahl6l then went into the jungles, and
lived and died a hermit.

35. .I have one ass, and one pack-saddle: I have no
anxieties above or below.
Means that a poor man has reason to be contented, as,
having nothing to lose, no one can cause him anxiety.

36. Confound you, 0 debt ! for you have ruined two
houses.
That is, the render as well as the borrower; for if the
latter be ruined, the former suffers with him.
PRIDE, SELF-CONCEIT, AND LAME EXCUSES.
This is a mked and homely group, in which considerable
knowledge of the weakness and vanity of the human heart
appears. Animate nature is freely drawn upon "to point the
moral " of the different sayings ; and the ass and the crow, as
usual, do not show to advantage.

1. When the lizard gets fat, he goes of himself to the
sweeper's house.
There he is killed and eaten. Man in prosperity, like a
lizard when in good condition, gets self-confident, and
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through some rash act ruins himeelf, for "Pride will
have a fall."
,

2. The scald-headed woman prides herself on her
sister's hair.
Said of the smd-minded man, who boasts himself of his
relations' good qualities or riches.

3. The spoon even became conceited, because through
it the porridge had been cooled.
Refers to the man who contributes an insignificant part in
some work, and thinks he has done everything.

4. The reed hoped for the degradation of its fellowgrasses; its top became dry in the river.
5. Every man thinks his own intellect the best.
Corresponds to "Every cock thinks his own crow the
loudest."

6. The crow tried to acquire the strut of the partridge,
and forgot even his own.
Refers to the man who does not stick to his own profession
or trade, and in learning a new one, forgets his old
one, and so ruins himself. The red-legged partridge
is looked upon as a type of graceful deportment, and
the crow of awkwardness.

7. The goat kept jeering at the doombah,
bare buttocks be damned !"

May your

'(

The "doombah" is the fat-tailed sheep. Its tail is so broad
and heavy, weighing in a full-grown sheep from twelve
to thirty pounds, as to completely conceal the posterior.
The goat on the contrary has a little scrubby tail of
five or six inches in length, which it always carries
erect, and which, consequently, never conceals its
hinder parts. Burns's " giftie " ie here again a desideratum.

,
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8. Mayest thou make me great, but not prideful!
(literally, " great of neck "1.
9. The fox thought his shadow very large.
Said of conceited little men, who view themselves and their
actions through a magnifying glass.

10. Every one says the smell of his own churningskin is sweet.
The "g&ayakaiM is a goat-skin in which butter-milk and
butter are churned. . The corresponding proverb in
English is, "Every cook thinks his own broth the
best."

11. That is the ass, but its saddle is another.
Thus by dressing like a gentleman a snob won't become one.

12. No one feels the smell of his own breath.
That is, every one is blind to his own faults.

13. Unless a man lowers himself, he will not become
straight.
Put your self-conceit in your pocket, and you will find your
affairs go on better.

14. He who has humbled himself has saddled Barbk.
That is, is in a fair way of securing good fortune. Barhk
is the Muhammadan Pegasus. The Prophet is said to
have gone in one night from Mecca to Jerusalem and
back on him, and afterwards rode him to Heaven.

15. What is more unclean than the ass? yet he will
not drink muddy water.
Meaning that the ass alone is unaware of his own impurity.

16. The moment the hare started up, the dog began to

ease himself.
This and the following five proverbs are intended to expose
lame excuses, and persons who deceive others through
false appearances.
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17. When mother's turn came, father fell sick.
A boy is supposed to have na'ively said this of his father,
who, being fonder of another and younger wife, had
failed to eat and sleep at his mother's, when her turn
came round, and in excuse pretended indisposition.

18. The crow both eats refuse and flaps his wings.
By which act he would have you believe that he is a clean
and most particular feeder. Said of a man who does
dirty actions and is always preaching honesty.

19. You have not got a grain of gram or barley in
your house. I made a mistake about the fringe of your
turban.
This was originally said by a bride on examining her
husband's house, and finding it empty. She had
married him supposing by his dress he must be rich.
Said now of men who pinch at home in order to keep
up appearances abroad.

20. Though the food was another's, the stomach was
your own.
This might be said of men who over-drink themselves and
ascribe their next morning's head to the soup or fish.
I n the proverb a physician is supposed to be addressing
his patient.

21. A forced labourer sits on other's water.
That is, in order to escape work, will make use of any excuse,
however false or improper.

23. The porcupine says, " Oh my soft little son, softer
than butter," and the crow says, " My son, whiter than
muslin."
Corresponds to our "The crow thinks her own bird the
fairest."
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23. Though you have much barley (wealth), my eyes
are black with pride.
Both sexes apply antimony to their eyes as a beautifier.
Means that purse-proud men should remember poor
men are often family-proud.

24. The sieve says to the goblet,
holes be damned !"

'' May

your two

This is exactly equivalent to the English proverb, " The
kiln calls the oven Burnt house," and to the Italian,
" The pan says to the pot, Keep off, or you'll smutch
me." The Germans say, " One ass nicknames another
Long-ears." Burns's "giftie " is felt to be a universal
want.

25. Camel ! what (member) have you straight that
your neck should alone not be so ?
The camel is supposed to think himself a handsome, straightlimbed animal, though all others know him to be tce
reverse. I n Syriac the proverb runs, " I f the camel
had seen his hunchback, he would have fallen and
broken his neck."
SELFISHNESS AND INGRATITUDE.

The former being a failing common to all men, and the latter
a vice to be found in some persons everywhere, it follows that
Pashto sayings on such subjects are not unlike those current
amongst ourselves. Pathans are an intelligent race, and a fair
percentage of them are shrewd observers of human nature.

1 . I am ready to protect you, you to kill me.
2. An inheritance is better than a skunk of a son.
That is, it is better to leave your property to strangers
than that such a son should succeed you.
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3. The father's heart is on his son, and his son's on a
dry stone.
Said of a son who returns his fath'er's affection by loving
some utterly worthless object.

4. He who is in a fir regards not son or daughter.
Means that man is so selfish that, when involved in di5culties, he will forget his own flesh and blood in order
to extricate himself.

5. The jackal's dung was wanted, and he ran off to the
thicket.
Corresponds to our

"

dog in the manger."

6. The ungrateful son is a wart on his father's face :
To leave it is a blemish, to cut it pain.
7. The one was dying, and the other was asking his
daughter of him.
8. He, to whom I taught archery, has in return
buried an arrow in my breast.
9. First self, then the world.

10. The ass was in distress for himself, his master
about the load.
The ass was dying, but all the owner thought of was how
to get the load carried on. There is a similar proverb
in Punjbbi, the translation of which is, "The goat
was weeping for his life, the butcher for his fat."
There are several such in Persirin.

11. His father was dying of hunger, and the son was
asking him for sugar-plums.
12. The cat does not kill the rat for God's pleasure
(but his own).
There is a similar proverb in Persian.
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13. What does the satiated man know of the hungry
man's state ?
114. Though the brother be mounted, it is for his own
house.
That is, he will not let his brother have a share in his good
fortune, but keeps it for himself.

15. Who gets fed to satiety in my house claims to be
my sister's husband.
Said of an ungrateful man.
STRENGTH.
Until the annexation of the PunjBb, twenty-six years ago,
Pathans thought
" The good old rule, the simple plan,
That he should take who has the power,
And he should keep who can,"
quite sufficient for them, as the proverbs here given will illustrate. I n the old days, and all beyond our borders even now,
wealth and strength were convertible terms; for wealth was
strength in men. Now, for those who have become our fellowsubjects, i t consists in length of purse, which, amongst other
advantages, enables a rich man to litigate to his heart's content.

1. (Keep) at a distance from or silence towards a
strong man.
The same occurs in Persian.

2. Don't mix like an equal with those with whose
strength you are not equal.
3. Strong men's water rises on high ground.
That is, they take more than their share of canal water, and
of everything else as well.

4. Do not tyrannize over any one, else it will happen
so with you too.
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5. A sister is a sister, a mother a mother, but the
business is by strength.
It is all very well to have sisters and a mother to assist
you; but unless you have strength, you won't accomplish your object.

6. He (God) has given strength to the strong.

7.. To be in the right is good, but without the power -- ..
(to have it enforced) is nothing at all.

8. Who eats the bread of the powerful eats his own
lips.
That is, will sooner or later suffer for it.

9. One hundred taps of the goldsmith (do not equal)
one of the blacksmith.

10. If the strong man be strong enough, the field and
the seed become his.

11. One mountain does not go to aid another, but man
does to fellow-man.
A proud man is here ironically likened to a mountain, as
in his loftiness he ignores the existence of those he
supposes inferior to himself. The English proverb,
"Friends may greet, but mountains never meet,"
which is but a translation of the Latin, "Mona cum
monte non miscebitur; pares cum paribus," conveys
the same meaning.

12. Though the dam be strong, it is nothing before the
flood.
Means,

"

The weakest always goes to the wall."

13. When there is a chief, it is through supporters ; if
there be none, the chief gets lost in the thicket.
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14. Though the mallet be old, it is enough to smash
the pitcher.
15. The great have ears, not eyes.
They cannot see for themselves, but must trust to the statements of others. I fancy this proverb is common to
most languages.

16. With oppression there is no advancement.
1'7. The powerful man will neither become your son
nor brother. To no end will stones fall on your house.
That is, he will never become your friend, but in the end
throw you and yours over, and so bring you to ruin.

18. The water reached the sluices, it is theirs who are
most numerous in braves.
This is a very old BannGchi saying. Thirty years ago,
when might was right, it was true.

19. However much you cry and wriggle, I'll pull off
your wings.
When in the hands of a tyrant, a weak man's best hope is
in silent submission to his will.

20. The spoon is always in the pot, but let the pot be
sometimes in the spoon.
The pot here represents a powerful man, the spoon a
dependent. The proverb gives advice to the former
to allow tho latter a little power and independence
occasionally, but implies that the advice is given to
the winds, as who ever heard of a chief making over
part of his authority to a dependent, or of a spoon
containing a pot !

21. Who wants great wealth, let him desire probity ;
Who wants great empire, let him desire robust
health.
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" Honesty is the best policy " for the trader, and for the
ambitious man a strong constitution ie a requisite.

22. The village whose head man is a youth is of no
account.
This is a Marwat aaying, and Marwats do not believe that
old heads are ever placed on young shoulders.

23. Though the water has strength, the earth has
width.
Means that two things of equal strength will not damage
each other ; also that man should not be anxious about
the future, for when a difficulty presents itself, some
way of meeting it will also occur.

24. Either loads (of favours) or thunderbolts rain
down from a strong man.

25. The gain-is his master's, it is the dog's business to
pursue (game).
Though the dog catches the hare, his master alone profits
by it. So, amongst men, the powerful appropriate to
themselves the fruit of the labour of the weak.

26. Though the stone be small, it is strong for the
pitcher.
Means strength does not depend on size-not
but quality.

on quantity,

27. Force breaks the back of skill.
This is a simile taken from wrestling.

28. Xhara' is good, but force is its friend.
Laws are all very well, but without force to make them
obeyed, would be useless.

29. I t is the merit of the buffalo that he does not fight.
The domestic buffalo, were he as pugnacious aa an English
bull, would be a very awkward customer to meet;
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luckily he never shows fight. The meaning is, that it
is fortunate the strong are often magnanimous, and
seldom oppress the weak.

30. Though the mountain be high, there is a straight
road to its top.
There is no one so great as to be above control. Public
opinion would condemn the most powerful Pathan
chieftain if he acted contrary to custom. A similar
proverb exists in Persian.

31. Mayest thou (God) preserve me from debt to a
newly-made man, and from the strength of a weak man.
For the former would be as exacting as Shylock, and the
latter would be a hard task-master.

32. Though the snake be a snake, it is helpless before
the cat.
Cats are said to eat snakes. A strong man must give way
before a stronger.
WEALTH.

The normal condition of a Pathan is one of poverty, and there
are few dirty actions that he will not do for the sake of money,
provided he can throughout them preserve his honour, which,
as explained before, simply means secrecy. Perhaps in this
respect he is no worse than the rest of the world, for everywhere the omnipotence of money is acknowledged, and it is a
sad truth that until a man is raised above the possibility of want,
he is ready to sell himself and his principles to the highest
bidder.
The thoughts underlying all the sayings here collected are
familiar to us in our own language, showing that on what is a
common pursuit of most men from the cradle to the grave, their
digested opinions are very similar, whether the thinkers be
Christians or Musalmans.

,
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1. Wealth is a Hindoo's beard.
That is, uncertain; for the Hindoo shaves when in mourning,
which he often is, as his family connexions are extensive. " Riches have wings."

2. When you happen to have (money), sleep;
When it leaves your hand, be clamorous.
That is, when you are wealthy, live at ease and enjoy it;
but when you lose it by lending, dun the debtor ; or if
by spending, then work hard.

3. The road is open for the moneyed man.
If

"

money is the god of the world," the man who possesses
it can go where he likes.

4. The jackal's skin ensnared him in calamity.
The jackal is valued for his fur, which is used for coats.

5. Wealth is his who eats (enjoys) it, not his who
keeps it.
So we say, "The gown is hers who wears it, and the
world is his who enjoys it ;" also, "Wealth is not his
who gets it, but his who enjoys it."

6. He (God) has given wealth to them who don't
know how to clean their noses.
That is, to idiots, for "Fortune favours fools."

7. Who eats gold passes bloody stools.
That is, who acquires wealth does so with great toil.

8. The purse-proud man is overbearing towards every
one.

9. The rich man saith,

'' Would that I were richer ! "

Corresponds to our "Much would have more."

10. Though the elephant be dying of thirst, there is
water standing knee-deep 'in his belly.
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Meaning what is starvation to a rich man would be comparative wealth to a poor man.

11. Though you hoard like K&rim, it will pass away
as yesterday.
12. Wealth is a clifPs shadow, i.e. always changing,
unstable.
13. To the moneyed man a mistress comes from EAbul.
14. Some die in its pursuit, some from it.
Wealth is spoken of.

15. If you have.money, why use entreaty ?
"Money and friendship bribe justice."
money, use it in a difEculty.

So if you have

16. From whom did you gain ? From my brotherthat is no gain.
Such profit is like

" robbing Peter to pay Paul."

17. Though I have much, I have not over-much.
18. Though it was a cliff yesterday, it is a crossing
to-day.
Said in reference to the fickleness of fortune.

19. When Umar was a chief, he was " dear" to all ;
When he became poor, he was " dog " to all.
20. May there be youth, not ghi (clarified butter).
Ght is here, as elsewhere, synonymous with wealth. The
meaning is, that if a man has youth, he has everything
he can desire. Health and youth go together. W e
say, " Health is great riches."
WOMEN.

Muhammadans generally regard women as a marketable
commodity, only secure when under lock and key. Like pretty
Jessica'a papa, they think the golden rule is "Fast bind, fast
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find;" and like him, they have often to cry in vain, "Oh my
daughter ! Oh my ducats !" for our Courts perversely refuse
to acknowledge that a woman is, like a cow, at the absolute
disposal of her owner, that is, of her father, brother, or husband,
as the case may be. The consequence is that many a girl nowa-days dareb to dispose of her own person, and, if married, seeks
the protection of the law when her husband administers too
much stick to her.
A Pathan sums up his opinion about the softer sex in two
very comprehensive proverbs, which are given below, namely,
" A woman's wisdom is under her heel," and " A woman is well
either in the house or in the grave," the argument being that
because she is an utter fool, she is only fit to be a plaything and
a slave. Some tribes allow their women as much liberty as
any civilized nation does; thus Waziri and Marwat females,
whether wives or maidens, do not conceal their faces, and go
abroad as much as their lords and masters do. But in both cases
the origin of the custom, as it is with most customs if we could
but trace them back to their source, was necessity; for both
tribes are very .poor, and must either employ their women away
from home in the fields, and in bringing water from the distant
spring, or starve.
Bannhchis, who are better off, and can employ their women
in spinning at home, keep them in comparative confinement,
and when they go out, which is seldom, they always appear
closely veiled. An unfair ruse is sometimes practised to make
them show their facea, for, if the words "You have no nose,"
be repeated to one of them, when meeting her, she will often
indignantly and involuntarily uncover her head for an instant
to repel such a base insinuation. The cutting off of the nose
was formerly the ordinary penalty for unfaithfulness, and still
is so in the hills and amongst the Waziri tribes generally.
The sayings here given do not exclusively relate to what
men think of women, but include several on what women think
of men. Only a very few on love are given, as they contain
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the same kind of sentiments as are familiar to us in love poems
in our own language. Those who think thaB women are
unfairly depreciated here, and that some of the proverbs about
them ought to have been omitted on account of their coarseness,
must remember the estimate in which the weaker is held by
the stronger sex, and that had I excluded all coarse proverbs,
for I have many, I would not have represented that estimate aa
it is. Our own sayings on the softer sex are not over-delicate
themselves ; and we, compared to Asiatics, have no grounds for
having such proverbs at all. But in this respect we are not the
only offenders ; for the proverbs of all nations are utterly devoid
of gallantry where women are concerned, the reason being that
their manufacturers were men, and their time of manufacture
a period when women were held in subjection as inferior
creatures.

1. Though the mother be dry, she must suckle her boy.
Corresponding to our "Every bird must hatch her own
egg."

2. He divorced the widow, and she gave up her dower.
A brother generally marries a deceased brother's wife, and
should they disagree, and he be willing to divorce her,
he does so, on her renouncing her dower, which is
generally fixed high at time of marriage, to prevent
capricious divorce. A widow is generally forced to
marry her late husband's nearest male relation. I n
the hot weather of 1874 a friend was breakfasting with
me, and happening to say he would like to see a nose
operation, I sent for an old Bannlichi Malik, named
Zabita Khan, of Dharmakhel, and he came, bringing
a middle-aged Dawar woman with him, to whom he
had supplied a nose ten days before. Asked to tell
her story, she said, as well as she could through her
cut and swollen lips, that when her husband had died,
his brother had claimed her in order to get his estate ;
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but as she was unwilling to marry him, he cut off her
nose, and slit her lips, and cast her forth. She had
gone straight to Bannri, and Zabita Khan had performed a very neat operation, having supplied what
was wanted from her cheeks instead of forehead, as
was usual. Two quills did duty for the time as
nostrils. This old Malik has always three or four
patients on hand. On one occasion I saw five at his
house, three women and two men. The former had
lost their noses for unfaithfulness ; the latter for atteApting intrigues with other men's wives.

3. Marry a virgin in the dark (literally " at night"),
a widow on sight, a divorcbe never.
4. The scald-headed woman does not get her head
dressed, nor does she dress another's.
Women always dress each other's hair ; but a scald-headed
woman, having none, has no occasion for it. Tlre
meaning is, that there is nothing for nothing in this
world.

5. Though a brother-in-law goes here and there (in
search of a wife), he will at last marry his deceased
brother's widow.
This is a woman's consolation to a widow, who wanted to
re-marry.

6. Were an old woman anything of a seer, she would
ruin many families.
That is, she would know how to ply her trade successfully; for intrigues in India are conducted as a
rule by old women.

7. Though a mother is meat, it is not lawful (to the
son to eqt it).
Though a son may not marry his mother, other men may.
What is lawful for one may not be so for all.
23
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8. Whom I did not know to be a woman put on a
nose-ring.
That is, a person whom I despised has become famous. A
quality, e.g. beauty or bravery, is not a speciality of
any one class : a slave-girl may be beautiful, or a
sweeper brave.

9. The widow neither got religion nor a husband.
She tried the former first, aa it is commendable that a
widow should not re-marry, but consecrate herself to
the memory of her deceased husband ; but giving
up the attempt, did her best to get re-married, and
failed, from being old. Our proverb, " Between two
stools a man comes to the ground," has a similar application.

10. The girl was not worth a farthing, yet he broke
a sixpenny bracelet on her.
Said of a man who half ruins himself in the pursuit of a
worthless object.

11. Though you feel no shame because of your sisterin-law, feel it before your brother.
That is, though a man is brutal enough to have no scruples
about his poor sister-in-law's honour, he will have
he remembers she is the wife of his
brother.

12. Who has not a bad name will not have mistresses.
This is a Bann6chi proverb. I t is said that pnce a man
becomes " t6rJJJthat is, famous for his gallantries,
he will have many lovers.

13. A woman will escape from the poverty of her
father's house, but not from that of her father-in-law's.
Every woman is married as soon as she reaches a suitable age ; her father's circumstances therefore little
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concern her, as at fourteen or fifteen she leaves his
house for good.

14. The widow, through hopes of her son, missed a
husband (and her son turned out a scamp).
Said with reference to the fallaciousness of hopes.

15. See the mother, comprehend her daughter.
Means " Like mother like daughter."
16. Eyes black in themselves are good, for courtesans
blacken their eyes with collyrium.
Black eyes in man or woman are considered a beauty.

17. You came for fire, you have become the mistress
of the house.
This is said of persons who procure advancement on
false pretences. I t was originally said by an old
neglected wife to her young and petted rival.

18. Look to a man's word and a woman's beauty.
The same occurs in Persian.

- 19. Who likes squabbles at home contracts two

marriages.
Two wives never pull well together, especially if about
equal in age. Shakespeare says, "Two women placed
together make cold weather."

20. When one is young, he is the life of the lasses ;
when old, their sport.
21. A woman is well either in the house or in the
grave.
That is, the "purdah," concealment, is good for a woman.

22. A love meeting, though but of a moment's duration, is better than three half-loads of Sadarbwan barley.
Sadartiwan is'a tract on the left bank of the Klirrn, owned
by Binnfichis and ~ a z i r s and
, famous for its barley.
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23. What is the use of merely looking at Umar ? It is
as a dog is pleased when you beat i t with a bone (and
don't give it to him).
Umar's sweetheart is supposed to be speaking.

24. I shall keep a good lover, give him white kisses
for food, and my lap for a home; but should he get impatient, well -I
have not medicine for an impatient
,
lover.
"

Love is sweet tyranny," and if the lover does not endure
" his torments willingly," a pretty woman can easily
find another who will.

25. What will her. mother's or grandmother's beauty
avail the bride who is not herself beautiful?
This is a couplet from Abdur Rahmhn Khhn, and is a great
favourite with the people. Our proverb, " Every tub
must stand on its own bottom," is of similar meaning.

26. One pretty one has caught many lovers.
Let not a man pride himself on being a great man's particular friend, for, like a pretty woman, he has many
friends.

27. What harm have you done me by going ? I, who
have curls on my face, shall take another lover.
As a pretty woman can always find lovers in plenty, so a
man of good qualifications need never be at a loss for
employment; if he loses one appointment, he can
always obtain another.

28. First see his thorn inclosure, then the man himself.
This is advice to a young woman about to marry, namely,
she should see that her intended has a comfortable
home before accepting ldm.

29. When the mother is of bad repute, the daughter
will not be of good repute.
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30. Choose a cow out of a herd, and a wife after knowledge of her.

31. A sister or daughter is like a bowl of ghi: if you
bring it near to you, you get greased all over; if you put
it from you, a dog walks off with it.
32. Keep your sister and daughter well supplied with
clothes and food and away from yourself.
That is, give them dowers and marry them off. "Marry
your daughters betimes, lest they will marry them8elves."

33. Look at the brother, and comprehend the sister
from him.
34. Though a son and brother are (obtained) by
prayers, yet a husband is sitting at every bush.
That is, husbands are plentiful, but children are not.

35. Ass-like mother ! still '' dear mother."
That is, a mother, though never so foolish, is always "dear
mother" for her offspring.

36. A greedy mare enriches a house, but a greedy
woman impoverishes it.
The former keeps in good condition, and has good progeny,
which sell well; the latter spends all her husband's
gains.

37. Hills are not without water, villages are not without husbands.
38. The more devout you would be, the more you will
avoid women.
39. When you have not a share in the cooking pot,
throw it down on the hard clay and smash it.
This is the charitable advice of one woman to another, who

.
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complained that her husband neglected her. This and
the preceding eleven are all Marwat sayings.

40. Jests are played, but not with married women.
41. The mother understands her son's talk.
42. 0 Gowhara ! whether it be L'pilzi" or
berries, you are welcome to either.

" 6er "

The story runs that the above reply was given by a Marwat
to an incorrigible wife he had, who, when out late at
night, used always to excuse herself to him by saying
she had been eating some of the jungle fruits of the
place. It is now repeated as advice to a husband with
a gadabout wife to leave her to her own devices, for
"where shall he find leash or band for dame that
loves to roam ? "

43. 0 step-mother ! if thou speakest well, thou wilt
regard me with ill-will. 0 own mother ! if thou speakest
ill, thou wilt regard me favourably.
44. An empty cup, if topsy-Durvy, is well : an empty
house is better than a shrewish wife.

45. Let a widow re-marry, so that she may not be
badly named.
Though the Prophet held i t highly commendable that a
widow should not re-marry, yet he preferred her doing
so, like Saint Paul, rather than that she should give
rise to scandal.

46. A new bride came, and started a new practice.
Means that no two men have the same habits. A woman
generally gives way to her husband in all things ; yet
each new bride who enters his house introduces some
change into his domestic arrangements.
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47. A rival wifej even of earth (i.e. humble and low
born), is objectionable.
48. The young wife is not of weight in her (husband's)
house.
Though she may be much admired beyond the family circle,
yet she is not appreciated in it. Means that people
seldom value fully what they possess.

49. A woman's wisdom is under her heel.
That is, it never appears. This is a low BannGchi sneer at
women. An Italian proverb says, " Women know a
point more than the devil."

50. What sort of a husband is he who cannot curb
a shrewish wife ?
What sort of a wife is she who cannot manage
a bad husband ?
Means that when man and wife fall out, you may be sure
that both are in fault.

51. If I get free this time from this sweetheart, well
-1'11
renounce all sweethearts.
The meaning is, that once a lover has been deceived by his
mistress, he distrusts all other women, like the burnt
child in our proverb.

52. Though they have neither bravery nor swords, jet
are young girls more conceited than generals.
53. Without a go-between, a love meeting is difficult.

54. Every one is in love with Laila : the lucky man is
he with whom Laila is in love.

55. If the widow intends re-marrying, why does she
J
not do it at once ?
56. See me with the old eyes; though my face be a
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wreck (literally
cares (for yon).

"

black "), I have gone through many

So the old wife conjures her husband, who is thinking of
divorcing her.

57. If the widow burns (from grief), she burns ; what
matters it to the heir in possession (of her deceased
husband's estate) ?
58. Labour on a daughter's sleeping-rug is vain.
Because when married she will be nothing to her father.

59. Kill my mother, but set me free (i.e. divorce me).
Said of people who are reckless and selfish when they wish
to gain an object.

60. The henpecked man has neit,her house nor shame.
61. Muff! I won't do any work,
I shall only grind cloves in a powerful handmill.
Said by a wife indignantly and scornfully to the poor henpecked thing she called her lord, to tell him plainly
that, as he could not keep her in order, she would not
work for him, but would pass her days in adorning
her person for her lovers. Women think the scent of
ground cloves delicious, and use it on their persons, in
order to enhance their attractions.

62. What the mother ate her child sucked.
So we say, "As the twig is bent, so it grows."

63. Until you make him your brother,. you may not
live with him.
This is advice to a woman to call her lover her brother, and
means that, if one throws a veil of decency over his
vices, he or she will be able to practise them with impunity. The translation above given is not quite
literal.
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64. The kiss is the forerunner of adultery.
Had it been, " Kisses are the messengers of love," it would
have been an honest English proverb in Pashto ; but
the expremed thoughts of Pathans about love and
women are generally impure, and the above is no exception.
UNCLASSED, ETHICAL, DIDACTIC AND YISCELLANEOUS.
Many of the sayings in this collection might have found a
more appropriate place under some special heading ; but they
were unfortunately written down and arranged as they are
before the plan of dividing the subject into more than three
heads, namely, Moral, Miscellaneous, Class and Local, was
thought of. As the labour of alteration would be great, and,
after all, little would be gained thereby, they are allowed to
remain as first arranged. Of the sayings themselves a large
number cannot be classed within the proverb category, being
merely familiar similes or pet conceits of the people.

1. Those who keep camels should have lofty gateways.
The camel is the largest animal known in Marwat, and
camel-owners are regarded as wealthy. The meaning
is that men, who profess pre-eminence in anything,
ought to act up to their professions ; thus if one wishes
to be accounted wealthy, let him live in a good house
and spend his money freely, and so on. Akin to this
is our " Great ships require deep waters."

2. You have carried off the meat, but you will bring it
to the fire (to be cooked).
Meaning, you thought yourself very clever in making off
with my portion of the meat ; but as you cannot eat it
until it is cooked, and the fire is with me, you have
gained nothing by your cuteness. This is said of
persons who are " too clever by half."
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3. Don't use ridicule, some of it is sure to fall on your
own head and feet.
houses should not
So we say, " Those that live in
throw stones." The text, "Judge not that ye be not
judged," also conveys the same meaning.

4. What can a fly do but give a little petty annoyance ?
Meaning that it behoves a man not to fret at little things,
which cannot really hurt him.

5. You kept on playing with the carding-comb, and
now you have been caught fast.
This was originally said of the meddlesome monkey.

6. Meat,, although burnt, is better than pease-pudding.
Meaning a good article, though damaged, is better than a
cheap undamaged one.

'7. The death-agony is not such an easy matter that
any old hag can bear it.
That is, a difficult or dangerous task cennot be done by
any one, but requires a brave man.

8. As you were not fit for marriage, why did you
marry ?
, Our " Look before you leap " conveys a similar meaning.
9. One cannot swim on dry land.
10. Whilst enjoying life you were happy ;
Now that you are dying your vitals burn.
A man who has led a life of pleasure should, when his
time comes, meet death without repining ; he cannot
expect " all gains" and " no pains."

11. The tanner's house was so stinking that when
rain fell on it the stench became much worse.
The tanner and his trade are looked down upon. The

above is said when a man has a bad reputation, owing
to which all the world is ready to believe anything
that is bad of him on very insufficient grounds. Similarly we say, " Give a dog a bad name and hang him."

12. For dyers their own nails became fire.
I n Moghal times a special tax is said to have been imposed
on dyers. The tell-tale colour of their hands, proclaiming their occupation, made evasion impossible.
The proverb is now applied in cases where, owing to
some marked distinction, a man cannot conceal what
he is. Thus a Banniichi, owing to his peculiar pronunciation of vowels, could not pass himself off as
belonging to Marwat.

13. Even without a kid, Eed will come.
This is often used against a jack-in-office, full of his own
importance, who forgets that work would go on just
as well without him.

14. Can Eed be spent without a kid ?
This is much the same as the preceding, the answer being,
"Yes, of course, take another animal if you cannot
procure a goat." There are two Eeds : one celebrates
the termination of the month of Ramzln, during
which a strict fast .from sunrise to sunset is observed,
and which corresponds to our Lent ; the other, known
as "the great Eed," or more properly " the Eed of
sacrifice " ('I'd-i-Kurbcin), commemorates Abraham's
intended sacrifice of Isaac, or Ismail according to
Muhammadans.

15. Though the cock crow not, morning will dawn.

a

This is much as the last two in meaning.

16. If the she-ass be hurt, what matters it to the
he-ass ?
"

No one knows the weight of another's burden
same thought in it.

" has the
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17. Stretch your feet only as far as your covering goes.
So we say, " Stretch your legs according to your coverlet,"
also " Cut according to your cloth."' Probably every
language possesses a proverb of similar meaning. The
French say, " According to the bread must be the
knife " (Selon le pain il faut le couteau).

18. When a blind man would weep, he can do so with
blind eyes even.
Those who have lost their eyes, as well their eyesight, are
referred to here, and are erroneously supposed to be
unable to weep. Our " Where there is a will, there is a
way," expresses the meaning of this proverb.
19. From a wet man some moisture can be got, from a

dry man none.
So we say that "Rlood cannot be drawn from a stone." If
you are friends with a rich man, you will get some of
his wealth; but from a poor man you cannot get
anything.

20. Strike the ass on the ems, so that it may forget to
bray.
That is, when you strike, strike hard. So " when you hit,
hurt ; when you feed, fill," also " Age, quod agis."

21. Though the buffilo has large horns, they are on
his own head.
That is, their weight rests on him alone. A man must
bear his own joys and sorrows himself.

22. A feather does not stick without gum.
There is a reason for all things.

23. I t rains not as it thunders.
If it were to, all crops would be destroyed. I have heard
this used about ourselves, that were we to punish, as
we scold, we would be very severe rulers. I n English
we say, " His bark is worse than his bite."

'
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24. Take care of your own tail-less ox; do not call
another man a thief.
That is, look after your own affairs mell, and do not meddle
in those of others.

- 25. Don't dig a mell in another's path, or you will fall
in yourself.
The same occurs in Persian.
catch."

W e say,

" Harm watch, harm

26. The country dog catches the country hare.
That is, take the means supplied ready to hand by nature
to effect an object, and you will succeed. Somewhat
similar is the English proverb, "Set a thief to catch
a thief."
,

27. Though my house has been burnt, my house walls
have become "pucca."
That is, the heat has converted sun-baked bricks into firebaked ones, and therefore the walls have become much
stronger. Similar are, "Out of evil cometh good; "
also, " I t is an ill wind which blows nobody any good."

28. They will circumcise him who eats sweets.
Children are generally circumcised when very young, and
before the operation is performed are given lollipops to
keep them quiet. The meaning is that when a man
professes to be very friendly, he will probably do you
harm. " Timeo Danaos et dona ferentes."

29. Who lives with a blacksmith will at last carry
away burnt clothes.
Similarly we say,
with fleas."
'*

" Who lies down with

dogs must rise up

30. 0 hungry fellow ! what will you get from a
hare's lung ?
The lung is food no doubt, but won't satisfy a hungry man.
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Above is said when one asks a man for what he either
has not got or cannot afford to give.

31. Don't eat of every tree, one will be as oleander
for you.
Do not be friendly with every man you meet, or some day
you will repent it. So we say, " The cow that eats all
grasses at last eats poison."

32. Don't cram all five fingers into your mouth at once.
That is, do not exert yourself to do what is contrary to
custom or good breeding. I n eating, only the tips
of two or at most three fingers are ordinarily put into
the mouth.

33. Through too many butchers, the sheep becomes
unfit for food.
This is exactly parallel to our proverb of
spoil the broth."

" Too many cooks

34. The dead man would howl if the living would
hear. .
No man experienced in native character can doubt the truth
of this proverb. When Settlement operations commenced, one Superintendent, new to the District,
decreed a number of redemption of mortgage claims
in favour of the plaintiffs on rather weak evidence,
and immediately scores of old claims, which had lain
dormant since annexation, were brought.

35. I don't want any benefits from you, but drive
the dog away from me (i.e. don't harm me).
When the Sayads and Uluma (holy and learned men), of
Bannii, soon after the commencement of Settlement
operations, urged in a body their claims to total
exemption from assessment, I explained to them that,
as a class, they might consider themselves handsomely
treated by Government should the same light rate
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at which they had hitherto been assessed be maintained. When unable to extract from me any positive
assurance, some one repeated the above, meaning, of
course, that in any case they hoped they would be as
favourably dkalt with in this regular Settlement as they
had been in the two preceding summary Settlements.
When I hinted that the sanctity and learning of
many of them was doubtful, considering that the
number of those who knew more than a verse or two
of the KorLn was small, and of those who could read
or write their own names still smaller, they asked
me to allow them to prove their qualifications by
handling deadly snakes before me-a proposition I was
under the painful necessity of declining, as I did not
wish to be tried for murder.

36. If milch cows low, they want their calves; then
why do dry cows low?
That is, men should not be fussy in matters which do not
concern them.

37. If the wolf could make sandals, he would make
them for himself.
I n his marauding expeditions, the wolf gets plenty of
skins, but makes no use of them. The meaning is
that what a man won't do for himself, he won't do for
another.

38. The dun-coloured dog is brother to the wolf.
That is, there is a good deal of truth in outward appearances, say what you will. If a man looks a rogue, he
probably is one.

39. Neither mas the ass mauled, nor the stick broken.
That is, neither suffered much harm, yet the beating
effected its object. Be moderate in all things, even
in punishing.
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40. Make a division, look to men.
That is, give the largest shares to the best men. I n these
law-abiding times a saying like the above is a dead
letter, but it was not so thirty years ago.

41. The dust went off and stopped with the ashes;
the wind came and swept both away.
This is commonly said of a weak man, who seeks assistance
in some difficulty from a man as weak as himself, and
both thereby suffer loss. I have heard it applied to
the case of the Muhammad Ehel tribe four years ago.
They were in rebellion, and procured assistance in
supplies from the inhabitants of the Dawar valley.
The former were blockaded, and had to pay a heavy
fine before being re-admitted into British territory,
and the latter, early in 1871, were attacked in their
own valley, defeated with heavy loss, and also fined.
I n this case " the wind" was of course the " Sarkdr."

42. Who are brought up at MLmL's fireside get their
heads turned.
MQmB was a very powerful chief. The meaning is that
when poor men are too much noticed by their
superiors, they become foolishly vain.

43. One calamity says to another " Bau."
" Bau " is an expression used to frighten children. What
is meant is that evil men are not to be frightened with
mere threats from men as bad as themselves.

44. No one would let him into the village, yet he asked
leave to deposit his arms in the chief man's house.
This is said of a shameless man, who requires a good
snubbing.

45. Don't put your fingers into every hole.
If

do, you will get stung some day.
meddlesome people.

SOU

This is said to
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46. Take sides, but keep on God's side.
4'7. Be it but an onion, let it be (given) graciously.
That is, show courtesy in small matters as well as great.

48. Either stand up to me or off from me.
That is, no half measures. " The whole hog or none."
49. Who understands himself, understands the world ;
who does not eats earth.
I t was Pope, I think, who wrote, "And all our knowledge
is ourselves to know."

50. God's way is narrow, and is common to a father
and his son.
That is, though godliness is not easy, yet a godly father
will generally have a godly son.

51. Who talks much will be mistaken: who eats
'

much will make himself ill.
52. Do not take hold of the sword-grass; but if you
do, seize it tight.
There is a similar proverb in English about the nettle, also
the verse :
Tender-handed stroke a nettle,
And it stings you for your pains;
Grasp it like a man of mettle,
And it soft as silk remains."

53. Ask for your head from God ; there are plenty of
turbans, 0 Hamid !
That is, if a man's life is safe, there are plenty of ways of
livelihood open to him. With health and safety he
need not be anxious about a hat. The Italians say,
" He that hath a head won't want for a hat."

54. Though the cow be black, its milk is white.
That is, don't judge from outward appearances. W e have
adopted a similar proverb from the French, viz. " A
black hen lays a white egg."
24
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55. Property which is not according to the owner's
position is called L'har6m " (unlawful or forbidden).
Thus, if a poor man wear a silk turban, one may suspect
he came by it improperly.

56. When you have one (eye) blipd, put your hand
over the other.
That is, when you have once suffered a loss, take care not
to suffer a similar one again.

57. Fire catches not on living flesh.
Though grief may be hard to bear, still men can and do
bear it.

58. Either far from a calamity or in the midst of it.
Troops in battle are more liable to become unsteady when
under a dropping fire, but not actually engaged themselves, than when in the thick of the fight. So in a
cholera epidemic, people are less anxious when in it,
than when they know it is raging all round them and
may break out at any hour where they are.

59. The grave's earth is expended on the grave.
When a corpse is placed in the grave, thereat &st sight
ought to be some earth to spare; but there never is,
as what is not shovelled into the grave is heaped up
over it, to mark the spot. The meaning is, that in this
world there is a superabundance of nothing, for everything has its own use.

60. The city is eaten by good poIicy, not by the sword.
The ruler governs by policy, not by brute force. We are
mid " to eat " Hindustan now.

61. That part burns which has caught fire.
That is, each man must bear his own burdens. ,When a
man's child dies, the father suffers grief, not his friend.
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62. What dost thou where thou hast neither sheep
nor lambs ?
Said to a meddlesome person as a hint to him to mind h i ~
own business.

63. When edged tools are used, blood flows.
The same as our " You can't play with edged tools without
getting cut."

64. If partridges called not inopportunely, neither
sportsman nor hawk would know their whereabouts.
Hence from this it appears that his own tongue is
to each man a traitor.
This is said to be a couplet from an unpolished poem by a
poet named Muhammad FBzil.
'

65. If the cow has turned out (good), the bread is in
milk; if not, she is (as) another's.
That is, if she turns out well, the owner will have milk with
his bread; if not, he must not take it to heart. Though
a man should look out for profit, if he does not get it,
he should not be cast down.

66. As mother so daughters : as the mill so the flour.
So we say, " Like mother like daughter ;" " Like carpenter
like chips," and so on.

67. As thou sowest, so wilt thou reap.
This proverb is to be found in all languages.

68. A hint for a gentleman, a club for a clown.
I n English it is, " A nod for a wise man, and a rod for a
fool."

69. The thief knows the thief ; bosom friend the bosom
friend.

.
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70. The sword is (tested) by examination, the arrow
by discharging it.
That is, some men's characters are easily read, other's not
until tested.

71. When there was gram, there were no teeth ;
When there were teeth, there was no gram.
That is, things do not fall out exactly according to man's
wishes. Thus, in 1874 in Marwat there was a
bumper crop of gram and wheat ; but the out-turn was
large else*here as well. So the farmers found it difEcult to dispose of their grain except at very low rates.

72. When there was a son, there was no clothing for
him ;
When there was clothing, there was no son.
This is similar to the last.

73. Why wash the bottom of the pitcher?
Don't perform useless labour ; if you wash the bottom of a
pitcher, it will get dirty again as soon as you place it
on the ground.

74. Where a house is, there will be the noise of voices ;
Where pots are, there will be a clatter.
That is, you will everywhere find what you naturally
ought to expect, e.g. in houses inhabitants, in water
fish, among agriculturists money-lenders, and so on.

75. Tree ! tree ! who would have cut thee down
Hadst not thyself supplied the axe-handle ?
W e bring most of our misfortunes on ourselves.

76. If t,he silk be old, you won't make even an ass's
pack-saddle fro111 it.
Meaning that all things, whether good or bad, come to
an end alike.
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77. First know yourself, then betroth yourself.
Meaning, don't rush blindly into matrimony ; see you can
afford it, then marry. This is a good precept, which
few but Marwats in this District act upon.

78. The horse can stand the horse's kick.
Means that it requires a strong man to resist a strong man.

79. If he 'will die from sugar, why kill him with
poison ?
Meaning, if you can gain your object by soft words or
kindness, why use force P

8.0. Discharged spittle cannot be caught up again.
81. Who is plundered together with everybody else
is not plundered at all.
Of similar meaning is our "Two in distress makes sorrow
the less."

82. What was your father doing ?
He was gelding donkeys.
What did he get for his pains?
.
He soiled his own clothes.
This refers to a man who does useless labour.

83. Good soup is made from good meat.

84. Who gains his living on the plain will be a fool
if he go to the hills.
I f a man is well off where he is, why should he go elsewhere? None of the old settlers in the plains in
Bannd ever visit the hille, except under necessity, e.g.
when outlawed, or to ransom stolen camels.
.

85. Would you have much grain, sow barley; many
sons, make several marriages ; much wealth, be a merchant.
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86. Don't look at the cock on his dunghill, but on
your plate.
Judge of a man by his real worth, not by his outward
appearance. The English equivalent is " Do not look
upon the vessel, but on what it contains."

87. Put not trust in a sword, woman, mare, or water.
Your enemy may use your sword against you; your wife
may turn faithless ; your mare will serve your enemy
as well as yourself; and water may drown you.

88. What is learnt in childhood will not be forgotten
in old age.
89. In manners gentle, in intentions crooked.
Refers to the man who outwardly is gentle, but at heart a
designing fellow.

90. So do that the snake be killed and your stick be
not' broken.
That is, attack your enemy in such a way that you will
destroy him and not injure yourself. A BannGchi
follows the advice here given to the letter, for he
generally kills his enemy by stabbing him in the
stomach when asleep on a pitch dark night.

91. When you are not called, don't go ; when you are
not addressed, don't speak.
That is, mind your oyn business, speak when you are
spoken to.

92. Go twice on a road, but not twice with a statement.
That is, go as often as you like on a road ; but when you
speak, speak once and stick to what you say.

93. To repeat the Kor&noften is good.
Silence is best, except when you can speak to advantage, as
in repeating the Korhn.
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94. A closed mouth is better than talking nonsense.
So we say, " Silence is wisdom when speaking is folly."
All languages have proverba to the same effect.

95. Whoever is caught is so by his mouth.
Similar is,

" The tongue talks at the head's cost."

96. If you are not a good judge, choose a young
animaL
97. If he be thirsty, he will himself come to the water.
That is, every man will himself take steps in what will
benefit him.

98. A cheap article will not be without flaw; a dear
one not without special excellence.
Our saying " cheap and nasty " applies here. The same
proverb occurs in Persian.

99. Who gets into the mud will be spattered with
drops.
100. Who walks on the river's bank will himself
fall in.
101. When the turban falls off from the head, if caught
on the shoulder even, it is well.
A Muhammadan feels much ashamed should his head become uncovered in a superior's presence. The meaning is that, when a misfortune befalls a man and he
partially recovers from it, he ought to congratulate
himself that i t was no worse.

102. One mouthful, but let it be good.
Meaning a little and good is better than much and indifferent.

103. What does the blind man want? Two eyes.
Said when questions are asked, the answers to which are
obvious. Every man desirea his own good.

104. When night comes, fear is at the door; when
day comes, fear is in the hills.
Meaning at night fear is near at hand, in the day-time
afar off.

105. A man's acts are the companions of his way.
106. Until a work be completed, don't call it hished.
Somewhat similar is our "Don't whistle until you are out
of the wood." Also, " Praiee a fair day at night."

10'7. (If) a night intervene, God (will be) gracious.
Originally said of a condemned prisoner, who escaped
execution through death of the King, the night before
he was to suffer. Until the last moment there is
always hope.

108. What is concealment by a door, what by a
mountain ?
Meaning, if a door is enough to conceal you, why wbh for
a mountain? When an object is obtainable by small
means, why waste large on it P

109. Behind his back, the King's wife even may be
abused.
Meaning, a man can only defend himself from open attack,
and ought not to regard what people say of him
behind his back.

110. Some one said to the camel, " I s an ascent or
descent the easier ? ,' He replied, L L ~dnfound them
both."
That is, a man never praises what he dislikes.

111. The snake is of the mountains, so is the club
(which kills it).
Meaning, a remedy will generally be found near at hand
to an evil, e.g. an antidote to a poison.
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112. When the garlic is pulled up, its root is exposed.
Meaning, when a misfortune befalls one, e.g. a lawsuit, its
effect is at once known to the world. I n the case of
litigation it is that there is a general expose of all
your faults or weaknesses.

113. A crane, frightened at the roar of thunder,
fears even a jackal's howl.
Cranes are said to fall down when they hear thunder near
at hand. Instances of nervous friends or relations
almost as foolish aa they must occur to every one.

114. Great floods come from great mountains, and go
to great rivers.
Meaning, great causes bring about great eventa.

115. An expectant is better than a fed man.
Thus many a man, hoping for promotion, will do better
work than one who has received all the promotion he
can expect.

116. Poison escapes through poison, i.e. one poison is
another's antidote.
A similar idea is contained in the following quotation from
Hamlet :

" Diseases desperate grown
By desperate appliance are relieved."
117. When it (grain) is taken by measure, a house
becomes desolate.
That is, when the farmer haa no grain at home, and has
to borrow from a Hindoo, he is as good aa ruined.

118. Suspicion becomes lost, and faith suffers thereby.
Meaning, when a man wrongly suspects another, and his
suspicions are proved groundleas, his " faith " suffers ;
that is, a bad mark is supposed to be entered against
his name by one of the recording angels. The moral
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seems to be that a man should not be hasty in
suspecting his fellow-man of wrongdoings.

119. A hypocrite, who observes the fast, is like an ox
muzzled, when treading out the corn.
Meaning that, as muzzling the ox is useless (for if he is to
be kept in good working order he must get as much
food as he cares to eat), a hypocrite, by keeping the
fast, does himself no good thereby. A man's goodness
depends on his sincerity, on the motives which influence him when doing apparently good works, and
not on the works themselves.

120. Every man's throat is wet from his own spittle.
Meaning, that a man muet depend on himself, and not on
others.

121. Adala it3 a slave-girl, and another is Adala's.
Meaning that ;very one, even the lowest of us, tries to get
some one to serve him.

122. They are longed for with great solicitude, but
their bringing up requires great labour.
The reference is to children. The meaning is that when
man's wishes are filmed, even then he is disappointed, and finds he has been pursuing a shadow.

123. Purpose is a boat; purpose is a sandal. When
a man's purpose is single, the boat sails along; when
crooked, his sandal goes to another (that is, the owner
dies).
The meaning is, that if a man's motives are honest, good
fortune will attend him ; if not honest, he will die or
be ruined.

124. As thou art, so am I, my sister; what difference
does it make that I am married?
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Meaning that a man's disposition does not change from
a change of status.

125. On account of one (mistress) seek for a hundred
go-betweens.
Meaning, a man cannot be too well prepared for any object.

126. Remembrance for a straw, remembrance for a lac.
If you remember a man ever so little, he is as gratified as
if you had sent him a handsome present.

127. Barter is with consent, betrothal at pleasure (of
the parents).
I n the former case agreement between the two principals
is required; in the latter, their consent is not asked,
for the parents of the girl and boy arrange the
marriage, and the young people have no voice in the
matter at all.

128. When a man falls from a cliff, he is in (every
one's) mouth.
That is, any mischance which befalls a man is immediqtely
magnified and known far and near.

129. Keep yourself ready, watch your opportunity.
130. The horses were shoeing themselves, the frogs
even held up their feet to them.
Meaning, emulation causea many to do foolish actions, as
it caused the ass in the fable of " The ass and the lapdog."

131. A snake bites for fear of his life.
Somewhat similar is,

"

Tread on a worm and it will turn."

132. God will bring the year to an end, 0 sister! but
I shall not forget your burnt knee.
That is, a mischance happens in a moment, but is long felt
and remembered.
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133. Life is not such a mouthful, that a man should
gulp it down.
That is, men may talk as they will about the shortness of
life, but it is not so short that a man may live heedless.

134. Who lives at the pleasure of the heart, suffers
his own punishment.
That is, who lives a sensual life will pay for it in the end.

135. As the occasion, so the counsel.
136. The gun smashes the mark, it does not reap.
That is, everything has its peculiar use.

137. A frog went and asked a loan from an ant. The
ant replied, "Just now you were croaking, and now you
ask a loan from me ! "
When a frog croaks, he is said to be intensely happy. The
meaning is that a needy man should not carry the
signs of ease about him. Fancy a fat well-dressed
man begging from you !

138. When the horse is another's, and the quarrel is
so too, why do you wish to bring about a reconciliation ?
T h i was Germany's feeling towards us in the late FrancoGerman war.

139. Cold is not kept out with a "For God's sake "
or " For the Prophet's sake," but with four seers of
cotton.
Pathans begin most requests with a "For God's sake."
The meaning is that, though invoking God's or the
Prophet's name ia right and proper, still a man must
not rely entirely on either to help him, but use the
means God has provided. To keep out the cold let
him stuff plenty of cotton into a quilt, and he will be
able to defy cold.
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140. What would have been the value of "ghri " in
the world, had it flowed like a river ?
That is, a good thing's value is according to its scarcity.

141. Sheep's trotters in the hand are better than a leg
of mutton a year hence.
The English parallel is,
in the bush."

" A bird

in the hand is worth two

142. One said, L L The dust at the door," the other said,
"Eat dust yourself."
The second speaker thought the firat waa abusing him, so
gave an insulting answer, whereas the first had said
nothing offensive. The meaning is, that persons
should not be over-ready to take offence.

143. When one hand is oiled, t,he other becomes so
from it.
Thus if a man is good, his companion, through contact with,
him, will become good to. Pathans, and I believe
Muhammadans generally, regard anointing their bodies
as a preservative of health. Those who can afford it
oil themselves all over periodically, and their hands
frequently, to prevent dryness.

144. That is the weapon which has come into your
hand.
Meaning any weapon will serve your purpose when in
straits.

145. Though I am very thirsty after you, yet I'll do
what is pleasing to God and the Prophet.
Meaning, however keenly a man may be pursuing an object,
he ought to pursue it in a legitimate way.

146. If porridge were good, it would sell in the
Bazaar.
Meaning if a man or article be really good, he or it will
be duly appreciated.
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147. When one has run beyond the boundary hedge,
he has escaped beyond blows.
That is, when out of reach a man is as safe aa a thousand
milea away. If a murderer escape acroes the border,
he ie as safe one mile beyond it, aa one hundred.

148. When you go to a man of yourself, why become
offended at him ?
That is, you went of your own pleasure, so study his
pleasure, and don't quarrel with him. A man has no
right to anger on account of unpleasantness he brings
on himself.

149. When one stick is separated from the load, it is
well,
The

load " referred to is a bundle of firewood, from which,
if a man manages to get one stick, he ought to be
content. A man should not be grasping, but be
satisfied with a little gain.

"

150. The ass could not carry her load, (but) began
biting at her colt.
Said when a man cannot do his work, and lays the blame
on another.

151. The rat went into a wine-jar, and the cat began
asking for it at its hole.
Meaning that two clever enemies seldom give each other
an opportunity.

152. What fear has a stark-naked man of water ?
The familiar Latin line, " Gantabit vacuus coram latrone
viator," conveys the' same meaning.

153. Don't put your feet into two boats.
That is, do one thing at a time.

154. Who has burnt himself with hot food, blows at
cold.
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The English equivalent is, " A burnt child fears the fire ;"
the French is, " A scalded cat fears cold water ; " the
Italian, " A dog which has been beaten with a stick is
afraid of its own shadow."

155. There was a man unaccustomed to '' bang ";when
he got used to it, he used to throw it into his gruel.
That is, he became always intoxicated, and did not know
what he was doing. People should be careful not to
give way to pleasant vices.

156. What have black crows to do with early morning ?
Crows are supposed ta be late a-field. They here typify
bad men. Meaning is, what has black to do with
white, or bad with good P

157. First the big dog barks, then the little one.
That is, whatever a great man does will be imitated by
small men.

158. As you neither buy nor sell, why do you block
up the Bazaar ?
A hint to idle men not to obtrude on busy men.

159. Who shaves off his beard won't take long about
his moustache.
That is, who gets through the more di5cult part of his
work, won't delay long a t the rest.

160. Until you have eaten bitter things, you won't
understand the deliciousness of sweet.
161. Don't look at the teeth of an animal which has
grown up in your house.
A test examination is necessary only for persons or animale
whose qualifications are unknown.

162. You steal camels, and you make off stooping.
Attempting concealment is in some cases ridiculous and
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sure to bring about detection, whereas a bold front
would not.

163. Let him eat the food to whom God has given it.
That is, let honestly acquired wealth be enjoyed in peace.

164. A toothpick even is sometimes of use to man.
Nothing is so valueless that it cannot be put to some profitable use.

165. If you think of a hyana, you are sure to meet one.
W e say,

"

Speak of the devil, and he is sure to appear."

166. When a debt becomes old, it is forgotten (by the
debtor).
167. When a sheep does not wish to give milk, she
lets droppings into it.
A sheep can be easily milked, whether she will or not ; but,
by doing as the proverb says, can spoil the milk. The
meaning is that, though a weak man must yield to a
strong one, some means of revenge will be open to
him.

168. Though other things are connected with other
things, yet the rat's business is with the leather wallet.
Pathans,' when travelling, generally carry with them a
leather wallet, containing several days' supply of flour,
which rats of course attack when they get the chance.
The meaning is, that all follow their own business, be
it what it may.

169. Surmounting (a difficulty) is better than looking
(at it).
Neaning, don't stand and calculate, but begin with a will,
and you will succeed.

170. I n a house even the ant is a pest.
Meaning, that anything which causes annoyance in a
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family, be it ever so amall and insignificant, is objectionable.

17 1. Either newly-weaned calves or children exhaust
the food.
Both are great eaters, and will not be of uee for some time.
Nan must submit to present loss in many cases,
though in the end he will be a gainer.

172. The sweeper's gain is the dog's.
Both are unclean. Whatever the sweeper gets he gives to
the dog. The meaning is, that from what is bad no
profit can be obtained by the good.

173. The noise of a gun is heard better at a distance
than near.
Meaning that the fame of an exploit increases according
to the distance from the scene of action.

174. The roadside-tree remains bare.
175. After the cow has been stalled, the housewife
begins grinding the 'wheat.
Meaning that method in work is good.

176. One's appetite is not in his keeping.
This is a rascally saying, ae it implies that man is not responsible for crimes of passion. There are several in
English quite as bad. The translation is not literal.

177. One man is his fellow-man's Satan.
That is, don't suppose that the devil alone will do you evil,
for your fellows will do you as much, if not more.

178. The '' sepoy " is the flossy head of grass,
The cultivator the blade itself:
The head flies away, the blade remains.
Moral :-Young girls should not marry soldiers, notwithstanding their handsome exteriors, but farmers, the
former being always on the move, the latter never.
26
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179. I began to work still better (than before), I broke
my leg.
A similar English proverb runs : " Striving to better, oft
we mar what's well ;" but the following epitaph is
nearer the Pashto, " I was well, would be better, took
physic and died."

180. When fire catches, dry and damp burn together.
Meaning, that misfortune falls on deserving and undeserving alike.

181. Gain and loss are intermingled.
So the English, "No pains no gains."

182. A horse is easy (to procure), trappings difficult.
Saddlery is .not made in this District at all. The leather
parts come from Peshbwar, the wooden from the
Punjbb. The meaning is, that i t is easy to begin an
undertaking, but difficult to carry it to a successful
issue.

183, A hurt finger cannot be cut off, nor can its pain
be borne.
By

" hurt finger " is meant a bad son or other near relation.

184. May you not be the son of a good father !
I f so, men will always be dzawing invidious comparisons
between you and your 'father, criticizing unfavourably
everything you do. The Spaniards say, "Blessed is
the son whose father went to the devil I "

185. When the falcon prepares for a swoop, he forgets
b
death.
, Meaning, that in a moment of excitement a man forgets
everything but his present object.

186. Until you heat iron, you won't lengthen it.
Meaning, that until you punish an obstinate fellow, he
won't become tractable. The above is, I believe,
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from the poem " Yzisofcca Zulekha," or " Joseph and
Potiphar's Wife."

18'7. The akhoond used not to go to the mountain,
nor the bear come to the mosque.
Meaning, each kept his place, and did not interfere in the
other's business.

188. Sadari was asking for his debt, and Nadari put
the indebtedness on him.
The thought here is somewhat similar to that in our
him an inch and he'll take an ell."

" Give

189. The first man is the last man's bridge.
190. The jungle will not be without a tiger.
This is probably taken from the Persian.

191. A hundred accounts and one meaning.
Meaning

" a long story about nothing."

192. Who remains near fire at last gets burnt.
Our "You cannot touch pitch without being defiled," is
equivalent.

193. When the dog barks, he sees something.
'

That is, a wise man will not make a fuss about nothing.
So we say, " When the old dog barks, he gives advice."

194. If you don't eat garlic, your breath won't smell.
Meaning, if a man does not do wrong, he won't be called
a wrong-doer.

195. Be hanged to you, 0 wench !
As you wash your fellow-wench's feet.
Said to remind persons of equal positions that they should
not do servile work for each other.

196. Though the bowl was not broken, (the sound of)
its crash went forth.
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The allusion is to rumour exaggerating every occurrence.

197. As the ass is, so its burden.
That is, a man or animal cannot do more work than he is
physically capable of.

198. A corpse does not laugh, and, when it does, it
tears its shroud.
When a man acts contrary to nature, or tries to, he does
himself an injury.

199. Though the mother be a wolf, she does not eat
her cub's flesh.
This proverb would have been very applicable at commencement of Settlement operations, to satisfy the people
that they would not be over-assessed.

200. The drummer who beats the drum has strength
sufficient for it.
A man is fit for what he can do.

201. A drowning man catches at a bush.
Substitute " straw " for " bush," and it beco~nesa familiar
English proverb.

202. The sun is not hidden from view by the fingers.
That is, small means will not effect great results.
means must be commensurate with the task.

The

203. Though the porcupine is lawful food, its appearance is like carrion.
That is, though it is lawful, you should not eat it. The
application is, that though some acts are permitted by
law, yet they may be morally wrong.
a

204. The rose from rose is born, the thorn from thorn.
That is, " Like produces like."

205. Two swords are not found in one sheath.
Parallel ie

" Two of a trade never agree."
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206. The ruler's house is a river ; when one fell into
it, he did fall.
That is, if a man gets into a scrape with Government, or a
representative of Government, he is ruined for life.

207. H e says to the thief
holder '' Look out.?'

'' Thieve,?' and to the house-

Meaning that a knowing man can turn aIl manner of toole
to account. Thus, by doing as the proverb says, he
obtained immunity from thieving visits for himself,
and secured the thief 's capture.

208. The horse runs according to his ability (but not
so fast as his rider would wish).
209. When drops collect, a large river is made out of
them.
So the Scotch saying, " Many a little makes a mickle," also
the Latin, " Gutta cavat lapidem."

210. The lizard through the bad luck of having feet
was expelled from the snake tribe.
Meaning that a man who follows not custom, but adopts
some novelty, becomes disowned by his tribe. Thus
the NiBzi Pathans of the Isakhel Sub-collectorate now
commonly speak a broken PunjBbi dialect, and are
often called by Wazirs and Marwats "Hindkais,"
and are looked down upon by pure Pathans, as mere
hewers of wood and drawers of water. They are also
sometimes spoken of derisively as " Chi-Krie," a word
derived from their peculiar way of pronouncing " tau
KT&,"the Pashta for " what are you doing? " or " what
is your occupation ? " I n fact, owing to their adoption
of PunjBbtbi, and the broken way they speak Pashto,
they are more or less disowned by the tribes still
speaking only Pashto.
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211. Great works are wrought by great hands ; for if
they (the hands) are small, they are stayed.
That is, without the necessary materials a work cannot be
done.

2 12.' The hungry man thinks barley cake a "pukk5."
A "puldo" is a fowl or other meat smothered in rice and
spices, and is the prince of dishes in a Pathan's estimation. English parallels are, "Hunger makes hard
bones sweet beans," and " Hunger makes the best
sauce."

213. The man in the thick of it feels no fear.
214. If Eed came every month, who would call it
" nkhtar " ? ( i e . good fortune).
"

Toujours perdriz

"

becomes nauseous.

215. Easy come easy gone.
So we my, "Lightly come lightly go."

216. First food, then religion.
That is, you cannot expect a man to be devout on an empty
stomach.

217. The accomplishment of a work is at its own time.
218. The ass jogs on, and its master tramps behind it.
219. Sometimes man follows Satan's (advice).
220. There was but one egg, and it was addled.
Meaning that if an unlucky man acquires anything, it does
him no good. I t is generally applied to a man, who
has only one child, and that a weakly one.

221. Be not so sweet that men will eat you, nor so
bitter that they will spit you out.
That is, be moderate, preserve " le juste milieu" in all
things.
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222. Though the water-mill is your father's, it is used
in turn.
This makes a capital answer to an importunate suitor, who
wishes to have his case heard before his turn. I n
such a case the judge is of course the water-mill.
Somewhat similar is " First come first serve."

223. Were the knife of gold even, no one should
plunge it into his own belly.
That is, though a golden knife be valuable, yet it is not so
for doing harm with. Gold is valuable; the miser
hoards it to his own bodily discomfort, and thus, as i t
were, plunges a golden knife into his own bowels.
'

324. The fingers of one hand even are not alike.
This is very common. When a head man is seriously
spoken to about the delinquencies of some members of
his
tribe, he replies that his tribe generally ia well
,
conducted; but, holding up his fingers, " as the fingers
of one hand, etc., so what can you expect ? "

225. Don't enter the water where there is no ford.
That is,

" Look before you leap."

226. When a man leaps over one water-channel, the
next will be easy for him.
Somewhat similar is, " What is well begun is half done,"
or " A good beginning is half the battle." '

227. If you don't mind bother, buy a goat.
Goats are aery mischievous and troublesome to keep,
although they are very useful and profitable animals.
The meaning is, that a man should be prepared for
some difficulties when he enters upon an undertaking
from which he expects profit, and unless so should
not begin it.

228. The "Kanz" treats on many subjeots if only
Moolah FBrGk would obey it.
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The "Kana " is a commentary which treats on religious
observances. Moolah Fbrhk studied it, but did not
follow its precepts. Similarly we say, " I n vain he
craves advice that will not follow it."

229. One's own tongue is both a fort and an evil.
230. Complaint comes from wounded hearts, why does
not the sound heart complain ?
The answer would be "because i t is sound."
but one.

See next

231. A great spear wound is well, it heals quickly.
But a severe tongue-given wound becomes a scar
in the heart, it healeth not.
There are a number of English proverbs of the same meaning. Thus, " The tongue's not steel, yet it cuts."
" The tongue breaketh bone, though itself have none."

232. When there is no wind, bushes don't shake.
That is, there is no result without a cause. " There is no
smoke without fire."

233. From the inevitable there is no escape.
Meaning as you can't escape it, you ought to face it like
a man.

234. Don't dance without the drum.
That is, don't rejoice without a cause.

235. The world is a traveller's Sarai.
236. Eed is not such a son that he will pass by unobserved.
That is, deeds worthy of fame will be famous.

237. Don't kill a snake, even by a strange hand.
A strange hand might not kill it outright, so kill it yourself. The meaning is that men should do all their
di5cult or dangerous work themselves.
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238. Either go to high mountains, or great families
(for protection).
Meaning that without " a friend at court " there is neither
safety nor prospect of advancement. An unsuccessful
native o5cial generally attributes his want of success
in life to his having been " bd-wasila," i.e. without a
patron.

239. As you eat not from that garden, why do youeat
anxiety about it ?
That is, why vex yourself about a thing from which you
derive no benefit ?

240. Where there is not subjection, there won't be
respect.
The translation is not nearly so forcible as the original.
The idea is natural to a native mind that, until you
prove your power and your will to punish, you ought
not to be respected. W e say, "The more a dog is
beaten, the more he likes you."

241. Either death or satiety.
"

The whole hog or none."

242. If ye seek it, ye will find it at last.
So the text, "Seek and ye shall find."
contain similar sayings.

All languages

243. One moment is not like another.
244. A little water is medicine for moist clay (i.e.
makes it of the proper consistency for brick-making).
When a subject is in a certain state, a very little t u r n the
scale. The English proverb, " The last feather breaks
the camel's back," partly conveys the same meaning.

245. Who does wrong has bad dreams.
Neaning that a man's thoughts and his acts are inseparable.
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246. Be at enmity with a jackal, collect an army of
tigers.
247. What tree is there that the wind has not shaken ?
This is a saying common in most languages.

248. Don't ask the Caravan of its hardships, but of its
welfare.
Meaning don't remind a man of his misfortunes ; remember
" all's well that ends well," and be content with hearing that of the Caravan.

249. The past is underneath the stone.
Meaning, "Let bygones be bygones."
the dead bury their dead."

So the text,

" Let

250. What a man seeketh happens to him.
251. From the full vessel something spills over.
252. If thou goeet not, I shall carry thee; but if thou
eatest not, what can I do to thee ?
Similarly we say, "You may take a horse to the water,
but you can't make him drink."

253. If the thief turn not back, let his pal do so.
Meaning that though concord is good, it is not so in bad
deeds.

254. Though the night be dark, the hand does not
miss the mouth.
An old habit sticks to one be he where he may.

255. 0 fawn-coloured dog ! if thou art speedy, thou
wilt be conspicuous in the hunt.
Meaning the same as our
the eating of it."

" The proof of the pudding is in

256. From hearts to hearts are ways.
Thia is probably taken from the Persian, but is common.
The meaning is, "Where there is a will there is a way."
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257. Though the eyes be large, yet they work through
small pupils.
The value of an article depends on quality, not quantity.

268. What is the goat, what its flavour ?
259. Though silk be old, it is better than cotton thread.
Parallel is Chinese, " Better a diamond with a flaw than
pebble without one."

ti

260. Though a rupee be small, it is full weight.
Little and good is better than much and bad.

261. What the priest says, that do ; what the priest
does, that don't do.
262. The water-mill will not grind with a driblet of
water (literally 'Ldry water").
One application is that men won't work unless adequately
paid.

263. The water-mill whirs through the force of water.
264. Who knows the benefit of good advice will
commence no work without taking counsel.
265. Put cloth on cloth so as to match.
266. Except this, that one does not gain his end, there
is no gaining one's end.
That is, unless a man's object be failure, there ia no such
thing as gaining one's object.

267. A man can best scratch his back with his own
nails.
268. May you have porridge, and may it be hot !
I n Bannt porridge is generally eaten cold. The meaning
is that it is well that a man should gain profit with a
little trouble. He should not make his bread too~easily.

269. Make thou the roof and ask me to embellish it.
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Once an invention is made, even though imperfect, it is
easy to improve on it.

270. Get room for a nail, and from a nail room for the
fist will result.
The reference is to the effect which the insertion of
thin end of the wedge " produces.

" the

271. (To bind) another's turban on your head is to
bind a snake on.
That is, the ~ossessionof strange property will cause a man
harm.

272. For great houses desire a mutual friend ;
For great mountains a road.
That is, help of others is always of use.

273. After the ox was half-skinned, he remembered he
ought to have cut the feet off first.
Unless a man's arrangements are perfect before he commences an undertaking, he may find he will not
succeed.

274. I am eating one and cooking another.
This is said of the greedy man, whose "eyes are bigger
than his belly."

275. The more an evil is kept quiet the better.
The nearest English equivalent I can think of is, "Let
sleeping dogs lie."

276. When water is over the head, what matters one
yard or two ?
" Over shoes over boots " is somewhat parallel.
217. First look out for a companion, then a road.
Had France followed the advice here given in the late
Franco-German war, her fate might have been different. This is, I understand, an old proverb in
Arabic.
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278. Buffalo ! Buffalo ! though we are not of one
mountain, we belong to one thicket.
A buffalo, whose horns had got entangled in the thicket,
is supposed to have thus appealed for assistance to a
passing buffalo of another breed. The meaning is,
that one man should help another in distress, be he
Hindoo or Musalman.

2'79. From the toothless mouth spittle flows involuntarily.
The meaning is, that when the restraining force ceases to
exist, or to act, that which was formerly confined
breaks loose. The proverb is generally applied to a
fool, who cannot keep a secret.

280. Use language with every one according to the
measure of his understanding.
This is a very old proverb in Arabic.

281. Whether low or high, let it be in the hand.
Meaning whether price be low or high, let it be ready
money.

282. Don't give your neck into another's hand.
283. Ant ! Ant! why is thy l e a d so large? From
the weight of wisdom.
Why are thy loins so slim ? From the weight
of arms.
Why is thy bottom so broad ? Men talk not of
bottoms.
King Solomon is supposed to be the inquirer, and to have
been rebuked for asking an improper question in the
above way.

284. Who stood still in mud, went, i.e. sank in.
Meaning that in a difficulty a man must act or succumb.
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285. The satiated man grows cold.
286. When the snake approacheshishole, he straightens:
You lie on the top of your grave and straighten
not !
Man is addressed. Snakes are looked upon as full of deceit,
and are often thought to be embodied evil spirits.

287. A hoarse throat cannot sing songs.
288. Trouble arises through that man from whose
nose drops hang.
A man of the above description is looked on as a careless
half-witted fellow. Such men often cause mischief
without intending any. The meaning is, that evil
befalls a man from unexpected quarters.

289. Prostrate him with fever, and he will consent to
death.
This is almost literally true, for many a fever-stricken man
would, while the fever is on him, look on death as
a happy release. The meaning is, that if you wish a
man to agree to something, you should demand much
more than you require him to consent to. I n the
proverb fever is looked on as worse than death. So
amongst the Spaniards and Italians the proverb, "Ask
but enough, and you may lower the price as you list,"
conveys the same meaning. So in Latin, " Oportet
iniquum petas ut aequum feras." It is much on this
principle that natives generally in litigating claim
double what is due, or we believe they do, and decree
half they claim.

290. Don't throw pearls into the cow-shed.
Equivalent to our

"

Don't cast pearls before swine."

291. When a stick is stirred in filth, the stench therefrom increases.
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292. A white beard is useless if the heart be black.
Meaning unless a man's actions conform with his outward
appearance, the latter will not avail him.

293. Eyes feel shame from eyes.
Thus it is better to reprimand a man verbally than in
writing. If he deserves it, the censure will be felt the
keener ; if not, the presence of the censured man will
shame the censurer.

294. Sometimes jests injure Faith.
As explained before, it is believed a record is kept of everything that a man does or says ; thus, an improper jest
would be entered against him.

295. Some one asked a pilgrim dog whether any one
had been kind to him on the way. He replied, L 1 A11
were good, but may a curse light on my own species ! "
Seeing he was a strange dog, all dogs attacked him. The
meaning is, that a man is injured by his equals, not by
his superiors or inferiors.

296. Those bitter things are good, whose end is sweet.
297. Spots show on white clothing.
Applied in cases where small failings in public men are
magnified into great faults ; thus Gay says'' In beauty faults conspicuous grow,
The smallest speck is seen on snow."

298. A devil is afraid of his own shadow.
H e is popularly supposed to fear nothing else. The meaning
is that it is the effect of a man's own acts on his mind
which frightens him, for "Conscience does make
cowards of us all."

299. To the thief every bush is a man.
So Shakespeare in King Henry
each bush an o5cer."

TI.: " The thief doth fear
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300. Use threats, but don't leap quickly.
301. A burr on a small pretext sticks to a man.
This is generally applied to a shamelem man or a bore.

302. Though the oleander has a flower like the rose,
it does not become a rose thereby.
303. The cat is a dervish until he finds milk near him.
304. The akhoond was making me guilty, but I was
not becoming so.
That is, a guilty man will not confess his guilt, though it
be proved against him. I n former times akhoonds
often acted as judges or umpires in quarrels, as
" I(Qzis " were few.

305. The jackal's messenger is a jackal ; the lion's
a Lion.
This is another proverb of the "Like master like man "
class.

306. The feet go to that place to which the heart goes.
That is, man does what pleases him.
307. If the sword be sharp, it will be seen by its
stroke.
308. Although the cloud is black, white water falls
from it.
This is more forcible than our
lining."

"

Every cloud has a silver

309. Away from the eyes, away from the heart.
Parallel is "Out of sight out of mind."
310. Who is at home with every one will carry away
some habit of his.
311. Strange food is sweet.
312. When it is gone, its value becomes apparent.
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313. It was a calamity, but i t did not increase.
When an accident has befallen a man, let him be thankful
it was no worse.

314. I t is better to carry stones on one's head from
the tops of high mountains than to be under an obligation to any one.
315. A story arranged with deliberation is palatable.
316. Who eats little eats always, who eats much eats
the bitter plant.
That is, a glutton gets dyspepsia, a moderate eater has
always an appetite.

317. The more a tree is lopped, the higher it grows.
Generally said with reference to almsgiving. What is so
bestowed will be returned one hundred-fold.

318. When the knife is over a man's head, he remembers aod.
Parallel is, " The devil was sick, the devil a saint would
be."

319. What lot is bad ? That which a man shows you,
and gives you not.
320. When the flour becomes dough, every one can
handle it (i.e. shape i t and bake it).
That is, when everything is prepared for the finishing
stroke, the carrying out of a design is an easy matter.

321. The pitcher was somehow broken as it was, the
mallet was only a pretence.
Thus when a man ruins himself by his own folly, he is
sure to lay the blame on something else.

322. Ask the sheep about the thorn-hedge.
Ask of those acquainted with misfortune what it is, e.g.
the starving man, not the sated man, of hunger.
26
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323. Good cakes deserve l L ghi."
What is good merits good treatment.
worthy of his hire."

"The labourer is

324. Eat then food when it becomes appetizing :
Drink then water when it becomes sherbet.
Meaning simply don't eat unless you are hungry, or drink
water unless you are thirsty. Natives follow the
advice here given better than we do.

325. When the birds are taxed, the bat says, ' l I am
a rat," and when the rats are taxed, " I am a bird."
Means that a clever fellow can always give a plausible
excuse wherewith to escape what is disagreeable to
him. The Pashto is little more than another rendering
of the Arabic and Persian : " They said to the camelbird (i.e. ostrich), ' Carry.' It answered, ' I cannot,
for I am a bird.' They said, 'Fly.' I t answered,
' I cannot, for I am a camel.' "

326. An arm when broken goes to the neck.
That is, is suspended from the neck in a sling. Means that
in affliction one seeks succour from his natural protectors, e.g. a child from his parents.

327. Children cry to their parents.
This is as the last. Pathans, indeed natives generally, when
urging a complaint, often appeal to the English o5cial
as their " father and their mother," hoping thereby to
touch his heart, and really regarding him as their
natural protector.

328. A toothless man cries for a bone, like an old dog.
Meaning man is never content, but strives after things
which he cannot use when acquired.

329. What is the ass that he should not carry a load?
Neaning a man must be content to do that work for which
he is fitted.
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330. Fleas jump to no purpose in your armpit.
I n such a position they cannot jump far. The man who
gives himself useless trouble or anxiety is referred to.

331. The bull-buffalo's companion is a cow-buffalo.
The buffalo is an awkward ungainly animal. The meaning
is that " Like will to like." Another parallel saying
ig " Like to like and Nan to Nicholas."

332. I have doubts of his orthodoxy, yet he is making
converts.
That is, sensible people will not be deceived by specious
appearances, though fools may be.

333. The one could not catch him up, yet the other
kept on telling him to pass him, and return across him.
Said of people who are far too ready to proffer advice about
things they cannot do themselves or know nothing
about.

334. Where is the ass, and where the mosque ?
That is, what has one to do with the other? The ass is
unclean, and the mosque is clean.

335. The grain-sack's mouth became open, and a way
for the millet was made.
When one flaw appears, all the others that exist will become apparent too. The above is generally applied to
cases in which a man begins to litigate, and, once
begun, is drawn into a number of other suits. " The
worst of law is that one suit breeds twenty."

336. God knows on which knee the camel will squat
down.
This is used when the issue of any matter is doubtful. It
is common amongst litigants, to illustrate their idea
of the " glorious uncertainty" of the law ; at least I
have heard it so used. I am told there is a proverb
in Persian much to the same effect.
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337. When the cat has dreams, she sees the rat.
Referring to every one's thoughts being ever fixed on his
own business.

338. The lamb follows the sheep, the kid the goat.
339. A11 the blame be on the priest.
This is a Persian saying, but is now in every Pathan's
mouth. At first it was only used in cases when a
man, thinking his clothes were soiled by contact with
some unclean thing, asked the priest if he might join
in the prayers being said a t the mosque, and the
priest absolved
him from all evil consequences. Mutter,
ing above to himself, the man would then pray with an
easy conscience. The saying is now of more general
application, and extends to all cases in which one
man is supposed to be responsible for the acts of
another, e.g. the chief for the acts of his clansmen.

340. The man suffering from flatulence must swallow
the physic to effect his cure.
Meaning we must get out of our own scrapes as best we
can ourselves. The proverb is not translated literally.

341. Fish see and understand each other in the water.
That is, creatures of like natures understand each other,
though there be a medium or veil, like water, between
them ; or, as it was explained to me, " The ' Sahib-16g'
know each other, but not us nor we them."

342. Where is the bald head, where the fine cloth?
To call a man bald head is, as in the time of the Prophet
Elisha, to insult him. The reference is to a man of
station who does some low action.

343. You keep running after me, your own acts revert
on you.
This is a couplet from the poem of " Yhqf wa Zuleliha "
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already referred to.
will reap.

Means that aa one sows so he

314. I was seeking assistance from you, you have
made yourself all the more haughty.
Meaning the more a man is sought after, the prouder he
becomes from self-consequence.

345. You are neither a hawk nor a falcon, but, as you
dwell amongst this worthless people, eat flesh.
Meaning though you are not a fine fellow, still you are
better than the others, so make yourself a chief.

346. The country is misty, the king is blind.
Used disparagingly of authority, when a man supposes
"there is something rotten in the state " of the
administration.

347. He discharges water from blind eyes.
That is, he is doing what is thought impossible.

348. Be thou both mine ass, and mine ass's keeper.
When an impossible amount of work is thrown on a man,
he puts this saying into the mouth of his task-master.

349. You have brought the pulse and still laugh ?
A story goes that some pulae was stolen, and the thief, on
being taxed with it, brought back the stolen property
with bold effrontery, forgetting that by so doing he
had assisted in proving his own guilt. On seeing his
hardihood, the owner said as above to him. The saying
has become a proverb, and corresponds to our " Let
those laugh who win."

350. I'll rob you, then the load of onions won't be on
your head.
Meaning a scamp when cheating a man will always pretend
to be doing him a favour, e.g. a leg selling a horse to
a fool. When the Waziri measurements were going
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on, a party of my surveyors, travelling along the
high road in broad daylight, were robbed and left
naked by some hill men. No doubt this is the
proverb used by the robbers when relieving my people
of their clothing, for all Wazirs appreciate a good joke.

351. If you keep me, I'll keep you ; if you annoy me,
I'll annoy you.
352. You were not fit to take care of yourself, much
less of a lover.
The origin of this saying, now commonly used about incompetent persons who try to do more than they are
capable of, is this. A chief closed a road, and caught a
woman using it as a short cut to a village, where she
had a lover. As a punishment and warning to others,
she was tied to a tree by the road-side, whereon a
rival of hem mockingly repeated the above to her.

353. The camels were not weeping, their sacks were.
Used ironically when a wronged man, attempting to get
justice, is punished instead.

354. He struck his foot with the axe.
That is, he has only himself to blame.

355. The jackal could not climb the tree, so said the
fruit was sour.
Corresponds to our proverb about the fox and the grapes,
which is common to many languages.

356. You are pelting heaven with clods.
Said of a man who sets himself to do a vain task.

357. The naked man leaves the road, the hungry man
does not.
That is, so long as a man can keep up appearances, he does
not show that he is ashamed of his poverty.
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358. The day one, its shadows two.
I n the morning shadows are cast to the west, in the afternoon to the east. The day typifies man's life, the
shadows changes in his condition.

359. The sleep of kings is on an ant-hill.
This, which is probably taken from the Persian, corresponds
to Shakespeare's line, "Uneaay lies the head that
wears a crown."

360. He is brother to the monkey, he tears his own
wound the wider.
Said of persons who damage their own cause.

361. I s a lash or whip the better ? May both sorts be
damned !
Corresponds to our expression,
a dozen of the other."

"

It is six of one and half

362. As the rock, so its chameleon ; as the mountain,
so its goat.
Corresponds to

" Like carpenter like chips," and others.

363. A nose-cut-off misfortune fell on my own matting.
Said when a heavy domestic affliction befalls one.

364. You have become old, but not a Musalman.
Said of a hardened old sinner.

365. 0 caravan of cares, mayest thou not come !
Thou broughtest not gain without loss.
I t was hinted to me that this wish would be an appropriate
one should this Settlement end with an increase of
assessment and a promise of another ten or twenty
years afterwards. The influx of Settlement officials in
a District bringr, a " caravan of cares" to the cultivator.
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366. When sleep overpowers it wants not a pillow ;
When the heart is in love, it wants not beauty.
367. Of 'the broken bow two persons are in fear.
That is, the archer, that the bow will break in two altogether, and the object at which the arrow is aimed,
who knows not the state of the bow. Above is often
applied to cases of which neither the plaintiff nor the
defendant can forecast the upshot.

368. I cannot bear to see you near me, nor can I let
you leave me.
Said of persons who cannot make up their minds.

369. On the thief's beard is a straw.
Said of offenders who, by their own actions, cause themselves to be convicted. The story goes that on a theft
occurring, which seemed to defy detection, the EBzi
invited a number of the well-known city bad characters
to dinner; and when the talk was about t,he theft,
suddenly repeated the above, on which one of his
guests put his hand involuntarily to his beard, and
thus proclaimed himself t,he delinquent.

370. Did horsemen or footmen kill your father ? Seeing
that he has ceased to be of good to me (i.e. died), what
matters it which killed him ?
Said in cases when there is no object to be gained by inquiring into the cause of a loss, once the loss has
occurred.

371. From the scald-head scurf is ever falling.

372. LLShuS"berries are not eaten by stealth.
I n eating them a crunching noise is made. Meaning is
that endeavouring to conceal what will be known is
useless.
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373. You keep on ~Lcluck-clucking"here, and lay
your eggs in another village.
Addressed to a hen. I s applied to a man who promieee a
favour to one and bestows i t on another.

374. Strange dogs came, and drove away the village
dogs.
Applied to outsiders who supplant old o5ce-holders.

375. The deaf man laughs twice at one thing.
Once when he sees others laughing, and again when he
understands the joke himself. Said to illustrate the
difference between a quick and obtuse-witted man : t.he
latter does as much as the former, but more slowly.

376. Like a mad dog, he snaps at himself.
Generally said of a head man who treats his dependent8
badly.

377. Like carrion-eating dogs, one snaps at the other.
Said of a family divided against itself.

378. The scald-headed man began to comb his head,
blood came over his face.
That is, tried to clean his aores, and made them worn.
Refers to a bad man who tries to re-establish his
character and makes it worse.

379. A rhinoceros-shield is good, a Feringi's sword
is good.
380. Some one said to calamity, Will you come to me
or shall I go to you ? " She replied, " Don't come to me,
I'll come to you.)'
hat is, calamity befalls a man whether he will or no.

381. Mayest thou (God) not knock me about in search
of a livelihood, but send it in search of me !
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Means every man's wish is to gain his bread aa easily as
he can.

382. I t was partly the stick, and partly the bald head
had no hair.
This might be Paddy's answer 8s to how he came by a
broken head. A bald-headed man is said to have a
very fine skin and soft bones.

383. Oleander appeared to me detestable on the plain,
and yet it has come and stood before my very face.
Said to the obtrusive man, as a hint to take himself off.

384. If I do not speak, this my broken leg will speak.
A shepherd broke a sheep's leg, and told the animal not to
tell his master ; the sheep made the above reply. The
meaning is that his acts proclaim the man.

385. Where is the mouth, where the elbow ?
The elbow cannpt be t,ouched by the mouth. Said of
persons who boast of doing feats which are impossible.
,

386. Dogs eat bones, (but) don't think of the consequences.
Applied to thoughtless improvident people, who act rashly,
without regarding the consequences, like dogs that eat
bones, and never consider whether they can digest
them or not.

387. You use such language that asses get fever.
I t is said that asses cannot get fever. The above is said of
foul-mouthed persons.

388. If I say anything, it is (known to all) the village ;
if I say nothing, JKhAni's son is my nightmare.
Said of persons placed in such a position that whatever they
do, they will be found fault with.
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389. Laughter out of place is lamentation.
That is, it sounds so to the hearers of it.

390. If a man say to you, " A dog has carried off your
ear," would you go after the dog or put your hand to
your ear ?
That is, judge for yourself in all matters, don't readily
believe what you hear.

391. He is like zedoary, he spoils the flavour of the pot.
Zedoary resembles turmeric, and sometimes gets mixed up
with it. Above is said of cross-grained ill-tempered
men, who by their presence in an assembly throw a
damper on the company.

392. A drop will not cool you, and a crumb of bread
will not satisfy you.
Said of a necessitous man, whose wants must be fully relieved or not relieved at all.

393. The water beneath comes from above ; with tears
it weeps over its separation, " When I have gone, gone,
I shall not return again, alas ! alas ! 0 past moment ! "
394. The blind, the deaf, the scald-headed, the
paralyzed, wherever they sit, cause quarrels.
395. When the mother becomes (like) a step-mother,
the father becomes (like) ti step-father.
The amount of the latter parent's affection for hie children,
whilst they are young, depends on their mother's love
for them ; so, in all things, the world's frown or caress
depends on the will of a few leaders in it.

396. The ass was calling the weaver, and the weaver
the ass ; the wolf heard, and tore the ass to pieces.
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A man should not let others know about his private affairs ;
if he does, he will have reason to repent it.

397. 0 prairie deer ! your habit is not good; you eat
the grass of the plain, though you possess the hill air :
one day you will meet with such a hunter, that you will
dye your body with blood.
Meaning you are a poor hunted animal, and ought to confine
yourself to the hills, where you can supply your wants
well enough.

398. The mountain was partly black itself, and the
mist partly made it so.
Said of cross-grained men, whose ill nature is partly
natural from bad health or some such cause, and partly
owing t.o extraneoue causes, e.g. faithlessness of friends.

399. I was splitting a hair, and lost my pupils (eyes).
Said of t.he man who over-reaches himself, being too
clever by half.

400. To speak ill (of any one) is to epeak ill of oneself.
401. When there was no rain, the torrent-bed was
dry ; when it came, it carried away the huts into the bed.
Rain is always a blessing, but one can have too much of
a good thing. " I t never rains but it pours," corresponds to some extent with the above.

402. Though arms are a load, sometimes they are
useful.
On which account they are not to be looked on as burdensome-a fact which many of us on t,he Frontier often
forget.
I

403. (Though we are) of one descent, family and one
locality, you have become a noble, I lowly.
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404. Amongst the blind a one-eyed man is king.
Somewhat similar to our " A man were better half blind
than have both hie eyes out."

405. Who was far from Mecca beaame a Haji (pilgrim) ;
who was near it, did not become so.
The truth of this saying must come home to every one.
What tens of thousands of Londoners have never seen
the sights of London, which every foreigner, who
visits our shores, does see.

406. When the time arrives for the snake to die, it
goes on to the road.
Snakes like basking in the sun in open places, and therefore
are often found on roads ; and if seen, are sure to be
killed. The application is obvious.

CHAPTER IV.
THE SAME PROVERBS I N PASHTO.

INorder to preserve uniformity and to facilitate reference
from the English to the Pashto, and vice versti, the sequence
of pages in this chapter hae been made from left to right, as
in English, though correctly speaking it ought to be the
reverse. The proverbs themselves of course run from right
to left. The number prefixed to each is that at which it stands
in its class, and corresponds with the number of the translation
in the preceding Chapter.
The system of spelling of Pashto words which I have followed throughout this collection is that adopted by Raverty
and Bellew in their Pashto Dictionaries and Grammars, it
being the only one generally known and recognized; but i t
does not represent the different words as they are pronounced
by Bann~ichis,Wazirs, and Marwats. As Pashto is practically
only used for colloquial purposes, whenever anything has to
be written in it, the writer represents the sounds as best he
can, according to hie idea of phonetic principles ; and as each
of the tribes above named has its own peculiarities of pronunciation, no two Akhoonds amongst them, whether belonging
to the same tribe or not, would, were the task set them, spell
the same proverb alike. The distinction between e and t, i and
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is often inappreciable. The vowels then would be
one stumbling block. Another would be the consonants t s
dz
kh (d),
and gh ($), which are peculiar to Pashto, and
have no equivalent single letters in Persian or English. Few
but scholars are acquainted with them ; conaequently, when
their sounds oocur, the ordinary Akhoond is in difficulties
for a symbol.
Considering, then, that local phonetic orthography is impracticable, I have made no scruple in spelling according to
what may be termed the standard system. But should any one
wish to read any proverb of this collection as Banndchis speak
it, let him pronounce every d as 6, every d as C, and every zi
as h, transpose sibilants and labials freely, and utter the whole
with a thick nasal twang. The same prescription will su5ce
should the object be to obtain the Waziri method of articulation, except that, instead of using the nasal organ so extensively, the throat should be exercised-the more deeply down
the better-and running all words together, the speaker should
shout at the top of his voice. Lastly, to hit off the Marwat
pronunciation, use the same recipe for the vowels, but utter
them rather more broadly, and speak slowly and with emphasis,
with a deep guttural intonation. I f any one wish to hear
simply what well-delivered Pashto sounds like, and does not
happen to know German, let him listen with closed eyes to
a German sermon, and fancy to himself it is Pashto. I t would
be just like it-at least it would appear so to him.
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APPENDIX.'

The usual term for which a Vesh allotment held good waa twelve
years, but, owing to the commencement of Settlement operations, the
tribe elected to curtail it this time to eight, and have just carried out
a new
VeJ," the result showing that they now contain four
hundred and eixty-six " K h h , " to four hundred and fourteen
eight years ago.
The numbers in the various sections and subsections of the tribe
were firat equalized to enable them to divide each block of land into
equal portions.
The conductore of the Ved " were appointed in the umal way,
each group of families nominating a representative ; and the firet duty
they had to perform was to take the census of all human beings belonging to the tribe, and, for the purposes of this " Vsah," to make
each section and eubsection of the tribe contain an equal number of
" K h h " or mouths.'
The arable mark consiata of eleven blocks, each of which was originally demarcated with a view to preserve inside it equality of class of
land. At this " Vseh" each block was first divided into two equal
portions ; then each portion into two amaller equal plots ; then each of
these small plots into two still d e r ; and so on. Posseesion of each
was determined by casting lots. Beeides the arable mark, three plots
are used as a common pasture, in which cultivation ia prohibited.
The rules of the tribe regarding (1) Shares, (2) Mortgages, (3)
Absentees, and (4) Trees, are as follows:(1). Slrarse.-Man, woman and child, male or female, share alike.
A girl's share, although at the time of the " Vsah" she be
betrothed in her tribe, i taken by her father. If a girl
of another tribe be at the time betrothed into the tribe, the
bridegroom elect receires a share for her.
(2). diiagsa.-No
permanent alienation of land is poseible, but
mortgages are common. At a new Vsah " the positions of
mortgaged 'I Khulaa " shift like any othere. Profit or lose
from change in quality or aize of a Khuha " i borne by the
Referred to at page 127, giving, in a condensed form, particdm of the Vsrh

custom in five commumtiw.
Tsio page 126.
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mortgagee. When some " Khulae," owing to the death of
some of the members of a family, lapse, and are not renewed,
the mortgagee generally gets compensation in land or money ;
but when the mortgagor has died without issue, the mortgagee's rights expire at the next " Pesh."
(3). Absentees.-An absentee's shares are reserved for him, provided
he was present at the preceding " Pih," and that his near
relations accept his share in trust for him, together with
its responsibilities. Any absentee, if returning at the time
of a new " Pesh," no matter how long he may have been
absent, and establishing his identity, is re-admitted to share.
(4). Trees.-Fruit-bearing
‘‘ b k " trees remain permanently the
property .of the shareholder within whose lot and during
whose temporary occupancy they spring up ; all others are
at the disposal of the shareholders in whose lot they may be.
B.'-Sikandar

Kh2 (Tappa Dreplhah).

This tribe has been, for long, divided into six sections, each section
occupying separate villages, but, according to its numbers, holding its
share in each of the thirteen blocks into which the arable area CisK h (right bank) had been originally split up. Up to the time of
annexation a new " Pesh " took place every tenth or twelfth year, and
often at much shorter intervals ; but since the annexation the term
has been every twelve years or longer. The last P e J " occurred
about sixteen years ago, and is probably the last the tribe will ever
have. The enumeration then effected showed that the tribe mustered
one thousand seven hundred and seventy-five souls, men, women and
children, all told.
The. allotment of shares was conducted in the usual way (see
Matora), but owing to internal jealousies, an outsider, Pahilwh
Khan, Adamzai, was called in as umpire and referee.
The arable mark consisted of thirteen blocks, and the allotment of
shares in each was effected in the same way as was done in Matora,
except that the MLna Ehel section succeeded in retaining, in excess
of its share, a block called Jibhi, which i t had previously acquired
by '' niwah," or seizure. The T r a n s - K h (left bank) land remained,
with the exception of one block, common as before.
The most prominent rules of the tribe relating to " Pesh " are :(1). Shes.-Same as for Matora (A), except that the share of a
girl betrothed in her tribe falls to the bridegroom elect.
(2). iKitgages.-As in Matora (A), except that, in the case there put
in which the mortgagee '' generally'' gets compensation, the
word '' always " should be substituted.
(3). Absentees.-Seems to be as in Matora.
(4). Frees.-There
are no precedents to show that any but the
temporary occupying shareholder has any claim.
Vide page 131.
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C.-Milasai

(Tappa M6sa Khel).

Their villages and lands lie in the most south-westerly part of this
District, beyond the Bain Pass, with the Battanni hills to their north
and west, and TBnk to their south ; consequently the tribe is quite
isolated from the other sections of its Tappa. At a general re-allotment of lands held about a century ago, the tribe split up into three
sections, and divided their tribal lands into three tracts, each taking
a third. These three sections were :Umer Ehel,
A Ball6 Ehel,
B Hyder Khel cum Sain Khel,
C Miralzai cum Kaka Khel,
and each was portioned off into thirty " Dhdrs." Now eeven lLEhulaa"
make one " Kandak," and four " Kandaka " make one " Dhdr," so the
number of the tribe ought then to have amounted to two thousand
five hundred and twenty souls. But, unfortunately for simplicity, this
tribe has a curious custom, peculiar to itself, of preserving even extinct
" Ehulas " a t a new redistribution of lands-that is, the number of
'I K h u h " ascertained at the last redistribution of lands are, though
many are really extinct through deaths, retained intact, and persons born
since and still alive are added to them at the next distribution. If then
a redistribution of land by '' Khula Peah," that is, by a new enumeration of the tribe, were of frequent occurrence, few men in the tribe
would be found able to add up tho tribal total number of ' I Dhdrs,"
much less '' Kandaka " or " Ehulaa." Ehula Peaha, however, only
occur once in two or three generations ; so the difficulty of limited
powers of addition is surmounted. Since the general 'I Khula Peah "
I have mentioned took place, no other has occurred; but about fifty
or sixty years ago a partial one took place between Sections B and C,
Section A remaining aloof. On that occasion Section C, and the Sain
Khel branch of Section B, had to call in a Malik named Jandar Khan,
Adamzai, to their assistanc,e, as the Hyder Khels wished to secede and
become independent. By his persuasion, both moral and physical, the
new '(Ehula Peah " was effected, and the number of 'A Dhrire " became as follows :C Section plua Sain Khels, 67.
B Section minua Sain Khels, 57.
Since that occasion no new " Ehula PeaA " has taken place, but there
have been exchanges (called " Peah Badlicna") on the basis of the enumeration then made. Thus, in 1852, the Sain Khels sued the Kaka
W e 1 branch of the Miralzais before the late General John Nicholson
for a " Peah Badlun," and although the latter resisted it, they were
forced to submit with a show of consent. On that occasion the Sain
Khels divided each block into two equal parts, and the Kaka Khels had

(
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first choice. Now the Kaka Khels have sued before me and obtained
a decree against the Sain Khels for a new I' P i h Badlhn." Before
giving decree I offered the latter the very favourable terms of allowing
them, h t , compensation in land in consideration of their having since
1852 brought much more w& under the plough than the plaintiffs,
and then, of simply equalizing their holdings accordingto the number of
' I Dhdra " of each.
But after six hours' consideration of my offer, they
rejected it, and elected to adhere to their custom in ite integrity.
Decree was passed accordingly.
I mentioned some sentences back that at a " Khula P i h " about iifty
or sixty years ago the Hyder Khels minw the Sain Khels received
fifty-seven "DMrs." Since then they have held these fifty-seven
" Dhdrs" by themselves, but split up into three subsections, viz. :(1) Khurji Khel.
(2) Hicji Khel.
(3) Sulimh KheI.
They all exchanged their lands together some two or three years after
the " K h d a Pesh" mentioned above, and after that (2) and (3) had
another exchange. When the snit between the Sain Khels and the Kaka
Khels took place in 1852, the rest of the Miralzais, consisting of subsections Bibi Khels and Yutti Khels, amicably effected an exchange
of lands, and have lately carried out a new exchange of lands together.
This concludes the notice of the B and C M6lazai sections.
The A Section since the general "Khula Peah" about a century
ago has lived disconnected from the others, and the number of shares
then fixed has never since been altered, though eereral exchanges of
lands have taken place, the latest having been made in 1873.
D.'-XmG

Kbl (Tappa D r e p l M ) .

The three sections composing this tribe separated interests about
sixty-three years ago, and divided their inheritance together, by which
each section received the following shares in the four villages in
which tribal lands lay :Name of Beetion.

......

1. Zangi Khel
2. Pahfn Khel ......
3. Mandra Khel ...

Zangi Khel
e
.

i
8

0

1

Dahak Mandm
e
i

f

1

p

share in
d

1

Mandm Xha

t

I

0
0

all

As no conjunction of intereste has since taken place, the " V i h "
history of each is distinct, and is here briefly noted.
1. Zangi Kbl.
(1) Within the last sixty-three years there have been five
Vide page 131.

"Vih,"

-

the last of which was effected twenty yeam ago. The usual
term w a eight
~
to twelve years ; no new Pseh ever occurred
within a period of eight yeam from its predeceesor. The
voice of the majority determines the question of a new
" Pi.''
A new Y M"~will m n be in progrese.
(2) The rules regarding shares, mortgages, absentees, and trees, are
the same as those noted for Matora, with the modifications
obtaining amongst the Sikander Khels.
(3) In the current " Vseh " the number of " E h u h " is five
hundred and seven, with thirty-six " &ah Xhulaa " added
-the permanent heritage of certain families.
(4) Excluding common pasture land, the " Vseh" lands consist of
eighteen blocks, each posseseing an old distinctive name.
2. PaMr KLI.
Within the last sixty-three yeam there have been only partial
" Pisha," confined to three out of eleven blocks.
The custom has
been discontinued owing to so many shareholders having mortgaged
most of their lands.
3. ManrEra KLI.
These veshed among themselves only five yeam ago. Since the
" Stir Vth," sixty-three yeam ago, they have had seven partitions
amongst themselves ; in the last their Pahb Khel land was excluded
from pahtion, much of it being in mortgage. Their " Khu2aa1'
number one thousand three hundred and thirty-four. The term of
this " Pesh" is twelve yeam ; on ita expiry, the. tribe w r t s that
whenever even a mall minority'demand a new " Vseh," a repartition
must take place. At present all unanimously a f h n this to be their
immemorial custom.
E.-Abba

.

K L I (Sayads ailEated in Tappa Drephhh).

Their usual term of P88h " is twelve years, and this is the ninth
year of the current " Pih." At h t a majority were against an
immediate redistribution, but now over sixty per cent. wish it. The
oppoeition of a,number of shareholders was origrnally owing to jealousy
against 8 minor Malik pushing himself forward and agitating for a
new 'I P88h1" through which other Maliks feared that in future times
the " Piah" would be known by his name. If compliance with the
I' Pseh " can be legally resisted, it is not advisable'to allow a
Pi,"
ss no less than two hundred and thirty-& " G k d n d Khulae," or
" circular mouths" are now in mortgage for eleven thousand and
thirteen rupees, i.8. when a shareholder mortgages one or more of his
strips in each block, into which village arable lands are divided, he is
said to have effected a "gimdnd l' or circular mortgage.
At the last enumeration it was found that the community numbered
one thousand seven hundred and ninety-three " K h u h , " of which,
however, no fewer than one hundred and eighty-four are fixed, irre-

vocable, and, consequently, not genuine 'I Khulas." The former are
subject to fluctuation a t each " Peeh," as the strength of the tribe may
have increased or decreased, but the latter can only fluctuate in size
and position according to the chance of lot-casting and the numerical
strength of the tribe compared with its strength at the last Pe8h." As
the origin of these fixed " K h u h " is inhesting and curious, I shall
note them here :-

Given soon after the settlement of the village, seven or eight generations ago, in l'Kauna," i.e. service grants to " duma," or drummers, ,
and now held by their descendants.
1
Do. do. to carpenters, d a g e servants.
Granted to slaves or hired swordsmen kept by the different head
men. As their occupation ceased, the grantees have gradually
disap eared, and the descendants of the head men who owned the ,
sworLmen have since retained their shares.
I
Religious grants to holy men.
Hereditary in the family of the Hindoo who nsed to keep the " Psrh " I
accounts.
Compensation grant to the Sipat Khels, who several generatiom ago
resisted a " Veah," although denlanded by the rest of the tribe ;
consequently a fight ensued, in which twenty-two Sipat Khel oxen
were slaughtered. When a conference sat to settle terms of reconciliation, twenty-two extra " Khulaa" were allowedto the Sipat
Khels as a permanent compensation for the slaughtered kine.
Specid grants allowed or taken by the head men.
Genuine " dead mouths" ('I dlurnh Khulaa "), owners of which died
without iswe, and, aa no relation would accept them, the
council ut them up to auction, and by making them irrevocab e
p r o o u r J a purchaser, whose family has since held them.

""8"

The ancient territorial blocks subject to " Peeh "are twenty-one in
number. Besides these are three blocks which are never veshed, but
held according to possession; also twelve small plob held for generations by some outsiders, and which the tribe now wish to resume.
The rules about shares, absentees and trees are the same as the Matora
rules, with the Sikandar Khel modifications, but the tribe unanimously
affirm that the mortgage rule is that at a new I' Peeh " a mortgagee can
only receive new " Ehulaa " if the original representatives of them
are then alive, and that in no case is any compensation in land or
money given.

